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ABSTRACT 
The Bay of Islands Complex (BOIC) represenrs a lower Ordovician ophiolite 
located in western Newfoundland. In the north~m part of the BOIC, a 6 km thick 
mantle section is exposed in the Table Mountain (TM) masstf. The structural, micro-
)J<ructural (including olivine lattice data). and geochemical variation within the mantle 
section were investigated in order to delineate the tectonic and magmatic history of the 
peridotites. 
The field structures indicate the presence of six structural units which are detined 
by distinct trends of the high temperature mmeral stretching lineation of harzburgites, 
lherzolites, and Junites. On the basis of microstructural evidence, the formation of four 
of these units is assigned to spreading-rela:ed events, th\! remaining two to detachment 
tectonics. A high level and a low level zone preserving microstructural evidence for 
melt infiltration are present. The high level peridotites also show mineral chemical evi-
dence for melt infiltration. 
Peridotite microstructures are classified into se•;eral 'type microstructures' inter-
preted to retlect differences in stress, accumulated strain, temperatures of deformation, 
and presence or absence of melt during deformation . The microstructural behaviour of 
orthopyroxene and spinel is investigated in more detail. The range of deformation 
mechanisms inferred from the morphology of orthopyroxene correlates largely with the 
temperature of deformation. In areas of lower accumulated strain, spinel grains, 
together with spatially associated phases, appear to preserve morphologies discriminat-
ing between different magmatic processes, i.e. spinel formed during parthl melting, 
trapping of melt, and transient melt movement. 
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The process of melt infiltration into peridotite is further investigated and two end-
member processes can conceptionally be distinguished: (i) simple trapping of primitive 
melt; (ii) extensive tlushing of melt through peridotite associated with fractionation of 
melt c.n<.l reaction with the host. Mineralogical and geochemical trends associated with 
both processes are discussed and compared to the TM peridotites. 
Relative age relationships between the spreading-related structural units support 
the plate thickening model for formation of oceanic lithosphere. By applying thermal 
models for formation of oceanic lithosphere to the TM mantle section, (he distance 
from L1e ridge axis, at which each unit has been structurally frozen in, can be esti· 
mated. The additional use of data concerning the relative sense of shear in the perido-
tites and the relative positi.>n of the ridge axis with respect to the TM massif indicates 
that the high level, early mantle structures in TM are related to plate driven flow. 
U.ter, d\!eper mantle structures formed during forced flow. The latest spreading-related 
structures are assigned to an off-axis, diapiric motion of the upper mantle which was 
stopped at the base of the lithosphere at approximately 50 km from the ridge axis. The 
lower melt infiltration zone is correlated with this event. 
The history of the BOIC can be explained as an evolution during a decreasing 
spreading rate. The decreasing spreading rate is considered responsible for the emerg-
ence of a late, transient, far-reaching forced flow field driven by the buoancy of par-
tially melted peridotite below the ridge during a period of restricted extensional plate 
movement. As a further consequence of restricted extension, magmatic products ponded 
at the base of the oceanic crust. resulting in the formation of thick dunite sequences in 
the late history of the BOIC. This late history is best preserved in the Blow Me Down 
massif of the BOIC which, based on the preservation of ridge-parallel flow structures 
up to a depth of several kilometres below the Moho, must have been located close to 
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the ridge axis when spreading ceased. The presence of lherzolires instead of h.trzhur-
gites at the base of all four massifs of the BOIC may be explained as the result of 
slower mantle upwelling prevailing during very slow spreading in the final extensional 
history of the BOIC. LatC"r. the plates converged. causing detachment of the ophiolite. 
The oceanic basin where the BOIC was generated may rcpreSl'nt a pull-apart basin 
(Andaman Sea type) whicr. opened duri.1g strike-slip dominated tectonics within an 
older. arc-type oceanic lithosphere. The boundary between the young lithosphere ot the 
BOIC and the older arc-ty;>e lithosphere would correlate with the pro:x>Sl'd fracture 
zone in the Lewis Hills massif. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
l.i l 'PPER :\IANTLE DYNA:\IICS 
1.1.1 Introduction 
After twenty years of intense r~.~sear.:h, there appears to be little doubt that ophi0-
lites represent oceanic lithosphere (e.g. Moores 10~2. Coleman 198-l, Nicolas Jl)R9). In 
particular. the similarity of seismic. properties of oceanic lithosphere and ophiolit.:s is 
convincing (Christensen and Salisbury 1979. Christensen 198-t). -\specific tcl.':onic 
environment of formation for ophiolites does apparently not exist. Most striking is the 
absence of an ophiolite whil.;h would be gl!nerally accepted io have lorrncd within a 
classic mid-ocean ridge environment (Coleman 198.t). 
A complete ophiolite sequence consists from base to toj) of tectonized upper 
mantle peridotites, layered and isotropic gabbros and minor ultramafic cumulates, a 
mafic sheeted dyke swarm. mafic volcanics, and minor oceanic sediments . Minor 
chromitite bodies and felsic intrusives may be present (Anonymous 1972). The sheeted 
dyke swarm of this assemblage is indicative of extreme extension whkh is accommo-
dated by formation of oceanic crust. Geodynamically, ext~nsional environments arc 
coupled with upwelling of upper mantle material from depth, either leading to a full 
ocean formation as in the case of oceanic lithosphere (ophiolites) or to the thinning of 
continental crust as in rifting environments, e.g. Basin and Range Province. This thesis 
deals with the deep rooted processes leading to the formation of oceanic lithosphere, 
i.e. mantle flow, partial melting. and melt migration. 
1 
. --- --- -
~ . . . . 
1.1.2 Mantle now and the fonnation of oceanic lithosphere: correlation betwet!n 
geophysical models, mid-ocean ridges. and ophiolites 
Two end-member models have been suggested by geophysicists for the formation 
of oceanic lithosphere (Forsyth 1977, Phipps Morgan et al. 1987. Nicolas 1989, p. 30). 
(i) In the dyke intrusion mOtlel (McKenzie 1967, Cann 1974), asthenosphere intrudes 
vertically and in a dyke-like manner into the parting plates and solidifies in a steep flow 
orientation beneath the ridge. The lithosphere is created in its entire thickness near the 
spread;ng centre. Modifications allow for a wedge shaped flow towards the ridge axis. 
(ii) In the plate thickening model (Parker and Oldenburg 1973, Forsyth 1977). the verti-
cal asthenospheric up-tlow u ,~dergoes an .Jvertum into a subhorizontal return flow 
directed awa~, from the ridge. The subhorizontally flowing asthenosphere is 
transformed into Lthosphere as the plates cool progressively while they are moving 
away from the ridge. In this way, the thickness of the lithosphere grows steadily with 
increasing distance •rom the spreading centre. 
Both models predict surprisingly similar topographic and th~rmal properties for 
oceanic lithosphere (Forsyth 1977). Seismic evidence (Raleigh wave data) indicates. 
however, a thickening of the lithosphere with age in the Pacific and Atlantic ocean 
(Forsyth 1977). In addition, seismic anisotropy studies in the Pacific ocean support the 
plate thickening model, as the highest compressional wave velocity - which is parallel 
to the high temperature olivine slip dir~ction (Francis 1969, Nicolas and Christensen 
1987) - is measured perpendicular to the ridge elongation (Christensen 1984, Nicolas 
and Christensen 1987). The seismic evidence is thus inconsistent with a frozen in, verti-
cal flow pattern as required in the dyke intrusion model. 
The large scale models for the formation of oceanic lithosphere are supplemented 
by more detailed observations from the mid-ocean ridge system. A great effort has been 
2 
put into establishing and intt!rpreting the topography across the strike of mid-on.·ar 
ridge system3 (e.g. Sleep and Rosendahl 1979. Parmentier and Fors,rh 1985. Chc:n and 
Morgan 1990) and along strike of the spreading axis bl!tween transfo1m faults (c: .g. Hc:y 
et al. 1980. Lonsdale 1983, 1989. Macdonald and Fox 1983. Macdonald c:t al. 1987. 
1988. Sempere et 11. 1990. Karson ct al. 1987). The discovery <'f the along-strike topo-
graphic variation ("mid-ocean ridge segmentation") has added a third dimension to 
m<'dels of oceanic lithosphere formation. Lithosphere formation involves t<'pographic 
highs and lows along the ridge axis, overlapping and propagating spreading centres. 
and non-overlapping offsets of the spreading ridge. Spn:ading centres may als<' migrate 
into transform domains (Karson 1986). The topography probably correlates with mag-
matic centres of variable magnitude. The presence of magmatic centres along the strike 
of a mid-<Xean ridge implies a heterogeneous formation of oceanic crust and c:xplains 
the variation of cru~tal thickness (e.g. Detrick and Purdy 1980, Mutter et al. 19R4) ani! 
basalt chemistry (Christie and Sinton 1981, Langmuir and Bender 1984, Klein and 
Langmuir 1987) observed within a segment of an oce.1n ridge bounded by transform 
faults . 
The ultimate cause of the topographic and magmatic segmentation must lie within 
the underlying upper mantle. Several studies favour diapiric (or gravitational) instabil -
ities as cause of mid-ocean ridge segmentation (Whitehead et al. 19M4, S•.:houtcn et at. 
1985, Crane 1985, Lin et al. 1990). The possible existence of these instabilities has 
been experimentally confirmed (Whitehead 1986). Based primarily on evidence from 
ophiolite studies, Rabinowicz et al. ( 1984, 1987) numerically simulated the effC(;t of 
diapirs on mantle flow. They showed that a forced flow regime near the ridge a.1(is will 
develop which overrides the regional plate driven flow. In addition . the melt trapped 
within diapirs reduces the viscosity of the upper mantle and explains the sharp turnover 
of mantle flow observed in ophiolitic upper mant!·~. 
3 
The presence of diapiric instabilities aligned along the ridge axis implies inho-
mogeneous lithosphere formation and, as a result. lateral mantle flow develops parallel 
to the ridge axis. The lateral flow appears directed towards the volcanic centre at depth 
(Whitehead et al. 1984, Phipps Morgan and Forsyth 1988) but away from the centre 
towards bounding transform faults at shallow levels (\' ogt and Johnson 1975, Parm-
entier and Forsyth 1985, Nicolas 1989, p. 141). 
An important variable for the formation of oceanic lithosphere is the spreading 
rate. In the plate thickening model. the lithosphere is thicker for slow spreading rates 
than for fast spreading rates at any given distance from the ridge axis. This means that 
the lithosphere - asthenosphere boundary (representing an isotherm in the plate thicken-
ing model) is progressively more steeply inclined with decreasing spreading rates 
(Parker and Oldenburg 1973, Sleep 1975. Kusznir and Bott 1976, Sleep and Rosendahl 
1979, Chen and Morgan 1990). As a very steeply .nclined lithosphere- as~henosphere 
boundary is typical for t!le dyke intrusion model, the plate thickening model could con-
verge with that model for slow spreading rates. This would, however, imply that return 
flow has to break down below a cenain spreading rate. Numerical modelling suggests 
that unsteady return flow will develop with decreasing spreading rates (Scott and Ste-
venson 1989). Other effe~ts of slow spreading are a reduced thickness of the oceanic 
crust compared to fast spreading and the possibly complet~ absence of layer 3 (Sleep 
1975, Kuznir and Bott 1976. Reid and Jackson 1981). Features similar to slow spread-
ing are developed in the vicinity of ridge - transform intersections (e.g . Detrick and 
Purdy 1980. Mutter et al. 1984). 
The mode by which me't migrates through the mantle is poorly known. It might 
occur predominantly by porous flow (Frank 1968, Ahem and Turcotte 1979, McKenzie 
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1984, Phipps 1\lorgan and Forsyth 1988). within "magmons" (reg1ons of high porosity: 
Scott and Stevenson 1986. Scott 19~8), within diapirs (Whitehc.•d et al. 1984. 
Whitehead 1986, Crane 1985, Scott 1988). or by \eins and dyk~s (Sleep 1988). 
Access to upper mantle rocks within the oceanic ridge system is restn~ted to large 
fault scarps. As a result, the study of ophiolitic mantle rocks is extremely important. 
Structural studies in the mantle section of ophiolites suggest that natural analogues exist 
to virtually all geometrical accretion models listed above. The Tnniry type ophiolite 
(Bc'.ldier and Nicolas 1985, Nicolas 1986a, 1989. Boudier et al. 1989) could represent 
the d:. ke intrusion model with the resel'ation that in the Trinity t~. pe the inclination of 
the flow line arvears subhorizontal to moderately inclined. The plate thickening model 
is confirmed in the Table Mounrain f)pe oplliolites (Prinzhofer et al. 1980. Girardc.~u 
and Nicolas 1981. Nicolas and Violette 19~2). High spreading rates favour the Table 
1\lountain type mantle str:Jctures over the 1 rinity type structures (Nicolas 198flb). The 
model of diapiric centres along the ridge axis is exempl i lied in the Oman ophiolite 
(Ceuleneer and Nicolas 1985. Ceuleneer et al. 1988. Nicolas 1989). Diapirs and related 
forced flow may cause shear sense reversals within a given mantle section, as observed 
in ophiolites (Ceuleneer et al. i 988). The Oman ophiolite demonstrates the transition 
between the diapiric tlow pattern and the return flow patt.!rn (Ceulcnccr ct al. 1988) as 
predicted in the plate thickening model. Abundant evidence ~xists for along-axis mantle 
tlow in ophiolites (Nicolas and Violette 1982, Ceuleneer et al. 1988). Segmentation 
similar to the mid-ocean ridge system is debated for the Oman ophiolite (Nicolas et al. 
1988a, Juteau et al. 1988a.b). Omission of major parts of the plutonic sequence due to 
slow spreading and rapid cooling appears to be realized in the Xigaze ophiolite (Nicolas 
et al. 1981, Girardeau et al. 1985). Numerous ophiolite::. representing fracture 10nes 
have been identified (Karson and Dewey 1978, Prinzhofer and Nicolas 1980, Reuber 
1984, Murton 1986, Miller and Mogk 1987, Nicolas et al. 1988a). 
5 
Studies in ophiolites support three ways of melt migration: by dykes (Nicolas and 
Jackson 1982, Nicolas 1986a), as diapirs (Nicolas and Violette 1982, Ceuleneer and 
Nicolas 1985, Ceuleneer et al. 1988), and - possibly restricted to the ophiolitic transi-
tion zone- by porous flow (Nicolas and Prinzhofer 1983, Nicolas 1986b). 
The fact that ophiolites are preserved in orogenir- belts within the continental crust 
implies that they must have undergone detachment from their oceanic environment. The 
exact time of detachment is particularly importan : for ophiolites evolving according to 
the plate thickening model. Detachment near the ridge locks in the diapiric structures or 
tho~e with tlow parallel to the ridge, whereas later detachment will SJ.mple lithosphere 
with classic return flow structures. These constraints do not apply to the slow spreading 
ophiolites (dyke intrusion model) as their mantle structl.;res are frozen in at the ridge 
anyway. This 1s exemplified by the Trinity ophiolite which preserves a vertical mantle 
struc•ure. though it was detached 100 my after its formation (le Sueur and Boudier 
1986). For the case of the plate thickening model, the Oman ophiolite with its pre-
served diapiric structures represents the type lithosphere for the early detachment scen-
ario (Boudier et al. 1982, 198~). The Table MoJntain ···.assif within the Bay of Islands 
Ophiolite indicates return flow condit1ons (Nicolas and Violette 1982) and possibly 
somewhat later detachment. 
1.1.3 Some petrological implications of mantle now 
Within the upwelling region of oceanic environments, mantle rocks will record a 
continuous decompression history. The temperature history of the peridotites is, how-
ever, more complex. For slow ascent rates, the upwelJing r.tantle peridotites are 
affected by the regional temperature distribution and conductive cooling plays an 
important role in their thermal history. For high ascent rates, the mantle material will 
approach adiabatic conditions, i.e. cool only by expansion, but otherwise retain its heat 
6 
and temperature due to the relative :nefticiency of conduct1ve cooling. As the solidus of 
dry peridotite drops significantly with decreasing pressure, a fast ascent of mantle per-
idotite will lead to massive partial melting, the products of which are seen in the 
oceanic crust (e.g. McKenzie 1984). 
The ascent rate of mantle material is proportional to !he spreading rate (Nicolas 
1986b) though the proportionality factor is debated (Scott and Stevenson 1939). Nicolas 
(1986b) suggests that for spreading rates > lcm/y, adiabatic conditions are ac..1ievcd. 
melting proceeds to the stage where a harzburgitic residue is left behind, and return 
flow conditions arP. initiated. In addition, thick oceanic crust is formed (Reid and Jack-
son 1981, McKenzie 1984). Slower spreading (and ascent) rates produce only a lher-
zolitic residue (Boudier and Nicolas 1985). These simplistic rules may bl! overridden by 
local factors occurring. for example. within diapirs, near transform faults. at the tip of 
propagating rifts or by melt impregnation within the mantle. 
Very low extension rates are coupled with low ascent rates and will lead to the 
emplac.~ment of mildly or undepicted upper mantle at variable levels within the litho-
sphere (Nicolas l986b). Sue;; weakly extensional environments only rarely lead to full 
oceanic conditions and the peridotites may freeze within the continental crust as shown 
by granulitic contacts in the case of some alpine spinel- and plagioclase-lherzolite 
massifs (Komprobst 1969, Obata 1980, Komprobst and Vielzeuf 1984, Nicolas 1986a, 
1989). Alternatively, some of the lherzolitic peridotites were formed not by vertical 
ascent, bllt along shallow dipping, extensional shear zones (Lemoine et al. 1987. Drury 
et at. 1990). 
Finally, the melt migration mechanism will have a pronounced influence on the 
state of equilibration of the upper mantle. As the phase relationships of basaltic melts 
are subject to continuous change with varying PT conditions, melts formed at depth will 
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have the potential to react with peridotite at lower pressures (e.g. Kelemen 1990). The 
degree of equilibrium reached will be highest for porous flow and lowest for melt 
migration within wide dykes. 
1.2 PURPOSE OF STUDY 
The review of the preceding sections demonstrates the dynamic nature of the 
upper mantle below oceanic sprc>.ading centres and the suitability of ophiolites as ana-
logues to the oceanic lithosphere· asthenosphere system. This thesis investigates the 6 
km thick upper mantle section of the Table Mountain Massif in the Bay of Islands 
Ophiolite. The Table Mountain mantle section has prev1ously been assigned to forma-
tion during mantle retum tlow (Girardeau and Nicolas 1981). It thus offers an ideal 
location to study the evolution of mantle return t!l.)W and the structural and magmatic 
processes associated with it. 
1.3 GEOLOGICAL FRA!\IEWORK 
1.3.1 Tectonic evolution of ~ewfoundland 
Newfoundland is part of the Appalachian-Caledonian orogeni-:: belt which is 
marked by numerous ophiolite occurrences (Fig. 1.1.; Williams 1984). The orogen 
formed by opening and closure of the Proto-Atlantic ocean (Iapetus) during the lower 
Paieozoic (Wilson 1966). Ophiolites preserved in central and western Newfoundland 
are interpreted as vestiges of the Iapetus or related marginal basins (Stevens 1970, 
Dewey and Bird 1971). 
Newfoundland is conveniently divided into 4 zones (Fig. 1.2; Williams 1979). 
From east to west the zones are called Avalon, Gander, Dunnage, and Humber. Gander 
and Dunnage Zone have also been combined into the Central Mobile Belt (Williams 
I 964, van der Pluij m and van Staal 1988). The Humber Zone represents the autochtho-
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Fig. 1.1. General areas of Paleozoic ophiolite occurrences in the Caledonian-Appala-
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Dunnage terranes Bay of Islands 
Ophiolite (Fig. 1.3) 
D Gander terranes l . ~ Avalon terrane 
~ Humber Zone 
Fig. 1.2. Tectonic framework of Newfoundland (after Colman-Sadd et al. 1990) including 
ophiolitic occurrences (from Dunning and Chorlton 1985). 
0 100 
kilometres 
nous western continental margin of the Iapetus. The! other three wnes arc considered 
suspect terranes (Williams and Hatcher 1983). The Dunnage and G.mdcr terranes haw 
beer divided into subterranes (Williams et al. 1988). 
Overlying the Humber Zone an! the Humber Arm and Hare Bay Allochthons. The 
allochthons can be divided into numerous thrust sheets (Williams 1975). The Bay of 
Islands Complex (BOIC) represents the highest thrust sheet within the Humber Arm 
Allochthon. The White Hills Peridotite occurs in a similar tectonic setting in the Hare 
Bay Allochthon. Together, the BOIC and the White Hills Peridotite arc referred to as 
"western Newfoundland ophiolites" . The most likely root-zone for the western New-
foundland ophiolites is the Dunnage terrane. The Dunnage contains numerous ophiolitic 
occurrences ("central Newioundland ophiolites") as well as arc-related assemblages 
(e.g. Williams 1979). It represents an oceanic tract which, according to recent seismic 
evidence, is entirely allochthonous (Keen c.!t al. 1986, Marillier et al. 1989). 
Closure of the Iapetus appears to have taken place during the Taconian orogeny in 
the early middle Ordovician (Williams 1979), though arguments for a later date exist 
(van der Pluijm and van Staal 1988, van der Pluijm et al. 1990). During the Taconian 
event, the Bay of 1~.lands ophiolite was thrust out of the collision zon~ and emplaced 
onto the westf.:lll continental margin . The central Newfoundland ophiolites remained, 
however, trapped within the collision zone. In addition, they were later affected by the 
Acadian phase of deformation and are consequently more dismembered thail the west-
em Newfoundland ophiolites. 
A key element in nearly all plate tectonic models for the Newfoundland Appala-
chians is an eastward dipping subduction zone between the Humber and Dunnage zones 
along which an ocean basin was closed during Taconian times (e.g . Williams 1979). 
Closure coincided with cessation of the early arc magmatism and ophiC'Iite obduction 
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(Strong 1977). Pre-Taconian, westward dipping subduction zones have also been sug-
gested (Dewey and Bird 1971, Williams 1975, 1979. van der Pluijm et al. 1990). The 
post-Taconian history of the island is not agreed upon. Two puzzling features are 
post-Taconian "late arc magmatism" in the Dunnage zone (Strong 1977, Whalen 1989) 
and the Acadian deformation in the lower Devonian. Some of the more recent models 
for the post-Taconian history suggest (i) continued eastward subduction of continental 
mantle after delamination from continental cnJst (Colman-Sadd 1982, Stockmal et al. 
1987); (ii) westward subduction under a Dunnage marginal basin (van der Pluijm and 
van Staal 1988, van der Pluijm et al. 1990); or (iii) terrane convergence and accretion 
(Williams et al. 1988). 
1.3.2 The Bay of Islands Ophiolite: nomenclature 
Within the Humber Arm Allochthon, thrust sheels wi~h igneous and metamorphic 
rocks overlie thrust stacks of sedimentary rocks (Church and Stevens 1971, Williams 
1973). The thrusted sedimentary rocks are collectively referred to as Humber Arm 
Supergroup and represent pieces of continental margin sequences of Cambrian to 
Ordovician age. Together with synchronous platformal sediments of the Humber Zone, 
they record a rift-drift-collapse sequence of the western continental margin of the Iape-
tus (Williams and Hiscott 1987). 
The nomenclature of the igneous and metamorphic assemblages has been subject 
to several changes (Fig. 1.3). In the original classification, Williams (1973, 1975) dis-
tinguished the following slice assemblages: (i) the Skinner Cove Formation, consisting 
of undeformed alkali basalts with minor sediments. It occurs in scattered exposures 
along the coast line between Bonne Bay and the Lewis Hills. (ii) The Old Man Cove 
Formation, characterized by polydeformed greenschists. It is located in thrust slices 
above the Skinner Cove volcanics. (iii) The Little Port Complex (LPC), which includes 
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Fig. 1.3. Geologic map of the Bay of Islands Ophiolite. After Williams and Cawood (1989), 
with minor modifications from Girardeau (1979), Karson (1979), and this work. 
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amphibolites, gabbros. sheeted dykes and altered lavas, intruded by ultramafic intru-
sions and large trondjhemite bodies, all cut by later unJeformed dykes and overlain 
unconformably by mafic pillow lavas in the area south of Bonne Bay (Williams 1973, 
1975, Karson and Dewey 1978, Karson 1984). The LPC occurs as a belt of NNE-SSW 
trending, coastal hills to the north of the Lewis Hills (LH) and ')0Uth of Bonne Bay and 
structurally ovt:rlies the Old Man Cove Formation (Williams 1973 and 1975). The for-
mation of the LPC was related to the development of an island arc (Malpas et al. 1973 
and 1979b, Williams 1975, Searle and Stevens 1984, Jenner et al., in press) or to a 
fracture zone (Karson and Dewey 1978, Karson 1984). (iv) The Bay of IslanJs Ophio-
lite. It represents a classical ophiolite. It is exposed in four massifs, which are from 
north to south Table Mountain (TM), North Arm Mountain (NAM), Blow Me Down 
Mountain (BMD), and Lewis Hills (LH). Only the two central massifs contain all units 
of a complete ophiolite succession. The higher units (sheeted dykes and lavas) have 
been eroded from the TM and the LH massifs. 
Karson and Dewey ( 1978) and Karson ( 1984) combined the Skinner Cove Forma-
tion, Old Man Cove Formation. the LPC and the west~rn LH into the Coastal Complex 
(CC). They interpreted the CC as a transform fault assemblage and its western 
extension. The deepest level of the transform fault assemblage is exposed in the western 
LH. The Bay of Islands Ophiolite, excluding the western LH, was renamed Bay of 
Islands Complex (BOIC). The BOIC accreted against the CC within the non-transform 
setting of a fracture zone (Karson and Dewey 1978). Within the LH, the boundary 
between the CC and the BOIC is preserved as a 3-5 km wide zone (Mount Barren 
Assemblage) which was assigned to the CC (Karson and Dewey 1978). Later, the term 
Mount Barren Assemblage was abandoned (Karson 1984, Casey et al. 1985) and the 
Skinner Cove Formation was considered again a separate thrust sheet representing a 
seamount clipped during subduction and accreted to the sole of the BOIC (Casey et al. 
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1985). In a recent compilation, Williams and Cawood ( 1989) adapt~d th~ ~:onl·~pt that 
the LPC extends further to the south into the western LH and reintroduced th~ M('Uilt 
Barren Assemblage (now called Mount Barren Complex). They retain~d the Old Man 
Cove Formation as a separate thrust slice. 
In this thesis, the terms CC and BOIC are used, following th~ dctinition of Ca~y 
et al. (1985). Whether the CC includes or excludes the Old Man Cove Formation is of 
no relevance to the thesis. CC and BOIC together are referred to as Bay of Islands 
Ophiolite (BOIO). The term LPC is used in the definition of Williams ( 1973. 1975) and 
Jenner et al. (in press) and excludes the western LH. 
1.3.3 The Bay of Islands Ophiolite: previous work 
Following the early investigations of Snelgrove et al. (1934). Ingerson (1935). 
Cooper ( 1936), and Budding ton and Hess ( 1937) , the ti r-;t comprehensive map of the 
BOIC was published by Smith (1958). He considered the complex to be a layered intru-
sion with crystal mush features dominating in the ultramat~c part. The allochthonous 
nature of the BOIC within the Humber Arm Allochthon was first suggested by Stevens 
(1970). A few years after the introduction of the plate tectonic concept, the Bay of 
Islands "igneous intrusion" was reinterpreted as an ophiolite and ancient oceanic litho-
sphere (Stevens 1970, Dewey and Bird 1971, Church and Stevens 1971). Remapping of 
the BOIO (Williams I 973) was accompanied and followed by detailed petrological work 
(Irving and Findlay, 1972, Malpas 1976, 1978, Malpas and Strong 1975, Riccio 1976, 
Church and Riccio 1977). As a result, the residual nature of harzburgites, and the 
cumulate nature of dunites, layered ultramafic rocks and gabbros was confirmed. 
Structural investigation of the mantle tectonites revealed a flow pattern related to 
mantle return flow and the discovery of shear sense reversals in the mantle section (Gi-
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rardeau 1979, Girardeau and Nicolas 1981). The reversals were later explained in a 
numerical simulation of mantle now beneath mid-ocean ridges (Rabinowicz et al. 
1984). 
Detailed work within the massive dunites and overlying layered ultramatic rocks 
demonstrated their highly deformed nature (Karson 1975, 1977, Berger et at. 1975, 
Salisbury and Christensen 1978, Thayer 1980, Girardeau and Nicolas 1981 , Casey ct 
al. 198 .. Moll 1981, Caton 1984, Neyens 1986, Dunsworth et al. 1986). The geologi-
cal investigation of the LH led to the fracture zone model (Karson 1977, 1984, Karson 
and Dewey 1978, Karson and Elthon 1987). Mapping of arcuate arrangements of 
igneous layering in NAM and the LH resulted in a magma chamber model for the 
BOIC (Casey and Karson 1981). Petrological arguments put forward by Elthon resulted 
in a more extreme model of a magma chamber with a deep-reaching funnel (Elthon et 
al. 1982, Casey et al. 1983) which was, however, recently questioned (Elthon 1990). 
Detailed work in the cumulate section of the BOIC demonstrated the need to invoke 
open system fractionation involving numerous batches of new magma (Church and Ric-
cio 1977, Elthon et al. 1982 and 1984, Komor et al. 1985a, Casey et al. 1985, Camp-
bell and Turner 1989). 
Numerous studies indicated a MORB similarity of the volcanics and sheeted dykes 
in the BOIC (Coish and Church 1979, Jacobsen and Wasserburg 1979, Suen et al. 
1979, Casey et al. 1985). In addition to the main tholeiitic trend, Malpas (1978) found 
evidence for a mildly alkaline tendency. The mafic volcanics of the CC also showed a 
MORB affinity (Casey et al. 1985). Within the LH, a generation of diabase dykes 
occurs which could have formed by low pressure melting of oceanic cumulate rocks 
(Elthon et al. 1986). 
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Malpas (l979b) pointed out the difference in character between trondjhemitcs in 
the LPC and those of the BOIC. Karson ( 1984) favoured an origin of th\! LPC twndjhc-
mites by partial IT ;!iting of lower oceanic crustal rocks and/or by contamination of a 
fractionated magma within a spreading cen!re. Recent trace element and isotopic work 
(Jenner et al., in press) confirms the genetic difference between t.-ondjhemite lx·cur-
rences in the CC and the BOIC and sugge'its (i) a non-MORB nature of the large 
trondjhemitic intrusions in the LPC, and (ii) possibly a non-MORB nature of the BOIC 
trondjhemites. 
The only thorough structural work in the high level ophiolitic part of the BOIC by 
Rosenkrantz (1980, 1983) led to the surprising result of a highly variable sheeted dyke 
orientation in northern North Arm Mountain. The conclusions of Rosenkrantz (op. cit.) 
about a N-S directed ridge orientation are in contrast to a mean trend developed in other 
parts of the BOIC (Williams and Malpas 1972, Salisbury and Christensen 1978, Casey 
et al. 1983) as well as in Lhe northern Coastal Complex (Karson 1984). 
The pre-ophiolitic concept of a contact metamorphic aureole in the BOIC (Smith 
1958) was revised by Will!ams and Smyth (1973) and Malpas et al. (1973) in favour of 
a dynomothermal metamorphic sole. The me•amorphic gradient within the sole ranges 
from gr?nulite occuring next to the upper mantle rocks to subgrrenschist at the base. 
Internal heat of the ophiolite body and frictional heat generated during ophiolite detach-
ment were considered responsible for development of the very steep thermal gradient. 
In later studies, Mal pas ( 1979a) demonstrated that frictional heating alone was 
insufficient to explain the inferred temperatures at the contact. This conclusion was 
questioned by McCaig (1983) who was impressed by an apparently large difference 
between the age of formation and the age of obduction of the BOIC (see below). 
McCaig (1983) presented a model involving thrust stacking on top of the ophiolite prior 
to formation of the sole in order to account for unexplained high pressures and pro-
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grade relations in granulites of the metamorphic sole of the BOIC. Jamieson (1986) 
suggested that, at least i.1 the White Hills peridotite, the metamorphic sole represents a 
complex shear zone juxtaposing prograde, low grade metamorphic rocks against retro-
grade, high grade rocks along a shear zone of intermediate metamorphic grade. 
Early age determinations from the BOIC suggested an age of formation ot 504 ± 
10 Ma (zircons from trondjhemites, Mattinson 1976) and 508 ± 6 and 501 ± 13 Ma 
(Sm-Nd age of gabbros, Jacobsen and Wasserburg 1979). The minimum age of detach-
ment was placed at 469 ± 5 Ma (K-Ar of amphibolites, new decay constant, Dallmeyer 
and Williams 1975). The age for the BOIC appeared therefore close that of the CC, 
determined as 508 ± 5 Ma (zircon age from trondjhemite in the LPC, Mattinson 1975). 
The iatter age has been confirmed (Jenner et al ., in press). The age for the BOIC was 
revised, however, to 486 +2/-1 Ma (Dunning and Krogh 1985, Jenneret al. , in press). 
Various tectonic models suggested for spreading and obduction of the BOlO are dis-
cussed in chapter 6. 
1.4 ORGANIZATION OF TEXT 
The organizatior of the thesis is as follows. Largely descriptive material is pres-
ented in chapter 2 (Field Relationships), chapter 3, and the first parts of chapter 4 
(Microstructure) and chapter 5 (Geochemistry). The second half of chapters 4 and 5, 
and the entire chapter 6 are !nterpretative. Chapter 6 synthesizes most of the informa-
tion into a tectonic model for the entire BOIC. Chapters 2 to 5 are preceded by a sum-
mary. Stereographic projections of structural data and geochemical data/procedures are 
listed in the appendices. Two detailed maps showing the structural data and a sample 
location map can be found in a pocket at the end of the thesis. 
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l.S STRUCTURAL WORKING TECHNIQUES 
The approach taken in this thesis follows closely the working techniques devel-
oped for peridotites (Nicolas et al. 1971, 1972, Nicolas and Poirier 1976, Nicolas 
1989). In addition, geochemical data were collected. 
In the field, stations were recorded on 1: 10.000 colour aerial photographs. Each 
station contains structural and lithological observations, e .g. rock type. grain size. 
orientation and strength of the mineral detined foliation and lineation. orientation and 
type of lithological banding, measurements of fold axes, axial planes and fold asym-
metries, dyke lithology and orientation, and boudin elongations. The mineral shape fab-
ric is particularly important as it is closely rel.ltcd to the actual flow plane (Etchecop.Lr 
19i7, Etchecopar and Vasseur 1987, Nicolas and Poirier 1976, Bouchez ct al. 1983). 
When a shape fabric was not visible in the field, it could usually be retrieved by pro-
gressive cutting and bleaching of oriented specimens with dilute HCI in the laboratory 
(Nicolas and Poirier 1976). 
The numerous structural orientations listi!d within chapter 2 are presented in a 
dip-direction/dip format for planar elements and plunge-direction/plunge format for lin-
ear elements as this is considered the most effective way of wmmunicating orientation 
data. As an example, a plane striking N40°E and dipping 60° h> the northwest is 
reported as 310/60. A linear element trending N40o E and plunging 60° to the northeast 
is reported as 40/60. 
Microstructural studies were performed using thin sections cut perpendicu!ar to 
the foliation and parallel to lineation. These sections are considered XZ-ct•~5 '(Bouchez 
et al. 1983). An exact location of the foliation and lineation is important, as shear sense 
·xyz indicate the principal elongations of the finite strain ellipsoid with X> Y > Z. 
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determinations are based on the relation between the foliation trace and the trace of the 
slip plane in the thin section. The slip plane and direction was determined by olivine 
petrofabric analysis using a fivl!-axis universal stage. 100 olivine grains were measured 
in each slide. Oril!ntation data were manipulated using a computer program originally 
designed by Dr. L. Bouchez (Universite de Nantes) and funher developed by Dr. D. 
Mainprice (USTL Montpellier). The petrofabric data nearly always indicated a slip 
direction parallel to [ 1 00] of olivine. Consequently, the shear sense could be deter-
mined more rapidly by using the normal to the olivine tilt wall orientation as indicator 
of the tlow plane (Nicolas et. al. 1972). The mean tilt wall orientation (extinction 
direction) was determined by measuring 50-80 olivine grains. For small grain sizes, a 
mean extinction direction for several grains was optically determined and taken to 
represent one measurement. Angles between the foliation and the flow plane of less 
than 4 o were considered insigni tic ant and the shear sense was designated as neutral. 
Microstructural shear sense determia1ations presented in section 2.8 are based both on 
the U-stage and the tilt-wall method. 
Analytical procedures for the geochemical work are reponed in Appendix B. 
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2 FIELD RELATIONSHIPS 
2.1 SUMMARY 
Within the Table Mountain massif upper mantle peridotit~s and rtutonic crustal 
rocks are folded into an isoclinal synform. A 6 km thick mantle section is developed on 
the eastern limb of the synform. The mantle section, including massive dunites hclow 
the gabbros, has been mapped in detail. 
The mantle section is subdivided into six structural units, which arc numbered I 
through 6 from the top to the base of section. The units can be defined by changes in 
the orientation of the high temperature mineral stretching lineation across the unit 
boundaries. 
Unit 1 consists largely of massive dunites with rare (plagioclase-) wehrlitic I and-
ing. Dunite bands cut this banding. Gabbro and coarse, layered wchrlite bodies occur 
within the massive dunites. Orthopyroxenite dykes are only weakly deformed. 
Stretching lineations plunge moderately to steeply to the westnorthwcst and foliations 
appear sigmoidally arranged on a larger scale. 
Within unit 2, lineations trend northnortheast - southsouthwest and foliations dip 
moderately to steeply to the northwest. A strong aggregate fabric is developed in the 
fine grained peridotites of the upper part of unit 2. Numerous dunite bands and clinopy-
roxenite dykes, as well as rare, thin plagioclasites occur in the clinopyroxene-rich harz-
burgites. Mesoscopic folds are restricted to a few weak flexures of the foliation. On a 
lOOm-scale, the foliation is folded in the southern part of unit 2. The dominant shear 
sense is dexLru!. Ortllopyroxenite dykes are undeformoo to weakly deformed. 
Changes from unit 2 to unit 3 are gradational apart from a stretching lineation 
plunging to t' >: ~'Jrthwest in unit 3. Additional changes near the unit boundary, com-
pared to unit ;· · ·e as follows: (i) the shear sense reverses to sinistral; (ii) dumte bands 
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are less numerous, but orthopyroxene-rich banding is more abundant; (iii) 
clinopyroxene is rare in harzburgite; (iv) the orthopyroxene grain size increases; (v) the 
mineral shape fabric becomes weaker. 
Within unit 3, asymmetric folds develop progressively down-section. Their asym-
metry is consistent with microstructurally determined, sinistral shear. The distribution 
pattern of orthopyroxenite dykes suggests progressive transposition during sinistral 
shear from original steep attitudes perpendicular to the stretching lineation within unit 2 
to near foliation-parallel orientations r.:?ar the base of unit 3. 
Unit 4 is defined by a northeast-trending stretching lineation and a heterogen-
eously distributed, mylonitic fabric within otherwise moderately deformed, 
clinopyroxene-poor harzburgites. The shear sense is sinistral and most if not all dykes 
are deformed. 
The transition from unit 4 to 5 is marked by changes in most structural and litho-
logical elements and is singled out as a transitional unit rTU). Compared to unit 4, per-
idotites in unit 5 are: (i) coarser grained and enriched in clinopyroxene, and (ii) their 
mineral shape fabric is weaker; (iii) the stretching lineation within unit 5 plunges 
steeply to the westnorthwest; (iv) lithological banding in unit 5 defines a large synfor-
mal structure; (v) cross-cutting dykes are virtually absent. 
Peridotites of unit 6 are clinopyroxene-rich harzburgites and lherzolites. The min-
eral shape fabric is strong and orthopyroxene gralns are coarse. Several generations of 
high strain zones overprint each other. No consistent attitude of the stretching lineation 
is present within the unit. The base of the unit, representing the contact with the meta-
morphic sole. is marked by a zone of one to several metres thick ultramafic ultramylo-
nite. 
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The metamorphic sole is divided into two structural subtypes: (i) a thin. continu-
ous belt exposing mainly amphibolites. and (ii) a more "bulky". discontinuous thrust 
belt consisting of slices of amphibolites. greenschist, and mantle peridotites juxtaposed 
internally along discrete faults. 
2.2 INTRODUCTION 
Upper mantle peridotites are e'(posed in all four massifs of the BOIC. Regional 
mapping was restricted to the upper mantle section in the Table Mountain massif which 
is the most accessible massif and preserves the thickest. continuous mantle section in 
the BOlO. Above upper mantle harzburgites and lherzolites, massive dunites arc 
exposed in TM. Within ophiolites. the dunites are variably assignl!d to the residual 
mantle (Sinton 1977, Arai 1980, Nicolas and Prinzhofer 1983, Bennet al. 1988) or to 
the cumulate section (e.g. Malpas 1978, George 1978, Casey et al. 1981, Lippard et al. 
1986). Because of their disputed nature, the massive dunites were included in thl! field 
work. Mapping was, however. not extended into the basal layered cumulate sequence, 
as their field relationships have been recently reported by Girardeau ( 1979), Girardeau 
and Nicolas (1981), and Neyens ( 1986). \\'her..- appropriate, data of these authors are 
taken into consideration. 
Field data are presented in three fold-out maps in the back of the thesis: Map I -
foliations and lithological banding; Map II - lineations; and Map Ill - station locations 
and sample numbers. Summary maps for the different lithologies (Fig. 2.1), mineral 
stretching lineations (Fig. 2.2), foliations and lithological banding (Fig. 2.3), and 
microstructurally determined shear senses (Fig . 2.4) are given within the text of this 
section. They also contain data for the lower crustal section, compiled from Girardeau 
and Nicolas (1981) for foliations and lineations and from Neyens (1986) for the litholo-
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Fig. 2.1 (facing page). Map showing lithological elements in the Table Moun-
tain Massif. Distribution of ultramafic cumulates after Neyens (1986) . 
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(in white areas): low angle fault at the base of the 
Skinner Cove volcanics (from Quinn 1985, Williams 
and Cawood 1989); 
ductile contact between the metamorphic sole and 
upper mantle peridotite. 
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structural unit boundary (for units see Fig. 2 .2) 
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Fig. 2.2 (facing page). Map showing stretching lineations and structural unit 
boundaries in the Table Mountain Massif. Data for gabbros and ultramafic 
cumulates after Girardeau ( 1979). TU -transition unit; SC - Skinner Cove 
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Fig. 2.3 (facing page). Map showing foliations and lithological banding 
within the Table Mountain Massif. Data for gabbros and ultramafic cumulates 








Fig. 2.4 (facing page). Map showing microstructurally determined shear 
senses (including those determined with petrofabric data) in the Table Moun-
tain Massif. For legend see Fig. 2.1 
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gies. Stereographic representations of structural elements for each stru-. !ural unit are 
shown in Appendix A (Figs. A2.1-A2.17). The stereographic representations also 
contain isolated data, e.g. two fold axis measurements within a structural unit. The iso-
lated measurements will not be referred to in the text as they are considered statistically 
insignificant. 
Of particular importance is the lineation map (Map II and Fig. 2.2). It shows that 
six areas can be distinguished in the peridotites. each separated from the other by a dif-
ferent orientation of the mineral stretching lineation. These six areas are considered to 
be separate structural units. Starting from the top of the section studied and going 
down-section, they are numbered I through 6 (including one transitional unit. TU. 
between units 4 and 5). For reference, the structural unit boundaries are also shown on 
the lithology-, foliation-, and shear sense-maps. All units are defined on the extensive 
eastern side of the fM masssif. Structures on the western side which correspond to 
units 2 ar.d 3 on the eastern side are referred to as unit 2 I and unit 3 I. 
The descriptions of the detailed field relationships (sections 2.4.3 to 2.9) report 
the variation of each structural element or group of elements (e.g. "folds") within the 
mantle section including the massive dunites. In the description, the division into struc-
tural units is used for geographical reference. The term "down-section" will frequently 
be used. It refers to a direction pointing from the gabbros into the harzburgites to the 
metamorphic sole. "Up-section" indicates the reverse direction. 
2.3 LARGE SCALE FAULTING AND FOLDING 
2.3.1 Late faulting 
Like the three other massifs of the BOIC, the TM massif represents a gravita-
tional slide and as such is bounded by a shallow detachment fault (Williams 1971 and 
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1973, Cawood and Williams 1988, Williams and Cawood 1989) wh1~h is usually 
developed as melange (Williams 1971. Williams and Smyth 1973). Where exposed 1r 
the TM massif. the contact of the ophiolite with the country rocks is. however. stc~p . 
This is seen in the well-known exposure in the Winterhouse Brook section (Smith 1':>58. 
Mercier 1977), as well as in the Shoal Brook section. Other small outcrops along the 
northern, eastern and southern s1de of the massif expose shales and sandstones. which 
are part of the Blow Me Down Brook Formation (Quinn 1985). With the exception of 
the NAM massif, the shallow detachment model is contlrmed by gravity data (Weaver 
1967). 
Fig. 2.5. Location of columnar sections through transition zone <A-E, Fig. 2.8) and 
cross-section (F , Fig. 2.6) in TM massif. For legend see Fig. 1.3. 
The northwest-southeast trending, sinistral offset pa1tern between the four massifs 
(Fig. 1.3) is duplicated in several, previously unrecognized. apparently sinistral, cross 
faults along the northern margin of TM. The concentrations of cross faults near the 
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northern and southern margins of the massif suggests that they are related to the break 
up of the BOIC into separate massifs. This might have occurred during the final gravi-
tational sliding of the BOIC into its current location. 
Deviating from previous studies (Smith 1958, Girardeau 1979, Neyens 1986), 
gabbroic lithologies within the two fault slivers along the southern margin of the massif 
are not interpreted as slumps. They are considered as an integral part of the late fault 
slivers and thus represent the gabbroic core of the TM synform (see 2.3.2). Faulting 
near the eastern edge of the ma-;sif appears to be related to the later history of oceanic 
dl!tachment of the BOIC (Suhr and Cawood. submitted). 
2.3.2 Large scale folding 
Regional mapping in the three northern massifs of the BOIC suggests that all three 
massifs are folded into synforms about a northnorthwest - southsoutheast trending, sub-
horizontal axis (Williara1s 1973, Casey and Kidd 1981). Profiles shown in Karson 
( 1979) also indicate folding of the eastern part of the LH massif. Folding of the massifs 
has not affected the Humber Arm Supergroup and thus must predate the gravitational 
sliding (Williams 1973, Williams and Cawood 1989). 
The synforma1 nature of the BMD massif has later been questioned (Casey et al. 
1979, Salisbury and Christensen 1979). For the TM massif, two mndels differing from 
the synform model were suggested. Girardeau and Nicolas (1981) apparently favoured 
a simple westward tilting of the entire rr.assif, whereas Moll (1981) proposed the pres-
ence of a shallow detachment horizon near the geographic top of the TM massif. In her 
model, a thin mafic section is juxtaposed against the underlying upper mantle sequence 
along the flat fault. 
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As the eastern and western harzburgite-dunitl! transitions are gradation;ll. they arl.' 
considered primary and unfaultcd. Only the presence of a synform can c~plain the= sym-
metrical arrangement of the sequence harzburgite-dunite to the east and west ,,f the cen-
tral gabbros in TM. Structural data from within the gabbros of TM an.:. however. nt't 
clearly related to the core of a synform (Fig. 2.3). It is suggested that largc parts of the 
hinge have been suppressed by thrusting of the western limb over the core ,,f the syn-
form (Fig. 2.6). Manipulation of the structural data of the peridotite units 212' and .V.V 
from both sides of the synform demonstrate that the data can be brought into 
approximate coincidence if folJing has been i·;oclinal (180° rota:ion) and occurred 
about an axis trending N40°E (Fig. 2. 7). The isoclinal nature of the synform at TM 
contrasts with more open ft\lding of the two massifs to the south (e.g. Williams and 
Cawoou 1989). 
A:l major interpretations developed in this study ((hap. 6) arc based only on the 
analysis of the extensive and internally unfaulted eastern limb. All stereograph it: data, 
including those from the western limb (Figs. A2.3, t\2 .-t) are presented in field orienta-
tions. i.e. unrotated. 
2.4 LITHOLOGY 
2.4.1 Introduction and definition of tenns 
Four major lithological units can be detined within the TM massif (Fig. 2.1 ): (i) 
gabbroic rocks in the core of the synform; (ii) pyroxenitcs, wchrlitcs, troctolitcs and 
dunites of the "transition LOne" (term defined below); (iii) harzburgites and lherzolites 
of the mantle section; (iv) granulites, amphibolites, and greenschists of the meta-
morphic sole and associated rock units. Wtthin this study, the emphasis is put on the 
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formation and dl.!formation of the harzburgites and lherzolites. 
Characteristic for the peridotites of the residual mantle is a lithological banding, 
frequently called layering. The term banding is preferred in this study. It describes the 
modal variation between different phases and superficially resembles the igneous layer-
ing of layered intrusions. It lacks, however. any graded bedding and cryptic mineral 
chemistry variation present in layered intrusions. Thl! modal variation involves most!;. 
olivine and orthopyroxene (opx}, but may involve clinopyroxene (cpx) and spinel. The 
mineral defined foliation is typically to the banding, except in areas of folding where an 
.txial planar fabric may be developed. The origin of the banding has fascinate.d nearly 
a. I workers of alpine peridotites and ophiolites (e.g. Dick and Sinton 1979, Nicolas and 
Jackson 1982). No single mecharism for the forrtation of the banding is agreed upon. 
The term is used here in an entirely descriptive sense. 
The petrologi.:al Moho (Malpas 1973, George 1978) is located between restdual 
and purely magmatic rocks. While the term is extremely useful, the location of the 
Moho is practically very d1ificult to delinl!ate. This has been recognized by Sinton 
( 1977), who used the term tran.wion zone for rocks of a mixed residual/magmatic char-
acter. Later, Nicolas and Prinzhofer (1983) recognized the universal presence of transi-
tion zone rocks in ophiolites. 
Typical for the mantle section are cross-cutting dyke lithologies. W1ile the dyke 
nature of pyroxenites is largely undisputed. the suggestion has been made that dyke-like 
dunites parallel and oblique to the banding represent the altered wall rocks to magma 
conduits (Boudier and Nicolas 1972, 1977, Dick l977b, Kelemen 1990). In this 
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Fig. 2. 7. Stereographic projections (equal area) showing the effect of unfolding the structural elements from the western 
limb of the Table Mountain synform. The 180° rotation is performed about a horizontal axis trending N40°E. Arrows 
indicate the rotation which should ideally move the maximum density of data from the western limb (open squares) into 
coincidence with the maximum density of data from the eastern limb (squares with x). The diagrams show that by 
performing the rotation, the poles to foliations and lineations of the western limb can be brought into approximate 
coincidence with those of the eastern limb. (a) Rotation with orientation data from unit 2/2 1 • (b) Rotation with orientation 
data from unit 3/3 I. 
Light dotted areas surrounded by dashed lines- foliations of western limb; heavy dotted areas surrounded by con-
tinuous lines- foliations of eastern limb; open areas surrounded by dashed line- lineations of western limb ; open areas 
surrounded by continuous line - lineations of eastern limb. Dashed and continuous lines indicate contours levels in % of 1% 
area as follows: 2 I lin - 5 and 11 %; 2 I fol - 5 and 11 %; 3 I lin - 5 and 17%; 3' fol - 3 and 13%; 2 fol - 5 and 9%; 2 lin - 3 
and 7%; 3lin- 3 and 7%; 3 fol - 3 and 9%. 
of the conduit. The in-situ formation of dunitic "dykes" can. howc\c.:r. only be dl' lllllll· 
strated under spe.:ial, favoJrablc circum~tances ~ Buudicr and Nicolas 1977. Nicolas 
1989. p. '2?7). In order to avo;J any genetic connotation. thl.! term c.'unire hand will hc 
used for dunites of dyke-like moprphology and an oblique l1rientatio .. 11f foliat i'm and 
the repetitive (pyroxenitic or dunitic) banding. 
~ 4.2 Transition zone 
Lithological sections through the transition w·1e of TM arc shown in fig. 2.8. 
The lithologically most diverse sequ~:nce is ~:xp,hcd in the central part of thl! l!astl!rn 
limb of the massif (Fig. 2 .8b. Pl. Ia) . In this highly deformed section, clinopynnt•nc-
ri..:h harzburgites develop up-sectivn into a lithologically bandl!d sequence of dunite. 
harzburgite, wehrlite, and plagioclase wehrlitl.!. Th~se peridotites are overlain by 
massive to poorly banded dunites with minor wehrliti..; b.tnds. According to Neyens 
(1986), a well layered sequence of coarse wehrlites, trn,:tolitcs, dunitcs, anorthosites 
and (olivine-) gabbros follows and grades into layered gabbros. Further up-sl!ction, 
after several hundred metres of layered gabbro. another wedge of ultramafic cumulates 
appears . 
Based on detailed structural •.•;ork in the area of Fig . 2.8b, CaJon and Malpas 
(1985) and Neyens (1986) proposed the existence of a complex isoclinal fold pattern 
formed during high temperature plastic deformation. According to Girardeau and Nico-
las (1981) the deformation is restricted to the basal ultramafic sequence. Neyens (1986) 
and Moll (1981) maintained that all gabbros are plastically deformed whereas Mercier 
(1977) interpreted all deformation as magmatic. 
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Fig. 2.8. Columnar sections through the transition zone of the Table Mountain massif. For location of sections see Fig. 2.5. 
Orientation of stretching lineation is given with reference to drawing plane, i.e. strike slip- parallel to drawing plane; down 
dip - into drawing plane. 
The along-strike variation in the lithology oithe thl! transition llmc is ~.:nnsidl·r­
ab1e, 3.S appears typical within and between the other massiis of th~! BOIC (Casey et al. 
1981, Karson et al. 1984. Karson and Elthon 1987) and for other ophiolites. e.g. Oma•• 
(Lippard et aJ . 1986, Nicolas et aL 1988a). 
As it is impossible to define a type section through the transition wnc. the pn:s· 
ence, extent. and age of faults in this area is highly S!X:culativc. A conscrvati\l' 
approach is thus taken and only in one area is a faulted Moho suggested. In thi :.; scl.·tu1n 
on the western side of TM (Fig. 2.8e). mantle harzburgites change along a sharp !itho 
logical, structural, and morphological break into unlaycrcd gabbros. 
2.4.3 Lithology of host peridotites and foliation-paralll'l banding 
In this section the lithological variation (minl!ralog~ . grain site) of thl' IH"t per-
Idotites is Jcscribed. The description indudcs the. typil.·ally rcpctllivl!, handing. wh1d1 j, 
parallel to the foliation or. in areas of folding, obliqul' to it . Cross-cutting pyroxcnitl' 
dykes and dunite bands oblique to •he foliation and lithological banding arc dc:-;crihcd in 
section 2.9. 
jStructural) units 1 and 2. Massive dunitcs with minor wehrlitcs (~(Ur hclow cru'i· 
tal gabbros or ultramaiic cumulates within structural unit l and 2 (Figs. 2.1. 2.H). The 
dunites contain very tine grained spinels ( < lmn:) and rare spinel scams (Pl. I hi or 
spin-:1-rich zones parallel to the foliation . Wehrlites 0r plagi01.:lasc wehrlites m:cur as 
rare banding parallel to the foliation (for occurren(cs sec Fig. 2. I). The dunitc/wchrlitc 
thickness on the eastern limb varies from approximately 500 m in the south to less than 
10m in the north (Fig. ~ . 8c); on the western limb. the thickness ranges from 4<X) rn to 
zero. On the eastern limb. the dunites arc largely restrictt:d to \tructural unit I. On tht: 
western limb. the dunites are affected by th~ deformation pattern charal.'tcri•ilic for unit 
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In several areas on the eastern limb. gabbroic and layered ultramatic cumulate 
lenses appear to float within massive dunite. The bodies are typically some tens of 
metre large and are cut by (cpx-J bearing dunites. These occurrences have previously 
been interpreted as slumps of ultramatic cumulates (Girardeau and Nicolas 1981. 
Neyens I 986). Here. they are considered to be an integral part of the dunite seqJerce. 
The transition from massive dunite to mainly harzburgite occurs typically over 
less than 50 m through a progressive increase m the abundance of the harzburgitic 
banding (Pl. I d). On the eastern limb. the transition nearly coincid ... ·<; with the structural 
transition between unit I to unit 2. 
Near the dunite/harzburgite tran}ition. discrete. foliation ptrallel. repetitive. cli-
nopyroxenitic banding is locally observed in dunites and harzburgites <for location, see 
Fig. 2.1). Locally. the banding is plagioclase-bearing. The typically 1-3 mm. rarely 5 
mm wide clinopyroxl.!nitic bands have unusually abrupt contacts compared to the more 
subtle mineralogical variation between opx-rich and opx -poor banding prevailing 
further down-section (e .g. Pl. I g) . In one instance. one of several parallel bands was 
seen to change its orienta!ion and cut across the others <Fig. 2.9a). In another location. 
the foliation-parallel. clinopyroxenitic bands are terminated by lherzutitic peridotite (Pl. 
I e) . 
Harzburgites below the dunites are typically cpx-rich and may contain very minor 
wchrlite bands parallel to the foliation. The cpx content decreases gradually down-sec-
tion within unit~. a trend which cuntinues into unit 3 and 4. Grain sizes for pyroxenes 
are 0.5 to l mm. i.e. tine grained. Spinel is very fine grained. A few larger crystals of 
opx reach 1.5 mm. The coarser grain size becomes more common towards the base of 
the unit. Coarser grained harzburgites also occur in outcrops near the n<':thern slope of 
the massif. 
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Fig. 2.9 (facing page). Sketches of tieiJ relationships 0\:curring within unit~-
(a) Repetitive clinopyroxenitic banding in whkh one of the layers char: ~ _ -.:s its 
direction and intersects the other layers. 
(b)Foliation within lherzolite (dotted lines) which is slightly folded along a 
~ross-cutting orthopyroxenite. The lherzolite contains isoclinally folded di-
r.opyroxenite bands. The ;:>referred interpretction for this relationship 
involves early dextral shear causing thc asymmetric fold in the 
orthopyroxenite. Later, sinistral shear occurred. usmg the same tlow plane 
as during dextral shear. A~ a result. the foliation became slightly foldcd 
("flexure-fold") near the cross-cutting orthopyroxen it e. 
(c)Complex dyke intersection pattern occurring in harzburgite. Numbers indi-
cate relative age of formation with I = early: attitudes are gi\ .:n in par-
entheses in dip-directi0n/dip format. [I] - foliation parallel to lithological 
band1ng (325/45); [2] - dunite with central, discontinuous websterite 
(290176); [3] - orthopyroxenite with narrow. diifuse dunitic margin 
(70/50): [4] - orthopyroxenite ( 350/55). which is resorbed and transformed 
into dunite in the vicinity of [5 j. Note that orthopyroxenite is asymmetri-
cally changed into clinopyroxenitc (indicated by small circles) next the 
dunite; [5] late dunite (325/62). Notable is that the angle between the 
foliation and the dykes does not seem to corr~late with the age of the dyke. 
Such a correlation would be expected during synkinematic dyke formation . 
(d)Three generations of dunite occurring within harzburgite. Early dunite (du 
I) is part of the lithological banding and paralld to the foliation tt!oth.:d 
line). Intermediate age dunite (du 2) cross-cuts the banding but is itself 
intersected by an orthopyroxenite dyke (vertically rulctl). The latter one is 
partially resorbed next to the late dunite (du 3). 
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Within :.mit~. lithological banding is defined "Y dunitc: hanJs (up to 10 ~m "iJc:) 
or by a subtle variation in the pyroxene content of the hartburgitcs.' lhcrzolih:s. Dtll' itil· 
banding contains locally cpx grains. Very thin (I mm wide) dinopyroxcnitil' bands arc: 
also present and occur parallel or oblique to the foliation. Tov·arJs the ba~ of the unit. 
opx-rkh banding, typical for unit 3. becom~s more abundant than duniti~ handing. 
Unit 3. The gradual disappearance of cpx continues down-section within unit J. 
Most ~ridotites are harzburgites with only 0-::!% cpx . Banding in j)(!ridotite is prcdomi · 
nan!ly (olivine-) orthopyroxenitic and ranges from abrupt mincralogkal ~hangcs 
reminding strongly to dykes intruded into peridotite (Pl. It) to an extremely subtle 
variation in the opx/olivine ratio (Pl. lg) . Dunitc banding is only ltX:al importan~c. 
Patchy or tlaser-shaped dumtic areas appear where the average: modal percentage 
ofopx drops below 15% (Pl. lh). The grain size ofopx ranges from 1-~ mm. spinels 
reach I 'ilm . Scattered outcrops of coarser graineJ hauhurgitcs (l)px grains up to 5 mm 
in size) seem to occur in a central band within unit 3 (fur location sec Fig. ~ . I) . Gcn -
erall~ in opx-rich banos. the )!rain size tends to b•: coarser. Coarse op'l grain sites arc 
also encountered near the base of unit 3 on the western limb. 
Unit 4. The contact between units 3 and 4 is lithologically cnttrely gradational. 
Orthopyroxene-poor harzburgites. apparently associated "ith an increased abundance of 
dunite bands. are common in the southern. basal part of unit 4 (Fig. :!.I). Orthopyrox-
ene grain sizes are generally in the I to 1.5 mm range . Coarser harzburgitcs (opx < 2.5 
mm) appear locally as diffuse zones or bands. Occasionally. opx grain sizes change 
abruptly along with variations in the modal proportions of opx and olivine. Coar~;cr 
grained opx is then associated with lower modal amounts of opx . This feature is more 
common in unit 5. The coarser grained bands are apparently also of higher strain as 
indicated by a stronger developed opx fabric . 
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Within the transllio:-.~1 unit <TU). the grain size increases to an average of 1.5 to 
2.5 mm. In the north, where the TU is very broad and the srructural unit 5 is poorly 
developed, the base of the TU is lirhological/y very similar to unit 5 . 
.!.!!lilj. Harzburgites of unit 5 are enriched in opx and cpx compared to tht! 
overlying unit 4 and TU. The modal volume of pyroxene may be up to 40%. The litho-
logical change is most rapid in the south, where it occurs along a mylonite zone, 
whereas it is gradational elsewhere. Orthopyroxene is largely unrecrystallized with an 
average grain size of 2-3 mm. but reaches up to 5 mm. Grain size and cpx content 
increase down-section. Lithological banding in peridotite is orthopyroxenitic to web-
steritic and varies from distinct to diffuse (Pl. 2a). Remarkably, following along the 
Jlrike of'ihe banding (Fig. 2.3), the rocks become progressively more depleted in 
pyroxene from station 1079- > 757- > 1143- > to 1141 (see Map 3 in enclosures for 
station locations) . The depletion trend can also be demonstrated geochemically (section 
5.8). The overall appearance of the rocks is homogeneous with a near absen~e of 
cross-cutting dykes and lack of dunitic patches; lithological banding in peridotite is, 
however, common. The appearance of the rocks is darker (see also Ric-::if• 1976) and 
pyroxenes weather out with positive relief. 
:Unit Q. Peridotites of unit 6 are mainly lherzolites, minor harzburgites and very 
rare dunites which appear concentrated in shear zones. Amphibole-bearing ultramafic 
rocks occur in small scale shear zones and within the basal ultramylonites. Ariegites ( = 
spinel-webstentes) described by Church (1972) are located just above the metamorphic 
sole in the well exposed southeast corner of the massif. 
The peridotites are pyroxene-rich. The coarse opx gnJns (2-7mm) have been vari-
ably reduced in size by recrystallization or they are moderately to extremely flattened. 




In this section, the term fabric is restricted to the dl!\ eklpment. s1rength. and 
orientation cf the mineral shape fabric of the periJ,ltites. i.e. foliation and lin~tion 
defined by the constituent mineral grains·. The development of the foli :uion (S) may hi! 
stronger, equal, or weaker than the lineation (L). This is expressed asS> L. S = L, or 
L>S fabrics, respectively. "Equal" strength of foliation and lineation can he mathemat -
ically detined in the Flinn Diagrum as 
A ~ I 
( I • ( l ; ) I ( I • I. ) 
( I • ( l . ) I ( I . (l I ) 
where e1• e:, and e~ are tt:e three principle extensions in the tinite strain ellipsoid 
(cf. Fig . 6.4 for the two-dimensional case) and k >I indic .. Lles L > S fabrics. k < I indi -
cates S > L fabrics (e.g. Ramsay and Huber 19831. Fl'r the purpose of field mapp1ng. 
the L-S nomenclature is used, however. in a purely qualitatiw way following a v1sual 
estimate of the relative strength of foliation and linealllln . 
In the tield , a distinction was made between single mineruf./clhrics and us:s:rt'gult' 
fabrics . In the case of single mineral fabrics. each grain has a preferred dimensional 
orientation which is parallel to the overall fabric. For aggregate fabrics, an alignment of 
several ne1ghbouring grains detines the fabric. As each of the three phases used for the 
fabric determination (spinel. opx, cpx) behaves differently during h1;h tern;>eraturc 
deformation, combinations between single and mineral aggregate fabrics arc possible . 
'A preferred orientation of the crystal lattice of minerals is refcrrcJ to as Cf)'.\'lu/lo-
graphic or larrice fabric. 
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Mineral-defined foliations and lineations can be good first approximations of the 
tlow plane and tlow line in pendotites (Nicolas and Poirier 1976. Bouchez eta!. 1983). 
The flow-related fabrics are determined microscopically "'ith the preferred crystallo-
graphic orientation of olivine as determined by uni\'ersal stage analysis. As the 
load-bearing phase in most harzburgites and lherzolites, olivine determines the flow 
behaviour of the rocks. The derivation of the flow fabric f:-om the mineral shape fabric 
is, however. not necessarily straightforward in peridotites, particularly because the oliv-
ine shape fabric is not visible in the fidd. 
Flow-related mineral shape fabrics in peridotite (i.e. kinematically significant 
foliations) are difficult to detine where an opx pull-apart fabric is developed (Nicolas et 
al. 1971, Darot and Boudicr 1975. Girardeau 1979. Suhr et al .. in press). In this case 
the long axes of single opx grains are oriented at a high angle (typically normal) to the 
tlow plane ot' the peridotite. However. a second foliation closely related to the flow 
plane can be detined as (i) the normal to the elongation of the single opx grains; (ii) an 
aggregate fabric of several pull-apart grains; (iii) the cleavage orientation of opx grains; 
or (iv) the alignment of single and aggregate spinel and cpx grains. Option (iv) is con-
sidered most reliable. Where none of the methods yields a reliable result. olivine petro-
fabric work can be performed on oriented specimens. 
The variation in the lineation attitude found in this study is significantly larger and 
more domainal than reported previously (Girardeau and Nicolas 1981). The foliation 
orientation. on the other hand. is quite stable and compares favourably with the data of 
Girardeau and Nicolas ( 1981 ). 
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2.5.2 Description 
Unit l. The fabric within the massive dunites of unit I is a single as well as an 
aggregate spinel fabric. It .:hangcs over a short distance from S >I. to I.> S. Where 
present. cpx (weak single fabric. stronger aggregate fabric) and plaginclase (single ami 
aggregate fabric) define planar and iinear elements parallel to the spinel fabric . 
Foliation and lithological banding are invariably parallel. r:oliation attitudes 
change frequently. In the central part of the unit. they .1rc at high angle to the major 
lithological contacts and detine an overall sigmoidal path:rn. 1'1ue to poor exposure. the 
data base for this pattern is somewhat wt•ak (compare Fig. 2.3 with Map I 1. On the 
stereonet (Fig. A~. i) a partial great circle could 'Je present with a best tit axis (BFA) of 
327/50. This axis iic~ .:lose to the mean stretc:1ing lineation (~85/o7)(Fig. t\2) . 
Contact relationships with overlying gabbros and ultramafic c,llmllates arc poorly 
cxpo-;ed . Particularly in the )OUth of the \!astern limb. the gahbroic rocks appear to ht~ 
internally faulted (Girardeau 1979. Neyens 19861. 
Unit 2. Fabrics within unit 2 are moderate to strong .• tnd L > S to L =S. They are 
typically of aggregate nature. Microscopically. however. spinel defines a good single 
mineral fabric. Discrete bands or lenses of cpx are common and arc par;dh:l or at an 
ohlique angle to the foliation. Apart from one station within unit 7.. foliation\ arc inva· 
r'ably parallel to the banding. Along the contact between units I and 2 ncar -.tation 
1324 (Map Ill), the fabric of unit I swings through 90 · and bc~:omes parallel to that of 
unit 2. 
Whereas the fabric is exceptionally regular in the north of til{~ castern limb with 
moderate to steeply westnorthwest dipping foliations (steepening towards the Moho) 
and shallow lineations. folding on a 100 m-scale can he inferred frolll the orientation 




021/08, fig. A2.2) lie close to the calculated BrA of the foliation distribution (228/ 19, 
Fig. A2. 1). Folding is not obviou on the west(rn limb (Fig . A2.3) . No new, axial pla-
nar fabric development is observed in rolded areas. Locally, mesoscopic, tlexure-li L 
folds ofth.! folia~ ion arc observed along crosscutting dykes (Figs. 2.\ 2.9b. Pl. 2e). 
Basal gabbros and layered ultramafic cumulates appear to be largely pan of struc-
tural unit 2, at least in the northen part oi the massif (Girardeau and Nicolas 1981 . 
Neyens 1986). 
lJniLJ . On the eastern limb of the synform. the transition of the fabric from unit 2 
into unit 3 is. apan fwm J change in the lineation trend from 021108 (unit 2) t0 a mean 
of 334/33 (unit 3. Fig. 2.2. \2 .:) . l!ntirl!ly gradual. Or the western limb. howev~r. the 
change in the orientation of the stretching lineation (Fig. 2.2. Fig. A2.3. A2A) is 
accompanied by: (i) a notable increase in the opx grain size: (ii) a ·.a.eaker fabric aspect: 
and (iiiJ a more depleted chemistry of the constituent mineral phases (sec chapter 5). 
The average '>trength of the fab:ic of unit J is weaker than that of unit 2 and S =L 
to S > L. It is predominantly of aggregate nature. Spinel fabrics are generally weakly 
developed. Orthopyro~ene pull-apart fabrics are very common. especially where the 
m<Xial abundance of opx is low,< 15 %). Within the western limb. foliation and linea-
tion are best detined as an S = L single mineral spinel fabric . An axial planar fabric is 
developed where the banding is folded. 
The mean foliation attitude llfunit3 (eastern limb) is 313/31 (Fig. A2.1), i.e. 
dips more gentiy than in unit 2. In the Winterhouse Brook Canyon area. the strike of 
the foliation swings ~o ~ clockwise and dips towards 340°. In other areas. panicularly 
above the contact of unit 3 to unit 4 in the nonhero part of the massif, the macroscopic 
fabric l_)ecomes extremely poorly developed. This occurs typically in areas where the 
banding and(~) the foliation is folded. 
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. ~ . 
Another aspect of the fabri~ is the occurr~ncc l)f l'px - string~rs \\. ith an L > S fabri~· 
which occur at an oblique angle tfl the foliation. They may be isolated or in gr~,ups. 111 
which case they are suhparallcl to each other. Their ongin remains emgmati~ . 
Unit 4. Foliation ~ within unit ~are L =Sand dip gently to the northwest (mean 
333/27, Fig. A2.1 ). The lineation plunges very gently to the north~-.t (mean W2' II. 
Fig. A2.~). This orientation is distinct from that ol unit 3. The fabric development 
ranges frorr. poor to mylonitic 1 Pl. 2b) and is ax1al planar to lolds. 1\hlonitic fabrics arc 
rare in the south. abundant in the north. Thc strain dimibuuon is thcrclore hcterogcn-
eous. 
The mylonites are zones or high strain whil."h arl! typically a few metre' wide or 
have poorly delined. dilfuse boundarie:s. They arc subparal'.:l to th~ host fabric and 
have a sinistral geometry . Characteristic for the ffi) !unites arc w md, one to several 
millimetre-wide "knob~" which stand out with hi;h n:licf and have a sumcwhat brighter 
yellow brown colour than the rest of the olivine matrix . Microscopically. they can be 
identitied as aggregates uf unserpentinizcd areas of fine grained olivine . The high stra:.l 
aspect of the mylonites is locally retlect~d in stretched dunite lenses. Low strain hau-
burgites are identical to those of unit 3 and appear in some instances to preserve rem-
nants of the lineation orientatior. of unit 3. Intermediate strain fabrics arc chara<:h:ritcd 
by faint, darker ridges representing accumulations of tine grained opx grains along the 
foliation planes. 
Transitional Unit !TUj. In the area between unit 4 and 5 (i.e. the TUJ, fabrics arc 
modera(e to strong and range from L > S to S > L. Planar fabrics dominate. In general , 
the strength of the fabric can be correlated with the degree of lithological change: high 
strain prevails in areas of rapid <:hange towards le<;s depleted rocks of unitS !in the 
south of the massit) . whereas low strain dominates in thl! art!<l of very gradual lithologi -
cal transition (in the central part of the massif) . Foliations dip very gently lmean 
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JUII'J, Fig. A2.1). lineations trend nearly cast-we~t (mean 2-t9100, Fig. A2.2). 
Particularly in the northern part of the massif. the fabric is commonly inclined at 
10-50"' to the lithological banding. though mesoscopic iolds are notably absent. 
Un1t). The fahric within unit 5 range~ from S =L to S > L. It is of average 
strength in the upper part (comparable <o l!nit 3) and poor in the lm~er part (PI :!c). 
Pyroxenl.! grains are typically equant or show pul!-apart structures. Aggregate pyroxene 
fabrics arc weak. The fabric orientation in opx -rkh rocks could not always be deter-
mmed. In the upper part of the unit, spinel is the best indicator for the fabric orienta-
tion . The mean foliation h1s an attitude (lf 317:67 (Fig. A2.1) and a mean lineation oi 
298/55 (Fig. A2 .2). The iabric orientation is typicall) oblique to the lithological 
banding. 
!)nit.!!. The .ntcrnal structure of unit 6 is complex and can best be studied in the 
well-exposed southeastern corner of th~ r.1assif. The following classification is sug-
gested. An eurly high s1ruin jab ric is oriented at a high angle between the regional con-
tact of the metamorphic sole and overlying peridotites. This early fabric is transposed 
into a /mer hi~h .11ruinji1bric which is subconcordant to the metamorphic sole. The 
undisturbed tectonic contact wi •h the metamorphic sole is marked typically by an 
ullrumvlonile. Local. small scale. amphtbule-bearing shear-zones (see section 2. 7. 2) 
occur in a zone located several hundred metres above the metamorphic sole. Late 
thrusting along brittle faults led to juxtaposition of various parts of the basal ultramafics 
(unit 5 and 6) and the metamorphic sole. Due to the superimposition of several gener-
ations of ductile shearing events. strain within unit 6 does not increase homogeneously 
towards the metamorphic sole. 
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In the early htgh strain f.ibril..·. the foliations and lin~ations ar~· mudcratd~ to 
strongly developed and S > L. T~1e mean orientation of the foliation is poorly defint:l~ 
(Fig. A~.l "6, 5 ", where LS stands for relatively /ower strain). lineations mostly plunge 
gently to the nonhwest (Fig. A~.~ "6, 5 ") . 
In theSE pan oi th: mass1f, the later high strain wncs transpose the ~:arly high 
strain fabric w1th an apparvnt component of sini:-.tral shear. Onhopyroxcne ribh,,n 
grains occur frequently (Pl. 2d) . Foliation orientations dust~r well amund the nH:~n llf 
345/41, Fig . A~.l "h,,". where HS stands for higher strain)), but lineation tr~nds ar..: 
not well constrai1. j cr. · r\~.2 "6,""1. The trend of mineral str..:t~hing lineauuns 
appears to change ato:•i- strike of the high st:-a1n wnes . 
Uhramylonitic r<Xks ;.redeveloped in se\eral sections din:~tly above the nwta 
morphic sole . In several sections througr the cnnttct of the peridotites wnh the m..:ta 
morphic sole. high strain rocks graJiqg into ultramyl"nlk arc dctle~:tl'd ,ini,trally (in 
plan view) towards parallelism w1th tile soil:. The ultramylonite thickness is less than ."\ 
m. A subtle banding of the ultramylonite defines the fabric. Foliations d1p moderately 
to steeply to the nonhwest (mean 3~9153. Fig. A~ . l "n,, ").lineations plunge gently to 
the nonhnonheast (mean 0~5108. Fig. A2 .2 "6., ") 
Along the northern marg1n of the massif. a sliver of h1gh \train peridotites io, 
exposed in contact with arnph1bolitc:~. The high strain peridotites are faulted again'.! 
lower strain peridotites of the TU and unit 5 to the south. Within the sliver. the high 
strain peridotites show northwe,t-dipping foliations which ar~ variahly overprinted hy 
steeply dipping. E-W striking high strain zones with dextral shear '>cnsc. Because of the 
faulted nature. the area is presented in separate stereoncts (Fig. A2 .1 "6,,". A2.2 
116.,. ..  "). 
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2.6 t "OLI>S Of THE LITIIOLOGICAL BA~DI~G 
2.6.1 Introduction 
Within all units. the lithological banding is folded to some extent. The scale. type 
and origin of these folds vary considerably from unit to unit. Folds which affect both 
the lithological banding and the foliation have already been descnbed in the previous 
section. Folds associated with shear zones are described in section ~ . 7 . '2. 
Fold asymmetries of mcso\copic folds of the lithological banding are determined 
in down-plunge view. fold axes of mymmerriL' mesoscopic folds generally plunge to the 
southwest. west. or northwest and are- in contrast to what is common in peridotites 
(Nicolas and Boudier 1975) · 1101 parallel to thl! \!retching lineation. 
2.6.2 Description 
f\.ksoscopic r'olds of the lithological banding dc\'dl'P pmgresstvely dowr.-section 
from !.!!lit ~ into y_nit 3. They are absent in unit I . The inrlection point" of asymmetric 
folds is typically intersected by pyroxcn;tc dykes. ~ugg...:sting that the folds formed 
along the dykes after intrusion of the dykes. 
As vie'.l.cd progres-;i ... ely down-section. the folds develop from rare. weak S-flex-
ures within unit:! (Pl. :;e) through S-asymmetric (or south verging) iolds (Pl. 2t) into 
open. r>.t-like folds of unit 3 (Pl. :;g). The open folds may tighten locally to become 
nearly isoclinal. The relationship is interpreted to retlect folding of the peridotites along 
(rheologically competent) dyke planes during sinistral shear (i.e. the upper block moves 
southward). Exceptionally. folds are sheared off along the pyroxenite dyk~s. The fold 
"The pomt where the sense of th...: curvature changes. 
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style is generally, parallel hut :nay b~comc weakly simtl<tr for ught~r f,1lds. '''Ids a~~11 
ciated with high strain zones in the Wtntcrhousc Hro,.lk <trc~t an: nearly i,,x:linal .md llf 
morr similar style (s~ction 2.7.:~1. 
Within unit 3. poles to the htholog · ~·al banding form a good great cirdc Jistrihu 
tion (Fig. A~.5) with a BFA of ~7ll .. ~.~- This value corrl·sponds well to dire,·tly 
measured fold axes (mean ~83, 29. r:g. :\:!.7). The lath:r data spread fmm shallow 
southwest to shallow northwest plunging . As the mcan strch:hing line~llion for unit.\ ,., 
339/33. the data may reflect initial transposition of fold .1xc~ fl,rm~d at hi~h .Utglt: Ill 
!he stretching lint:ation towards the tlow line. 
With the exceptil)n of the flexure-like folds of unit~ and the top 1lf untt .\, Jxtal 
planar foliations are de.trly developed w.th the folds. It appears that th..: axial planar 
fabric develops progre'iSi\cly with the tntensity of the folding. The shape f<1hri1.· in th~.· 
irnmedi.tte vicinity of the dykes. i .e. in the intlccion area of the folds. i., often wc<tkcr 
than further away from the dyke. This is probably due Ill a combined cffel·t of: ttl 
destruction of the host fahnc during reaction v. ith the tlh.:lt of the dyke Jt the time of 
intrusion·; (ii) the abundant development of opx pull-apart f .. brics in har;,rhurgttcs ncar 
the dykes. 
As expected. the mean orientation of axial plane-. in ann.~ <Fig . :\:! .h) is p<trallel 
to the foliation. A few. wry steep axial planes arc r~stnu~d to an area when: th~ folta· 
tion becomes refolded. This r~folding can best be demonstrated from the weak parttal 
girdle distribution of the axial p .. mes about a mean axis of 265 • ::~ I 1-ig. A2 .hJ. 
Within the Winterhouse Brook area. refolding of an early generation of folds hy 
the S-asymmetric folds occurred. The early-generatton folds arc tight or isndinal 
·A reaction between orthopyroxenites and host harzburgitcs t.:an be chcrnit.:ally demon· 
strated (see chapter 5). 
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Z-folds (Pl. 3a.b; see also hg. 19 in Calon et al. 1988) .. Their fold axes could only 
rarely be determined. but they appear to plunge shallowly to the west (Fig. A2.8). The 
folds c;hown in Pl. 3b are interpreted as Z-folds formed by dextral shear which were 
subsequently affected by sinistral shear to cause the rotation of the hinges. 
Within unit 4, open folding of the banding is common in the south, whereas tight 
to isoclinal, similar style folds prevail in the central and northern part (Fig . 2.3). The 
ttghtening of the folds appears therefore related to the northward wedging of unit -L 
The thinning of unit~ to the north as seen in the map is. however. exaggerated by a 
topographic effect. 
The banding de tines a good great c1rcle distribution with a BFA of 279/'27 l fig. 
A2.5) parallel to the mean of individually measured fold axes (269/21, Fig. A2.7) . 
Fold axes parallel to the stretching lineation also occur and are associated with isoclinal 
foids in the central part of unit-+. 
Within the Ill~ the fold style dominating in unit -+ should grade into the one domi-
nating in unit 5 (see below). From the available data. it is not possible to deduce a uni-
form detlection pattern between both domains (see Map 1 ). Mesoscopic folds are 
extremely rare in the northern pJ.rt of the TU. though the banding is often oblique to 
the foliation . In the south. where folds are more common. they range from buckle to 
similar style and open to isoclinal (Pl. 3c.d) . The partial girdle distribution of the band-
ing indicates a BFA of ~92 .' ~5 (Fig. A2 .5). consistent with individually measured fold 
axes (Fig. A~ . 7). 
Unit 5. The map pattern of the lithological banding within unit 5 appears to deline 
a large scale synformal structure (Fig. 2.3). The foliation is typically oblique to the 
banding. Mesoscopically. the pyroxenitic banding shows abundant buckling (Pl. 3e). 
The buckling is more pronounced in distinct, rheologically competent banding com-
pared to the more diffuse banding. The small scale buckling of the banding is locally 
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also present IIi the TU. The axial planes of the buck le fold), ;1ppcar Ill he paralkltll the 
foliation. T ight to i~Ll\:linal fo!d~ with axial plane-. puralld Ill th~· n:gamal trend ll '. th~o.· 
banding ha\·e also been ohsened (Pl. 31) . 
Within M,n\,tf no mesoscopic iolds of the banding are present. Curvatures of the 
foliation and banding <>re interprl!led to reflect detlections caused by shear wncs ('>CC 
:! 7.:) . 
2.7 SHEAR ZO]II;ES 
2.7.1 Introduction 
On a larger scale. most of the un its thlmsclve-. represent some kind ol a siH:ar 
ione. For the purpose of this section . shear tones arc defined as mnes of lugh str;un. 
tre formation of which outlasted t.1c deformation of the ho-;t rock~ . Boundaril'S to the 
host peridotites arc g~.·ncrally well ddined. The I<X:al shear wnes described in this s~·c ­
tion are identified by a fabric development distirKt frnm .he host nx:ks and/or hy the 
prc:sence of detkctton patterns of hmt fabri.:s . 
2. 7.2 Description 
!.!n_it 2. In the southern part on the eastl.!rn limb. the Iabrie pattern within untt 2 is 
complex tFig. 2.2. 2.3. Maps I and 2). Foliations arc dctkcted and lineations plunge 
very steeply. The pattl!rn could result from a steeply south-dipping ·~hear wne. The 
situation is di fficult to evaluate, as the appearance of the fabnc of this wne i-. indistin -
guishable from that of the sum~unding rocks. This sugge'>b an early. htgh temperature 
origin. The early nature of :he shear zone is supported by tht: fact that later 
cross-cutting dykes <orthopyroxenites and dunite bands) appear unatfccted by the sus-
pected shear zone whereas foliation-parallel dumte banding ts detlccted into the sht!ar 
zone. Stations from this area are not included in the sh.:reographtc proJec.:lJons of umt 2. 
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Within unit 2 and the upper part of unit 3, isolated occurrences of late shear zones 
with a tlaser-fabric have been observed. The type OCi:urrence is station ll36 <Map Ill). 
Microscopically the anastamozing fabric is dominated by amphtbole. 
The Wintcrhousc Brook .trea of .l!!li.ll is the site of diffuse to well-detined. high 
temperature shear zones. Stations wvering these shear zones are singled out as "unit 
3 .. s". The average attitude of the fol .1tion of !he shear zones is somewhat steeper than 
that of the host fabric (mean foliation 334!59. mean lineation 008/48, Fig. A2.l, A~ . ~) . 
The fabric tend-; to bl! L>S. Close to and within the shear zones, ti ~ht to isoclinal folds 
of more similar style are developed (Pl. 3g) . In some cases. the presen~e of sh\.'lr zones 
is supported by detlcction of orthop:. roxenites into the high strain zones (see Fig. 18 of 
CaJon et al. 1988). Outside the shear zones, the orthopyroxenites within unit 3 are 
boudinaged. but not folded. Fold axes within the shear zones are at various angles to 
the stretching lineation (Fig. A 7) . In one location. a very weakly deformed orthopy-
roxenite occurs as a lens essentially contined to the shear zone. supporting a synkine-
rnatk origin of the dyke during the last stages oi mowment. 
Diffuse wnes of L > S fabrics occur throughout the Winterhouse Brook area. It 
appears possible that strain related to these shear zones is more widespread than sug-
gested by the few. v.ell-detined 'ihear zones. 
Within the basal unit 6, several generations of shear zones overprint each other. 
Apart from local, amphibole-bearing shear zones. these have been described previously 
(section 2.5.~). The amphibole-bearing shear zones are typically only a few centimetre 
wide and have an anastamozing geometry (Pl. ~a.b). They occur in a zone several 
hundred metres above the metamorphic sole. One more prominent. l -2 m wide, amphi-
bole-bearing shear zone strikes more consistently northwest-southeast and contains a 
northeast-dipping lineation. 
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2.8 SHEAR SE~SES 
2.8.1 Introduction 
Shear ~nscs can be deduced from iield relationships and mi~rostructural \tlllhes . 
1 he advantage of the microstructural method used in this study (sec section 1.5) li~.·~ in 
its applicability to each olivine-rich ~ridotite sample deformed at high tcmpcratun:s. 
The results of the method art! consistent with measure•11cnts oi llbliqul! olivirK~ ~·abri~.· s 
(van der Wal et at. 19901 observed within some t ~1n sections. The results from the 
microstructural determinations are compiled in Fig . 2 . ~ . Fidd Jc~t·rrn1nations l,f till' 
sl!nse of shear an: restrictl!d to occurren..:l!s oi .tsy mmetri~.· folds (I..' . g. Pl. ::! I). awn11net 
ric boudins (e .g . Pl. ~a). local or regional dctle~:tions ot" fabrics into shear ;ones or 
other structural domain\. or rare tension gashes (Pl. 6b). The us.: of opx. porphyrodasts 
for shear sense determinations (Reuber 1982) i~ comidered unreliable 1 sec scctlllll 
4..+4). 
2.8.2 Description 
!,!nit l. Field-hasl!d criteria are non-cx istcnt. Mi.:rmtructure-based measurements 
(5 samples) yield no ..:onsistent orientation . 
.Unit~- On the eastern li .nb, weak. S-shaped tlexures of the handing along 
cross-cutting orthopyroxemtes indicate a sinistral shear <;c.!nsc.! . One outcrop re!ationship 
of a folded dyke indicates early dextral shear followed by later s1n1stral shear (Fig . 
2.9b). The microstructure-based determinations are mainly dextral (upper block to the 
north). The dextral domains extends into the upper part of o;tructural unit 3. Out of 27 
measurements. 14 are dextral, 3 sinistral. and 10 are neutral. 
!.L!li.U- Field evidence from asymmetric folds formed in the vi\:inity of urthopy-
roxenites suggests sinistral movement throughout the unit. Sinistral shear is also 
required to explain the orientation pattern of orthopyroxcnites (sec next section) . In the 
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complex Winterho_.\! Rrook area, early generation folds of Z-asymmetry (see section 
2 .6.2) indicate an early dextral shear sense that was overprinted and refolded during 
sinis1ral shc;.tr . Apart from the top pan of the unit. microstructural evidence favours 
sinistral movement (8 determinations sinistral. l neutral. 0 dextral}. 
Unit;! . Sin!s\ral shear is indicated in the tield by changes of the fabric attitude 
near high stn.1i n zones, rotated and attenuated boudins (Pl. 5a) and a few S-asymmctric 
folds adjacent to onhopyroxenite dykes. The conclusion is supported by microstructural 
data (8 sinistral determinations. two neutral, 0 dextral) . 
Ill· field <:riteria for the dominant sense of shear within the TU are not available. 
Also no consistent map scale transposition pattern exists. Evidence from tht! microstruc-
ture study is equivocal ( ~ sinistral . 2 dextra i. 6 neutral) . 
Ynitj. Fi,.!ld criteria are not avai!able. The microstructure-oased determinations 
are not conuusive (two upper block down, three upper block up) . 
!.Luil..Q. Detlection patterns of markers into shear zones as well as the drag struc-
ture of the fabric into the basal ultramylonite in<.licate a dominant component oi sinistral 
shear in map view. Microstructural evidence is ambiguous, _ 'ipecially considering the 
unusual spread of rno' ..:m~nt directions as indicated by the varying trends of the stretch-
ing lineation . 
2.9 DYKES 
2.9.1 Introduction 
Lithologies with planar or curviplanar boundaries oblique to the foliation and 
lithological banding are defined as dykes. In areas where fold ing is suspected and the 
(haracteristic lithological banding (i.e. repetitive layering) is absent, dykes cannot con-
clusively be distinguished from the banding. Banding-parallel dykes are, by this defini-
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tion, referred Lo as ~1anding. not dykes. The orientation patterns of dyk~s arc thus 
somewhat bi lsed. neglecting dykes which are exactly parallel to the foliation or 
banding. Althou~h complex ar ... ·as With such ambiguous relationships exist. fill'! sta-
tions allowed the distinction between banding and dyk~:s. 
Foldi •g and boudinage of dykes is common and fold-axes and boudin-clongations 
were determined wherewr possible . In an effort to derive the l'ricntation of pyroxenite 
dykes at the time of their formation, i.e. before :.1cy wen.: affected by plastic dc:forma-
.ton. ~pparently undeformcd dykes are singled out in separate stcrconcts. Criteria used 
to select undeformed to weak! y deformt:d d:. kcs .tre: ( 1) an average grain si.te of > 5 
mm (Pl. 4c), typically coupkd with eviden~e for primary igneous textures (PI 4dl and 
a lack or rc~rys!allization rcattrcs: Cii) abse~\ce of folding or bt1udinage: (Iii) primary 
dyke features such as en-echelon arrangement (Pl. 4c); and (iv) high-angle branching of 
dykes (Pl. 4t). 
Dykes occur as orthl>pyroxe!llles. clinopyroxenitcs and wcbstcritc:s. olivine ort -
hopyroxenites and rare olivine chnopyroxt.:nitcs and gahhroic/anorthosllic dykelcts. a.; 
well as dunite bands. 
2.9.2 Orthopyro:\enite dykes 
Unit l hosts the widest orthopyroxenite dykes of the whole: massif. They reach up 
to 3m in thickness. have sharp margins with the host, locally engulfing host rocks as 
sheets or lenses, and have crystal siLes up to 10 em. They cross-cut all lithologies. rhe 
near random orientation pattern of ull orthopyroxenite dykes (Fig. A2 . ~). similar to tht.: 
distribution of undeformed dykes (Fig. A2 . 10), suggest that orthopyroxenitcs largely 
postdate the plastic deformation of the host. 
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Orthopyroxenites within unit 2 occur as several millimetre-, up to 20 em wide 
dykes, most commonly in 1-5 em range. Grain sizes tend to increase with dyke thick-
ness, but th1n dykes with large grain sizes have be ·n observed. Also present are on-
hopyroxenite dykes with a central band of clinopyroxenite. 
The vast majority of orthopyroxenites postdates dunites and clinopyroxenites. 
Many dyke margins of orthopyroxenites are somewhat irregular. which could either be 
the result of weak deformation-related buckling or could, alternatively. be a primary 
feature. Comb-textures occur as well. though they are rare (Pl. 4d) . Orientation pat-
terns show two maxima. one steep one (mean 3-+0176, F g. A2.9) which is clearly 
oblique to the mean foliation (302/49), and a very shallow one. Undt:formed dykes 
tFig. A2. IOi show a similar urientation pattern to all orthopyroxenite dykes suggesting 
thJ.t the 0vcrall effect of transposition on the dyke orientation was small. Where boudi-
nage or buckling was noted, the stretching appears to relate to the shallow maximum, 
the shortening to the steep one (Fig. A2.9). 
In localities w11cre several dyke genL:rations are exposed. no clear relationship 
exists between the age of the- dykes and their relative orientation to the foliation (Fig. 
::!.9c), supporting a relatively late emplacement age of the dykes with respect to the 
deformation. 
Within the lower part of unit 3, orthopyroxenites are considerably more deformed 
than within units I and 2. Dykes are typically boudina~ed, ~arely buckled. and the 
grain-size for the deiormed dykes lies between 1-2 mm. Primary features such as 
en-echelon arrangement (Pl. 4e), branchmg of dykes (Pl. 4t), or even attenuated dyke 
tips related to propagation cracks are locally preserved in steeply dipping, undeformed 
dykes in the upper section of unit 3. The maximum dyke width is approximately 50 em, 
2-5 em are more typical. Reaction between onhopyroxenite dykes and the host perido-
tites. particularly any clinopyroxene-rich bands. has been observed (Pl. 4g) . 
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The distributi()n pattern of the orthopyroxcnite dykes shows a IX'•nt maximum 
which tails off into a partial great circle with a BFA of ~56/~5 (fig. A~ . ')), i.l'. pcq~n­
dicular to the stretching lineation of the unit and J mean attituJe t3~ ll.t8) ncar the aver-
age foliation plane (313/31), but some\\hat stee!)l!r {Fig. A2.9). A weak sub-maximum 
correlates with the orientation of undeformed dykes (mean 159171. ·ig. :\::!. !0). The 
orientation of undeformed dykes of unit 3 correlates well ""ith those of unit 2. Boudi-
naged dykes and dvkes causing intlections and S-folcls of the banding are re~tri~·te<1 to 
orientations close to the f:->liation (figs. A2.11, A2 . 12). Fold axes of bud led d) kcs 
show a considerablt: spread with a mean direction of 150115 IF;g. A2.13 ). i .e. llCll~n ­
dicular to the stretching lineation of the unit. 
Boudins are lens-shaped anti of chowlate-tablet tvpc (Fig . .th 1. They tend to be 
eh)ngatt:d perpendicu!ar to the ~!retching lineation of the host rod. Onl!ntation data of 
the elongation of boud!ns show a maximum normal to the :.!retching lineation and a tail 
leading towards the stretching lineation tfig. \14) . This is interpreted to he the result 
of weak transposition of boudins formed in ~jally at high angle to the movement direc · 
t10n of the peridotite. 
The numerous orientatior; data for orthopyroxcnite'> in u1it J arc consistent w1th 
the following model: dykes form in a steep oricn ~ation at high angle to the stretching 
lineation and are then progressively transposed towards the foliation plane during sinis· 
tral shear. The shear sense is indicated by t.he spread of data of all orthopyroxcnitcs 
which follows a path of progressively more shallow northwest-dipping dykes. Dextral 
shear, on the other hand. would require the presence of numerou') southeast-dipping 
dykes. The chocolate-tablet type boudins and the S > L fabric suggest a component of 
pure flattening during the deformation. 
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Virtually all orthopyroxenite~ within ~nit~ are deformed and lie close to the folia-
tion plane (Fig. A2.9). Rotated and attenuated boudins 1 Pl. 5a) indicate high strain dur-
ing sini~tral movement. 
W1thin the DJ. orthopyroxenites are similar in charactu. but less abundant, than 
in unit 4. The orientation pattern (Fig. A2.9) is more diffuse than for un1i 4 . Within 
unit ~ and unit 6 orthopyroxenite dykes are es~ntially absent. 
1.9.3 Clinop~-rnxenite dykes and gabbroic veinlets 
Clinopyroxenitc dykes are extremely rare within unit I . Within umt 2. they occur 
as one or several md!imcire-thick dykelcts at small angle to the foliation plane thg. 
t\~.16). Note that numerous clinopyroxenites are parailel to the foliation. i.e. constitute 
banding (s~.:e scction :A.:!). In some of the clinopyroxenites. folding can be observed 
(Pl. 6a) and fold axcs are mostly parallel ;o the lineation (Fig. A: . l3J. Clinopyroxe-
nitcs cut thl.! foliation-paralkl dunite banding. but appca'" to be cut by the oblique 
Junitcs. Thin gabbroic to anorthositic dykelets are very rare and restricted to re~ions 
directly below the gabbros. 
Clinopyroxenites are very rare in unit 3. :;!. and the TU. Within unit 3. they have 
been observed as zigzag folded dyke') (probably related to dextral shear, :>'ld in the 
centres of boudinaged orthopyroxenites. In the northeastern p.an of the massif. clinopy-
roxcnites occur in the basal TU. The clinopyroxen i te~ occur c:.s a widely spaced swarm 
of dykes which croc;scut~ the banding . Further up-~ection, banding-parallel 
dinopyroxenites have been observed. 
2.9.~ Olivine orthop~· roxenite d~·kes 
Pegmatitic olivine orthopyroxenites occur locally within units 3 and 4. and are 
most abundant within th~ TU. In ~orne localities. they are only weakly deformed. The 
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dykes are typically 10-:0 em wide and in their kast d~f\,rmcd stat~ ... tww pq:matiti~..· 
opx grains tPL 5b. see also Fig. 17 in Calon et al. ~~~8) scparat~d hy a m;ttnx llf ,,j ,, 
me and up to 3 mm large spinel grains. Comh textures appear to hav~ heen pr~·~cnt 
before ~hi.! overprint b) plastic deformation occurn:d. Ex trcm~ structural tranSpllslt 11111 
of these dykes would lead to !ormation of a harzhurgllic rock . The l)ricnt;lllon patt~rn 1s 
distinct. iorming a great (ir.:.-le distribution with a BF.\ of 2!~ : IU in the Ttl (Fi~ . 
A2.15). Dykes with ste-eply dipping attitudes tend to h..: kss udorm~.·lL 
2. 1.5 Olh·ine clinopyroxenite d~ kes 
This dyke type is rare. It has been looll.- ~,1hscrv\'O as pcgmatiti~..· ollvllh>' 'inupy 
roxenitt: (unit 2) with a similar texture as oliv in~ orthopy wx~nitc or as hudkd d:- k..: 111 
unit 3. Only within the early h1gh strain fahric nf unit t> do olivmc din ·.lpyroxelllt~s 
form a distinct group of folded ('r boudinaged. up to-W ~,.·m thick. l1ngmally pq,:matlll\. 
dykes. 
1.9.6 Dunite pods and bands 
Dunites display the widest morphological rang.~ ol all "dyl-....:" lithologies. They 
comprise planar and folded bands. dongated or irn:gular JXl<h with sharp or diffuse 
margins. as well as patchy occurrences in harthurglt\! . In addirion . mJ\\i\1! dtmltl!s ar..: 
present in the transition zone (see section 2.~ . 3) . Unamhiguuu.., boudir1;tgc ur blll.:kling 
of dunite within harzburgite is very rare and it appear~ that dunit~s behaved largdy <t'> 
competent bodies within harzburgite. as is expected from rh~olog1cal data (e.g . . Cart~.:r 
1976). Orientation patterns of dunites are biased towards more prominent. thick 
dunites. In most localities. dunitc pods and bands predate the orthopyroxcnitcs. as is 
also observed in the southern LH (Suhr et al.. in pre~',) . 
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Unit !· In locations where cpx-, plagiO\.:Iase-. or spind-banding is developed in 
massive dunitcs. the banding is commonly intcrsectt:d by dunite bands. The appearan.:e 
of the dun1tc bands is identical to the host dunite so that in the absence of a banding 
within the massive dumtes. cross-cutting dunite bands cannot be identified. In one 
instance. the melt associated with a dunite band reacted with the host banding to cause a 
diffuse depletion zone in cpx and plagioclase (Pl. lc). 
Uo.i!.). Swarms of dunne bands oblique to the b nding are common within unit 2. 
Single dunite bands tend to be not wider than 30 em. though exceptionally wider bar.ds 
have been observed. Spinels dcfine a fabric parallel to the host peridotite. The occur-
rcnce of dunite handing together with cross-cutting dunite bands results in a jX: ; ·.asive 
dunitc nl!twork (Pl. 5dl. Crosh:utting dunite bands tend to penetrate into pyroxene-rich 
banding of the host harzhurgite or lherzolite by preferential replacement of the pyrox-
ene (Pl. 5e). 1: is ,lbvious that some discontinuous dunite banding i" fcrmt:d this way. 
l ; sing cross-cutting relationships. up to three dunite generations can be deduce-d in 
some outcrops (Fig. :.: .9dl. 
As minor amounts of cpx are commonly as::.oci.~teJ with dunite bands and banding 
in unit :.:. dunites may develop wehrliLc compositional tendencies. Clinopyroxene in 
dunite occurs as tension gashes (Pl. 6b) . scattered grams of cpx. Jiscontinuous cpx.-rich 
zones (Pl. Sfl. and as cpx.-rich margins of dunite bands and banding (Pl. 6c) . Fig. 
A2.17 suggests that there is a relatively pronounced maximum orientation of dunite 
bands in unit :.:. strik1ng :10rth-south and dipping near vertical. 
.Unit 3. Dunite bands and pods are less common in unit 3 than unit 2. The shape 
of dunite pods may be irregular or was partially to fully controlled by pre-existing ort-
hopyroxenitic banding. The margins of dunites range from very diffuse (Pl. 5h) to 
sharp mineralogical contrasts. Some pods contain equant spinels which are several 
millimetre-large and show a poor aggregate fabric (Pl. Sh), but in most locations the 
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\pi nels are fine-grained and oriented parallel to th~ host fabn~·. In th~ uprl\:r part \lt tiH: 
Wintcrhouse Brook Canyon. SC\erallarge dunik ()\Ids ar~? aligned U\~?r an ar~a llf .. h)l.) 
min a dircct1on trending N~Oc E. i.e. at high angk to th~ llJiiation tra'"·~ . Th~ ~Ids an.: 
cut by orthopyroxenites. One sulfide-rich dunite body has been found (Statton ')oo. 
Map 3). 
Dunites tend to replace orthopyroxene banding (Pl. 5g) . Most dunitc hands ar~ 
folded together with the banding. However. the abi lit~ of dunitcs to form by r~plal·e 
ment of orthopyroxene banding makes it difficult to de~:ide wheth~r dunites arc al·tually 
folded or are just replacing iolded opx banding. Both -.:a~cs ap(X·.lr to exist. The 
distribution pattern of dunite bands in unit ..' is poorly understood and show\ a llll'an 
attitude of 234/88 (A2 . 17). 
Unit 4. In the upper part of the unit . the dunitcs an: morphologically similar tn 
unit 3. but ~enerally more ckfl,rmed. In the lower. southern and l·entr:.t: parts of un11 -1 
and the as~ociated Il!. up to sev~?ral metre-wide dunltl'" cut ~tecplv through the folia-
tion .:nd contribute to t~e formation of the basal d..:pktcd tonc tFig.. ~.I). Their margtn'l 
arc diffuse and folded . Mkroscopi'"·ally. it can be seen that thc)e dtinitcs contain 
scattered opx. 
Unit 5. Dumtes are rare and occur as is<'latcd band-. crosscutting the band1ng and 
reacting preferentially with the distinct. websteritic banding. Somt: isolatt:d pods an: 
present as well. Within unit 6, oblique dunites are very rare . 
!.10 METAMORPHIC SOLE 
2.10.1 Introduction 
The mt tamorphic sole of the BOIC represents crustal material accreted to the base 
of the ophiolite during detachment (Williams and Smyth 1973, Malpas 1979a, Jamieson 
1980, 1986, tv1cCaJg 1983). Exposure of the metamorphic soil! in TM is generally 
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limited to 50-100m below the contact to the mantle rocks. though the preserved thick-
ness of the sole appears to be larger. A notable exception is represented by a thi ' k, 
bulky thrust belt accreted to the peridotites just to the south of the cross-fault zone. It 
was fir-;: recognized and assigned to the metamorphic sole by Quinn ( 1985). Within this 
study the sole was :1ot investigated in the detail necessary to solve the problems of such 
a complex metamorphic and structural assemblage. The dat.""l presented have to be con-
sidered as prc:liminary . 
The most cornokte sequ~nce of the metamorphic sole in the BOIC is described 
from the Pond Point section in southern North Arm Mountain tWilliams and Smyth 
1973. Malpas \979a). In this section. local gram.lires underlie ultramafic ultramylonite . 
i hc granulites grade structurally downwards into (locally gameriferous) amphibolire. 
followed by retrogressed amph ibolite, greenschist, phyllite and unmetamorphosed sedi -
ments (green. grey. black and red shales. sandstones and ruffs) . The tt .a\ thickness of 
tt-.e metamorphosed rocks is less than 300m. 
2.10.2 Description 
Nowhere in TM is the metamorphic sole as comprehensively exposed as in the 
Pond Point section. However. in the southeastern pan ofTM. an unfaulted contact 
between the peridotites and the metamorphic sole is preserYed . In this area, ultramafic 
ultramylonites lie directly above fine-grained amphibol itcs and minor garnet-amphibo-
lites and granulites. Ultramatic and matic rocks are actually interbanded over a thick-
ness of about 2m (see also Girardeau 1979, McCaig 1983). The interbanding can even 
be seen on a microscopic scale as trails of opx porphyroclasts in a amphibolite matrix. 
Directly above this contact. the sequence appears. however, slightly faulted. Exposure 
ends 100 m below the contact within amphibolites. McCaig 0983) described a lens of 
coronitic metagabbro from approximately 5 m below th~ ultramylonites. Foliations in 
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the contact area between mafics and ultramatics arc unusually stt•cp (ncar \l'rti(J! ). 
Further north along the metamorphic sole. ultramylnnitcs an: still in ~''ntat·t with 
amphibolitcs (separated by <I m expos~1re gap). but the scqucn..:c is faulted 100 rn 
abo\e the contact and poorly exposed below the contat·t. Stnh:tural data from the l 'On · 
tinuous belt of amphibolitcs indicate a mean dip of the foliation of JJ~ /51 and a llll\lll 
stretching lineation of 047104 (f-igs. A~. I . A2.~). Oblique. small s..:ak shear 1ones arc 
abundant in the amphibolites. 
In the ..:entral oart. i .e. the ~cction when: the Shoal Bro"'" -:ut~ thn1ugh thc '>ok. 
high strain ultramaric rod;.:- arc underlain by graphiti..: slates. phylli te~ and green. grt·~ 
and red shales. The weakly to unmetamorphllseJ \ellimcnts arc llltcrprctcd a\ part of 
the underlying Humber :\rm Supergroup. They (Ould, ho\\.cver. also :present thl· 
basal part of the metamorphic sole. JS this consists of material dcriv...:d from the htgh 
structural levels of the Humber Arm Supergroup. i .e. the Blow 1\k D,lwn Brook hlr · 
mation (Cawood. pcrs. comm.) . 
The style oi the "metamorphic sole" change\ dramatically in the north a'> 1s 
already indicated by the complex morphology of the t..:rrain. In this area. peridot ill's of 
unit 5 arc faulted agamst amphibolites. These amphibolites comain srcssartine - .\illt-
manit.e-bearing coticules (metamorphosed man~antterous sedunent ,). Below another 
faulted contact. 150m of lower strain ultramatic rocks arc exposed. Quinn ( 1985) 
described a quanzo-feldspathic gneiss between the amphibolitcs and the ultramafics. To 
the east of the harzburgi tes. folded. rctrogresst:J amphiholitcs. ep1dote S(;hists and 
greenschist are exposed in a prominent morphological ridge (locally called "Pic a Tcn-
enffc"). Further to the east. more harzburgites. now heavily sapcntinized. occur and 
are juxtaposed in the east against grey slates. Thl! slates may again he eit!1er part of the 
Humber Arm Supergroup (which is considered more likely) or constitute another tec -
tonic sliver of the thrust belt. 
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To the north of the cross-faults, exposure ends in the early high strain fabric oi 
unit 6. Rocks exposed on hills to the east \\ere not investigated. They represent vol-
canics of the Skinner Cove Formation (Quinn 1985). 
Near the village of Shoal Brook, in the northeastern-most part of the massif, east-
west striking amphibolites are juxtaposed against ultramafic rocks of similar orienta-
tion. The original tectonic position of this sliver is not known. In particular, the E-W 
stnke of the fabric is puLZling. 
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3 1\IICROSTRUCTURE, PART 1: TYPE l\IICROSTRUCTURES 
3.1 SV~I\IARY 
The 1 esence ,:,f ->everal structural domains outlined m chapter 2 suggests that the 
conditions t'f deformation within the mantle section of the TM massif were not uni-
form. Previous work in mantle tectonites has shown that microstructures are a sensitive 
i.1dicator of the conditions of deformation and late magmatic processes . A detailed 
microstructural analysis is presented to define the conditions of formation of each of the 
structural units. The terms lithospheric and asthetospheric microstructures are used 
according to the definitiL)n of Ceuleneer et al. ( 1988). 
Microstructures of unit I are characterized by strong olivine lattice fabrics pro-
duced under asthenospheric conditions. l\licron ·s1zed inclusions in olivine are common. 
Morphological evidence suggests that clinopyroxene, and locally orthopyroxene and 
amphibole. v.ere introduced by ~.- in:ulating melts at a lat~ stage. Particularly intriguing 
is a strong opx latuce iabric .:ncountered in ont: samp.\! . It must have been produ~ed 
during melt impregnation or partial melting . 
Within the upper pan of unit 2, asthenospheric oli ·. ine microstructures with strong 
lattice fabrics predominate. Orthopyroxene is highly recrystallized. Scattering of opx 
and spinel grains indicates high strain. Cimopyroxene and plagiocl:ise occur as phases 
aligned parallel to the foliation and related to melt impregnation . Some annealing of the 
impregnations has taken place. Down-section within unit 2, spinel and opx scattering 
decreases, opx is less recrystallized, and olivine indicates a weak lithospheric overprint. 
Spinel is more irregular shaped and tends to be associated with opx and cpx. 
Peridotites of unit 3 show a weak to moderate lithospheric overprint. Orthopyrox-
ene is moderately recrystallized and pull-apart fabrics of this phase are common. Spinel 
is intergrown with opx. Up-section, textures transitional to unit 2 occur. 
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High ~tra1n zones of unit ~ display cquigranular to porph~roclastic microstructures 
in high strain zones. Peculiar is the local occurren..:e of shard-like opx grains with a 
<:ryo,t.llkgraphic orientation incompatible wtth activatton of the opx slip system 
( 100)[001). W1thin the low 'itrain zones of the umt. petrofabric data of one sample may 
suggest the !)reservation of a p~rtial. remnant olivine lattice fabric. 
Within unit 5. low strain. asthenospheric structures are locally preserved. Opx is 
coarse and only weakly recrystallized. cpx occurs as melt impregnations as well as 
larger grains. Spinel is intagrown '..\'ith smaller opx grains. 
Unit 6 displays lithospheric microstructures. Lithospheric overprint varies 111 
intensity from low 10 very high . The classic development of protomylonitic. mylonitic, 
into ultramylonitic textures can be obsened. Particularly impressive are opx ribbon 
gram~ w1th aspect ratios up to 100: I. as well as !urge, poikilitic spinel grains intc:-
prcted as porphyroblasts. 
Dunlte bodil·~ in the uprer part of the mantk sectit)n contain interstitial cpx, 
\\hcrcas those from the lower part preserve isolated opx-spinel intergrowth textures . 
Two d1aractcristic upper mantle microstructure~ o..:curring in the LH are dis-
cussed. The Springers Hill -type contains characteristic large. massive, isolated, subhe-
dral spinel grains. The Eastern LH-type displays delicate and several millimetre-large, 
~px-spinel symplectites. 
3.2 I~TRODL'CTION 
in the previous chapter it has been shown that the TM mantle section can be 
subdivided into several structural units. This suggests the presence of several tectonic 
events. Previous work in mantle peridotites has ~hown that microstructural studies are 
well-suited to detine the conditions of deformation, i.e. temperature. stress, and accu-
mulated strain (Boullier and Nicolas 1975, Mercier and Nicolas 1975, Nicolas et al. 
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1980. Mercier 1985. Ceuleneer et at. 1988). A .:hara~teriz.ation of the conditions nf 
deformation is necessary to locate the geodynamic position of th~ stru(·turalunits at th'-· 
time of formation and thus put important constraints on a general tcl.."tonic model pres· 
ented in chapter 6. 
After a shon review of the microstru.:tural ,:haracteristics of mantle peridotites. 
type microstructures of the TM massif will be described and illustrated for each un it. 
The type microstructures are end-member microstructures for each unit and as stKh do 
not neccesarily represent the most widesprl"ad microstructu re within a unit. lhlWCH·r. 
they are thought to he ..:haractl..'ristic for each unit. i.e . represent matenal whid1 ha~ -.u f 
fered a minimal 1lverprint assl'ciated with d~formation of another unit. The mi ~.-·m­
structural variations and trends within each unit in additio; to the type minostructurn 
are discussed. Two microstructural types encountered only in th~ LH mantle rocks will 
be briefly described as a hasis for a discussion in chapter~ - Pyroxenite dykes arc not 
described. A detailed study oi the pyroxenites in the I.H can b~ found in Edwards (i:1 
prep. ). Dunite banding and bands arc only brictly discu -,sl.!d. 
In a second chapter on micro..,tructure (chapter 4 i . the behav iour of the constitu· 
ent phases of the peridotites under varying deformational ~onditions 1s surnmaritcd. 
3.3 REVIEW Of ~IICROSTRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS AND DEt'OK-
MA TION MECHA~ISMS Of OLIVI~E I~ UPPER :\1A~TLE PEKII>OTITE .. \oi 
The volumetrically dominant phase in mantle peridotites is olivin~ (60-100%). As 
such, it is the load-bearing phase and de termines the tlow bl.!hav iour of the peridot ite\. 
Numerous olivine petrofabric studies have shown that, with the exception of peridotites 
displaying the protogranular microstructure and which are restricted to m.1ntle xenoli ths 
(Mercier and Nicolas 1975; see below), mantle peridotites are highly deformed . 
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The major process responsibh! fo~ formation of preferred olivine lattice fabrics in 
upper mantle tectonites appears to be dislocation glide. The olivine slip systems under 
upper mantle conditions are well studied in synthetic (Raleigh 196~. Caner and Ave 
l..allcmant l<J70, Nicolas et al. 1~73) and natural periduite samples (e.g. Nicolas et al. 
1971, Boudier 1978, Smcwing et al. 1984). In addition, computer simulat1ons present 
theoretical suppon for the postulated formation oi crystallographic preferred orienta-
tions during translation glide of minerals (Etchecopar 1977, Etche .opar and Vasseur 
1987) . 
The resuits of these studies suggest that, deJXnding on the temperature oi defor-
mation. different olivine slip systems are activatl!d 1Carter and Ave Lallement 1970. 
Goet7e 1978. Ni~olas et al. 1980, Nicolas and Christensen 1987). At high and very 
h1gh Chypcrsolidus) temperatures. the olivine slio system (010)[1001 is dominant; under 
moderate and low temperatures. the pencil glide system (0kl)[ 100] is activated. In addi-
tion h . the system (010)[100). activation of the system (001)[100] is suggested at very 
high temperatures (Nicolas and Christensen 1987). It has been reported, for ;!xample, 
by Smewing et al. (1984) from the Oman ophiolite, but also by Mercier (1977) and 
Girardeau and Mercier ( }Q88) from "litho~pheric" (term detined below) peridotites. At 
low temperatures, the additional activation of the system (010)[001] (Nicolas and Chris-
tl.!nsen 1987) or ( 110)[001] (Caner and Ave I..allement !'nO) was proposed. Due to 
high diffusivities at high temperatures, deformation may ·ake place by only one 
activated slip system (Gueguen and Nicolas 1980). A small obliquity between shape and 
lattice fabrics is constdered as indication of a significant rotational component of strain 
(Nicolas et al. 1972. Gueguen and Nicolas 1980, Bouchez et al. 1983). Lattice fabrics 
formed during dislocation glide are related to finite strain (e.g. Nicolas et al. 1973, 
Toriumi and Karato 1985). 
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Deformation by dislocation glide is typically accompanied by rccrystallilation !dy-
namic recrystallization). Dynamic recrystallization may result in destruction l)f grains 
of unfavourable orientation for slip coupled with growth of fa"ourahly t)ricntcJ gra1ns 
and would thus lead to a strong fabric relatea to tinite strain ( Bouchcz and Duval 14!C . 
Urai et al. 1986). Recrystalliz~11ion may occur by subgrain rotation (SGR), grain hound . 
ary migration (GBM). or nucleation (typically coupled with GlU.·1). 
During recrystallization by SGR. the neoblast orientation is related to the palco-
blast orientation and the new grains ,uc at 20-·W" to the old grain. Aft~:r extensive 
SGR. the olivine lattice fabric is somewhat weakened (Ave Lallement and Carter 1470) . 
Recrystallization by SGR has been den or.strated in peridotites (Poirier and Nicolas 
1975. Toriumi and Kara:o !Q85. Gi;ardeau and Men.:ier 1988). 
Nucleation of grains a~~ociated wi;h n.·crysta ~ lizauon has not been convincingly 
demonstrated for rocks (Poirier and Guillope 1979). More recently. nucleation was pro-
posed as mechanism operating in (coaxially) deform~:d peridotites (Turiumi and Karato 
1985). According to these authors. the nucleated olivmc grains have their 10101 axis 
parallel to the direction 0f maximum shortening/compn.:ss1on. In the moucl of Ave 
Lal1ement and Carter ( 1970). recrystallization occurs hy nucleation and the nudci 
orientations are related to the stress tield. In this and later studies (Ave Lallcmcnt llJ75. 
Kunze and Ave La11ement 1981). synter.:tonic recrystallization is thought to represent a 
major process for the formation of preferred lattice orientations of olivine in the upper 
mantle. 
Lattice preferred orientations of olivine obtained by Karato (1988) indirate that in 
peridotites deformed during recrystallization through GBM, grains with low dislocation 
densities dominate the lattice fabric as they con sume grains with high dislocation den-
sities (deformed grains). The orientation of the low disiocation density grains may he 
related to the stress tield (Karato 1988, 1989b). During conditions favouring GRM as a 
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rccrystalliz.ation mechanism, the lattice fabric could thus be related to the stress field 
and not to tinite strain. For TIT .. < 0. 75 and low deviatoric stresses in dry peridotites 
(where T - temperature, T .. - solidus, in Kelvin), the lattice preferred orientation of 
olivine in peridotites may be dominat~d by GBM (Kara;u 1989b). Assuming a solidus 
of 1250°C for the peridotites of the TM section (see section 6.4), recrystallization 
would occur by SGR forT > 870°C. For the TM peridotites. temperatures of deforma-
tion appear to be generally above this value (see section 6.3.1 ). 
Diffusional flow of olivine has been reported by Boullier and Gueguen ( 1975) for 
tine grained peridotites and more recently by Cooper and Kohlsted (1986) as an added 
deformation mechanism during hypersolidus tlow. Theoretical (George 1977), field 
(Dick and Sinton 1979). and rheological 'itudies (Goetze 1978. Chopra and Paterson 
1981, Chopra 1986. Karato et al. 1986) support a transition from dislocation glide to 
diffusional tlow d·.:pendant on the grain size, stres~. temperature, and presence of fluid . 
Speci tically, Karato et a!. ( 1986) estimated that the transition to diffusional flow occurs 
below 0. 1 to I MPa deviatoric stress for a grain size of I 0 mm. The lowest stresses 
measured in the TM section (by microstructure-based piezometry, see section 3.4) lie in 
the 10 MPa range. Trans1tions in dt'formation mechanisms are predicted in more gen-
eral terms from deformation mechanism maps (Ashby and Verral 1977). 
Application of olivine petrofabric studies in combination with other microstructu-
ral observations led to a microstructural classification of peridotites which was based on 
spinel peridotite mantle xenoliths. Mercier and Nicolas (1975) proposed the distinction 
of three different microstructure types of peridotites and their cyclic behaviour. In the 
pmrogranular micro.Hrucwre. a very weak lattice orientation of olivine is coupled with 
a unimodal olivine grain size and spinel-opx-cpx clusters. Protogranular peridotites are 
thought to represent the undcformed upper mantle. Deformation of the protogranular 
peridotites will yield a porphyroclusric microstructure of olivine indicated by a bimodal 
olivine distribution and strong olivine lattice fabrics. Further deformation produces a 
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unimodal, fine grained olivine texture consisting only ol ncoblasts whidt an~ either equ-
ant (mosaic equigranular rexrure) or tlattened (tabular t'tJuigranu/ar texwrt•). Annealing 
of the equigranular texture leads to coarsening of the equigranular microstnh.:turc which 
is then similar to the protogranular one. However. spinels, associated with cpx and opx 
in the tme protogranular peridotites. ha\e become scattered during progressive defor-
mation and will not be able to rearrange into this contiguration during annealing . Thl· 
annealed equigranular texture is thus called pmrogranu/ar II and can he r~.:>cognizcd hy 
scattered spinel grains in an olivine matrix. 
Several other classifications using different textural names have be~.:n proposed 
(Boullier and Nicolas 1975. Pike and Schwanzmann 1977. Harte 1977. Mercier I Y85) 
but nothing signiticant has been changed in the model apart from the introdu~:tion of a 
rare poikilitic texture (Mercier 1985) and a tluid~l textures c.wsed by supcrplastic !low 
(Boullier and Gueguen 1975). 
Based on. and adapted to, the study of ophiolitic upper mantle, Nicolas et al. 
(1980) prop0sed 2 classitication of upper mantle tectonncs into coarse ea 1ant and 
coarse porphyroclastic textures, tine porphyroclastic and mylonitic textures. This con-
cept was extended by Nicolas ( 1986a) and Cculeneer et al. ( 1988) to indude a classifi -
cation into asthenospheric and lithospheric microstructures. 
The asthenospheric microstructure is restricted to coarse grained peridotites. It is 
characterized by a coarse, unimodal (Ceuleneer et al. 1988) or also bimodal (Nicolas 
1986a) olivine grain size and an olivine microstrw.:ture with well detincd , high angle 
boundaries. In contrast to the protogranular stwcture, the olivine lattice fahric is excq> 
tionally strong. Features indicative of mt.lt-impregnation are often. though not ncccs..ar-
ily always, associated with asthenospheric microstructures. The asthenospheric 
microstructure is assigned to the spreading period of ophiolitic peridotites. 
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The lithospheric microstructun: is charact~.:rizcd by abundant undulosc ~:xtinctHlll . 
tightly space(! tilt walls ~nd low angle grain boundaries. The r~·sulting olivin~: micro-
structure is blurroo, as grain boundaries are not well defined. Neoblasts and thus a por-
phyroclastic texture develop from a coarse texture only afi.ei an appreciable amount of 
lithospheric strain (BouJier and Nicolas 1978, NicoLls 197b, Karato et al. 1980. Karato 
198-l). Peridotites with a low lithospheric overprint may thus still have a coarse. unimo-
dal grain size with, however, a blurred appearance. Significant lithospheric owrprint is 
assigned to detachment tectonics (Nicolas et al. 1480. 'llicnlas I9R6a) The origin pf 
lithospheric and asthenospheric microstructures is further discussed in section (l.4 . 
3.4 PIEZOMETRY 
The size of neoblasts. as we' I as the ~ubgram size and di~l~atton density an.: pro -
portional to the applioo stress and are independent of thl.! ambient temperature (Mercier 
et al. !977, Twiss 1977, Nicolas 1978). A slight temperature dependence appears. 
however. to exist for wet assemolages (Ross et al. 1980). The ncoblast size is the most 
stable stress parameter during a later. weak deformational overprint ( ~ icr~:er et al. 
1977, Nicolas 19"78) and is thus preferable for ophiolitic mantle roc~s. ~lor.: than 4U % 
stra;1 is needed to attain a steady state neoblast grain sit.c (Karato e: i4! . 1980). For 
lower strains, the old fabric is preserved or readjustment is partial and, as a rl.!stllt, 
meaningless stress values are obtained (Karato 1984). Rcct:nt ~tudics conccrnmg the 
grain growth rate during static as well as dynamic annealing suggest that grain growth 
is exceedingly fast for olivine, specitically for lower temperature/higher stress condi-
tions, i.e. in peridotites wht!re the stored strain energy is high (Karato 1989a). Unless 
grain growth is inhibited by impurities, lithospheric microstructures should thus be 
rapidly overprintoo by grain growth and the stress may be undcresti mated. Curdellicr ct 
al. (1981) and Nicolas (1986a) emphasized rapid annealing of olivine microstructures 
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under wet conditions. Mercier (1985) concluded that olivine microstructures are "in-
appropriate" to estima•e steady state stresses beca~_;se of rapid microstructurai re-equili-
bration . 
Several calibrations for the stress dependence of olivine neoblast sizes have been 
performed on dry and wet dunites as well as olivine single crystals (Post 1977, Mercier 
et al. I 977. Mercier 1980a. Ross et al. 1980. Karato et al. 1980). The data for dry 
assemblages are compiled in Tab. 3 . 1. Th:y cluster within a factor of three with the 
exceptiJn of Mercier ' s (1980) relationship. The latter one is empirical and based on an 
iL ~·erred change in the recrystallization mechanism from SGR tt.. nucleation/grain 
boundary migration ( NGBM) in a mantle xenolith protile with increasing temperature. 
More recently . these data ha' e been reinterpreted by Karato ( 1984) as retlecting the 
thermomechanical history of the peridotites and by Ave Lallement \ 1985) to indicate, 
contrary to the assumption of Mercier ( 1980a). an actual change in the stress conditions 
and not in the recrystallization mechanism. Mercier's ( 1980) relatiomhip is therefore 
controversial. 
Tab. 3. I: Selected piezometers using the olivine nooblast grain size. The piezome~er of 
Karato et al. (1980) i~ used in this thesis. 
SOURCE STRESS ( a ) /GRAIN EXPERIMENTAL STRESS 
SIZE (D) RELATION- RANGE (MPa) CALCULATED FOR 
SHIP (a in MPA, D in 100~ grain 
IJ•) 
Mercier et. al. 1977 o • w ;!OD "" ' 3 30-1000 95 Mpa 
Post 1977 o • I 9 ~)() /J 0 " ' 80-1600 87 MPa 
Mercier 1980a o"· t JOO empi rical 745 MPa 
0 = 
!) 
Ross et al. 1980 o • ·>8 I 0 0 ° '"' 100-1000 128 Mpa 
Karate et al. 1980 r. • ;' OR/D . 0 ••' 25-150 42 MPa 
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A serious problem for piezometers is the extrapolation oi data tlhtained umkr 
laboratory conditions 10 natural deformation conditions. It is only warranted if the 
mechanism for neoblast formation is the same during th: expcrimc:nt and ior the: natural 
assemblages (Nicolas 1978. Poirier and Guillope 1979). Conc~ming the: olivine nco-
blast piezometer. it is suspected that for stresses o > 200 MPa. the predommant 
recrystallization mechanism is NGBM as opposed to SGR under low stresses (Nicolas 
1978). The calibration of Karato et al. (1980) is preferred as it was performed cmircly 
under conditions of SGR (Tab. 3.1 ). It tends to yil!ld low dcviatonc stress values for a 
given neoblast size. Stress determinations in the microstructure sections arc hascd on 
the calibration of K~r"'tO et al. 11980). 
3.5 MICROSTRUCTlRF.S OF THE TABLE :'\IOUNT:\1~ 1\1 \!'ITLE SECTION 
All microstructural observations derive f10m thin sections which arc cut perpen -
dicular to the foliation and parallel to the minerai stretching lineation as seen in the 
hand-specimen. 
3.5.1 Unit 1 
3.5.1.1 Introduction 
Within this unit, dunites, cpx-dunites, cpx-troctolitcs, (plagioclase-) wchrlitcs. and 
cpx-rich harzburgites/lherzolites occur. Massive dunitcs occurring within unit 2 arc 
included in this section, as they show no distinct difference from those of unit I. Due to 
the -...·ide lithological variation. four type microstructures arc introduced and dcscrihcd 
for unit I. 
3.5.1.2 Type microstructure lA: clinopyroxene-impregnated troctolite 
The sample is taken from a plagioclase-cpx rich layer within the central par\ of the 
massive dunites of unit I . The selected sample (TM 1326, Fig. 3. I) represents a 
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cpx-hearing troctolite. 
The ~ structure i~ not shown due to a moderate serpentinization, but appears 
to represent a coarse granular structure with a weak lithospheric overprint. The average 
grain size is 1.5mm, the lattice fabric appears very strong (gypsum plate test). Inclusion 
trails in olivine are common. 
Spin.£! occurs as generally small (250~m), moderately elongated grains with an 
aspect ratio < 3. A few larger gra 1s show serpentin1zed inclusions. No preferred spa-
tial association with anoth~r phasl.! can be rect' ;nized for spinel. 
Plagioclase occurs as large. elongated, but rather irregular shaped grains. Grain 
boundaries towards the olivine matrix tend to be concave, indicating an interstitial loca-
tion with respect to the olivine matrix. Numerous spinel grains and few olivine grains 
are enclosed in plagioclase. In one case, spinel encloses a plagioclase grain. The 
internal plagioclase stwcture is not visible as it is altered to hydrogamet. 
An association of clinopyroxene with plagioclase is common, but cpx occurs also 
as interstitial grains with in the ol ivin~ matrix. The interstitial grains may be at high 
angle to the foliation (Fig. 3.~t). Partial rims or total enclosure of plagioclase by cpx 
are typical. Characteristically, the morphology of cpx towards the olivine matrix is deli-
cate and suggests an interstitial location . The complex external morphology of cpx 
excludes an origin of cpx by simple reaction of plagioclase with the olivine-matrix . The 
face of cpx towards plagioclase is more rounded than the face towards olivine (Figs. 
3.1, 3.2e). 
The following interpretation is based on the observation that the shape fabric 
detined by cpx is weak compared to that defined by plagioclase and spinel. Therefore, 
cpx formed later than plagioclase and spinel. A possible scenerio is that a spinel-bear-
ing dunite containing (interstitial?) plagioclase was deformed and then impregnated with 
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Fig. 3 .I. Line drawing of type microstructure 1 A, representing a clinopyroxene-impregnated troctolite. For all line 
drawings the following ornaments apply: black- spinel; heavy outlines with pattern of open circles or heavy dots-
clinopyroxene; light outlines with a parallel, dotted line- plagioclase (internal structure not visible due to alteration); heavy 
outlines with dash pattern - orthopyroxene; light outlines which are internally blank - olivine; dotted lines within olivine - tilt 
walls; in numerous drawings, olivine grain boundaries are not shown due to alteration; light outlines with hook-pattern -
amphibole (only in Fig. 3.2d); lightly dotted areas- serpentinized. With the exception of Fig. 3.7, the foliation is always 













Fig. 3.2. Line drawings showing further microstructural features of unit 1. For ornaments see Fig. 3.1; for details see text. 
ScaJe bar has gradation of 0.5mm. a,b,c - harzburgite; d - dunite; e,f- plagioclase wehrlite. 
The melt causing the formation of cpx appears to have been located mainly next to pla-
g1oclase or, at least, has not been able to be fully extracted from this site. Deformation 
following the formation of cpx was weak. 
.. 
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Fig. 3.3. Line drawing showing clinopyroxene-bearing troctolite. For ornaments see 
Fig. 3.1. 
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3.5.1.3 Variations of T~pe lA 
The sample illustrated in F1g. 3.3 shows relationships similar to the type lA 
microstructure: (i) deformed spinel and plagioclase; (ii) apparently less deformed cpx; 
and (iii) preferred association of plagioclase and cpx. Clinopyroxene occurs also as 
foliaiion-parallel trails of irregular shaped grains. Notable are three larger. equant spi-
nel grains with numerous inclusions which could represent original. undeformed grains. 
Judging from rare . less altered patches, rlagio..,asc is internally recrystallized with a 
neoblast si1e of approximately I f)()J.tm . 
In several other samples. a tLn. optically continuous rim of amphibole occurs 
around plagioclase (Fig. 3.2d; see al<;o Himmelberg and Loney 1980). Spinel and cpx 
do not show amphibole rims. The constant thickness of the rim suggests a reaction 
involving plagicx:lase. Malpas ( 1976) described cpx and hornblende as reaction rims 
between olivine and pla~ioclase from the layered cumulates in TM. 
3.5.1.~ T_n>e microstructure 18: asthenospheric dunite with secondary growth 
The sample is located in the western part of the massif at the base of the massive 
dunitcs. Plagioclase wehrlite layers are present nearby and are cut by another gener-
ation of dunites. Structurally. the I<Xation is part of unit 2. 
This dunite (Fig. 3A) displays a coarse, well recovered olivine microstructure 
with high angle grain boundaries. and poor sha~ fabrics . It represents a typical asthe-
nospheric microst!"Ucture. The rare tilt walls are wel i-detined and straight and grain 
boundaries are curvilinear. 120° triple point junctions and poikilitic enclosure of spinel 
by olivine are common. Micron-sized inclusions within olivine are very rare. The 
deformed state of this sample is suggested by the sirnultaneous extinction of virtually all 
olivine grains with the gypsum plate inserted and is demonstrated by the very strong 





Fig. 3.4. Line drawing of type microstructure lB, representing an asthenospheric 
dunite. For ornaments see Fig. 3.1. 
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Fig. 3.5. Stereographic projection (equal area, lower hemisphere) of poles to olivine 
lattice orientations (a,b,d) and orthopyroxene lattice orientation (c). Contours in percent 
of 1% area, stepped at 1 ,2,3,4,8, and 16% (where applicable). One percent contour is 
dashed. Density maximum is indicated by open square. Foliation is oriented vertically 
north-south (straight line), lineation trends horizontal north-south; 100 measurements 
each with the exception of (c) which contains 50 data. (a) TM 1331.2; (b) TM 7.1; (c) 
TM 1315 (opx lattice fabric); (d) TM 862. 
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slip system. Spinel inclusicns in olivine. as well as the rarity of mi(ron-sill'd in(lusion. 
suggest active GBM. Neoblasts (0. 7mm) occur mostly tn the \tcmuy of -;ptnci rratns. 
'!"herefore they probably do not retlect a steady state grain si1e (Nicolas et al. l9n0). 
The brownish ~~ls are C'!~ant to weakly elongated or more rarely irregular 
shaped. Characteristic ar~ m merous. unidentified. cqutdimcnsional inclusions. Tiny cli-
nopyroxene is rare and o:ct.rs interstitial(~ in the olivine matrix. 
3.5.1.5 Variations of Type 18 
Additional dunite samples imm withi;1 unit I or immcdiatdy adjacent tn it typi -
cally display a somewhat liner grained. porphyroclastic texture with neohlast sites in 
the 0.8mm range (corresponding •o c = 7 MP;,, t--:arato ct al. 19X0) Olivtncs nmta111 
variable. but generally high amounts of inclusion-r11.:h patches and tratls. Spinds arc 
tine ~rained(- o.:mmJ and elongated v.ith aspect ratios of~ to-+ . Rarely. larger. anhc 
drat spinel grams occur. Clinopyroxene is rare and intcr-.titial. Overall. dunites <tnd 
(cpx-) troctolites appear to be microstructurally gradational. 
Olivine lattice orientations from a porphyroclastic <;ample (Fig. ).)b) show str1mg 
orientation maxima similar to microstructure Type I B . The incomplete girdle of [0 101 
may either suggest the activation of a (011 )[I 001 system or . more !ikcly. the I 00 grains 
measured were derived from a few . very large grains by 'ilight misorientation dunng 
recrystallization by SGR. In the latter case. the number of grains present before recrys-
tallization within one thin section would not have been statistically significant for the 
derivation of the slip plane. 
3.5.1.6 Type microstructure IC: orthopyroxene-impregnated dunite ·."harzbur-
gite") 
This interesting sample <TM 1315) is located exactly in the transition from mass-
ive dunites to harzburgites with dunite layers. This zone also constitutes the transition 
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from structural units 1 to 2. 
Fig. 3.6. Line drawing of type microstructure 1C, representing an orthopyroxene-im-
pregnated dunite (TM 1315). For ornaments see Fig. 3.1. 
In Fig. 3.6, the tabular equigranular microstructure of olivine is shown. The oliv-
ine structure is clearly controlled by the distribution of opx grains. In the olivine-richer 
part of the sample (not shown) the olivine structure is coarse granular and 
asthenospheric. The preferred optical orientation of olivine appears strong (gypsum 
plate test). Spinels are very small and sub-to euhedral or weakly elongated. Clinopyrox-
ene occurs as rare interstitial grains in the same habit as opx. 
Orthopyroxene forms elongated, attenuated, flaser-like grains. The tips of these 
grains frequently touch each other or point to each other. Most of the traces of the 
cleavage (210) and (210) of opx are perpendicular to the foliation. This is peculiar as 
the opx slip plane ( 1 00) lies in zone with this cleavage plane. It would therefore also be 
oriented at high angle to the foliation in the sample and preclude that opx has under-
gone a significant overprint by dislocation glide on the well established slip system 
(100)[001]. An opx lattice fabric analysis (Fig. 3.5c) supports these observations: the 
[001] slip direction lies perpendicular to the foliation, the potential slip plane (100) 
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forms a girdle about the [00 I) direction. i .(!. is always !J'!rpcndi~ular w the t'oliat i1'" · 
The preservation of delicate tips of grains and the unrecrystallized nature support a pri-
mary orientation of opx. 
A formation of opx due to corrosion (i.(!. residual grains of opx) during partial 
melting does not explain the lattice orientation. As thl~ lattice orientation of opx is 
incompatible with deformation and the shape fabric resembles strongly documented 
melt impregnation morphologies (e. g. Nicolas and Dupuy 1984). a derivation from 
trapped melt is favoured. A similar habit of opx has been locally found in har7burg.Jh:s 
of unit 2 anct 3 (e.g. samples 13~0. 873. 900. Fig. J . lOa.f.g; Fig. ~ . 3) . although th.: 
characteristiC morphology in these samples is r~stricted to a few of a large number of 
vpx grains. 
A shape fabric of single opx grains comparable l(' :he grai 1s in Fig. 3.6 can be 
seen in a garnet peridotite xenolith shown in Harte et al. 11975. Fig. 8) . Recently. Can-
nat et al. ( 1990) have shown lattice orientation data from interstitial opx grains of 
abyssal peridotites of the Garret transform fault which are also incompatible with an 
origin by deformation. On the basis of platinum group element patterns of har:~;burgites 
and orthopyroxenites, Edwards (1990) proposed a melt impregnation origin for some 
opx grains in harzburgite. 
The preferred interpretation of the type microstructure 1 C is formauon of an opx 
lattice fabric relate<! to crystallization from a melt . The melt may either be infiltrated or 
locally (in-situ?) derived. In the latter case, the sample would represent a frozen-in par-
tial melting texture. Shape and lattice fabric could either have been controlled by the 
stress field or by the shape and lattice fabric of preexisting olivine grains. 
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3.5. I. 7 Type microstructure I D: layered dunite-wehrlite-olivine clinopyroxenite 
The sample (TM 860) was collected near the base of structural unit l from a well-
layered sequence of dunite with clinopyroxenite layers, harzburgites. and lherzolites. 
Rare plagioclase layers also occur in the section. The sample consists of alternating 
bands of dunite, wchrlitc, and olivine-clinopyroxenite. 
The 2!i_vine structure is well preserved only in the dunitic layers (Fig. 3. 7). It is 
coarse granular and clearly asthenospheric. Micron-sized inclusions are moderately 
abundant. Spind is poikilitically enclosed by olivine. The lattice fabric is strong <gyp-
sum plate test) . In the olivine clinopyroxenitic layer, olivine is more strongly serpentin-
ized and therefore the olivine structure is not shown. 
Black spinel occurs only in dunite. cpx-dunite, and wehrlite. It is absent in olivine 
clinopyroxenite. In dunlte. spind forms moderately elongated (aspect ratio 3: I). small 
grains indicating a good shape fabric. In the transition to olivine clinopyroxenite. spinel 
hecomes rare ?r.d more equant. 
('JjnQPTI_Qxene in dunite is interstitial and encloses spinel. In olivine clinopyroxe-
nite. cpx occurs as large grains cnclo~ing olivine. The shape of these early olivines is 
dliptical. 0.3 to 0.6mm long and parallel to the foliation . Some cpx displays regularly 
arranged tablets of tiny spinel-exsolutions. 
Only two orthopyroxene grains have been (vaguely) identitied. 
The sample could either represent an igLeous cumulate or massive cpx-impregna-
tion into peridotite. In the latter case, olivine would represent the (compositionally 





Fig. 3.7. Line drawing of type microstructure 10, showing details of a layered dunite- wehrlite- clinopyroxenite. Olivine 
structure not shown in left part of drawing. In the thin section, the dunitic part shown in the right side of the drawing is 
spatially separated from the olivine-clinopyroxenitic part at the left side of Fig. 3. 7. For ornaments see Fig. 3.1. Note that 
foliation is oriented normal to scale bar. Same scale for both parts of drawing. 
3 . .5. I .8 Further microstructural features of unit I 
Along the base of unit I, harzburgites and lherzolites occur in addition to the 
dunites of unit I . They are moderately serpentinized. The olivine lattice fabric of a 
harzburgitic sample is very strong and ortho ·nombic (Fig 3.5d), indicating activation of 
the high to very high temperature slip system (010)[100). Spinels within unit 1 tend to 
be small (varying from 0.1 to 0.3mm) and scattered. Characteristic for harzburgites 
from unit 1 is an association cpx-opx and sometimes amphibole-opx (Fig. 3.2a,b) . 
Based on their irregular shape within a highly deformed matrix. cpx anJ amphibole 
may have an origin by melt impregnation. Fig. 3 .3c shows one of the rare instances 
where an opx grain encloses a spinel trail. This indicates a high grain boundary mobil-
ity of opx or opx impregnation. 
3.5.2 l 1nit 2 
3.5.2. 1 Introduction 
The most characteristic microstructure of unit 2 is a high strain, high temperature, 
cpx-impregnatcd harzburgite. It occurs only in the uppermost f>art of the unit, both on 
the eastern and western side of the gabbros. It has also been located as a small tectonic 
sliver accrete<.! to the base of the massif (Figs. 2. l, 2.2). The microstructural transition 
towards unit 3 is gradational and the description will focus on the end-member type of 
0 .., 
umt ... 
3.5.2.2 Type microstructure 2: asthenospheric, high strain, clinopyroxene-impreg-
nated harzburgite 
The type sample TM 884 (Fig. 3.8) displays a banded appearance caused by vary-
ing amounts of olivine. opx , and cpx. 
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The olivine microstructure is weakly porphyroclasttc in ohvine-rich layers and th~ 
average neoblast grain size is OAmm, corresponding too = U MPa. The nt.•nblast 
abundance is low ( 10% ). The olivine substructure is unblurred and consequently con-
sidered to have formed under asthenospheric conditions. This is supported by the pres-
ence of syntectonic cpx melt impregnations (see below). 
In the opx-rich bands, the olivine microstructure is equigranular (Fig. 3.8). Poiki-
litic enclosure of opx by olivine is virtually absent, though olivine may partially enclose 
opx. Petrofabric data (Fig. 3.9a) suggest activation of the (010l(IOO] and (001 )( IOOJ 
slip systems. 
Orthopyroxene occurs as equant grains with slightly convex or straight grain 
boundaries and an average grain size of P.6mm. The grains either clu>tcr as aggregates 
of several grains with well developed triple point junctions or occur in a scattered 
rr.anner. A bimodal grain-size distribution is not present. All opx grains in this sample 
are considered neoblasts. Typical pull-apart m("'rphologi~s are absent. Corroded nco-
blasts have occasionally ~een observed. The preferred cleavage 11ricntation appears very 
weak. The orientation of the cleavage is. however, difficult to recogni1c in entirely 
unserpentinized neoblasts. The neoblasts typically lack any cpx cxsolution lamellae. 
Clinopyroxene is common (up to 5%) and occurs as trails of grains or single 
grains with a either a highly irregular morphology (upper left in Fig. ].8) typical for 
melt impregnation or as equant neoblasts. Some annealing of the impregnations is obvt -
ous due to the presence of segments of SLTaight grain boundaries instead of curved grain 
boundaries (Fig. 3 . 10b). The average grains size i'i 0.5mm. 
Most cpx occurs within olivine rich zones. Clinopyroxene within op)( -rich zones 
appears more equant and less irregular-shaped (Fig. ] . ~). It will be argued that they 
could have formed by exsolution and tecrystallization during high temperature deforma-
tion (see section 4.5.2), but an origin by impregnation cannot be excluded, as diopside 
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Fig. 3.8. Line drawing of type microstructure 2, representing an asthenospheric, high 
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Fig. 3.9. Stereographic projections of olivine lattice orientations for the following 
samples: (a) TM 884; (b) TM 1428; (c) TM 1232; (d) TM 233.25. For detailed legend 








Fig. 3.10. Line drawings showing further microstructural features of unit 2. For ornaments see Fig. 3.1, for details see text. 
Scale bar has gradation of 0.5mm. b- dunite; all other samples- harzburgites. 
Brown-red~ occurs either as equant. sub- 'J t::.thedral grains or weakly el,,n -
gated grains parallel to the general phase layering in the rock. An intricate intergrowth 
or association with another phase is uncommon in the type sample but has locally heen 
observed in other similar specimens. Fig. 3.8 shows that spinel occurs rreferenttally m 
the opx-rich layers and is rare in the olivine rich layers. Such a relationship is. how· 
ever, not general and many olivine rich layer have abundant spinel. 
3.5.2.3 Variation within unit 2 
One of the rare samples of the mantle section containing plagioclase is 'ihown m 
Fig. 3.11. 
Fig . 3.11. Line drawi:-g of asthenospheric plagioclase harzburgite. For ornaments see 
Fig. 3.1. 
It shares the characteristic features of the type microstructure: (i) mosaic equi-
granular. asthenospheric olivine microstructure; (ii) highly recrystallized and scattered 
opx grains (neoblast size 4001-'m); and (iii), small, scattered spinel grains. 
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Clinopyroxene 1s. however. very rare. Plagioclase occurs as lobate grains enriched in 
bands parallel to the foliation It encloses opx neoblasts (Fig. 3 . 10e) . The internal struc-
ture is not known because of an alteration to hydrogamet. 
Possible opx impregnations are restricted to the upper pan of unit 2 (Fig. 
3.10a.f.g). They are. however. difficult to distinguish from opx grains formed by pull-
apart. 
A sample from the area in the south of unit 2 (1M 14281. which shows folding of 
the foliation, was tested for the possible development of a new fabric due to folding . 
The petrofabric analysis yielded. however. oniy one coherent. strong olivine lattice fab-
ric related to the measured foliation (Fig 3.'ib). The activated slip system \\ .ts 
(010)[ 100) . 
Down-section within the unit. the following trends develop and continue into unit 
J 
(I) opx is less recrystallized and !es!\ scattered; 
(ii) a bimodal opx distribution is preserved (Fig. 3.10bl. Orthopyroxene porphyroclasts 
may contain cpx exsolution lamdlae: 
(iii)grains within opx ag~regates are of more irregular outline: 
(iv) spinel may be intergrown with opx ± cpx: it is larger and more irregular shaped: 
(v) the olivine structure is somewhat blurred: 
(vi) evidence for trapped melt becomes rare. 
3.5.3 Unil 3 
3.5.3.1 lnlroduclion 
As the central part of the mantle section is among the most serpentinized areas of 
the massif. the microstructure of samples for units 3 and ~ are generally poorly pre-
served. The (hoi~·c of the type sample was to some degree influenced by the search for 
a reasonably preserved olivine structure. 
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The sample illustrated (TM 747. Fig. 3. 1:) is located in the c~mral part of unll .\ 
in the northern slope of the massif. It comes from an an:a where the lithological b<tnd 
ing is oblique to the foliation. The foliation in the hand specimen and on cut and 
bleached surfaces IS indicated by orthopyroxene aggregates ancJ spinel trails and runs 
E-W in the illustration. Other trails and aggregates occur in orientations oblique to the 
foliation and the banding and the sample may n:prcsent a complex transitional stage of 
readjustment of passive and active markers during folding or revcr..ah of the sense ot 
shear. 
3.5.3.2 Type microstructure 3: weakly lithospheric, lower strain harzhurgitt• 
The sample illustrated shows three typtcal features for the mu.:rostnKtun: of un11 
3: (i) a weakly lithospheric olivine microstructure; (ill relatively fmc gramed opx 
aggregates in the 1.5 to :mm range; and (iii) spmd intergrown w ith opx . l"he htgh ~.·on 
tent of clinopyroxene is. however. not typical for the untt. 
The oliy_ine mtcrostructurc 1s lithosphenc and con\cqucntly Jifticult to illustrate . 
Grain boundaries are oi low angle nature . undulose extinrtion and tightly spaced ttl! 
walls are common. The overall appearance is blurred. Th..: tilt wa ll orientation is highly 
oblique to the foliation and indicates a tlow plane close to the lithological banding . The 
average neoblast size is 0 .:!5mm which translates into a dcviatork '>Ire's of · 20 MPa. 
Fluid or solid inclusions within oltvine arc absent. 
Orthopyroxen~ displays a porphyroclastic habit with a few larger porphyroclast' 
(2mm) and variably scattered smaller grains (0.4 to 0 .8mm) . The grains arc less equant 
than in type microstructure 2. Several grains have their long axes perpendicular to the 
lithological '· .Ulding (Fig. 3.12. Pl. 6d) . They are considered pull -aparts (Nicolas ct al. 
1971. Darot and Boudier 1975). Interstitial grains are rare; Johate outlines occur, hut 
are not very common. The preferred cleavage orientation is poor. 
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Fig. 3.1~. Line drawing of type microstructure 3, representing a weakly lithospheric. 
lower strain harzburgite (TM 747). for ornaments see Fig. 3.1. 
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!:linooyrOX£!1£ ranges from :,mall mterst:tial grains to larg~ ( 1.5mm) grain~ . It 
occurs mainly in the oli\ine matrix. but a few ~rains shar~ laces with opx. The shape of 
the g~ains is somewhat irregular. They arc variably recrystallit~d . An .ilignment paral · 
lei to the lithological banding is present. Clinopyroxc1c 1s interpreted as .Ul annt.•ak·d 
phase related to melt-Impregnation, but a primary origin cannot be excluded. 
Deep red spinej occurs typically in a fairly tntricate intergrowth pattern with opx . 
Within this intergrowth. spinel may be present as: (il highl~ irrcgular-sha~d. largl' 
grains (upper right in Fig . 3. 12): (iii as more scattered. smaller. equant grallls (upper 
left and lower right in Fig . 3.1:): or (iii) as subhcdral grains whkh may ~onta1n indu 
sions. 
3.5.3.3 Variation within unit 3 
An olivine lattice fabric was determined from a cpx -poor harthurgitc of unit .\ 
(Fig. 3.9c). The sample represents one of the coarse grained ~rid,lttte' lr~:ated within 
the central part of unit 3 (Fig. 2. 1 ). The petroiabric analysis 1ndicate'i that deformation 
took place through th~ slip sy~tems (00 I I[ 1001 and (()kll( 100). Within this s~cirncn. a 
beautifully corroded orthopyroxene grain is preserved (Pl. 6cJ. Spinels arc ~.:oarsc 
grained and associated with opx. 
In many samples of unit .~. there seems to be a large rang~ of olivine gr<un si1cs 
between 0.2 mm and 4 mm and it is difficult to recogn11tc two dJ\tinct generation.. of 
grains (porhyroclasts and neoblasts) . In the t!QI?er oaf! of unit."\. the transition towards 
the microstructures typical for unit; sets in (sec previous \ection) . Particularly the pro-
gressive disintegration of spinel-opx intergrowth textures can be seen !Fig . . ~. U). 
Whereas some oi the scattering of opx and spinel occurred by pull-apart (Fig. J. U. left 
diagram), other nccurrences oi the intergrowth texture show an elongation of spmcl 
parallel to the foliation plane as shown in Fig. J.l J, right diagram). They arc d1fticult 




Fig. 3.13. Line drawing showing detail of TM 1237. For ornaments see Fig. 3.1. Gra-
dation on scale bar is 0.5mm. Note scattering of the opx-spinel cluster in left diagram 
and the asymmetric tail of spinel parallel to the foliation in the line drawing on the right 
side. 
erally show highly scattered opx grains of irregular shape. Pull-apart is very common 
and contributes to the poor fabric appearance. The olivine lattice fabric of peridotites 
with the poor shape fabric is, however, strong (Fig. 3.9d). The activation of the slip 
system (Okl)[100] is suggested. A partial girdle of the (100) plane indicates, however, 
some interferences. Clinopyroxene occurs in varying, generally low amounts in the 
olivine matrix in subequant shapes. An association with opx has been observed. The 
olivine structure is lithospheric. A range of grain-sizes is preserved for olivine, though 
in many samples a clear bimodal grain-size distribution is difficult to recognize. Spinel 
scattering varies from strong to weak. 
No distinct microstructure was found for the high temperature shear zones 
occurring at the base of unit 3. This is supported by the olivine petrofabric analysis 
(Fig. 3.14a) which indicates the presence of the standard, high temperature slip systems 
(001)[100) and (010)[100]. The predominance of the former system, is, however, 
somewhat surprising in the light of the prediction that this system is dominant at very 
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Fig. 3.14. Stereographic projections of olivine lattice orientations for the following 
samples: (a) TM 233.10; (b) TM 578.3; (c) TM 1100, reference frame corresponds to 
a field orientation of the stretching lineation of 45/0 determined in the sample; (d) TM 
1100; same lattice data as in (c), but reference frame now with respect to a stretching 
lineation of 305/27 and same foliation as in (c). The rotated lineation of 45/0 from (c) 
is shown as full square. For detailed legend see Fig. 3.5. 
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A rare. low temperature shear zone with a tlasering foliation within the upper pan 
of unit 3 (TM 772.1) displays a classic porphyroclastic olivine texture with very well 
developed olivine ribbon grains and porphyrocla~ts (up to 4mm) and very fine grained 
ncoblast (I 0-20~-tm). Spinel either remains unaffected during deformation or shows pull-
apart morphologies: opx grains form well-developed, rounded porphyroclasts (i .e. no 
slipped grains are observed). Clinopyroxene grains are aligned in trails of 0.2mm large, 
equant grains. The presence or absence of cpx and opx in the matrix is difficult to 
determine. Anastam lZing oands of colourless amphibole, subparallel to the foliation, 
consist of equant to weakly elongated, 50/Jm large grains (tremolite?). The shear sense 
can readily be deduced using S-C relationsh1ps (lister and Snoke 198~). Rarely. similar 
-;hear znncc; occur within unit 2. 
C'n the western limb of the TM synform, u:lit 3 reaches up to the (faulted?) Moho. 
In its ~ppcrmost pan, delicate, irregular-shaped opx and cpx grains have oeen observed 
(cf. Fig_ 4 . .3) . They are very ra~e further down-section . Additional details, specirically 
about the spincl -pyro~l.!ne relat10n~hips, are discussed in section 4 .6. 
3.5A Unit-' 
3.5.-'.1 Introduction 
The S<t:;'plr selec;ed as type microstructure represents one of the numerous 
mylonitic high strain zonl.!s within unit 4 . The lower strain rocks of unit 4 are micro-
structurally similar to the lower part of unit 3 and are not discussed in detail. Of 
interest is, however. a more complex olivine lattice fabric in these rocks. 
3.SA.l Type microstructure~~ mylonitic, depleted harzburgite 
Due to the fine grain size and lithospheric oliv1ne microstructure, an illustration 
by photomicwgraphs and detailed sketches is more effectivr.. than a complete micro-
structure drawing . 
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The QJ..iyiJ~ microstructure is porphyroclastic in orx-poor areas and tabular equi-
granular in opx-rich areas (Pl. 6t). Lithospheric overprint is strong. the ncoblast abun-
dance high. The olivine neoblast stle is- l(X)I-'m (corresponds to 4: MPa). 
porphyroclasts are often ribbon-shaped wtth aspect ratios of.~: I to 5: I. Micron- a/\.·J 
inclusions can locally be observed in porphyroclasts. The lattice fabric (Fig .~.l~b) 
shows a very strong maximum (Oncentration of the ( 100) plane (~0.9% per I% .u~al. 
slightly oblique to the lineation. The activated slip system was (Okl)[ 1001. 
OnhopyroxeJJ,~ <lggregates 1re rare. Most larger opx grains {X:Cur as unrc~rystall­
ized. 0.5-2mm large, rounded porphyroclasts (Pl. 6f. Fig. l15a). Very rardy. these 
grains can be seen to have under,~one moderate slip (aspect ratios <~:I) . Pan or all of 
the margin of opx porphyroclasts may be recrystalliLcd into a tinl.! grain~d mosai-..: of 
divine and opx (average grain size 50-lOO~m). 
Characteristic for the high strain samples are shard-like orthop~roxcne grains. 
elongated parallel to the foliation ano "1 : h tl-te (210) or 1210) cleavage perpendicular to 
the foliation and elongation (Figs. 3.15a-d. Pl. 6g). This implies an orientation incom-
patible wi''i activation of the opx slip system ( 100)[001 )(see section J.5.1.6). The aver-
age size of the shards is 150x601Jm. These grains occur locally in discontinuous bands 
or as tails to opx porphyroclasts. or. as in the type sample, the grains arc dispersed 
throughout the olivine matrix. Where the :.hards are associated with porphyroclasts 
(fig. 3.15a,b), they taper out within a short distance of the porphyroclasts, suggesting a 
genetic relationship with the porphyroclast. The grains arc characterized by sharp tips 
which sometimes meet up with the tip of a neighbouring grain . Rarely. the shards par-
tially enclose olivine grains (Fig. 3.15c) or are optically continuous across separating 
olivine grains tFig. 3.15b). The shards remain in their "hard" orientation for activation 
of glide even it the associated opx porphyroclast is in "easy glide" orientation (Fig. 





c TM 578.3 
TM 672 
Fig. 13. 15. Line drawings of microstructural features of unit 4. For ornaments see Fig. 
3. 1: op. hom. - opticaJly homogeneous extinction. Gradation on scale bar is 0.5mm. 
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Black or red min£! ~haws no preferred association with another phase and lll.:~o:urs 
as scattered, anhedral to euhedral. 151-'m large grains. Porphyroclasts up to lmm arc. 
however, locally present tPI. 6t). 
Clinop~roxene is v~ry rare It occurs as tiny (50-1001-'m). clongatcJ, interstitial 
grains in the olivine matrix parallel to the ft,liation. It .:an occur in a habit similar to the 
opx shards. 
3.5 • .a.J Variation within unit 4 
Host peridotites to the high strain zones in unit 4 are highly scrpcntlmtcd and 
appear to contain little new micr,)structural iniormation. 
Olivine shows a weakly por ;Jhyrrx:lastiC texture with low to mcxkratc lithospheric 
overprint. The neoblast size appears to be in the 0.4mn. range. In h1gher strain roo;s, 
tre proportion of neoblasts and the amount of lithospheric overprint increa,cs and rib-
bon grams are occassionall] dcvelopt':d. Ir. several more highly strained samples. good 
oblique olivine shape fabncs <!re devdoped (van der Wal et at. 1990). In such fabrics. 
the shape preferred orientation of olivine is oblique to the foliation detincd by <~pine! 
and pyroxene grains (see Pl. 7e). They indicate a sinistral sense of shear. 
A lattice fabric analysis for a low to moderately strained sample indicates a maxi-
mum of (010) near the foliation plane and thus slip mainly on \010) (Fig. 3.14c). In 
addition, the poles to l010)-planes form, however, a partial girdle about an axis at high 
angle to the stretching lineation. The [I 00] axis, usually a reliabk indicator of the slip 
direction, forms a peculiar double maximum, one lying dose to the lineation. the other 
at high angle to it. Using the [100] maximum close to the lineation, part of the data set 
can be expiained with activat•on of the slip system (0lOJ[ 1001 during tlow parallel to 
the measured stretching lineation of N45°W. It is suggested that the second sub-maxi-
mun of the (100) plane could represent olivine orientations related to another move-
ment direction using the same tlow plane. Rotation of the data indicates that such a flow 
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line, related to the second sub-maximum of [100]. would be onented towards a field 
orientation of the stretching lineation of N55 ow. i.e. close to the stretching lineation 
within unit 3 (Fig. 3.14d). The petrofabric analysis may thus lend some support to the 
field evidence which suggests that mylonitic high strain zones of unit 4 overprinted unit 
3 fabrics. In low strain domains of unit 4, however, the overprint was incomplete and a 
remnant olivine lattice fabric of unit 3 may be preserved. 
Related to this model, the 5econd submaximum of (100) planes may represent a 
gener:Hion of grains with an unfavourable orientation for slip. Such a bimodal behavior 
of grains during deformation has been modelkc1 (Etchecopar 1977) and observed in 
experimentally deformed ice (Bouchez and Duva1 1982). Alternatively, the fabric could 
represent deformation during mainly pure shear using the slip system lOIO)[lOO]. Such 
conditions produce a [I 00] girdle in the foliation plane (Nicolas et al. 1973, Etchecopar 
and Vasseur 1987). The slight asymmetry of the lattice fabric with respect to the folia-
tion argues, however. against this model. 
Orthopyroxen<: occurs as variably recrystallized clusters or scattered, 0.5 to 3mm 
large grains. There is a general tendency for large grains to show evidence for slip 
more frequently than small grains -a feature which is poorly understood. )ossibly, 
strain within the ductile olivine matrix could be partitioned relatively easily around 
smaller opx grains whereas larger opx grains offered such a resistance to tlow that they 
started to slip. In higher strain rocks. the opx clusters become strung out and a mosaic 
texture of olivine and opx develops between opx porphyroclasts. 
In low strain ~mples, the~ microstructure is relatively coarse (lmm). An 
association with opx is present only for a minority of the grains within one thin section. 
Grain size decreases in the higher strain rocks. Elongated grains are rare and pull-apart 
of spinel dominates. 
~yroxene is very rare and occurs as interstitial or near equant grains in the 
olivine matrix. 
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Peridotites in the south and ncar the base of the unit sho" a ilJwcr litho-..phen~ 
overprint than elsewhere in unit 4, cu .. tirming the tield C\'idcr;cc (sec scl'tions ~ . 5 and 
2.6). 
3.5.5 Transitional unit tTL:) 
No distinct microstructures are prcsen.ed within this transitional unit. Microstru~­
tures are similar to the moderately (lit~osphcrically) str::uncd samples of unit 4, though 
the opx grain size tends to be somewhat larger than in this unit. A detailed description 
is not induded. 
Coarser pendot1tes from the base of the TU to the north of the cross-fault tone 
have, apart from a few sarr.olcs Tl\1 1037. TM 258. TM :!59). a strong lithosphl.'ri ~o: 
overprint of the olivinl.' structure. Otherwise thl'y .ue similar to unit 5. This suggc-,ts 
that in this area the TU o"erprints peridotites v.1"11ch in thl..' re~t or the TM massif (K'cur 
within unit 5. 
3.5.6 Unit 5 
3.5.6.1 Introduction 
The most characteristic microstru..:tures are preserved ncar the base of unit 5 . 
They display a very poor shape fabric of all constituent phases. In particular. the defini -
tion of the shape fabric using the spinel orientation is not possibh: even in bleached 
hand specimens due to a lack of any spinel preferred orientation (Fig . 3.16). A spinel 
shape fabric is, however. present in the upper part of the unit. 
3.5.6.2 Type micro~1ructure 5: coarse, low strain, asthenospheric, clinopyroxe-
ne-impregnated harzburgite 
The olivine microstructure of sample TM 1181 is weakly porphyroclastic t Fig. 
3. 16). The unblurred nature suggests only very weak lithospheric overprint. The nco-
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blast grain size ranges between 0.5 and lmm. corresponding too= 11-6 MPa. The 
proportion of neoblasts is low to moderate. The olivine lattice fabric is only moderately 
'Strong and suggests slip on (010) and (00 1) in the [I 00] direction (Fig. 3.17a). The 
(100) planes form, howevL~. also a partial girdle subparallel to the foliation. 
OrthQ~Ur~; is volumetrically abundant. 1t occurs in clusters which are coarser 
(2-5mm) than 10 other units (apart from unit 6) of the massif. The degree of recrystal-
lization varies but is generally low. Neoblasts in the clusters are irregularly sraped. 
Scattering of op· is moderate and pull-apart occurs frequently. Highly lobate, corroded 
grains are locally preserved. A1. intricate intergrowth of smaller grains of opx with spi-
nel ;s common. lntl.!rstitial opx is rare. Locally, it b associated :ith cpx and spinel. 
The ili.1.9Pvroxene morphology is more fully discussed in section 4.5.2. Briefly, 
cpx occurs in three modes: 
(i) as rare neoblasts (0.3mm) within the opx clusters (Fig. 3.ltl: 
(ii) as isolated, larger grains or larger grains occurring :ogether with opx in grain 
aggregates (Fig. 3.18); 
(iii) most commonly as interstitial grains to olivine (Fig . 3.16. PI. 6h), variably asso-
ciated with spinel and rarely "'ith small amounts of opx. Sometimes, micron-thin 
layers of cpx are preserved between olivine (Pl. 7a) . In thin section . spatially 
separated grains of cpx may show simultaneous optical extinction, suggesting that 
the grains are connected in three dimensions. The interstitial cpx occurs commonly 
as trails between larger opx grains, aligned parallel to the foliation (cf. Fig. 4.5). 
They may then grade into more massive grains. Diopside growth twins have been 
observed. The trapped melt origin of the cpx grains described under (iii) appears 
well substantiated. 
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Fig. 3.16. Line drawing of type microstructure 5, representing an asthenospheric, low 
strain, clinopyroxene-impregnated harzburgite (TM 1181). For ornaments see Fig. 
3.1. 
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Fig. 3.17. Stereographic projections of olivine lattice orientations for the following 
samples: (a) TM 1181; (b) TM 1145; (c) TM 1062; (d) TM 1225. For detailed legend 







Fig. 3.18. Microstructural detail of sample TM 1052 in unit 5. Note large cpx grain 
aggregate in lower left and cpx trail in upper left. 
Spinel occurs invariably as small (0.1-0.4mm), vermicular grains, mostly inter-
grown with cpx and/or opx. The characteristic association sp-cpx/opx within unit 5 will 
be discussed in detail in section 4.6. Recrystallized opx grains typically contain some 
vermicular spinel grains between the neoblasts. 
3.5.6.3 Variation within unit 5 
Further up-section within unit 5, the microstructures become more lithospheric 
and similar to those of unit 3. Specifically, spinel occurs as larger grains intergrown 
with opx and minor cpx or alternatively as wormy grains also associated with pyrox-
enes and defining a moderately strong fabric. Up-section, the opx abundance and grain 
size diminishes and cpx occurs as scattered grains within the olivine matrix; the grains 
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arc less delicate than in the type microstructure. Olivine lattice fabric data from a 
sample in the upper part of the unit indicate no change in the slip system: (Oki)[IOO] 
with predommance of the (010) slip plane (Fig. 3. 17b). 
3.5.7 Unit 6 
3.5.7.1 Introduction 
The peridotites of unit 6 . . all affected by a variably strong. lithospheric O\er-
print. The type microstructure IS represented by a sample from the /mer high sp·uin 
:.one.1· (sec section :!.5) in the southeastern part of the massif. 
3.5. 7.2 Type microstructure 6: coarse, high strain, mylonitic lherzolite 
The sample (TM 1056) constitutes one of the more extreme opx ribbon mylonites 
(Fig .. ll9) of the late high strain fabric . The olivine 1 -opx?) matrix of the sample is not 
shown in the line drawing because of its tine grained nature. 
The~ microstructure is tabular equigranular (aspect ratio 3: I) and has a 
100x30J.Lm average neoblast size (Pl. 7e). indicating a- 60MPa (for 65J.Lm). The nco-
blast grain size changes in certain layers and lenses parallel to the foliation, indicating 
partittoning of strain imo certain layers. Adjacent to opx porphyroclasts. the grain size 
can be as low as 30x IOJ.Lm. The modal volume of olivine porphyroclasts is low and they 
show abundant tilt walls. The maximum size of olivine porphyroclasts is I mm, the 
aspect ratio is < 5. Inclusions are absent. As opx and cpx neoblasts in the olivine 
matrix cannot be distinguished with certainty fr.Jm olivine neoblasts, petrofabric data 
were collected from an intermediate strain sample (TM 1062) having a slightly coarser 












Fig. 3.19. Line drawing of type microstructure 6, representing a lithospheric, high strain lherzolite (fM 1056). The fine 
grained, lithospheric olivine microstructure is not shown. Instead, thin lines indicate the foliation of the olivine matrix. For 
ornaments see Fig. 3.1. 
Three types of orthopyroxene grains can be distinguished (Fig. 3.19). These are: 
(i) ribbon grains. They have an average aspect ratio of 10:1, which may, however, 
reach 100:1. Within the ribbon grains, the trace of cpx exsolution lamellae and the 
opx cleavage are invariably subparallel to the elongation of the grains and the folia-
tion. As exsolutions of high Ca-pyroxenes from enstatite occur along the (100) 
plane of enstatite (e.g. Deer et al. 1966), activation of the well documented slip 
system (100)[001] of opx is suggested. 
(ii) porphyroclasts with low aspect ratios. They have well rounded outlines and were 
apparently microstructurally stiff, as opx ribbon grains are bent around them. As 
indicated by the two visible, perpendicular cleavage traces in thin section, these 
grains are in a unfavourable orientation for slip and have consequently "locked up" 
during deformation (Etchecopar 1977, Etchecopar and Vasseur 1987); 
(iii) opx neoblasts. They are in the 50J.tm-range and are abundant as tails to "hard" opx 







Fig. 3.20. Large spinel grain with asymmetric "wings"; sample TM 1062, unit 6. For 
ornaments see Figs. 3. 1 and 3.19 
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Clinopyroxene occurs as rare porphyroclasts (up to 0.5mm). It is prohahly abun-
dant as a matrix mineral. but is difficult to distinguish from olivin\!. 
~is present as tiny (~O~M), wormy grains in the olivine -op~ matri~. 11 is 
absent in opx porphyrodasts (Pl. 7g). In addition , it occurs as large grains (up to I mm . 
in other samples up to 3mm. Fig. 71) which partly or totally enclos~ olivine and opx. 
Several of the large grains a~e sometimes aligned in foliation -parallel la)r:rs. 
Intermediate-sized spinel grains occur as well. They are typically elongated or have 
(asymmetric) tails (Fig. 3.20). 
3.5. 7.3 Variation of type 6 
Within unit 6, the low strain peridotites of unit 5 are progrl'Ssively deformed into 
protomylonitic and then rnylomtic peridotites. Thl!se two groups correspond roughly tn 
the early high stram fahric and the late high strain fahric: peridotites de tined in (;hapll·r 
~. A very similar microstructural sequencl! is b.:autifully illustrated hy Boudier ( llJ7H. 
Fig. 5) for peridotites from the Lanzo massif. Charact~?ristic is the progressively 
increasing proportion of olivine neoblasts (see abo Boudicr and Nicolas 1978). 
In samples showing intermediate strain,~ shape fabrics. oriented slightly 
oblique to the foliation (detined by opx). allow a rapid detcrm nation of the shear scmc. 
Within all samples studied from unit 6, the mean neoblast s1tc of olivme varied 
between 150 ~m for the lowest strain samples (i .e. the samples with the weakest min-
eral shape fabric) and 20 1-Lm for the highest strain samples. in specitk layers of the 
highest strain samples, the ner"hc;r size may be as low as 2x5~m. Even the tine grained 
neoblasts are elongated and th · '·1' ·ice fabric is very strong (gypsum plate test), so that 
superplastic flow as a deformation mechanism can be excluded. Stress values derived 
for the 150 to 20 1-Lm range vary from 30 MPa to 165 MPa. Particularly in the lower 
stress samples, a second generation of olivine neoblasts with a much riner grain size 
seems to be present. 
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Within the same sequence of increa:;ing strain. orthopyroxenes grade from large. 
unrecrystallized grains or aggr.:gates of grains into the three types described for the 
type microstructure. In the inter:nediate strain facies. opx grains may be sliced up by 
trails of opx neoblasts. In the r.ighest strain microstructures. aJI but a "ew small. round-
ish porphyroclasts have disappeared. The shard-type opx typical for unit 4 is not well 
developed. 
In the lowest strain rocks of unit 6, clinopyroxene occurs as (i) :nterstitial grains 
in the olivine matrix located in the foliation-parallel extension of large opx porphvro-
clasts (Pl. 7d); (ii) as larger grains within opx aggregates. or (iii) as typical porphyro-
clast-neoblast associarion. Rarely. the simple growth twin has been observed in 
association with spinel !Pl. 7b. 7c) . Rare clinopyroxene ribbon grains (Pl. 7t) occur in 
intermediate strain peridotites. 
In the low strain samples of unit 6, s_pj_QSJ occurs .1-i small vermicular grains or in 
intergrowth with pyroxenes. La~ge . partly poikilitic grams are only present in the 
higher strain samples. Characteristic is further an ;-,ssociation of spinel with recrystall-
ized opx ± cpx . Spinel-pyroxene relations will be discussed in section 4.6. 
3.5. 7.4 further microstructural features of unit 6 
In the smu/1 scale shear zones (see section 2.7.2). synkinematic, colourless amphi-
bole is enriched in specific bands. In these bands, cpx is replaced by amphibole. In t.he 
type sample. which represents the widest of these shear zones encountered, opx has 
also been replaced. The shear zone consists of a regular amphibole-olivine banding (Pl. 
8e) and pyroxenes are absent. The synkinematic amphiboles have a good preferred 
cleavage orientation and are 0.3-0.6mm long. Olivine neoblasts are in the 80J.tm range. 
Spinel is associated with amphibole as small (40JLm), subhedral grains. 
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Porphyroclasts are virtually ab~ent in ultramafic ultrarnylonites from the basal 
conta~t to the metamorphic sole. The average grain size is rather even for all pha~s 
present. but varies from samph: to sample between ~0 and IOOJ.Lm. Amphibole.: is pres· 
ent in most of the ultramylonites in bands replacing cpx. Spind tends to be brown-red. 
but g1..:en spinel occurs locally. It may alternate within a single thin sectiOn in band'i 
with red spinel. 
In the immediate contact area between P' ·idotite with the.: metamorphic sole. inkr 
banding of amphibolite/granulite with peridotite is observed. This intcrbanding is prc..·s-
ent even on the thin sect1on -;calc: in sample TM 1 ~~8 .. 1 layc.:rs of cpx + plagioclase.: -+ 
garnet alternate with layers of oi1vine + opx + amphibole + spinel. as well ao; w1th 
pure amphibole layers . Green spinel in this sample is granoblastic (ct. Fig. ~ . l .lg). In 
adjacent samples of amphibolite. trails of serpcntmm:d opx porphyroclasts have.: hecn 
observed . 
An olivine lattice fabric analysis was performed for one of the coarscr grained 
ultramylonite specimen (Fig. 3. 17d). The stretchmg linc.:ation direction was dc.:tcrmin~.:d 
in thin section using the ~pinel elongation in the foliation plane. The pattern is di tF ·ult 
to interprf:t. The activation of sc .-eral different -;lip systems is 'iuggcsted. Olivine l.lttJCe 
fabrics are typically weaker for basal ophiolitic peridotites deformed at lower tempera 
tures (Nicolas et al. 1980. Gueguen and Nicolas 19HO. Boud1er ct a l. 1988). 
The basal peridotites from TM and Trout River have been petrologically investi-
gated by Church (197:2). He reports several exotic mineral assemblages: (i) amphibole 
+ phlogo;>ite; (ii) amphibole + ~px + garnet + green spinel; (iii) olivine + amphibole 
+ opx + cpx + green spinel. Amphiboks are kaersutitic: spinel was determined as 
ceylcnite. Malpas ( 1979a) argued against the interpn:tation of these rocks as high pres-
sure crystallization products (Church 1972). as they arc restricted to the basal mylonitic 
zone. McCaig (1981 . 1983 J reinvestigated the contact area and defined the following 
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assemblages: T:-pargasite + Ti-phlogopite + ilmenite interbanded with lherzolite; (ii) 
pargasite + opx + cpx + olivine + spinel; (iii) relatively undei·ormed websterite: cpx 
+ Ti-pargasite + opx + spinel +/-olivine +i- plagioclase. McCaig (1981) interpreted 
the Ti-rich peridotite as a metasomatized peridotite and the Ti-poor peridotite as an iso-
chemically recrystallized lherzolite. The webst~rite could represent a "mafic" inclusion 
of metamorphic sole rocks (McCaig 1981). 
3.5.8 Cross-cutting dunites 
No systematic study was performed 01 the numerous dunite bodies within the 
harzburgites and lhcrzolites. There is, however, one obvious difference between 
cross-cutting dunites occurring within the upper part of the mantle section (units 1,2, 
and 3) and those within the lower part of the manti~ section (unit 4, TU, and 5) . The 
former units contain dumtes with isolated, interstitial cpx, the latter ones may contain 
dunites with tsolated opx. Wht.:reas in the .1p~r dunites. micron-sized inclusions in 
olivine are common . they are rare further down-st:ction . < "thopyroxene from the lower 
dunites is intergrown with irregular-shaped spinel grains . Numerous dunites, however, 
contain neither cpx nor opx. 
3.5.9 Postkinematic alteration 
For the purpose of thts study. the postkinematic alteration of minerals is of little 
signiticance and it is dealt with here only briefly. 
Olivine alters rl!adily to serpentine. Near faults and at the base of the massif, the 
alteration is most intense and produces a dark variety of serpentine (caused by fine 
grained magnetite?) which leaves opx. and cpx essentially intact. In the central part of 
the massif (units JA) serpentinization is accompanied by a red-brown sur:1ce colour 
due to oxidation). It thus appears that serpentinization near faults and in the basal part 
of the TM massif was accompanied by more reducing tluids than in the central part. 
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OrthoQyroxene is retrogre-;sed to tremolitc. talc. or, most commonly to scrp~.:n­
tine. Chlorite formation occurred locally. Clinooyr_9_,~CI)S is generall} well prescrwd. \ 
brownish oxidation. apart from the high relief. helps in its identification. Spio~l may 
alter marginally to serpentine. Near the base (unit 5.6) and generally near late faults, a 
magnetite rim IS typically developed. Late, postkinematic amphibole (tremolite?) occurs 
in patches and stringers in apparently randomly distributed samples and is then not 
clearly formed after a specific phase. 
X-ray diffraction analysis of I:! powdered samples showed the presence of chr} so 
tile and lizardite, hut fail\!d to detect any antigorite . The dark hasal serpentine appe<~r-; 
not to be distinct from the more greyish serpentine further up .:.cction. As an addttional 
phase, brucite was present in most samples -;tudicd. Within the transition wne of 
NAM, Komor et al. (l985b) found the association chrysottle, lizardite. bnKite and 
acces~ory magnetite as products of serpentinizati<. n of dunitcs and wehrlttcs. The main 
reaction forming serpentine seems to have involved only olivine: 
2 olivine + 3H.O - > I serpentine + I brucite. 
3.6 SELECTED MICROSTRUCTURES OF THE LEWIS HILLS MANTLE SEC-
TION 
3.6.1 Introduction 
In addition to the mi<.:rostructure types of the TM massif presented in the preced-
ing section 3.5, two distinct microstructures of mantle peridotites have been observed in 
separate areas of the LH massif. Within this section 3.6, the microstructural 
assemblage of the LH occurrences is described. It provides the background for a d i ~ ­
cussion of the spinel microstructures in peridotites of the BOIC, which also includes the 
LH examples. 
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3.6.2 Springers Hill area 
rhe geology of the Springers Hill area has been discussed elsewhere in detail 
(Karwn 1977, Dahl and Watkinson 1986, Dunsworth .:tal. 1986, Edwards 1990, Suhr 
et al., in pressl. The area represents harzburgites located beneath the ophiolitic transi-
tion zone and which are intersected by numerous ultramatic dyke generations (Suhr et 
al., in press) . 
The type microstructure is illustrated in Fig. 3.21. Olivine displays a coarse 
granular to weakly porphyroclas~ic microstructure with a weak lithospheric overprint. 
PrthopyrQwn~ occurs as large grain-aggregates which ere highly recrystallized into 
subequant neoblasts with abundant tripie point junctions. The grain aggregates are not 
dispersed (cf. type microstructure 2). CJ.in.opyroxene ts very rare. une occurrence in 
the upper left of the drawing is interstitial to olivine and intergrown with minor opx. It 
may have formed by melt-impregnation. Altemati\ely, cpx is located within the op~ 
aggregates as small grains. Spinel occurs as characteristic large, isolated, massive 
grains with anhedral to subhedral habit. A few grains contain some inclusions. A pr.!-
ferred association with another phase is not obvious. 
Variations of the microstructure include mainly a stronger lithospheric overprint 
which results also in disintegration by pull-apart of the opx aggregates. Clinopyroxene 
may be associated with opx (and amphibole?) within the olivine matrix. Spinel may be 
associated with opx. More details are presented elsewhL·re (Suhr et al.. in press). 
3.6.3 Eastern Lewis Hills 
The sampled area is a small peridotite sliver accreted to the base of the main LH 
upl"!r mantle sequence during the early detachment history (Suhr and Cawood, sub-
mitted). It is exposed in the easternmost LH massif. The harzburgites of the sliver are 
heterogeneously overprinted by lithospheric high strain zones. The sample described 
represents the harzburgite with the lowest lithospheric overprint. 
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Fig. 3.21. Line drawing of the Springers Hill type-microstructure, representing an 
asthenospheric, low strain, depleted harzburgite (LH 63)(from Suhr et al., in press). 
Foliation is oriented parallel to long side of drawing. For ornaments see Fig. 3.1. 
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The olivine microstructure is coarse to weakly porphyroclastic. Olivine grains 
reach up to 15mm diameter, with an average of 2-5mm. They may enclose small opx 
grains. Localized lithospheric bands and patches are present. 
Oqhopyroxene occurs in clusters of grains and rare isolated grains. The average 
grain size of aggregates is !Omm. even single grains are coarse (2.5mm). Corrosion 
features can be seen in concave outward and lobate curvatures. In particular smaller 
grains, but also some larger ones. tend to be smoothly rounded. i.e. give an impression 
of resorption. Scattering of grains occuring in grain aggregates is low. 
Clinopyroxene occurs in two highly characteristic modes: 
{i) it surrounds smaller opx grains as an optically continuous corona (Fig. 4.5i), and 
larger opx grains as a partial rim. In one case a "double corona" has been observed, 
t!ach corona representing an optically homogeneous rim. Whereas the shape of opx 
towads cpx is well rounded. the external shape of the corona appears more intersti-
tial. Clinopyroxene occurs also as partial rim between olivine inclusions and the opx 
grain which hosts the inclusion. External shape and variable width of the cpx 
coronas exclude an origin by simple reaction between olivine and opx. At least in 
one occurrence, the partial rim around a large opx grain represents amphibole. 
Rarely, cpx occurs also as interstitial grain within the olivine matrix. 
(ii) Clinopyroxene occurs as a symplectic intergrowth with spinel. The external shapes 
of the symplectites range from spherical (Fig . 4.12b) to irregular (Pl. Sa). The 
intergrowth patterns tend to be radiaily arranged. A spinel layer occurs commonly 
between cpx and the olivine matrix. The modal percentage of spinel in the symplec-
titcs averages 30% (in plane polarized light). Observations in reflected light suggest 
that it is actually lower. The simple growth twin typical for magmatic diopside can 
be seen in one occurrence (Pl. 8a). Spinel-cpx symplectites appear to be commonly 
located at the long edge of unequant opx clusters/grains. 
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S.lll!l£1 occurs (i) in the syrnplectites descrilled above; they may then e:~~;tend as 'l>i-
nel tails into the olivine matri:-< or connect two symplectites ~Pl. 8a) ; (ii) as large (up w 
2mm) grains associated with opx; and (iii) as isolated spind grains in the olivine 
matrix. The isolated spinel grains tend to be subhedral with somewhat rounded edges. 
but may have tails extending into the oliv . ne matrix (~ig . 4 . 7t). 
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4 l\IICROSTRUCTURE, PART 2: 1\IICROSTRUCTURAL 
PROCESSES AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FORMATION 
OF UPPER !\IANTLE PERIDOTITE 
4.1 SUMMAR\' 
The microstructural behaviour of orthopyroxene, clinopyroxer !, and spinel under 
varying upper mantle conditions in harzburgites, lherzolites, and dunites of the TM and 
LH mantle section is discussed. A first estimate oi the conditions of deformation can be 
obtained using the known microstructural behaviour of oli\' ;ne. 
The microstructural behaviour of orthopyroxenl~ -.·an be correlated with the tem-
perature of deformation. Slip and pull-apart are the preferred responses to moderate and 
high temperatures of deformation, respectively. During very high temperatures of 
deformation. opx is observed to recrystallize, or undergo corrosion and have an origin 
by melt impregnation. Ambiguous opx microstructures are, however, common. 
Evidence for an origin of clinopyroxene by melt-impregnation is abundant. Inter-
esting melt-related morphologies of cpx include the location in pressure shadows of op~ 
and spinel grains, trails of cpx grains parallel to the flow plane, and (partial) coronas of 
optically homogeneous cpx around opx. Apparently, the TM peridotites have been 
re-enriched by formation of cpx during melt infiltration. 
The spinel microstructures are divided into 7 different morphological/genetic 
types. The types are classified by considering the total mineral assemblage and inferred 
pre-exsolution assemblages. During high melt flux a progressive reconstitution of the 
microstructure occurs. Spinel grains are located in the olivine matrix as large, massive 
grains which contain numerous inclusions (F-type). Chemically, a magmatic system is 
approached. The ~ spinels (impregnation-origin) occur as small, interstitial grains 
associated with cpx. They relate to entrapment of melt. However, complex processes 
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occuring before, during, and after entrapment make it unlikely that the spinel-clinopy-
roxene assemblage represents pristine melt. Residual spinel (R-tyoe) forms due to melt-
ing of pyroxenes and is morphologically identified as spinel intergrown with large opx 
aggregates. 
~etamorphic spinels are present as exsolutions from pyroxenes ~) and 
large, poikilitic porphyroblasts ~). They develop preferentially during lower tem-
perature overprint and high degrees of recrystallization m lherzolites. Deformation may 
overprint each of the above spinel types. It leads to scattering, pulling apart, 
asymmetric porphyroclasts, and elongated grains <J2.:t~__s) . Magmatic spinels CM-tyQS) 
have not been studied in detail. 
Numerous problematic pyroxene-spinel symplectites are probably the result of spi-
n . .:! exsolution from pyrox:!nes. The precursor grains to the symplectites. i.e. the grains 
before spinel exsolution, are th(lught to be melt-related. The microstructural spinel 
types can be brought into a genetic scheme developed with the help of mineral chemis-
try data (chapter 5). It distinguishes three principal magmatic processes during perido-
tite formation: progressive panial melting, melt-flushing, and entrapment of melt. 
4.2 INTRODUCTIOl' 
The microstructural variation within the TM and LH massifs (see chapter 3) 
offers, together with the available field control, an excellent opportunity to study the 
response of the constituent phases of the peridotites to changing physical and chemical 
deformational parameters. Current concepts of upper mantle dynamics (sections 1.1.2 
and 1.1.3) suggest that mainly four parameters will dominate a microstructural patrem 
in mantle peridotite: 
- plastic deformation under asthenospheric or lithospheric conditions; 
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- pantal melting due to o-.erstepping of the solidus; 
- melt migration resulting in reaction of melt with host rocks and trapping of melts; 
- exsolution and reaction due to re-~uilibration to changing PT conditions. 
It will be shown that the four phases in the mantle peridotites have a variable 
record for each of these components. Olivine, for example, shows little morphological 
evidence for panial melting and melt migration, although the variauon in the for-
sterite-content (chapter 5) suggests that the phase is undergoing modification during 
partial melting or reaction with melt. Olivine is. however, well suited to characterize 
conditions of deformation as it is the load-bearing phase in the peridotite. 
Spinel, on the other hand, shows a wide range of morphologies which are difficult 
to reconcile with an origin by deformation. As spinels appear rheologically hard (e.g. 
Christiansen 1986) and spinel is commonly intergrown with rheologically stiff pyrox-
enes. strain does not readily overprint morpholog;es of spinel-pyroxene intergrowth tex-
tures. As indicated by the extreme range in chemical compositions within mantle 
peridotites (e.g. Malpas and Strong 1975, Dick and Bullen 1984), spinel is chemically, 
and - as I will try to show - also a morphologically active phase during hypersolidus 
conditions and a potentially powerful indicator of hypersolidus processes. 
The main problem in the interpretation of spinel morphologies is the distinction 
between hypersolidus and subsolidus (metamorphic) processes. In order to circumvent 
this problem, the emphasis in the interpretation of spinel morphologies is put on the 
ussembluge of spinel with other phases. not on the detailed morphology of spinel itself. 
for example, melt might conceivably crystallize as cpx-plagioclase clusters within 
residual peridotite and subsequently reequilibrate to a cpx.-opx-spinel cluster due to 
chemical re-equilibration with host peridotites. As a result of re-equilibration, spinel 
within the cluster may be chemically identical to spinel occurring outside the cluster in 
a different assemblage. However, the ussemblage cpx.-opx-spinel still preserves evi-
dence of an early phase of trapping of melt. 
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McKenzie t 1984) has shown that during oceanic spreading, peridotites may lie 
above their solidus during the entire a~ent in the upper mantle until the base of the 
Moho is reached . In order to understand ophiolitic peridotite microstructures, a kn0wl -
edge of the equilibrium distribution of basaltic melt in peridotite is therefore required . 
Waff and Bulau ( 1979) were able to demonstrate that basaltic melt is dtstributed along 
all corners and edges of olivine grain boundaries in dunite, ~hus allowing an excellent 
melt connectivity and rapid melt extraction. The melt morphology under hydrostatic 
conditions is geometrically detlned as concave outward towards olivine, the curvature 
being constant. In later experiments, the intluence of pyroxenes in peridotite on this 
equilibrium distribution was tested. These studies are controversial as they suggest 
either that meit is absent in olivinc-olivine-opx edges (Toramaru and Fujii 19H6) or 
stable (Fujii et al. 1986). The presence of water allow:-, the wetting even of opx-opx-opx 
edges. but all opx grainfaces will remain dry (Fujii et al. 1986). The presence or 
absence of melt in edges containing opx has imponant implications for the connccti\oity 
in harzburgites and the efticiency of melt extraction. In any case, the smaller dihedral 
angle of olivine with resi)Cct to pyroxenes will result in better connectivity of dunitcs 
compared to harzburgites (Toramaru and Fujii 1 ':J86). The results of these studies can 
be used to identify trapped melt in natural peridotites. Recently, experiments have hccn 
performed under non-hydrostatic stress conditions. They have shown that rapid grain 
boundary migration during hypersolidus conditions may stabilize mei. along all grain 
boundaries (Bussod and Christie 1984. Green and Borch 1990) . The melt appears to 
form an an anisotropic network oriented at 30° to the principal compressive strc'>s 
direction (Bussod 1990). 
4.3 MICROSTRUCTURAL BEHAVIOlJR OF OLIVI~E 
The well known microstructural behaviour of olivine has been reviewed in section 
3.3. Some problematical aspects concerning the olivine microstructures will be dis-
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cussed in this section. The classification of olivine microstructures into lithospheric and 
astncnospheric is evaluated in section 6.4. Other critical elements of the microstructural 
behaviour of olivine (e.g. during hypersolidus flow) are not well enough understo.xl to 
warrant a discussion. 
As expected, the dominant slip system in olivine of the TM peridotites was 
(Okl)[ 100]. Little evidence was found for the notion of Nicolas and Christensen (1987) 
that (00 1) becomes the preferred slip plane during very high temperatures of deforma-
tion (hypersolidus conditions). On the contrary, the (001) slip plane appears to domi-
nate even under some lower temperature conditions (e.g. Fig. 3.14a), as suggested also 
by Girardeau and Mercier's ( 1988) data. A clearly different lattice fabric was only 
obtained for an ultramafic ultramylonite. but the fabric is poorly understood. 
The largc majority of olivine lattice fabrics determined are monoclinic and support 
the concept that deformation within the TM upper mantle section occured with a signifi-
cant component of non-coaxial strain. Shear sense dete~minations using the tilt walls of 
olivine (section 1.5) are rapid and consistent with petrofabric and field evidence. The 
tilt wall method seems less reliable d1.1ring the special circumstances in which a shear 
sense reversal has occurred, but the shear plane has remained constant (see discussion 
in section 6. 1~.2). It also appears !1at for an area preserving hypersolidus microstruc-
tures. consistent shear senses are more difficult to obtain. The reason is not yet fu lly 
understood. 
Possible evidence for remnant olivine lattice fabrics within sample TM 1100 have 
already been discussed 'section 3.5.4.3). This evidence must, however. remain specu-
lative, particularly because of a problem affect.ng all olivine lattice data. This problem 
concerns the number of independent olivine grains measured wit.hin one thin section. 
The term "independent" refers to large grains which are not part of a cluster of 
optically related smaller grains. Such ulivine grain-clusters could easily form by minor 
recrystallization of a formerly larger host grain . Consequently, the measurement of 100 
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grains within one thin section mav rdate to only 10 or ~0 "original" grains- a number 
which is statistically doubtful. Several of the olivine lattice diagrams represent a pt'Cu-
liar preference of a particular s!ip plane, e.g. (011) in TM 133 1.~ and TM 7. 1 (Fig. 
3.5a,b) instead of the expected girdle distribution. Only the spatial distribution of 
optical axes within a thin section could clarify this problem. 
The amount of magmatic versus residual olivine in mantle peridotites is not known 
and is a matter of debate (e.g . Nicolas and Prinzhoier 198 '\). Whereas cpx has been 
found to occur in morpholog ;! .; t ~ pical for mc1t trapped within peridot it,.: (scctton 
4.5.2). such morphological analogues of olivine have not been detected in the TM per-
idotites. The high grain boundary mobility of olivin\! ( Karato I ')89a) and the e.tsy scr-
pentinizatior. of olivine grain boundaries may be two reasons for the apparent scan:ity. 
4.4 MICROSTRt.;CTURAL BEHAVIOUR OF ORTHOPYROXENE 
4.4.1 Introduction and review 
Orthopyroxene typically constitutes 15-25 vol% in the peridotit~s of the TM sec-
tion. Therefore, it does not constitute the load-bearing phase during deformation. Its 
microstructural behaviour is not only influenced by the ambient conditions of 
deformation, but also by the viscosity contrast to the surrounding olivine matrix . The 
relative difference in viscosity between olivine and opx may vary as a function of tem -
perature, stress, and strain-rate. This represents a problem in studying the opx micro-
structures in olivine-rich peridotites over a wide range of natural deforrr.ational 
conditions, as the opx behaviour is dependent to some degree on the (changing) 
viscosity contrast with the olivine matrix . Note, for example, how the temperature -
strain rate curves for websterite and dunite intersect each other (Fig. 6.3a). The advan-
tage of studying "disseminated" opx lies, however, in the possibility of calibrating the 
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deformation conditions ,,; opx with the microstructural features of the olivine matrix. 
The microstructure of orthopyroxenite dykes (Etheridge 1975) m the mantle section has 
not been studied in detail (see, however, Edwards. in prep.). 
Experimental studies have demonstrate.d that opx is rheolog•cally harder than oliv-
ine (Kohlsted and Vander Sande 1973, Carter 1976, Ross and Nielsen 1978), as well as 
more resistant to recrystallization (Kohlsted and Vander Sande 1973, Carter 1976, 
Mercier 1985). Recrystallization under upper mantle conditions occurs only at very 
h•gh temperatures ( Naze et al. 1987). The onentations of neoblasts lie close to the 
paleoblast orientation (Basu 1977). probably at an angle of about 30° (George 1975. 
Mercier 1 IJ85 i. The rheological hardness is mkrostructurally seen in pull-apart behav-
iour (Nicolas et al. 1971. Darot and Boudier 1975, Etchecopar 1977, Basu 1977, Suhr 
et al.. in !Jress) and bodily rotatior. of grains (Etcl"ecopar 1977. Mercier 1985) and in 
thl! tield as boudinage of orthopyroxene-rich dykes. According to Mercier ( 1985), it 
may be extremely difticult for pyroxenes to recrystallize within a rheologically weak 
olivine matrix under normal upper mantle conditions. 
Slip on the "easy" glide system (I 00)[001] is frequently observed (Etheridge 
1975. Gueguen and Boullier 19i5. Carter 1976. Nicolas and Poirier 1976, Basu 1977). 
Other reported slip systems are (010)[001] and ( 100)[010] (Naze et al. 1987. Ross and 
Nielsen 1978) but their conditions of formation are poorly constrained. Under special 
circumstances superplastic behaviour has been demonstrated (Gueguen and Boullier 
1975). The long debated orthoenstatltc - clinoenstatite conversion occurs only under 
low T/high o conditions which are rarely realized in nature (Raleigh and Kirby 1971). 
During the transformation. dramatic softening of opx can occur (Naze et al. 1987). In 
accordance with the hard nature of opx. lattice fabric data for high temperature mantle 
conditions are generally weak and stronger lattice fabri('s tend to occur only at lower T, 
high cT conditions (Nicolas et al. 1980, Mercier 1985). 
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Using the evidence from pro10granular mantle xenoliths. wh~r~ opx-cpx.-spind 
clusters are interpreted as the most pnmuive grain configuration (Mercier and Nicol.ls 
1975), opx aggregates of similar size in the TM section are considered as relatively 
primitive associations. The reduced amount or absence of cpx in the TM clusters is 
probably the result of partial melting (N1colas 19R6a). 
The microstructural behaviour of opx will be discussed as a funct1on of the tem-
perature of deformation. The latter one is estimated, togethl.!r w1th other <kformational 
parameters, for the entire TM section in scc:ion 6.3 (see fig . 6.2). Higher tempcratun: 
features will he en~phasized in the following discussion . Lower t~mpcrature microstruc 
lures are discussed in more detail by Ethcridgl.! ( 1975) and Basu !I l)77). 
~.4.2 Response to low temperatures of defonnation 
Low tempe:·ature plastic deformation is seen in rare s~ea; z,>nes in the lowl.!r :ti·~,, 
up~er part of units 2 and 3. respectively (sec section J .5JJ). The shear zones contain 
anastomozing bands with syntectoniC, very tine grained amphibole. Orthopyroxene 
grains are sharply folded or kinked and show no recowry or ncoblast formation in the 
hinges (Fig. ~.1-LT). Only minor grain elongation by slip sl.!ems to have occurred . The 
opx grains are sc<.~ttered and appear to have been rigidly rotated as deduced from dcrlcc-
tion patterns of the neighbouring olivine matrix. Orthopyroxene grains tend to be well 
rounded . 
4.4.3 Response to moderate temperatures of defonnation 
Based on a strong lithospheric olivine structure, deformation m the basal unit 6 
occurred between 800- IOOOoc (Nicolas 1989). Within unit 6, opx grains deformed by 
dislocation glide and formed ribbon grains with aspect ratios up to 100: I (Fig. 
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Fig. 4.1. Microstructural behavior of orthopyroxene as a function of the temperature of deformation. LT- low temperature 
( <900°C); MT- moderate temperature (800-l000°C); HT- high temperature (1000-1200°C); VHT- very high tempera-
ture(> 1200°C). For details see text. 
of recovery features. Recrystallization occurred where higher strains arc accumulated. 
i.e. n tights b~·nds. sheared grains. and especially at grain margins of rigid porphyrl,_ 
clasts (Fig. 4.1-MT1). Porphyroclasts remained rigid where the grains had an orienta-
tion l.!'Suitable for slip on the system ( 100)[001). During high accumulated strain. the 
amount of neoblasts increased progressively and the ncoblasts formed tails to 
pof"!'hyroclasts or represent entirely recrystallized bands subparallel to the foliation. 
Under extreme strain. the ncohlasts are scattered within the olivine matrix . 
Deformation within high strain zones of unit ~ is considered to have occurred dur-
ing moderate to high temperatun:s of delormatiCln. i .e. at about lOOO''C hection t'.Jl . 
Thi~ would also represent the conditilmS of formation for the problematical opx 
"shards" (see section 3.5A.2: Fig. 4.1 -MT-HT). The orientation of these grains. 
inferred from 2 predominantly s ee;Jiy orie:Hed clc1vage trace with respect to the fnlia-
tion. must be (001),"', parallel to the foliation. i .e. would ln\Ohl' slip on pn:dominantly 
(001). No such slip systerr. is known (Naze et al. 198' 1. Tentatively. it is suggested that 
the shards may represent tabular neoblasts or' unfavourable orientation for sltp. The 
sharp tips of the shards must represent :he subsc-qu•'nt mutual adjustment of grain 
boundaries between opx and olivine. Recently. 11 has been shown that the formation of 
tabular-shaped (olivine) neoblasts is favoured by ddormation during wet conditions 
!Drury and van Roermund 1989). While wet conditions would favour gr<~ n houndary 
mobility, little positive evidence for the presence of fluid (e .g. amphiholc) has hecn 
found within unit~ -
4.4.4 Response to high temperatures of defonnation 
This temperature regime ( 1000 - 1200°C) is correlated with weakly lithmphcnc 







Fig. 4.2. (a) Pull-apart origin of orthopyroxene grains. Note that the asymmetry with 
respect to the foliation cannot be explained by slip of orthopyroxene. (b) Probable pull-
apart origin of orthopyroxene grains in central part of drawing. Note erratic shapes of 
small opx grains in upper left. Their origin is not fully understood. For legend see Fig. 
3.1. Gradation on scale bar is 0.5mm. Shear sense based on olivine microstructure is 
shown by arrows. 
In the high temperature microstructures, pyroxenes occur mainly as grain aggre-
gates which are variably recrystallized into several smaller grains. The neoblasts are 
relatively irregular-shaped and grain boundaries tend to be ragged and curved (Fig. 
4.1-HTl). During recrystallization of larger opx grains with cpx exsolution lamellae, 
the lamellae appear to migrate out of their opx hosts to form discrete, small cpx neo-
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blasts located interstitially between the opx neoblasts (see also Girar•leau and Mer .:u.:r 
1988). For grai"'~ which underwent slip paralkl to (100). aspc:ct rathJS < 3 have been 
ob<.erved (cf. Fig. 4.5g). SliD is. however. rare and rt"crystalliz.ation by subgrain rota-
tion or pull-apart prevails. 
Pull -apart occurs either along the internal boundaries of the grain aggregates or by 
fracturing of entire grains (Fig. 4. 1-HT2). Pull-apart is common. even where an oricn-
ation suitable for easy glide appears to exist. The pulled .tpart grains have their longest 
axis at high angle to the foliation (tabular grains. Darot and Boudicr 1975) or may he 
very irregular-shaped . Some pulled apart graias have the appc:aran~l· of -;lipped grains 
(Fig. 4.1-HT3). However. their sense of asymmetry is inconsistent w11h an onent.ttion 
acquired during slip . Thb can be shown by c·Jm~·aring the asymmetry of opx grains 
with the shear sense derived from the olivine micro~truLturc dctc.:rmination tFig . ·L~). 
The orientation of these grains may retlect a nearly pnmary orientation produced hy 
pull-apart during simple shear deformation . 
Subsequent rigid body rotation of the tabular shaped puli-apan grains may or may 
not occur. While the grains in Pl . 6d appear to he quite stable in their oricnt.ttion nor-
mal to the foliation, antithetic rigid rotation of the pull-aparts of rigs. 4.2 may have 
contributed to their oblique orientation ( < 45 ° ) with rcsj)\:Lt to the flow plane. 
Antithetic shear could have been promoted by a pure shear component of the dcforma 
tion . On the other hand. Suhr et al. (in press) suggest that in the Springers Hill area of 
the LH. the orientation pattern of an opx shape fabric can be explained by various 
degrees of synthetic rotation of opx pull-apart graim and grain aggregates dunng 
(simple shear) strain following pull-apart. 
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4.4.5 Response to very high temperatures of drfonnation 
In this catcl!ory , features acquired near or during hypersolidus conditions are 
listed. The ambient temperature was > 1200' C (Nicolas 1986a). These conditions are 
preserved locally in unit I, the upper pan of unit 2, and near the base of unit 5. 
Recrystallization affecting opx aggregates has experiment.ally bet.·n simulated at 
approximately 1300°C (Naze et al. 1987). It is only observed in the upper part of unit 2 
wht:re a polygonal arrangement of 0px ncoblasts is present (Fig . -+.1 -VHTI, Fig. 3.8). 
The necolasts are more even-si1ed (0.4 to 0.6mm) than during deformation in the high 
temperature category (section .JA . ~) and have nearly straight grain boundaries and well 
developed tripll! point junctions. During progressive deformation , the recrystallized 
aggregates have been pulled apart along the n~.:oblast boundaries, resulting in scattered. 
apparently rigid. equant opx neoblasts in the olivine matri-. (hg. 4.1-VHT2, Fig. 
~ . II). 
Another response of opx to hypersolidus temp.:ratures is (incongruent'!) melting 
1Dick 19T,a.b. Nicolas et al. 1980). It ic; seen as highly irregu•1r. corroded grains with 
lobate contacts to olivine (Fig. 4.1 - VHT3. Pl. 6e). Associations of opx with spinel, 
interpreted as residues of partial melting, are discussed in section 4. 6 5. 
An origin of opx due to melt impregnation is suspected in some samples of units I 
and 1 (fig . 4.1 - VHT-+). Morphology and lattice onentatic:n of the type section as well 
as the preferred mode of formation have been discussed previously (section 3.5. 1.6) . 
The distinction between opx morphologies formed by pull-apart, corrosion, and 
melt impregnation is difficult. In addition, for the shard-like opx grains, an origin of 
tabular neoblasts moditied by grain boundary adjustment between olivine and opx is 
conceivable. A!l a result, four possible modes of formation of opx grains with irregular 
morphology and/or pointed tips are suggested (pull-apart. corrosion, impregnation . 
grain boundary adjustment) . In addition, for small grains. the effect of serpentinization 





Fig. 4.3a (TM 873) and Fig. 4.3b (TM 1340). Isotropic shape fabnc developed in 
mantle tectonites of unit 2. The ongin of onhopyroxene by either pull-apart, corrosion, 
melt impregnation, or olivine-onhopyroxene grain boundary adjustment cannot be clan-
tied. Clinopyroxene is most likely related to melt impregnation. Note numerous face-
face ~ontacts between orthopyroxene and (melt-related!) clinopyroxene grains. Olivine 
structure is not shown in (b). For legend see Fig. 3.1. 
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to assign a specific origin to opx: in Fig. 4.3, attenuated. tabular opx grains occur at 
high angle to the foliation in a superficially entirely isotropic microstructure. Only the 
olivine lattice fabric and a faint aggregate fabric in hand specimen indicate the 
deformed nature of the rock. Clinopyroxene has a similar morphology to tabular opx. 
The mutual grain boundary mobility between opx and ol. vine IS essentially 
unknown. The best evidence for a high mobility of opx surfaces is seen in extremely 
rare cases where opx encloses spinel trails (Fig. 3.3c). 
4.4.6 Defonnation during hydrous conditions 
Available peridotite samples from the BOIC which have been clearly deformed 
during hydrnus conditions are very rare. The best example comes from an orthopyrox-
ene ribbon mylonite within the Springers Hill area (Dunsworth et al. 1986, Suhr and 
CaJon 1987, Suhr et al .. in preo;s). Hydrous conditions are indicated by anastamozing 
bands of synkmematic amphibole. Orthopyroxene of the ribbons is recrystallized into a 
tine grained . equigranular to slightly tabular equ1grarular matrix (30- 150~m) . It 
appears. that recrystallization of opx was enhanced during hydrous deformation. 
Near the base of the ophiolite. hydrous deformation of peridotites (ultramylonites 
and small scale shear zones of unit 6) led to the breakdown of opx and formation of 
amphibole. 
4.4. 7 Discussion 
In summary. opx grains. if favourably oriented for slip, take actively part in the 
Jdormation of peridotite during lower temperature - high stress conditions ( < 
IOOO"C). This is contirmed by the presence of strong lattice fabrics of opx during 
lithosphenc deformation (Nicolas et al. 1980, Mercier 1985. Girardeau and Mercier 
19881. During moderate to high temperatures of deformation, rigid pull-apart appears 
to be the preferred microstructural response. indicating that most strain is accommo-
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dated by the olivine matnx. In relation to olivine. opx appears to become more ngid 
during high temperatures oi deformation - a feature consistent with rheological daia 
lfig. 6.3). During hypersolidusi low stress condi·ions. however. re..:rystallization ot opx 
is again more common, showing that opx less resisten· to deformation under these 
conditions than at temperatures between 1000-l~OOaC. Even given these guidelmc'i fl'r 
the microstructural behaviour of opx. the ddormatif\nal behaviour oi this phase rcmams 
poorly understood and to a certain degree unpredictable. In addition. the microstru~tu­
ral response of disseminated opx grains might also be intlucnced by their grain si1c (sec 
section 3.5.4.3). 
-'·.; :\IICROSTRLCTLRAL BEll,\\ ~OlfR OF CLI:\OPYROXE~F. 
-'.5.1 Introduction and review 
At low..:r temperatures. q_,, deforms lly mc,hanical twinning on ( 100)1001 J. At 
higher temperatures. deformation is accommodated by translation gliding on the '4tmc 
system (Raleigh 1965. Raleigh and Talbot 1967. Caner 1976. Kirby and Krr.r.enhcrg 
1984) or relative·y non-selective gliding (Ave Lallcment 197R). Cataclasti~ hchav1our i'i 
present at low temperatures (6()(rC) and low pressure~ (Kirby and Kronenberg IIJX4l. 
Rheological weakening occurs by deformation under wet conditions (11<lland and Tullio,; 
1986). Under upper mantle conditions. translation gliding should prevail (Ave l.allc -
ment 1978. Gueguen and Nicolas 1980). 
Growth twins along (100) are common in the igr.cou'i environment 1nd consist of 
only "one or two subindividuals in a grain" (Raleigh and Talbot 19fl7: sec also Nicolas 
and Poirier 1976). Like onhopyroxene. clinopyroxene is rheologically hard out 
weakens relative to olivine so that at depths < 20-60km . websterite may be rhcologi -
cally weaker than dunite (Ave Lallement 1978). Petrofabric studies on natural wcbstcr-
ites of the Lanzo massif suggest that they remained extremely rigid and preserved a 
magmatic flow structure ( Boudier 1978). 
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Fig. 4.4. Recrystallized clinopyroxene-orthopyroxene aggrebate within sample TM 
1079.2. Noll.! the lack of spinel in the aggregate. For legend see Fig. 3 . 1. 
The low modal abundan(e of cpx in the TM peridotites makes it inadvisable to 
derive more ~eneral conclusions about the deformation behaviour ol cpx. Common cpx 
microstructures include porphyroclast/neoblast relauon!>hips of larger cpx aggregates 
(fig. 4.4) a!1d ribbon grains involving slip parallel to exsolution lame!lae of opx (i.e. 
parallel to ( 100)(PL 7t). Pull-apart features su::ilar to opx have not b;!en observed. 
~.5.2 Melt-related morphologies 
The behaviour of cpx during partial melting is difficult to deduce as low strain, 
residuallherzolites are rare. Grains with a morphology similar to corroded opx (Pl. 6e) 
have not been identitied with certainty. There is some evidence for spinel-cpx. inter-
growth textures (Fig. 4.9d) which could, in analogy to similar spinel-opx intergrowth 
textures (section 4.6.5) be interpreted as residual morphologies produced during a 
partial melting episode. However. the number of observations is statistically not signiti -
cant. 
The most interesting and cummon morphologies of cpx can be related to melt 
impregnation in harzburgites and cpx -bcaring Junites. Clinopyroxene approaches the 
characteristic surface equilibrium textures for the! basalt (melt)- pcrtdlltite system (Waf( 
and Bulau 1979) and occurs in a matrix of deformed olivine. The contrast in the state of 
deformation of the matrix and cpx excludes any simpk. single stage history. Spcciti-
~ally. cpx occurs: 
(i) as isoiated grains of Interstitial morphology (Fig. 4.5a. Pl. flh). The cpx grains 
show various stages of annealing (Fig. J.!Oh) and may he at high angle 1<1 the 
foliation (fig. 3.2t). In rare cases. a micron-thin. optically continuous layer llt cpx 
was observed in the olivine matnx (Pl. 7a) : 
(iii as trails of interstitial grains parallel to the tlow plane (hg 4.5h). The parallelism 
to the tlow plane indicates the synkinematic nature of melt mm.emcnt; 
(iii) in pull-aparts of opx grains (Fig 4.5(). Clinopyro~ene i~ tnterpn:ted as mclt-re 
lated. The occurrence of cpx or amphibole in p'.lll aparts of chromitc dcpo'>it~ is 
"'ell known (Ceulcneerand Nicolas 1985): 
(iv) as trails or ac.:umulation of interstitial grair:s in pn:ssurc 'lh;tdows of spinel tFtg. 
4.5e) or opx (Fig. 4.5d. Pl. 7d). The inter\t ;ll .. d morphology suggests that melt 
(now cpx) formed in space created by unsticktng of the ducttlc olivine matrix 
from rigid opx and spinel grains: 
(v) the cpx trails of (iv) may grade into massive layers of cpx which show little indi -
cation of a melt origin in their centre. However. one or both ends of the massive 
grains can taper out into very "pointed" morphologies (Fig. ~ . sn. The occurrence 
of large cpx grains is therefore not necessarily an indication of residual or pri · 
mary cpx . As tn the case of opx. it remains unclear. how much of a concave out 
ward morphology of cpx may be produced by grain boundary adJU'>tmcnt hctwccn 
cpx and olivine in the solid state. 


















Fig. 4.5. Possible hypersolidus microstructures involving clinopyroxene. For details, 
see text. For legend, see Fig. 3.1. Black bar = 0.5mm. 
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different segmems of the corona have an id~ntical optical extinction. In the cast · 
em LH mantic peridotites. opx is well-rounded and appears corroded where it is 
enclosed by cpx coronas. The external shape of cpx is. however, concave outward 
(Fig. 4.5i) . 
(vii) Simple growth twins of cpx appear to be present in several locations of unit 1.25 
and the eastern LH and irdicate a magmatic origin (Plates 7b.c. Sal. 
(viii) Finally, cpx growth twins have also been obsen..:d in thin (several mm to cm1. 
foliation parallel bands of clinopyroxenite or wehrlite (Pl. Sbl. Altcmativcly. 
these bands show cpx which encloses olivine poikilitically (Fig .. "\.7) . In both 
cases spinel is absent in cpx-rich zones. The melt-related origin of th~sc bands is 
beyond doubt. The question remains. whether they represent dykes which 
intruded close to the foliation or melt segregation features as suggcsll:d by 
Boudicr and Nicolas (1977) and Nicolas and Jackson (IQ8~) . Th~.: latt~r modd is 
preferred for thin clinopyroxenites. 
In summary, the common occurrence of interstitial cpx in the TM peridotites 
suggests that. wtth the exception of unit 6, a large amount of cpx has an origin by 
melt-impregnation. Particularly in t~e central part of the mantle section, cpx has an 
interslitiallocation in the olivine matrix. and an annealed morphology . This clinopyrox -
ene could represent annealed cpx related to melt impregnation or may have formed by 
the scattering of opx aggregates containing cpx. A third possibility is the transposition 
of cpx-bearing dykes and bands. Additional cpx was " introduced" during subsolidus 
deformation by exsolution from opx and subsequent recrystalli1..ation and formation of 
cpx neoblasts. It appears that most harzburgites in TM must have reached nr stepped 
beyond the "cpx-out" barrier (Dick and Bullen 1984) at some stage of the partial :nclt-
ing history. Later. the peridotites became re-enriched in cpx by incomplete melt-extrac-
tion, melt impregnation or exsolution processes. 
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In scvt:ral samples. cpx in a melt morphology has been observed to share rational 
grain boundaries with opx (fig. 3.10c. 4.3). Th1s wetting of grain fa..:es could be the 
result of nort-hydwstatic. deviatoric stress conditions during melt-infiltration (Green 
and Borch 1990. Bussod 1990). 
4.6 !\11CROSTRLICTLRAL REBA \'IOl'R OF SPI~EL 
4.6.1 Introduction and rr\·ie" 
Among the four main phases in ophiolitic peridotite. spinel shows the widest com-
positional as wdl as morphological range. Therefore, it should contain valuable infor-
mation about the processes shaping the peridotites. While the chemical cla~sitication of 
spinel is straightforward and has been succesfully applied to mantle peridotites (e.g . 
Dick and Bullen 1984). several attempts have been made to classify the disseminated 
spinels in mantle peridotites morphologically and assign a specitic origin to them 
(Mercier and Nicolas 1975. Talkington and Malpas 1930. Boudier et al. 1984. Chris-
tiansen 1985). Howc\er. speciticall) for the nurn.:rous spinel-pyroxene intergrowth tt.!x-
turcs (Talkington and Mal pas 1980, Leblanc et al. ! 980. Cassard 1 Q80). known aiso 
from mantle xenoliths (Talbot et al. 1963. Dawson and Smith 1975, Basu and 
MacGregor 1975. Smiih lY77. Neumann 1991). no interpretation is agreed upon. One 
of the major problems appears to be that the intergrowth textures are chemically not 
distinct from other generations oi spinels within the same thin section (Dawson and 
Smith 1975. Wallace 1975;. a feature which also holds true for the TM mantle section. 
The following four processes governing the spinel morphology in mantle perido-
tites have frequently been invoked (chromite ores and schlieren an: excluded): 
(i) exsolution during decreasmg PT conditions from pyroxene (Talkington and Malpas 
1980. 198~. Mercier and Nicolas 1975). olivine tL~blanc et al. 1980. Arai 1978). 
or garnet (Smith 1977. Green and Burnley 1988). The exsolutions occur as sym-
plectic or myrmekitic spinel -pyroxene intergrowth (Talkington and Malpas 1980, 
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Mercier and Nicolas 1Y7~. Leblanc 1980). as wdl-on.kn:J tahkts in opx (Ba~ll and 
MacGregor 1975) or olivine (Arai. 1478), or 01<1)' ...:' .:n h~ id~.-·nhlasti~ (l.t.•blo.ull..· 
1980); 
(ii) formation of residual spinel during incongruent mt.•ltin~ of py rox~n~ in hauburg.it~..·. 
This results in "porph~ ·oclastic -;pine!" (term us~d spcciLl·ally hy Talkington and 
Malpas 198~). isolated spinel in the olivine matnx and spin~i associated with 
pyroxene (Dick 1977a). and spinel-opx symplectites and mass1,·c spinels oct"urring 
in the vicinity of dunite bands (Leblanc et al. 14~0) . 
(iii) deform1tion stntt"tures as ~ecn in 
- pull-apart spinds caused by rig1d bcha\JOur durin~ 'itret~..· hing. ( Doukhan ~:t .11. 
198~. Chn,tianscn 1986) 
- plastically deformed grains related to translation gliJ~ and gram boundary 
migration (Basu 19...,7. L~blanc 19~0. Doukhan et al. 1')8-t. ( 'hri-.tt<Uls~..·n IYX61 
ur as "irregular sha~d. in:erstitial clusters" c;uh"'J b~ recry'>tallttatton (lal· 
kington and Malpas 1980. 198-l) . 
- elong;:ued anhedral grains causl!d by diffus1on.il tlow (Christian-.en I YHo1 
coupled with -.trong chemical zoning (Otawa 19HY) 
(iv) formation by trapped melt. Dick ( 1977a) \iev.ed cuheJral '>pinel in pc.:n<.!ot1te a'> 
"precipitates from pockets of ml!lt". Nicolas et al. 1 19871 reintcrpret~:d '>ptncl opx· 
cpx clusters described bv l\lercier and Ntcola~ 1 19/ )J a~ in -... itu prcctpitat1on of 
trapped melt formed at the site of former garnet. 
The frequently used term "holly-leaf spinel" I Mercier anJ Nu.:ola'> 11}7)J" 
descriptive and relates to spinel with irregular. typ1cally concan: outward dtrectcd mor· 
phologies. 
In this se.cuon a new morphological classification sdeme ,., proposed and pre-
ferred modes of origin are discussed . The scheme is comistent with mineral chemical 
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data presented in the next chapter. It is re-empha~ized that the proposed origin -:-oncems 
the spinel-pyroxene assemblage us u wlw/e and ...:on)idas also the total micro>! rt l\. lure 
within a thin section. The lollowing spincltypl'S are d1sttnguished: 
- M-type: it represents purely magmatic \pine!. 
· F-type: it is produced hy the acion of intense melt percolation in peridotite (high melt 
flux). 
- 1-type: it is related to melt jmpregnation and fractionation in peridotite. 
- R-type: spin~!! represents the residue of part1al melting. 
- E-type: 11 is the result of ~xsolution due to decreasing PT condiuons. 
- P-type: it represents J;l<Jrphyroblast growth. E- and P-type are considered to be meta-
morphic in 0rigin 
- D -type: 1ts morphology 1..; go\'erned by _deformational processes a11d it mav be derived 
from any ot the preceding spind types. 
-Spinel., of dubious origin arc treated under a "Probkmatica" -section. They appear 
largely related to processes a!>sociated with melt intiltrat :on. 
~.6.2 T~ pe \1: magmatic spinel 
The l\1-type spinel forms by purely magmatic processes. It is encountered in the 
la)ered cumulate pile and in pyroxenitic dykes in the mantle section. In the few samples 
colh•ctcd from these lithologies. the most common spinels are small (0.1-0.4mm), 
black. cuhedral to subhedral grains or deformed equivalents. More interstitial or larger. 
typically massive sub- to anhedral types occur as well and are similar to the F-type 
dcscrihed below. The true range of magmatic spinels has certainly not been 
encountered. due to the restriction of this study to the mantle St!ction and massive 
dunites. The interested reader is referred to Malpas (1976). Talkington and Malpas 
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( i 980). and Edwards (in prep. l for a more dc.:tatkd a~·~·oum of the.: magmati-.· spind 111\lr 
phology in ophiolitic pcridutit~?s . The 'Aide morphologt~al range l)f sptncls fromopiltoh 
tic podiform chromite orcs ts des •. :nbed. for c.:xampk. hy Tha~er ( 14t,4). 
4.6.3 Tn>e F: spinel funned b~ high melt flu\ 
Structural and petrological work has deml'nstrated that the transttilm :~one is an 
area of partiet;larly high melt tlux tNil.'olas and Prin1hofer : l!U. <.iregory ll)S~. lbiH · 
nowicz et al. 1987. Nicola~ 19891. Spinels formt:d in thts environment wuld thu'i he the.: 
result of intera..-tion between mc.:lts and inti 1<r..tted llllst HXks. rhc.: Springc.:rs IIIII arl'<t tn 
the LH . as well as stnKtllral unit I .md the.' lOp of unit 2 in T!l.t. are llx:ated v.tth in 11r 
Just below the transition zone. 
A parttcular spind type occ.:urs tn harLburgitl.'s of the Springl·rs Htll an:a thg . 
).21. Suhr et al.. in press) : this type is large (ollcn lmml. cuhedral to anhedral. u'iually 
with rounded edgt:'i and has numc.:wus indu'iions (Fi~ . 1 nc · ~) . An as~lll..'tatillll with" 
specitic other phase i~ not ohvious. In kss charactl'~tstk· -.uht) tx·-. . the.: indusiorh are 
rare to absent and Jn assocr.uion with opx occurs. Typil·al ;sa, unc.:vcn spatial di"tnhu· 
tion of spinels on the thin section scale with som~t1mes Jll'>t one or two larg~ \pin~h •up 
to 4x2mm larg~) occurring in one <;(ide. 
Independent microstructural and chemical C\ Jdencl' sugge'>ts :hat th..: Spnngers 
Hill area has undergone melt intiltration. The evidence include-. 1 i) reverse \pint.!! ton -
ing with increasing Cr# towards th~ rim in 50 % of the -.amplcs ar:al)'tCd (sec chapter 
5). Such zoning could indicate equilibration with rcfractory melts (i.e. melt\ in 
equilibrium with high Cri Cr-rAI rauos in spinel) . Howc.:vc.!r, the Cr-Al wning in '>pi -
nels is not well understood (see section 5.5); (ii) Crt.. >60 "uggcsting partial mcltrng 
beyond the cpx -out barrier (Dick and Fisher 1984, D1ck and Bullen 1984). but 
consistent occurrence of some cpx or amphibole grains within the samples. Some of the 
cpx grains show a clear impregnation morphology (Fig . . t21 ). 11ii) platinum group 
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Fig. 4.6. Spinel morphologies classified as F-type. They are thought to have formed in 
peridotites which have undergone intense melt percolation. Spinels are located within 
the olivine matrix and are not associated with pyroxene. For details, see text. For leg-
end, see Fig. 3.1. Black bar = 0.5mm. 
element patterns from a nearby area incompatible with residual harzburgite but compat-
ible with impregnation by an orthopyroxenite component (Edwards 1990). (iv) High 
melt flux indicated by the abundance of dunite bands and pyroxenite dykes (Suhr et al., 
in press). 
Spinels similar to the Springers Hill area occur in certain dunitic and wehrlitic 
areas in the transition zone of TM (Fig. 4.6b-d). These spinels are identical to spinels 
from dunite bodies in the Oman ophiolite (Christiansen 1985). In the case of TM, a 
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melt impregnation event is infl:rn:d from the diffen:ncc in the state of strain of the llll\ 
ine matrix and cpx . However. a residual component ""ithin the dunites has not oeen 
identified with certainty so that mdt impregnation may alternatively ha\c alfe'-·ted 
cumulate rocks. Interestingly. the largest spinel grains uf the morphology of hg. ~.n 
were found in a rare occurrence of dunite with wehrlitc bands (occurren~e shown Ill Pl. 
4g) within harzburgites of the central pan of unit.~ (Fig . ~ . 6a) . This area is nmsidcn:d 
as one of the two low strain windows in the TM mantk section IS~:ction n . .\). 
The morphological similarity between the Spnngers Hill and TM spinels is stnl\ · 
ing . The spinel grains shu"' n approach the morphology of some magmati'-· -.pinds and 
the spinds are though• to ha\ c forml'J due to rea~t 1on of a host wtth transient melt 
causing major microstructural n:arrangements IF-type>. llh:lusions preserved wttlun the 
spinel grains would have been trapped during growth associated with the mkrmtnu.:tu 
rat rearrangement. The abill •y of spinel to morphologJ~ally rearrange in the presence ol 
interstitial melt associated with trapping of inclusions h~ts been shown by Hulbert and 
von Gruenewald! ( 1985) for the cnttcal zont: of the Bu:-.lm:ld ~.:omplex . 
~.6.4 Type 1: spinel related to melt-impregnation 
As shown in section ~.5 . 2. the equilibrium morphology nf hasaltic melt in pcrido 
tite is approached by interstitital cpx grains. It is good evidence for a melt-derived on -
gin of cpx . Identical morphologies for spinel grains have not been observed. though a 
few spinel "specimens" (Fig. 4. 7f. and the "bridging", intcrstitital spinel in Fig. 4 . I :!a1 
are reminiscent to such a morphology. 
In numerous cases. ho~~ver. ~pincl is associated with <.:px and both roxt•tlwr arc 
located interstitially within the olivine matrix or -:lose to larger opx grains tFig. 4. 7) . 
Minor amounts of opx may also be present (Fig. 4.7c.g.h.i) . T :1e small cpx-spind sym-
plectites may also occur as trails next to large opx porphyroclasts I Fig . 4.8). 'iimilar to 
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Fig. 4. 7. Spinel morphologies classified as J.type. They are thought to have formed in peridotih! in which melt-impregnation 
and fr.tctionation occurred. For details, see te~L For legend, see Fig. 3. 1. Black bar = 0.5mm. 
examples, the simple cpx growth twin appears associated with the cpx-spinel associ-
ation (Fig. 4. 7h, Pl. 7b,c). Characteristic for all occurrences is that the cpx-spinel 
association forms discrete, small grains in the 500-lOOOJ.'m range. 
All occurrences illustrated in Fig. 4. 7 are thought to have been derived from 
migrating and trapped melt. The mineralogical assemblage, its location and morphol-
ogy, and the presence of cpx growth twins favour such an interpretation. As discussed 
in section 4. 7, the exact process of formation is, however, complex and difficult to 
define. 




Fig. 4.8. Trail of cpx-spinel clusters aligned subparallel to foliation (horizontal) and in 
potential pressure shadow location of opx porphyroclast. For legend see Fig. 3.1. 
4.6.5 Type R: spinel fonned as residual phase 
Characteristic for this morphological type are relatively coarse spinel-pyroxene 
intergrowth textures (Fig. 4.9). The intergrowth pattern tends to be less intricate than 
for spinels separated out in a Problematica section (section 4.6.6). Whereas the inter-
growth does affect the largest opx aggregates (Fig. 4.9b), there is a preference for 
medium-sized opx aggregates or grains ( < 2mm) to be associated with spinel while the 






























Fig. 4.9. Spinel morphologies classified as R-type. They are thought to have formed as 
residues of partial melting. For details, see text. Cr# indicates lOOCr/Cr+ Al ratio in 
spinel , where available. For legend, see Fig. 3.1. Black bar = 0.5mm. 
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Orthopyroxene IS far more abundant than clinopyroxene in the intergrowths with 
spinel. In less depleted peridotites·. however. the association cpx-spincl is more com-
mon (Fig. 4 9d.l). In addition. spinel tends to be morphologically less massive in less 
depleted peridotites (Fig. ~.9a). There is a crude corrdation between the Crll of spinels 
and the volume ratio of spinel/pyroxene in as far as low Cr#'s arc asstl\:iated with rela -
tive low abundances of spinel. Possibly. this correlation culm mates in massive spind 
without any associated pyroxene during high degrees of depletion (fig . ~.9g) and the 
observed absence of R-type spinels in samples with Cr# < .~0. 
Spinel tends to be located in the central part of the intcrgrowth as rather massive 
grains with radially extending arms (Fig. ~.9f.i.kl. This is particularly comlllllll \l.hcre 
spinel forms a high percentage of the int~:rgrowth. A characteristic feature is that 
numerous large opx clusters within a singlt! thin sect1on occur without any assooated 
spinel. whereas some contain the intergrowth pattern. There is a ~mall possihility that 
this is a cutting effect. Some specimens (Fig. ~.9j,k) cnnverge morphologic.:ally with 
those in the next sec:ion. 
The R-type is interpreted as partial melt1ng of opx and cpx with generation of 
residual spinel. This interpretation is supported by the chemical trends which arc cnn-
sistent with progressive melting of peridotite (Dick I ')77a. Jaques and Green I ')HO. 
Dick and Bullen 198~. Talkington and Malpas 198~. Duncan and Green 1987). The 
spinels are spatially associated with opx aggregates which will progressively melt out 
during increasing degrees of melting (Dick and Fisher 198~) . Thus. the occurrence of 
spinel at the site of the melting phase (opx) and its chcnmtry is con<;istent with a resid-
ual origin. 
"The degree of depletion can be evaluated w1th the Cr# of spinel and the amount of AI 
in pyroxl.!ne. as well as the modal percentage of pyroxene (sec Dick and Fisher I Y84 
and chapter 5). The colour of spinel in plane polarized light can also provide informa-
tion about the spinel composition. 
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An anomaly among the intcrgrowth textures is shown in Fig . 4.9i. 'Nhile it shares 
all morphological features of the R-type, it is much larger, restricted to unit 5. and 
occurs as trails of up to 8 such grains parallel or slightly oblique to the foliation. Their 
origin is puzzling and they are tentatively interpreted as remelted, small pyroxenite 
dykes. 
4.6.6 Problematica 
In this section. problematic morphological types from unit 5 in TM and from 
harzburgites of the eastern LH are discussed. 
The following features are considered characteristic for the TM occurrence (Fig. 
4 . 10): 
(i) symplectic intergrowth of spinel-opx. spinel-cpx. or spinel-cpx-opx: 
(ii) size between 0.5 and I mm: 
(iii) occurrence as discrete. interstitial grains 
(iv) ~ubequant shape; 
(v) poss1bly the presence of cpx growth twins within the symplectite (Fig. 4.10f: 
identification not certain) : 
(vi) local protrusion of spinel into the oli\'ine matrix (fig. 4.10b) . 
In addition, within TM. spinel-opx (-cpx) symplectites occur as panial rims of, or 
adjacent to, larger opx grains (fig. 4.11a-d) . Typically. opx is optically continuous 
from the large grain into the symplectite. Characteristic is that the symplectites do not 
form a continuous rim around opx and their size is restricted to < lmm. 
In the basal LH. droplet-like cpx-spinel symplectites (Fig. 4 . 12b) are obviously 
related to the larger cpx-spinel symplectites (Fig. 4.12a. see also Pl. Sa). The melt ori-
gin of the large cpx-spinel symplectites is indicated by the cpx growth twin within the 
symplectite (Fig. ·L I ~a. Pl. 8a) and is supported by the poikilitic habit and spinel 
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-BMD 25.2 TM 1071 
TM 1350 TM626 TM1027 
Fig. 4.10. Problematical spinel-pyroxene symplectites located within the olivine matrix 
(Table Mountain mantle section). For details, see text. For legend, see Fig. 3.1. Scale 




e_~ f.~._fLH 106 
Fig_. 4.11. Problematical spinel-pyroxene symplectites located marginally to larger opx 
gra.tns. For details, see text. For legend, see Fig. 3.1. Black bar = 0.5mm. 
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"bridges" connecting two symplectites. The morphological similarity between the large 
symplectites, droplet-like symplectites and the TM occurrences suggest a genetic rela-
tion . 
Fig. 4.1:!. Intricate spinel-clinopyroxene f-orthopyroxene) symplectites from the eastern 
Lewis Hills mantle section; sample LH 121. For details see text . For legend, see Fig. 
3.1. Scale bar = 0.5mm. 
Spinel-opx-symplectites which are virtually identical to the LH occurrence are 
described from mantle xenoliths (Wallace 1975) and ophiolites (Cassard 1980). TI1e 
description lrom Dawson and Smith (1975) coincides very closely in virtually all para-
meters with the TM occurrences, i.e. size, mineral association (additional spinel-amphi-
bole and spinel-olivine symplectites reported), often radial spinel arrangement. Dawson 
and Smith ( 1975) report a marginal position of the symplectites with respect to a larger 
and optically continuous pyroxene grain or an interstitial occurrence. As was pointed 
out by Dawson and Smith (1975) and is true for other symplectite occurrences including 
those of TM: "It is the texture of the intergrowth minerals that is different, not their 
chemistry ,". Similar symplectites are reported by Talbot et al. (1963), Rodgers (1973), 
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Basu and MacGregor (1975), Talkington and Malpas (11180), Cassani (1':)80) and ~'~II 
from chromite ores by Hock and Friedrich (1985) . Basu and MacGr~gor (1975) also 
emphasize that the grains are interstitial or marginal to larger opx grains. 
Symplectites described from protogranular xenoliths by Mercier and Nicolas 
(1975), Smith (1977), and Nicolas et al. (1987) arc similar to the TM occum:nces with 
the important exception that the TM symplcctites are smaller by a factor of 5- 10. Until 
recently. magmatic diopside had not been described from any of the occurrences listed 
above. It i~ now. howevtr, documented from a mantle xenolith suite (Neumann 1991 l. 
From these symplectites. melt inclusions are also reported. 
The symplectitcs have been the subject of various interpretations: 
- exsolutions from high Al-enstatite tMercier and Nicolas 1975, Leblanc 19tm. Tal-
kington and Malpas 1980 and 1984), o:- conterr.porancous exsolution of silicates and 
spinel from opx Juring subsolidus conditions and migration of the components into 
an interstitial or marginal location (Basu and MacGregor 1975 ). This model is 
rejected by Smith ( 1977), as it requires what he considers to be unrealistically high 
At-contents in pyroxene: 
- solid state re-equilibration from garnets (Aoki and Shiba 14.)73, Wallace 1975, Smith 
1977, Green and Burnley 1988) : 
- in-situ melting of garnets (Nicolas et al. 1987); 
- eutectic crystallization (Hock and Friedrich 1985). 
Chemically, the symple,:tic spinels in TM have aluminous compositions. They are 
compositionally not distinct from other spinel types within the same thin section. The 
Lewis Hill symplectites are moderately chromitiferous and again have very similar 
compositions to massive spinel grains located within opx clusters of the same saMple. 
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4.6. 7 Type E and P: spinel fonned by "exsolution" and porph~ rob last growth 
These two spinel-forming processes are considered to occur mainly under subsoli-
du~ conditions, i.l!. are metamorphic. Exsolution could also occur under hypersolidus 
conditions, but is probably kinetically too slow compared to hypersolidus processes to 
be signiticant. 
The E-type (exsolved spinel) is most obvious in lherzolitic rocks overprinted by 
lo~l!r temperature dcft)rrnation (high strain peridotites in unit 6). The "exsolutions" 
occur as small. vermicular grains outside large. unrecrystallized opx porphyroclasts 
(Fig. 4.13a) and within the olivine matrix (Pl. 7g) . In their study of the White Hills 
Peridotite, Talkington and Malpas ( 1984) list the foiJowing reaction to explam the 









While Talkington amd Malpas (! 984) use the term "exsolution", reaction would 
probably be a better term. The use of olivine in the retrograde reaction exp!ains the 
absence of spinel inside opx porphyroclasts (Pl. 7g). i.e. in locations where no 
reaction-surface exists between pyroxene and olivine. Accordingly, well-ordered 
exsolution tablets within opx grains (Fig. 4.13c) must be explained differently (prob-
ably by real exsolution). The abundance of theE-type spinels within lherzolites is 
explained by the alummous nature of the pyroxenes in these peridotites (up to 6% 
AI:O,). Aluminum is needed for the exsolution of significant quantities of aluminous 
spinels in the lherzolites. The reaction is obviously enhanced by recrystallization (Fig. 
4. l.,a). The E-type spinels are thus abundant in highly strained rocks deformed during 
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Fig. 4.13. (a,c) Spinel morphologies assigned to theE-type which are thought to be caused by subsolidus exsolution from 
Al-rich pyroxenes. (b, d-f) Spinel morphologies assigned to the P-type. They are thought to represent spinel porphyroblasts 
growing mAl-rich peridotites. (g) Granoblastic spinel within a metasomatized sample from the immediate contact area of 
peridotites and the metamorphic sole (amphibolites). Silicate matrix is not shown in this drawing. For details, see text. For 
legend, see Fig. 3.1. Black bar = 0.5mm. 
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low temperature conditions. T:1e exsolution model is supported by lower Al-abundances 
in rims of opx grains and opx neoblasts compared ro opx porphyroclasts (see data in 
Tab. B-5). 
The P-typc occurs within the same lherzolites as the E-type and develops from the 
spinclt:xsolutions into large poikilitic grains (Fig. 4.13b.d-f) . An alignment in specific 
foliation-parallel layers has been observed. Porphyroblasts have not been observed in 
lower strain lherzolitcs at the base of unit 5 and the top of unit 6. It is suggested that 
high strain peridotites supply the necessary diffusive pathways for porphyroblast 
growth . In addition. strain will lead to recrystallization and therefore liberalization of 
the potential spinel component locked up in the core of large porphyroclasts. 
Finally. spinel oc..:ur<; also as granoblastic phase wi th overall interstitial character 
in a metasomatized peridotite from the contact of peridotites and amphibolites. Its ori-
gin was not further investigated (Fig . 4. 13g). 
-4.6.8 Type D: spinrl morphologies dominated by defonnation 
Little is known precisely about the dominant deformation mechanism of spinels 
under upper mantle conditions. Given the wide compositional range of spinels, the 
deformation mechanism is most likely compositionally dependent. Higher diffusivitie~ 
of aluminous spinels compared to chromitiferous spinels are suspected (Basu 1977, 
Ozawa 1989). High diffusivities would support plastic behaviour of aluminous spinels 
over rigid to brittle behaviour of chromitiferous spinels (Basu 1977). No particular 
effort has been made to sohe this problem. 
Plastic deiormation and recrystallization is supported by asymmetric porphyro-
clasts shown in Fig. L!O. Pull-apart is observed frequently as trails of irregular shaped 
grains with sharp edges. The typically small, weakly elongated spinels of unit 2 may 
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form in a variety of ways, including pull-apart, diffusion creep (Ozawa 1989), or trans-
lation glide. Alternatively, they could even form through reaction with melts along cer-
tain flow planes and be not deformation-related at all. 
4.7 DISCUSSION OF HYPERSOLIDUS MICROSTRUCTURES 
A full appreciation of the morphological spinel types is only possible after evalu-
ation of chemical trends presented in chapter 5. The scheme developed on the basis of 
the spinel classification and the chemical data suggests the presence of three magmatic 
processes affecting the BOIC peridotites: (i) progressive partial melting; (ii) progressive 
flushing with melt; and (iii) trapping of melt. 
F lushing with Melt 
IF-Type I 
modified t r apped melt 
I r-type I 
....,. ____ -I Spinel in t----~~ I R-Type I 
Peridotite 
Trapping of Melt Partial Melting 
Fig. 4.14. Processes associated with the morphological classification of spinel in the 
Bay of Islands mantle peridotites. The pristine trapped melt field is probably not real-
ized and phases identified microstructurally as trapped melt have been chemically modi-
fied. See also section 5.12. 
Fig. 4.14 shows how the morphological spinel types could fit into this classifica-
tion. The R-type represents the progressive partial melting trend in which melt is 
extracted and spinel stays behind as a residual phase. The F-type represents flushing 
with melt, i.e. forms in an open system which, for high melt:rock ratios, approaches a 
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magmatic system. In the end-member. the spinel and peridotite composition has been 
drastically changed due to a very high melt:rock ratio. The preferred model for the 
1-typc spinel suggests that it crystallized from trapped melt. 
The critical question is whether the 1-type spinels. together with the associated 
phases, represent pristine melt. This would allow calculation of melt compositions from 
the mineral chemistry of trapped melt phases. as was done by Dick ( 1989) for oceanic 
peridotites. 
The ophiolitic mantle rocks of the BOIC occur within a continuous lithological 
section reaching from the oceanic crust into the upper mantle. Even for the deepest per-
Idotites in the section. the current depth below the oceanic Moho is not more than b 
km. No obvious break in lithology or structure was discovered in the mantle section so 
that the later removal of parts of the section ap~rs unlikely. The contact to the 
0\.:l!anic Moho is of high temperature. ductile tlow nature . Synkinematic evidence for 
melt infiltration and partial melting is locally prest.rved . It is con.:luded that the current 
depth ol the pendotites below the Moho does not deviate significantly from the depth at 
the time of late dUI.:tile deformation and partial melting within the mantle section. Both 
processes must have taken place at low pressures and the depth of equilibration of the 
mantle rocks must be shallow (<5-6 kbar) . Equilibration pressures oi 18-20 kbar 
("alculated for the BOIC mantle rocks (Malpas 1978) are probably erroneous. It is thus 
expected that any melt present at the time of deformation would crystallize in the pla-
gioclase stability field (e.g. Jaques and Green 1980). Trapped basaltic melt should 
therefore be represented by (olivine-) plagioclase - cpx clusters. However. such clusters 
arc consistently absent in the BOIC mantle rocks . 
Within the BOIC. "trapped melt" occurs as single grains of cpx (Fig. 4 .5). poss-
ibly single grains of opx (Fig. 3.6). or cpx-spinel clusters which may contain minor 
amounts of opx (Fig. 4. 7). As is shown in the mineral chemistry section , the 
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composition of these phases is unlike that of pristme melt. For c:xamplc. the: TiO~· '-'llflt 
ent of the interstitial clinopyroxenes within sample Tl\1 1181 (Fig . . ~ . lb\ is only 0.0) 
wt.% (Tab. B-4a) and is similar to other cpx grains within •he same thm SC(tloll. In 
basaltic rocks from the NAI\1 \·olcanic section. the TIO:·'-·ontent ranges twtwecn 0.:'1 and 
2 wt.% (Siroky et al. 1985). While the basaltic rocks may he somewhat evolvc:d. their 
primary TiO:-conk 11 was certainly higher than 0.05 wt %. Either the composition of the 
melt forming the impregnations has been changed hefnre melt entrapment \1r it was 
altered afternards during subsolidus conditions. 
The mnrphnlogically delicate nature l)f many grains rdated tll melt impn.:~n.t!Hln. 
panicularly cpx grains (e.g . Pl. 7al. suggl'Sts to the author that t~cy can have unlkr · 
gone very little alteration 1.1.1th the exception nf ;1 cryrti..: change 111 the mmeral chcml'>-
try. In other words. it appears unlikely that what 1s now a delicate. concave outward 
directed cpx mnrphniogy. could have nriginally rcprc'>l' lltcd a more wmplcx 
cpx-plagioclase cluster. Therefore at kast some llf the 1n11.:r~titial cpx grains rcprcsclll 
primary. melt-related micrmrrucruru! features. 
The experiment~ of Jaques and Green 1 19 ~\0) demon~tratcd that Juring lo1.1. pres-
sure ml!lting. plagioclase will rapidly disappear from the rcs1dw.: C\Cn at low degree-. of 
panial melting . Consequently. peridotites having undergone higher degrees of part1al 
melting will be undersaturated with respect to plagiocla~c. They could potentially "re 
sorb" a high amount of plagioclase component from a percolating melt. Note that with 
rare exceptions in the uppermost TM mantle section . plagJOdase is absent and the 
mantle rocks of TM arc moderately to highly dcpktcd (~:f. Fig . 5.6) . Kelemen ( JtNO) 
showed that dunng migration of tholei1 : ic melt through harzburgitc. plagiocla<.e , if nn 
the liquidus, will disappear from it. whereas cpx and olivine remain a liquidus phase 
after reaction with harzburgite. 
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Consequently. the crystallization of plagioclase will be suppressed during perco-
lation and trapping of melt in the mantle section. The large potential of harzburgite to 
react with transient melt (e.g. Kelemen 1990, Kelemen et al. 1990) also casts severe 
doubts on the existence of any pnmary, pristine nature of melt impregnations occurring 
within a peridotite network. After all, within the grain boundary network of peridotites, 
abundant reaction surface exists during migration of melt. 
Subsequent to crystallization of melt in peridotite, subsolidus re-equilibration will 
homogenitc any mineral ~hemical difference which would still exist between phases 
crystallized from melt and residual phases within the harzburgite (e.g. Nicolas 1989>. 
This could explain why microstructurally distinct types of cpx or spinel cannot be dis-
tinguished from each other by mineral chemistry . The usage of the term "trapped melt" 
for micro~tructurally visib1 ~. melt-related mireral phases in peridotites is thus 
chemically probably not ~orrect. It is suggested that melt trapped wuhin a pendotite 
network and it~ crystallization products have been changed prior. during and subsequent 
to the entrapment. 
A harzhurgite samrle from the eastern LH secuon supports the notion that reac-
tion does take place between peridotite and melt (Fig. -l . I k). ln thi$ sample. rounded 
opx is enclosed by cpx. the latter showing marginal spinel exsolution features. The 
preferred interpretation is that reaction of interstitial melt with opx led to corrosion of 
opx and marginal transiormation into cpx, so that cpx would approach equilibrium with 
the melt. During a later stage. spinel was exsolved by a reaction involving olivine. 
Therefore. the symplectite is restricted to the cpx-olivine interface. Note the morphol-
ogical similarity to Fig . ~ . 5i . There. however. cpx acquired a concave outward mor-
phology suggesting a melt-peridotite surface equilibrium and direct precipitation from a 
melt. 
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The origin of most grains listed in the Probkanauca section ~ould be related to a 
complex combination of melt-infiltration. reaction and entrapment in a peridotite, fol-
lowed by subsolidus annealing and chemical equilibration. The involvement of mag-
matic processes is strongly suggested by the l~al preservation of diopside growth 
twins. While the external morphology is not compatible with current ideas about the 
shape of basaltic melt in equilibrium with peridotite, it could be a result of annealing or 
indicate that the dihedral angle between melt and peridotite was > 60° . The latter situ-
ation would lead to more spherical grains and severe problems of extracting mdts. The 
large size oi cpx-spinel symplectites from the LH may actually indicate that such 
problems were present. 
In summary . morphologically identifi~d trapped melt dlx:s not appear to r~prcscnt 
pristine melt. There is good c\·idencc to suggest that prior and during entrapment of the 
melt, as well as after crystallization of the melt . chem1cal exchange took place between 
the melt. any cry)tallization products. and the ho'>t. The dctaikd pron:sscs asso~Jated 




Peridotites of the TM mantle section show a large range in Cr/Cr +AI ratios in 
spinel. The spinel data correlate with changes in the mineral chemistry of other phases. 
The origin of the chemical variation is investigated using mineral chemistry variation 
diagrams and the spatial distribution of the data. 
The regional spatial distribution of the chemical data indicates the presence of a 
depleted, intermediate stratigraphic horizon (~tructural units 3,4, TU) . At its base. it is 
juxtaposed along a steep chemical gradient against less depleted basal peridotites (units 
5,6). Both together define a chemical evolution indicative of progressive panial melt-
ing. The intermediate zone grades up-section into less depleted peridotites which have 
the chemical signature of melt intiltrated peridotite (unit 2). At the base of unit I. a 
wedge of harzburgites occurs with low Al-pyroxenes and spinels. They may be related 
to another phase of melt infiltration. The top of the secti0n studied is forml!d by mass-
ive dunites with alumtnous spinels (units 1,2). Their chl!mical signature is intermediate 
betweeu melt iniiltrated peridotite and the mineral chemistry of layered cumulate rocks 
from North Arm Mountain determL1ed by Elthon et al. (1984) and Komor et al. 
( I985a). 
A conceptual model is proposed which detines the chemical make-up of mantle 
peridotites in the BOIC as a result of three end-mem;,er processes: (i) progressive par-
tial melting. leading from lherzolites to harzburgites and ultimately dunites; (ii) trapp-
ing of melt which is mixing-dominated and adds gabbroic tendencies to mantle 
peridotites (presen~e of plagioclase and clinopyroxene); (iii) melt flushing, in which 
melt infiltrating the peridotite undergoes fractionation and reacts with peridotite. It 
tends to add dunitic to wehrlitic tendencies to peridotites and, at high rock/melt ratios, 
would lead to cumulate-like rocks. 
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5.2 INTRODl'CTION 
In the upper mantle beneath oceanic spreading centres. mantle tlow and partial 
melting are intimately connected. as the upward tlow of mantle material allows ior the 
decompression melting of peridotite (e.g. Bottinga and All~gre 1978. McKenLic 19H~) . 
There exists virtually no doubt that the monotonous harzburgite and ihcrwlitc sc~tions 
in ophiolites represent the re:\idues of this decompression melting (Irvine and Firdby 
1972. Menzies and Allen 1974. Dick 1977a, 1\talpas, 1978) . 
The question of the exact amount of partial melting that the peridotites have 
undergone (e.g. Malpas 19'8) has developed into more process-oriented studies about 
the genesis of mantle peridotites. Recent studies have investigated 
-whether melting occurred by batch. fractional. or continuous melting (Langmuir et 
al. 1977. Frey et al. 1985. Bodinier 1988, Johnson et al. 1990), by equilibrium or 
disequilibrium processes (Prinzhofer and Allegre 1485), and the depth of partial 
melting (Frey et al. 19~5. Pr:rzhofer and All~gr.: !485, Bodinier 1988. Bodinicr et 
al. 1 ~I R8): 
- the n·le of melt percolation during partial melting and ass<X:iatcd mineralogi~al 
changes (Nicolas and Pnnzhofcr 1983. Gregory lj84. Berger and Vannier 198~. 
Lorand 1987, Bodinier et al. 1988, Navon and Stolper 1989. Kelemen 1990. Kck · 
men et al. 1990); 
- the a!llount of trapped melt in the peridotites (Dick 1977. Sinton 1977. Nicolas and 
Prinzhofer 1983, Nicolas and Dupuy 1984, Frey et al. 1985, Evans 1985. D1-;k 
1989); 
- the pr~sence and origin of larger scale chemical and mineralogical variation within 
the mantle sequence (Malpas 1978, Harkins et al. 1980, Obata 1980, Obata and 
Nagahara 1987, Ozawa 1983, 1988, Quick i981b , Bodinier 1988); 
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-chemical changes in the vicinity of cross-cutting dykes (e.g . Podvin et al. 1985 , 
Evans 1985, Bodinier et al. 1990); 
- and the influence of thermal re-equilibration on the mineral chemistry (Sinton 
1977, Arai 1980. Dick and Bullen 1984, Komor et al. 1985a). 
As a result of the multitude of processes which may influence the peridotite com-
position, it becomes virtually impossible to determine the exact amount o:· panial melt-
ing a peridotite has undergone. 
The purpose of this chapter is: (i) to chemically chara~.:terize the TM mantle sec-
tion and the scale of any chemical heterogeneities: and (ii) to evaluate which processes 
were dominant in dctining the chemical pattern of the mantle section. 
5.3 DATABASE AND CLASSIFICATIO~ 
The basis of this chapter is provided by a large number of mineral analyses col-
lected regionally over the entire TM mantle section , including the massive dunites . as 
well as a smaller number of samples analyzed from the LH. 
In TM, 170 samples (with approximately 1050 analyses) were analyzed for spi-
nel, 107 samples (550 analyses) for cpx, 100 samples (500 analyses) for olivine, 70 
samples (375 analyses) for opx. as well as a smaller number of samples for amphibole, 
plagioclase. and garnet. From the LH mantle section, 350 analyses from 22 samples are 
reponed, most of them from the Springers Hill area. In the appendix, the following 
data are presented: analytical procedures (section B.2): estimated precision and accu-
racy for each phase (Tab. B-2); analytical datJ for each spot analyzed. separated for 
different phases (Tabs. B-3 to B-7); selected, representative analyses (Tab. B-8); and 
averages and standard deviations for each phase within a structural unit (Tab. B-9). 
Analytical data presented in the following sections are averages of all spots analyzed in 
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one thin section, i.e. typically several analysc:s of core and rim l'Oill(X'siuons. Onhopy· 
roxene and soml!times clinopyroxene have bl!en analyzl!d with a ddlx:us~J b~am 111 
order to integrate the small-scale exsolution lamdlae. 
A small number of samples have been analyzed for their whole rock maJOr and 
trace element chemistry by AAS and XRF. Analytical procc:dures and data are given 111 
the appendix (B.l, Tab. B-1). 
Apart from the exceptions listed below, the classitication uf the peridotites 11110 
structural units (chapter 2) is retained. The structural unit concept allows for a rapid 
recognition of correlations between large scale structure and chemistry. For ead1 'itrur · 
tural unit. dunites and wehrlites, i.e. opx-free lithologies. are separated from harthur-
gites and lherzoiitcs because of the different mineral equilibria and possibly gene-;is 
involved . The transitional unit TU between ur.it 4 and 5 1S combmed with unit 4 for 
clarity in the diagrams. Cross-cutting dunites w1thin the mantle section are 1101 
included in the graphical representations oi section 5.8. and 5.9. The crov.;-cutting 
dunites are specifically dealt with in section 5. 10 and T.tb. B-9. 
Mineral chemical data are given in atomic p·oportions. Mineral names in brackch 
following an element or ratio always refer to the element or ratio within this mineral. 
e.g. atomic proportion of AI in clinopyroxene = AI (cpx) ; the lOOCr/Cr+ AI ratio i' 
abbreviated Cr#, and the lOOMg/Mg +Fe"· ratio is abbn:viatt:d Mg#. 
5.4 WHOLE ROCK CHEl\llSTRY 
Whole rock chemistry parameters show good correlations with whole rock AI ,O, 
(Fig. 5.1). The lat!er is considered an indicator oi the degree of depletion in peridotites 
(e.g. Ringwood 1975, Palme and Nickel 1985). The trends for SiO,. MgO, CaO. NiO. 
and TiO: (Fig. 5.la,c.d.e.g) show the expected co-variations with progressive 
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Fig. 5.1. (continued) 
depletion. Such trends are weak for Fe:O,•·• and Cr:O, (Fig. 5.1b.l). Cr.O , indil·ates 
incompatible behaviour at high d~grees of panial melting. as suggested previously 
(Dick and Fisher 1984. Dick and Bullen 1984, Dick 1989: sec also dis~ussion in Frl'Y 
et al. 1985). The partial melting trends are dashed at Alp, > 2 wt. %. as samples with 
high A193 are rare. In addition, the samples with Alp, > 2 wt% are restricted to the 
base of the peridotite sequence (unit 6) where a local overprint by later metasomatism 
cannot be ruled out (Suen et al. 1979). 
SiO, shows a more pronounced decrease at AI:O, < I wt.% which is prohahly 
related to a more important partit ioning of opx (relative to other silicates) intn the melt 
compared to lower degrees of partial melting. Most elements trend towards the ahun-
dance in olivine if extrapolated to 0 wt.% Alp3• Exceptions are Cr and Ti which reside 
in residual spinel in highly deplet~d rocks . 
TiO: concentrations are extremely low for a given ,\1:0, value if compared to 
other peridotites (Frey et 2!. 1985. Bodinkr 1988. Bodinicr et al. 198~). "I his implies a 
more efticient method or incompatible element extraction in the Bay of I stands perido-
tites than in other peridotite massifs. It could have been accomplished by fractional 
melting as postulated for abyssal peridotites (Johnson et al. 1990) compared to batch 
melting in the Ronda and the Pyreneen peridotites (Frey et al. 1985. Bodinier ct at. 
1988) or continuous melting in the Lanzo massif (Bodinier 1988). 
The two samples containing no opx f<~.ll consistently out of t~1e general trends. 
They are a Junite with aluminous spinels from the massive dun1tes of the transition 
zone (unit 1, TM 1316), and a plagioclase wehrlite at the boundary between harzbur-
gites and massive dunites (unit 2, TM 1331.1). 
Compared to TM, the Springers Hill samples are highly depleted. At their low 
Al:OJ, they are relatively depleted in NiO (Fig. 5. le) and enriched in SiO: (Fig. 5. la) 
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compared to TM . This could be the result of a higher opx to olivine ratio in the 
Springers Hill samples compared to TM. Lower NiO could, however, also be evidence 
for equilibration with transient melt (see sections 5.9.4, 5.1:). 
Fig. 5. 1 h illustrates the good correlation between whole rock aluminum and the 
Cr/Cr+AI ratio in spinel (e.g. Dick 1977. Dick and Bullen 1984, Talkington and Mal-
pas 1984). The shallowing of the dip of the curve at bulk AI;03 > 1.5 wt% retlects the 
onset of saturation of spinel with AI (see also Fig. 5.6). The Cr# (spinel) is. however, 
considered the best available mineral chemical indicator of the degree of depletion and 
for the chemical range represented by the TM and LH peridotites. It has been shown 
experimentally that the Cr# (spinel) increases with the degree of partial melting (Mysen 
and Kushiro 1977, Jaques and Green 1980, Duncan and Green 1987). With the excep-
tion of Sj)inel-poor wehrlites (Komor et al. 1985a), the Cr# (spinel) is believed not to be 
significantly affected by lower temperature re-equilibratwn in peridotites (Arai 1.980. 
Dick and Bullen 198~). 
Other potentially useful chemical indicators in minerals ior the degree of depletion 
of the peridotites are either mw:h more prone to changes during subsolidus re-equilibra-
tion (e.g. Ca (opx)). see section 5.5) or the microprobe data are below the limit of 
detection for the bulk of the peridotites studied, as in the case of Ti (cpx). 
Eleven peridotite samples from different positions within the massif were analyz-ed 
for their REE content according to the method of Jenner et al. ( 1990) and Longerich et 
al. (1990). Several analytical problems were encountered, particularly due to the low 
REE abundance. The most serious problem was preferential loss of HREE during sep-
aration in ion exchange columns. The data quality is considered too low for publication 
standard. but the patterns are available from the author, upon request, for informative 
purposes only. 
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5.5 ~IL~ERAL CHEMISTRY: ZONI~G PATTER~S 
Core and rim compositions of opx., cpx. and spind were routindy d~termin~d dur· 
ing microprobe analysis. Olivine zoning was not tested. as it is usually not rl!port~d 
from mantle peridotites except for c,ccurrences adjacent to spinel (e.g. Quick 1981 a, 
Conquere and Fabries 1984). The following analysis of zomng patterns is qualitative 
ar.d preliminary, as different domains and lithologies are not di~tinguished. At this 
stage, only the major trends are of interest. The scatter in the diagrams indicates that 
other processes may locaJiy override tt·ose which are responsible for generation of the 
more general trends. 
Tab. 5.1. Summary of general trends in che•.1ical zoning patterns observl!d during the 
microprobe analysis of the TM and Lewis Hills Peridotites. Trends are indicated as 
variation from core ro rim in a ei.,·en grain. 
Oxide or ratio spinel clinopyroxene orthopyroxene 
cr203 decrease decrease decrease 
Al203 increase decrease -:lecrease 
MgO decrease poorly defined increase 
FeO increase decrease increase 
cao increase decrease 
Cr# decrease poorly defined decrease 
Mg# decrease increase weak decrease 
The results are presented graphically in Figs. A5 .3 to AS.S (in the appendix) as 
core/rim ratios plotted against the degree of depletion (Cr# in spinels) . The g•.:neral 
trends are summarized in Tab. 5.1. For AI and Cr in spinels from the Springers Hill 
harzburgites, a reverse trend to the general zoning trend is frequently observed (l;ig. 
A5.3a,b). 
Numerous studies have shown that zoning patterns in minerals from peridotites 
are a first order function of subsolidus cooling (e.g. Sinton 1977, Quick 19~1a. Con-




can be explained by re-equilibration to lower temperatures in a closed system. While 
the totaJ number of possible reactions occurring during cooling between the tour phases 
olivine. spinel, cpx, and opx . is certainly very high. an attempt is made to explain the 
zoning trends with a few, well-known reactions. 
The Fe-Mg exchange between spinel and olivine has been well studied (e.g. Irvine 
1965, Jackson 1969, Evans and Frost 1975, Fabries 1979, Ozawa 1984). During 
decreasing temperatures, \1g/Fe exchange between spinel anct olivine will result in 
Mg-depletion and Fe-enrichment in spinel rims. These trends are observed in the BOI 
peridotites (Tab. 5.1). Fe-Mg exchange between spinel and pyroxenes may enhance this 
spinel zoning (Medaris 1975, Hatton and von Gruenewaldt 1985). 
Olivine may contain minor amounts of Cr and AI (Arai 1978, Berger ?.nd Vannier 
1984, Agee and Walker 1990), which could exchange with Cr and AI of spinel. It is, 
however, generally acce!Jled that spinel-olivine re-equilibration cannot account for the 
Cr-Al variation in spinel (Dick and Bullen 1984, Hatton and von Gruenewaldt 1985. 
Agata 1988). 
The amount of solid solution of enstatite in diopside and diopside in enstatite 
decreases with decreasing temperature (e.g. Boyd and Schairer 1964, Davis and Boyd 
1966, Mori and Green 1975, Wells 1977, Herzberg 1978, Kretz 1982). As a result 0f 
the increasing miscibility gap, exsolution lamellae develop in pyroxenes. These have 
been observed in unrecrystallized pyroxenes (chapter 3). They are rare in neoblasts. 
For cpx, the chemical effect of opx exsolution is an increase in theCa-content and the 
Mg#, and a decrease in the Fe and Mg content, whereas the opposite is true for cpx 
exso1ution from opx. These trends are largely realized in the rims of cpx and opx (Tab. 
5.1 ). 
In order to account for the simultaneous dec iease of Cr arul AI in opx as well as 
cpx, a reaction involving the Tschermak-molecule (TS) has probably taken place in the 
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pyroxenes. The appropriate TS molecules are MgTS in opx (MgAI:SiO.) and CaTS in 
cpx (CaAI:SiOJ. In pyroxenes, chromium substitutes for AI in the octahedral site (e.g . 
Ernst 1978. Mercier l980b, Nagata et al. 1983). Considering the low Na-content of ~:px 
and opx, the significance of jadeite (Na(Cr.Al.Fe)Si;O.) as carrier ,)f AI and Cr is il1w 
in the iHvesrigattXi peridotites. In peridotites or ~::>propriate simplified analogue chemi-
cal systems. the decrease of A! in pyroxenes with decreasing temperature is well known 
(e.g. Obata, 1976. Herzberg, 1978, Gasparick 1984). The reaction 
En, .+ Sp <--> TS,. + Fo.~ (e.g. Obata 1976) 
can explain the AI and Cr zoning trends in opx where Fo stands for forsteritc. ol for 
olivine, En for enstatite. and Sp for spinel (MgAl:O,). A similar reaction involving 
CaTS in cpx can account for the Cr-Al zoning in cpx. The reaction has been reviewed 
by Talkington and Malpas (1984). It accounts for the microstructurally observed forma-
tion of spinel at the margins of pyroxene grains and within recrystallized pyroxene 
grains (see section 4.6. 7). 
Mysen (1976) has shown that during cooling of peridotite, Cr-AI exchange takes 
place between opx and cpx. in this exchange, AI is enriched and Cr depleted in opx 
with decreasing temperature. As a result. the Cr# of opx decreases. dS observed in the 
TM samples. The reverse trend for cpx is, however, poorly defined. 
The remaining problem concerns why Cr decreases in opx, cpx, and spinel and 
the Cr# decreases in opx as well as spinel. The reverse zoning behaviour of AI and Cr 
in spinel would suggest that the Cr/ Al behaviour in spinel is governed by an exchange 
reaction. Due to the high modal abundance of opx compared to cpx, the Cr/ AI 
exchange of spinel with opx would have been more significant than with cpx. However, 
Cr and the Cr# decrease both in opx and spinel, so that it cannot be demonstrated tha~ 
such an exchange reaction took place. 
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The "Cr-problem" in peridotites has already been noted by Sinton ( 1977). He con-
cluded that bulk Cr-loss occurred, carried away by transient melts. His interpretation 
remains c:. viable solution. It is, however, difficult to estimate the effects of the relative 
importance of all reactions. 
In summary, four reactions can account for nearly all of the observed zoning 
trends in the peridotites: 
(I) Fe-M~. exchange between olivine and spinel, which leads to decreasing Mg and 
Mg# and increasing f'e in spinel-rims compared to cores. This reaction may be 
enhanced by Fe-Mg exchange between pyroxenes and spinel. 
(2) Al-Cr exchange between opx and cpx could al:count for the decreasing Cr# of opx 
rims. 
(3) Reaction of Cr-bearing CaTS component in cpx and Cr-bearing MgTS in opx with 
olivine. Such a reaction explains the decreasing AI and Cr in rims of pyroxenes and 
the presence of metamorphic spinel near oiivine-pyroxene interfaces. 
(4) Exsolution of enstatite from cpx and diopside from opx, accounting for rims in cpx 
which are high inCa and Mg# and low in Fe, and rims in opx high in Fe and Mg 
and low in Ca. 
The behaviour of Cr and the Cr# of spinel are, however. not easily explained 
within a closed system. 
Judging from the strength of the zoning patterns, the values for AI, Cr, and Fe in 
cpx and AI, Cr, Ca, and the Cr# in opx have been significantly changed during subsoli-
dus re-equilibration. The very useful Cr/Cr+ AI ratio (spinel), however, is rather 
insensitive to these changes. Due to the large abundance of olivine, the Mg# of olivine 
is not expected to change dramatically during subsolidus re-equilibration either (e.g. 
Dick and Bullen 1984, Komor et al. 1985a). 
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5.6 DEPE.'\"DE~CE OF PARTITIO\ COEFFICIE:\TS RET\\'EE\ PYR.OXE:\E 
A:\'1) SP~EL 0~ THE CR/AL RATIO I~ SPI:'\EL 
In Fig. 5.~a the Cr-content in clinopyroxene is plotted against that of correspon-
ding spinels for the analyzed peridotites. Data points are replaced by the Cr# (spinel) in 
the sample. The partition coefficient of Cr between cpx and spinel is stron~ly dependent 
on the Cr# (spinel) and varies by a factor of 20. The ~me holds ~rue for 
onhopyroxene-spinel relations (Fig . 5.2b). Re-equilibration trends for Cr can be 
inferred from the zoning patterns (Tab . 5 . 1) and are shown in Fig. 5.2 as an arrow 
called "REQ" . The REQ arrow in Fig. 5 .2a.b is oriented at an a·~utc angk to litH.''i nf 
constant distribution coefficients and cannot explain the large va riation of distributton 
coefficients observed. The panition coefficient D =Ti(cpx)/Ti(spinel) varies even hy a 
factor of 40 as a function of the spinel composition <Fig. ~ . 2c). This means that Cr and 
Ti reside mainly in pyroxenes in more fert ile rocks whereas they partttion relatively 
more into spinel in more depleted rocks. 
A similar plot for D = Al(cpx)/ Al(spinel) shows that D varies by a factor of three 
for aluminum as a function of the Cr# (spincl)(Fig. 5 .2d) . The pattern could he gov· 
emed by solid state re-equilibration if the depleted rocks had generally cooled to lower 
temperatures than the more fertile peridotites. This may be suppo11cd by the data of 
Ben Jamaa and Mercier (1987) who calculated higher equilibration temperatures for the 
lowermost peridotites in TM. These peridotites are also the least depleted ones (c f. Pl. 
8f) . The core-rim behaviour of clinopyroxenes (Fig. A5.4a) docs, however. not allow a 
similar conclusion. 
Peridotites from the Xigaze ophiolite (Girardeau and Mercier 1988) beha ve in a 
similar way to the TM rocks. The dependence of D = Cr(opx)/Cr(spincl) on the the Cr# 
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Fig. 5.3. Dependence of partition coefficient Don spinel Cr# (cf. Fig. 5.2). 
Data from Girardeau and Mercier (1988). 
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is or.ly vaguely present (Fig . 5 .Jc) . ForTi, a similar trend ll' TM ex1,ts if the unn:h -
able values <Jt low abulidance (Ti < 0.0001) ;trc excluded (Fig. 5.Ja). A dcpcndcn(e llf 
partition coefficients from the Cr/Cr +AI ratio is known also from other pc:ridnt1te 
sequences (Sachtkben and Seck 1981. Stosch 198~. BoJinicr et al. 14H7). 
The complex panitioning behaviour of Ti illustrates the difficulty of int .. ·rpn:tmg. 
particularly incomplete, mineral l'hemistry data. For example. the same concentration 
level ofTi (spinel) for peridotites with low and high Cr# (spinel) docs not indicate the 
same whole rock Ti for both samples. as for low Cr#'s. signiticant amounts of Ti <tn! 
locked up in clinopyroxene. 
The dependence of 1he partiticn coefticients of Cr. Ti , and possibly AI between 
pyroxenes and spinels 011 bulk composition indicates that non-idea; mixing exists in 
these phases (e.g. Carroll Webb and Wood 1986). Failure to apply appropriate mixing 
models will result in consistent overestimation of equilibration tcmpc:raturcs for Cr-rich 
peridotites (e.g. Medaris 1975. Sachtleben and Seck 19~1. Conquer~ and Fabrii!s JQS-l. 
Witt and Seck. in press). 
5.7 FREQVE~CY DISTRIBUTIO~ Of .;[:.ECTED Ml~ERAL CHE:\11CAL 
PARA:\IETERS 
Fig. 5 .4 illustrates th-. frequency distribution of selected mineral chemical para-
meters as a function of their lithology. Li :hologies are divided into dunites and wehr-
lites of the transition zone. harzburgites and minor lherzolites with the exception of unit 
5 and 6, basal pePdotites (cpx-harzburgites and lherzolites of unit 5 and 6). 
ultramylonites of unit 6, and crosscutti11g dunites in the mantle ~equence . For the Mg# 
(oliv:ne) only, harzburgites of the Springers Hill area are shown a~ well. 
Cr#'s of spinels range from 10-80 with a few more extreme values in cross-cutt-
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Fig. 5.4. Frequency distribution of selected mineral chemistry parametres. 
and transition zone dunites and wehrlites are more aluminous. dunitcs from within the 
harzburgites are more chromitiferous. and ultramylonites from the base of the massif 
show a wide range of generally aluminous spinels. 
In terms of the TiO: (spinel) content (Fig . 5Ab) and Mg# (olivine)(Fig. 5.·k). the 
basal peridotites are less clearly distinguished from the bulk of the harzburgitcs t~an 
with the Cr# (spinel). They contain, however, higher Nap values which are bimodally 
distributed (Fig. 5.4d). Transition zone rocks are higher in TiO: (spinel) and Na;O 
(cpx) and lower in t:1e Mg# (olivine) than the harzburgites Cro~s-cutting dunitcs have 
high Mg# (olivine) but are not depleted in TiO: with respect to the harzburgitcs. 
5.8 SPATIAL DISTRIBLTION OF l\liNERAL CIIE,tiSTRY DATA 
The spatial distribution of the most important mineral chemical parame1crs is 
shown in the maps of Pl. 8f and Fig. A5.6. Data from cross-cutting dunites are rw1 
included .. \ll maps indicate that, 2.part from the top and the base, the mantle section 
consists of spinels with intermediate Cr#'s and low Ti and ferric iron values. and cpll. 
with low Ti and Na contents. 
The Cr# (spinel) distribution (Pl. 8f) shows the very steep chcmir.al gradient ncar 
the base of the mantle harzburgites and lherzolites. The pattern towards low Cr#'s at 
the base is offset along with the major fault system in the north of the massif. The 
changeover to less depleted rocks at the base correlates with the unit 4/TU boundary. A 
wedge-shaped area containing more abundant dunites (Fig. 2. I) may correlate with a 
more depleted phase chemistry. 
Near the base of the gabbros, more complex trends are recognized in the Cr# (spi-
nel) pattern (Pl. 8f). They are best illustrated in the chemical profiles (Fig . 5.5): in the 
southern profile, below thick dunites. a wedge with highly chromitiferous spinels is 
developed in harzburgites just below the dunites. The dunites themselves contain alumi-
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Fig. 5.5. Mineral chemical profiles through the Table Mountain mantle section. 
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nous spinels. The change from harzburgites with chromitiferous spinels to underlying 
harzburgites with aluminous spinels coincides with the boundary of the stru(tural unit~ 
1 and 2. A similar. though broader, high Cr#-wedge is developed in the CQrresponding 
western side of the syncline (Pl. 81). There. it is developed in structural unit J. In the 
northern part of the massif, where the dunites are thin or absent, little of the chemical 
variation from the south is seen towards the Moho. 
Other parameters show similar trends: Ti (spinel) is enriched mainly below the 
gabbros (Fig. A5.6a), Ti (cpx) and Na (cpx). as well as the probably less reliahk fcrrk 
iron values in spinels, show enrichments both towards the Moho and ncar the hasc of 
the massif (Figs. A5 .6b.c,d). The forstcritc content of olivine is more difficult to cvalu· 
ate because of higher scatter, but appears to indicate again trends to lower values ncar 
the base and top of the mantle section (Fig. 5.5). 
5.9 CHEMICAL CIIARACTERIZA TI01'i OF PROGRESSIVE J»ARTIAL MELT-
NG, l\IELT INFILTRATIO~. A:".'D CU~tl'LATE TRENDS I~ TilE I'ERIDO-
TITES. 
5.9.1 Introduction 
In this section, several graphs are discussed. each representing a different cornbi-
nation of mineral chemical parameters. The most important trends can be seen in Fig. 
5.6. Six further variation diagrams are located in the appendix (Fig. A5 .7). The graph'> 
contain data from the TM as well as LH nassifs with the exception of cross-cutting 
dunites. The data obtained in this study are plotted as symbols representing the struc-
tural unit in which they occur. The upper diagram of each graph shows the data of this 
thesis as well as the fields for cumulate rocks from North Arm Mountain and peridotite 
intrusives from the LH taken from the literature. The literature data are included to 
define ultramafic cumulate trends and thus allow a comparison of the ultramafic cumu-
late data with the controversial massive dunites of the TM massif. 
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The LH Intrusives (LHI) in Figs. 5.6 and A5.7 represent a suite of poorly 
layered, intrusive peridotites, mainly wehrlites, occurring in the central and western LH 
(Smith and Elthon 1988); "93" represents dunites and wehrlites from a very detailed 
study of a 8 m thick, layered cumulate section (NA93). located 50 m above the top of 
the residual harzburgites in NAM (Komor et al. 1985a); fields "490 and "49W" repre-
sent dunites and mainly wehrlites, respectively from a 136m thick layered dunite -
wehrlite - clinopyroxenite sequence in NAM. The traverse (NA49-50) lies 700 m above 
the top of the residual mantle and was studied by Elthon et al. (1984). 
5.9.2 Progressive partial melting trends (PPM) 
The peridotite samples, excluding those of units 1, 2 and the transition zo,;e, 
(MT-field) are stretched out along a wide range of Cr# (spinel) or AI (cpx) in Figs. 5.6 
and A5.7. Such an array is typical for mantle peridotites and most likely reflects vary-
ing degrees of depletion (Dick 1977a. Dick and Bullen 1984. Michael and Bonatti 
1985). In the inset to Figs. 5.6and A5.7, this trend is referred to as progressive partial 
melting (PPM). A similar array appears to be defined by ferric iron in spinel (Fig. 
A5.7f) but the data quality is here low (see Tab. B-2a). For other parameters, e.g. Ti in 
spinel (Fig. A5.7c,f), Mg# in olivine (Fig. A5.7d) and Ni in olivine (Fig. A5 .7d,e) the 
peridotites of the MT-field do not define a large data array. Na (cpx) is a problem as 
three data points with very high Na are isolated from the main trend (Fig . A5 .7b). It is 
not clear whether these samples (TM 1029.11, TM 932, TM 1063.3) are metasomati-
cally influenced or represent truly more primitive mantle. In the latter case, Na (cpx) 
would represent a valuable discriminator for the group of less depleted peridotites (cf. 
Komprobst et al. 1981). 
Na (cpx) and Ti (spinel) increase slightly in the lowest Cr# (spinel) range, reflect-
ing relatively more fertile compositions (Figs. AS. 7b,c). It is notable that somewhat 
higher Na (cpx) and Ti (spinel) concentrations were also measured for highly depleted 
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Fig. 5.6. Mineral chemical variation diagram with data from Table 
Mountain and the Lewis Hills (facing page). 
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rocks compared to peridotites with an intermediate Cr# (spinel). This is pJ.rticularly 
clear forTi (spinel) in the Springers Hill samples lFig. A5 .7c, 'SH' -ticld). Possibly. 
this Ti-trend is a reflection of the progressive partitioning of Ti from pyroxenes to spi-
nel in more depleted rocks (section S.6). The whole rock data do not necessarily indi-
~ate an elevated total TiO: content in the Springers Hill samples (Fig. 5.1g). However. 
higher Fe( III) in spinel (Fig. AS. 7f) and lower NiO in olivine (Fig. AS . 7d). rctlecting a 
lower whole rock NiO (Fig. 5.lc), as well as the frequently obserwd reverse Cr-AI 
mning pattern in spinels support a special character of the Springers Hill samples (sec 
section S.l::!). 
The most suitable diagram to classify the partial melting history with mineral 
chemical parameters is the Mg# (olivine)- Cr# (spinel) plane (Fig. 5.6). e.g. Dick and 
Bullen (1984), Ozawa (1988). This diagram tracks the early partial melting history with 
a progressively changing forsterite content of olivine and nearly constant Cr# (spinel). 
The more extreme partial melting history is monitored hy a strong variation in the Cr# 
(spinel) and only subtly increasing Mg# in olivine tCabancs and Mercier 1988). In this 
"olivine-spinel array" (Arai 1990) melting at different pressures and oxygen fugacities 
can potentially be distinguished (Cabanes and Mercier 1988). Cabanes and Mercier 
(1988), using mantle xenolith data, suggest that the primitive mantle plots at a forstcrite 
value of approximately 87.S and a Cr# of 10. 
In Fig. S. 7, compositional data of experimentally mel t~. dry Tinaquillo lherzolite 
(Jaques and Green 1980) are plotted in the olivine-spinel array. Plagioclase is not stable 
with liquid in the PT-conditions shown, as it disappears very rapidly from the residue 
with inititation of partial melting even at low pressures. The higher pressure data below 
::!0% pan1al melting fit quite nicely into the TM trend whereas progressive partial melt-
ing at S and 2 kbar yields residues with very high forsterite contents not realized in the 
TM harzburgites. Cr# < 20 were not measured in the experiments, neither in the 
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Fig. 5. 7. Olivine-spinel array with data of experimentally melted, dry Tinaquillo lherzolite and superimposed Main Trend of Table Mountain 
mantle rocks. Large numbers indicate temperatures in degrees Celcius. Small numbers give degree of melting in percent. 
onstrate that the TM peridotite trend cannot be produced by equilibrium partial melting 
at very low pressures (2. 5 kbar): neither are the high forsterite values of the 
experiments present in TM. nor can low pressure melting. restricted to the plag.iodase 
stability field, explain the wide range of Cr# (spinel) observed in the BOIC. Melting 
must have been initiated at greater depth ( > 10 kbar). implying also a long t1ow and 
strain history. 
High forsterite values at high degrees of melting may. however. also be caused by 
iron loss in the experiments. This is suppo· ·d by the increase of the Mg# of spinels 
during progressive melting in the experimental runs of Jaques and Green ( J9g0). a fea-
ture inconsistent with natural panial melting trends (e.g. Dick and Bullen 1984). In 
general terms. dry melting will produc:e higher forsterite contents in the residue than 
wet melting (Mysen and Kushiro 1~77,Jaques and Green 1980, Dick and Fisher 19H4. 
Cabanes and Mercier 1988). 
As SU6gested in secti0n 5.4, partial melting in the TM mantle section probably 
took pla.:e by fractional melting. Fractional melting was already demonstrated to have 
occured in abyssal peridotitl!s (Johmen et al. 1990). During this mode of melting. 
mantle peridotites suffered first high and then low pressure melting during their pro-
gressive, adiabatic ascent - a feature consistent with the microstructural evidence for 
low pressure, syntectonic melting in the uppermost peridotites (see type microstructure 
2 and discussion in section 4. 7) . Mixing of magma batches produced at different pres-
sures below the ridge is then likely. It may have occurred along magma conduits ( Nico-
las 1986b), within magma chamber::,, or possibly within the melt-charged uppermost 
mantle peridotites below the petrological Moho. Mixing would tend to homogenize 
melts produced from relatively fertile peridotites at depth and depleted peridotites at 
shallow oceanic levels (e.g. Klein and Langmuir 1987, Falloon and Green 1988) . 
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5.9.3 Ultramafic cumulate trends (ACTI 
Compart:d to the TM mantle rocks, the ultramafic cumulates of NAM have a 
lower forsterite content, higher Ti and lower Mg# in spinel, and lower NiO in olivine 
for a given Cr# (spinei)(Figs. 5.6, A5.7). These relative trends are similar to those 
from other ophiolites (Ozawa 1988, Heben et al. 1989). There appears to be not much 
difference in the amount of Na (cpx) between residual rocks and NAM ultramafic 
cumulate rock~. The range of AI (cpx) and Cr# (spinel) from NAM is somewhat more 
restricted than in the TM residual rocks, but still extensive. An evolutionary trend (ap-
parent cumulate trend. ACT) is typically present in the data range defined by the cumu-
late rocks. According to Elthon et al. (1984) and Kornor et al. (1985a), the ACT can be 
explained by repeated injection of small batches of melt followed by fractionation of up 
to 20 % of the melt reservoir at high pressures. In a different model, the injection of 
new magma batches is restncted to the base of the magma chamber due to the high 
density of injected primitive magma and a small width of the feeder dykes (Campbell 
and Turner 1989) . B&iard (1991) has interpreted the ultramatic cumulate sequence of 
NAM as a multistage intrusive history. so that the ACT could result from the superim-
position of different magmatic suites. 
Spinels from the NAM layered cumulates with more than 20 wt% Al203 are con-
sidered to be the res•1lt of subsolidus re-equilibration with cpx due to a very low modal 
ratio of spinel/cpx (Komor et al. 1985a). Clinopyroxene-free dunites including 
spinel-rich dunites in the transition zone of TM (e.g. TM 1316, 1316.2) show up to 50 
wt% Al:01 in spinel (see Tab. B-3). They must be of primary origin as subsolidus 
equilibration with cpx cannot have taken place. 
The mineral chemistry of the LHI (high AI and Na in cpx, high AI and Fe(III) in 
spinel, and low forsterite contents) is distinct from the layered cumulates in nearly all 
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diagrams and supports the interpretations of Karson and Dewey ( 1978). Karson l.'t at. 
(1983). and Dunsworth et al. (1986) about the distinct geological and structural 
make-up of these bodies. 
The ACT indicated in the insets of Figs. 5.6 and A5.7 is purdy dcsaiptin: a1~d is 
not meant to imply any specific process. However. the well layered nature and, even 
the rather poorly developed. cryptic units suggest a magmatic origin (Irvine and Findlay 
1972, Malpas 1978, Elthon et al. 1982 and 198~. Komor et al. 1985a). It should be 
noted that layered ultramafic rocks above the massive dunites have also been interpreted 
to represent dyke and sill injection and melt infiltration into mantle peridotites (Nicolas 
and Prinzhofer 1983. Bennet al. 1988). 
l\lost important in the context of this thesis is whether the massive dunites with 
minor wehrlites (TZ) are chemically more akin to residual rocks (MT), ultramafic 
cumulate rocks (UMC) or the intrusive, unlayered peridotites tLHI). The mmeral 
chemistry variation diagrams suggest no obvious similarity of TZ-peridotites from TM 
to the residual rocks, i.e. a progressive partial melting trend . 
Melt percolation of a LHI-type magma through the residt.al peridotites cannot 
entirely be ruled out to explain the TZ peridotite trends. It would result in a chemical 
signature intermediate between the LHI (the magmatic component) and the MT pcrido· 
tites (the replaced/assimilated lithology). This interpretation would be favomed by 
Nicolas and Prinzhofer t!983), Bennet al. (1988) and Nicolas (1989). 
The evolutionary trend of the TZ peridotites is matched best by the layered cumu-
lates (UMC). In contrast to the UMC, peridotites with low AI (spinel) have not been 
sampled in TM. A further difference to the layered cumulate rocks from NAM is the 
high Ni (olivine) values in the TZ peridotites. 
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In summary, w1th the limited amount of data, only an entirely residual origin of 
the TZ peridotites can be excluded. Both a fully magmatic origin as well as the melt 
percolation model (in-situ dunite formation) of Nicolas and Prinzhofer ( 1983) appear 
feasible. 
5.9.4 Melt infiltration trends (l~F) 
The fields of harzburgites and lherzolites of unit 1 and 2 (U 1,2) are typically 
offset from the MT towards higher Ti (spinel), higher Na (cpx), lower Mg# (spinel. 
olivine), and lower Ni (olivine)( Figs. 5.6. AS . 7). Cumulate rocks from NAM show 
similar trends compared to the residual rocks. though the trends are much more pro-
nounced. The chemical difference is interpreted as the result of a melt-infiltration com-
ponent in residual harzburgites. Abundant evidence for melt impregnation is present 
microstructurally (chapters 3,4 ). Studies of the sulfide mineralogy of the uppermost 
harzburgites of the P.OIC suppon this interpretation (lorand 1987). Nearly identical 
trends are found m melt-infiltrated peridotites near a gabbro vein in the Zambales 
ophiolite mantle section (Evans 1985) and other melt-infiltrated peridotites (Dick and 
Bullen 1984, Evans and Hawkins 1989, Cannat et al. 1990). 
5.10 CROSS-CllTIING DU!'JITES 
In Fig. 5.8, some mineral chemical parameters from cross-cutting dunites. includ-
ing foliation-parallel dunites. of the TM mantle section are compared to the fields 
defined by peridotites as established in the previous section . The harzburgite-hosted 
dunites extend the main trend from TM into the very high Cr# (spinel) range (Fig. 
5.8a-c) and they contain more Mg-rich spinels and olivines (Figs. 5.8a,b) . Ti contents 
of spinels are often elevated compared to the MT (Fig. 5.8c,d), as appears typical for 
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Fig. 5.8. Mineral chemistry variation diagrams for cross-cutting dunites. Fields for different lithological units of host peridotites 
are shown. For legend see inset in (a) and Fig. 5.6. 
wide range (Fig. 5.8d). NiO data of olivines are generally lower than for the MT (Fig. 
5.8e). The field 'TZ' which represents massive dunites and wehrhtic rocks from the 
transition zone hardly overlaps with the cross-cutting dunites. 
Compared to their average host rock, cross-cutting dunites within unit 2 appear to 
have more aluminou~ spinels, whereas in units 3,4, and TU the spinels are more 
chromitiferous than in their host (Tab. B-9). The change from host rock to dunite 
within unit 2 is, however, often subtle to non-existent, particularly for narrow dunite 
bands (e.g. TM 873, Tab. B-3a). Dunites have higher average concentrations of Ti 
(spinel) than their av\?rage host rocks. 
The cross-cutting dunites are interpreted as wall rock to melt conduits (Boudier 
and Nicolas 1972 and 1977, Dick 1977b. Quick 198lb, Bodinier 1988, Kelemen 1990). 
The formation of dunitic wall-rock ceuld have occurred either by further melting due to 
heat introduced with the ma~ma conduit (thermal disequilibrium) or by a reaction/diffu-
sional gradient between magma and host (chemical disequilibrium). The data set is 
insufticien! to discriminate between both options. 
5.11 SCALE OF CHEMICAL HETEROGENEITIES 
The spatial distribution of the mineral chemical data (section 5.8) shows that 
major changes of the chemistry occur in the transition zone area and near the base of 
the peridotites. Apart from these regional changes, heterogeneities have been 
encountered in four more local settings: 
- near orthopyroxenites 
- near the very base in the ultramylonites 
- in high strain zont!s 
- near cross-cutting dunites 
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5.11.1 Local heterogeneities 
Ortbopyroxenjtes 
Local changes of peridotite wall rock near cross-cutting gahbroic or pywxc111tic 
dykes are well known (e.g. Podvin eta!. 1985, Evans 1985, Bodinicr et al. 191}0). 
though they have been more extensively studied in mantle xenoliths than peridotite 
massifs. Generally, the affected wall rock has an intermediate composition between 
dyke and unaffected host rock. Based mainly on tield evidence, the mineralogical 
changes reported here near orthopyroxenites appear to be limited to less than I m dis-
tance from the dyke margin. Where not strongly overprinted by subsequent deforma-
tion, the alteration effect can be seen in the field as a more random fabric and reduced 
pyroxene content in harzburgites occurring adjacent to the dykes. 
Two occurrences have been investigated by studyirg a sample taken directly 
acjacent to the orthopyroxenite (samples TM901 . 1. and TM 1189. 1) and one several 
metres away from it (TM 901.3. TM 1189.:!). In both (ascs. compared to the more 
distant host rocks, the samples taken adjacent to the dykes display a uccrease in the 
Mg# (olivine), as well as decreasing AI (opx, cpx, and spinel), and possibly an increase 
of Ti (spinel) (Tabs. 8-3 to B-6). Notable is also a reverse spinel zoning for AI in the 
sample taken directly adjacent to the dyke (TM 1189.1 , Tah. B-8a. #37,38) . 
lltramylonites 
tJ: :amafic ultramylonites occur immediately above the metamorphic sole. Their 
chemistry does not fit into the homogeneous gradient towards lower Cr# (spmel) 
observed in the peridotites above the base of the mantle sequence. The ultramylonites 
show a wider range of mineral chemistries than overlying peridotites. This is inter-
preted as local, lower temperature metasomatism during thrusting (<,ce section 3.5. 7.4) . 
The ultramylonite assemblage is of disequilibrium nature, as seen in large ranges of 
chemical parameters within one thin section (compare different spot-analyses in Tabs. 
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B· 3 to B-7). In addition to thl!ir hydrous nature involving typically pargasitic horn-
blende (Tab. B-7), the ultramyionites tend to be low in Ni (olivine)( Fig. A5. 7d). high 
in ferric iron of spmel (Fig. A5. 7f). and low in Ca (opx) and Cr (opx)(not shown in 
figures). 
Shear zo.UfS 
In two cases, the mineral chemistry of high strain samp;es from the centre of shear 
zones has been compared to that of their host rocks (TM 723, TM 1063). In both cases, 
the highest strain samples are the most chromitiferous ones (Tab. B-3) . The preferred 
interpretation is that these trends are not the result of chemical changes associated with 
shearing, but that they retlect origir.ally more depletec reg;ons. As olivine-rich perido-
tites are more ductile than pyroxene-rich peridotites, strain will preferentially partition 
into those zones. A further ch\!mical change is hydration seen in some late high strain 
zones near the sole (TM 934.1, TM 922, Tab. B-7). 
lletero&eneous Harzbur2ite 
In a 20x20 m large arta at the base of uni' 4. three samples with dif!"erent pyroxene 
contents have been analyzed for their spinel chemistry. The data (TM 835.1 , TM 
835 .2, TM 835.3, Tab. B-3a) indicate a large range in Cr#'s (spinel) from 36 to 75. 
While the map-scale pauern of the Cr# distribution suggests a km-scale homogeniz-
ation, the example of station TM 835 indicates that local heterogeneities may be pre-
served . In TM 835, this heterogeneity may be coupled to a poorly exposed cross-cutting 
dunite (-network), i.e. a zone of melt (or fluid) movement. 
5.11.2 Regional h(>terogeneities 
On a regional scale, three different heterogeneities have to be dealt with. The dra-
matic and consistent decrease of Cr# (spinel) and other parameters near the base is 
coupled with a change in the structural style (chapter 2), a distinct microstructure 
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.jevelopment (chapter 3), and with the disappearance of crosh:uuing orthopyrox.cnitcs 
and the presence of only rare dunites (chapter 2) . This change is apparently related to a 
mantle flow pattern and will be discussed in the final chapter (section 6.1 ~.1 ). 
The subtle changes to more aluminous chemistries near the top of the mantle 
sequence, near the boundary of unit 3 to 2, correlate with microstructural cvid~:rKc for 
melt impregnation. The mineral chemistry often deviates from a progressive partial 
melting trend (e.g. Fig 5.6). These data are best interpreted to retlect a regional melt 
infiltration event concentrated below the Moho (section 5.9.4). 
On a smaller scale, the narrow region of distinct harzburgites situall!d below the 
massive dunites has to be explained. They have chromitiferous spinds with ckvatcJ Ti 
(spinel) contents (harzburgites of unit I). A model of local melt infiltration of a more 
refractory nature is preferred. Local melt infiltration is best explained by feeder dykes 
loosing their propagation force and expelling the melt into the surrounding matrix (Ni-
colas 1986b). 
5.12 MODEL 
In section 5. 9 the mineral chemistry of the TM peridotites has been interpreted in 
terms of varying degrees of partial melting and melt infiltration tendencies and com-
pared to ultrr -.1afic cumulate rocks from North Arm Mountain. An attempt is now 
made to synthesize the data into a conceptual model by distinguishing three end-memba 
processes: a partial melting trend, a trend reflecting trapping of pristine melt, and a 
melt flushing trend involving melt-host reaction and fractionation (Fig. 5. 9a). 
The partial meiti~ trend is caused by progressive out-melting due to adiabatic 
ascent of peridotite, lowering of the solidus by fluid, or introduction of heat through 
Jyke emplacement. Melt is effectively extracted after a given increment of melting. fn 
the end-member, no melt enters the system and all melt is extracted. The typical litho-
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Fig. 5.9. Conceptual model for evolution of mantle peridotites in the Bay of Islands Ophiolite. In (a), the three theoretical 
endmembers are defined. (b) - {f) represent five specific cases. For details see text 
logical trend is from lherzolite towards harzburgite. The extreme end-member is a 
dunite. This is the dominant process accounting for the mineral chemical variation in 
the TM mantle section (field ~lT and trend PPM in Figs. 5.6. AS. 7). 1t leads to high 
Crlf (spinel), low AI in pyroxenes, high Ni (olivine), and low Ti. Na (pyroxenes) . 
Microstructurally, the R-type spinels are associated with this process. 
Trapoed melt is relatively easy to identify microstructurally. The critical question 
is whether the microstructurally identitied, melt-related phase (e.g. cpx) represents 
primitive melt or melt moditied during the entrapment process. In the trap~d nH..•lt end-
member. it has to represent pristine melt. Therefore. •'Y dejinifion, in the end-member. 
the melt-infiltrated peridotite is simply the result of addition of melt to residual 
peridotite (mixing). In contrast to the melt-flushing type discussed below. reaction 
between melt and peridotite does nvr take place and in-situ fracton;.tion has not 
occurred. In the moe.::!. the infiltrating melt remained ab(lve its solidus. became 
enclosed (trapped), and then solidified. Melt-solid distribution coefticients (KJ are 
irre/evam. Only in such a system is it possible to calculate the composition of the infil-
trating melt from the trapped melt phases. Characteristic for the system is a positive 
mass balance as more melt is going in than out, i.e. the opposite to the partial melting 
trend. A progressively higher amount of trapped melt would lead towards pristine melt. 
However, amounts of trapped melt are typically small as connectivity is reached at 
small amounts of melt (Waff and Bulau 1979) in the peridotite system. Exceptions seem 
to exist during the stage of overturn from vertical to horizontal flow beneath a spread-
ing centre (Rabinowicz et al. 1987) and in olivine-depleted peridotites (Toramaru and 
Fujii 1986, Nicolas et al. 1987). 
The predominance of basaltic volcanics within the BOIC extrusive sequence (sec 
references in section 1.3.3) suggests that the trapped melt in the mantle peridotites was 
basaltic. Therefore, (olivine-) plagioclase-clinopyroxene dusters are expected in a harz-
burgite or lherzolite under lew pressure conditions. Dick ( 1989) has calculated the melt 
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composition from the phases representing the trapped melt. The strict limitations 
required for such a calculation (listed above) were, however, not discussed. Olivine has 
not yet been reported as a trapped melt phase. Probably, this is the result of the destruc-
tion of morphological evidence for melt impregnation due to the rapid grain boundary 
migration involving olivine under hypersolidus conditions. The rarity of even 
cpx-plagioclase clusters suggests that melt which was trapped, generally suffered a 
more complex history. This probably included, fractionation, melt-host reaction and 
subsolidus rc-equilibration (section 4. 7) . Conditions which favour pure mixing are local 
derivation of melt (as then melts are more likely to be in chemical equilibrium with 
their host) and "low" temperatures as this will limit reactions between host and melt 
and enhance instant freezing . It is, however, difficult to inject melt into peridotite under 
such conditions. Microstruc•urally. the 1-type spinels are connected with melt-entrap-
ment. 
The third type of process is melt-host reactior ~g f:-actionation involved in perco-
lation of melt through peridotite. The existence of rocks in mantle peridotite massifs 
which have undergone reactions with percolating melts has been proposed by Sinton 
(1977), Nicolas and Prinzhofer (1%3), Gregory (1984), Bodinier et al. 1988, Nicolas 
(1989), Fabri~s et al. (1989). In this category, melt percolates through a peridotite net-
work. When the temperature drops below the liquidus, fractionation of phases will take 
place, most likely olivine, spinel, clinopyroxene and plagioclase. In addition, under 
lower pressure conditions, the opx-bearing peridotite reacts with a basaltic melt (de-
rived from some depth). An important reaction is the resorption of orthopyroxene (e.g. 
Sinton 1977, Stolper 1980, Fisk 1986). Kelemen (1990) showed that under such 
coa~ditions, plagioclase of tholeiitic melts, if on the liquidus, disappears from it, 
whereas cpx and olivine remain liquidus phases after reaction with harzburgite. The 
modal trends in the system are thus the disappearance of opx (from the host rock) and 
plagioclase (from the melt) and an enhanced stability of cpx, i.e. a wehrlitic tendency is 
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to be expected. Under extreme percolation (flushing). th~ stability ~onditilms of the 
crystal-melt system under the ambient PT conditions will be approached, i.e. p~cu­
do-cumulate rocks are expected . This involves the total resorption of opx and adjust-
ment of all peridotite phases to compositions m equilibrium with the melt. Very high 
melt: rock ratios are required for this process. 
During melt-host reaction, the mass-balance may be positive or negative. dl·pcnd · 
ing on how much melt was generated by melt-host reaction. After the reaction, melt 
and peridotite compositions are changed. The process is an in-situ replacement of 
pre-existing rock and is governed by solid ·liquid distribution coefficient. Thokiitic 
liquids which have undergone reactions with host harzburgites will be depleted in Ti 
and Zr (Kelemen et a!. 1990). implying an enrichment of both elements in the residual 
harzburgite. On the other hand, if highly refractory melts (i.e. melts in equilibrium 
with highly depleted peridotites). percolate through a reiativcly fertile peri<lotite, they 
will cause depktion of inc<1mpatib1e :race elements in the host. Microstructurally. it is 
suggested that the F-type spinel is associated with this process. 
The importan! distinction between mixing- and reaction-dominated peridotites has 
previously been made by Bodinier et al. (1988). Bodinier et al. (1988) used the term 
"!.!quilibrated". They discussed the different geochemical trends between both processes 
and showed the effect of melt tlushing on certain trace elements in the peridotite as a 
function of the stable phases in the system. An extreme end-member is represented by 
plagioclase-cpx dunites in Lanzo which are residual rocks containing cumulate plagio-
clase and cpx derived from N-type MORB (Bodinier 1988). Nicolas (1989) showed the 
effect of partial equilibration of melt with harzburgite and its potential significance for 
the formation of massive dunites. Fabries et al. (1989) calculated trace element concen-
trations in peridotites in equilibrium with percolating alkali basaltic melts. Compared to 
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mixing with melt, the flushing will typically lead to lower concentrations of 
incompatible elements in harzburgite. For low melt-fluxes, both processes are, how-
ever, difficult to distinguish. 
In Fig. 5.9b-f, five specific cases of this model are shown. In 5.9b, Simple pro-
gressive partial melting takes place and leaves variably depleted peridotites behind. The 
lithological development is from lherzolite to harzburgite to dunite. The trend marked 
MT in Fig. A5. 7 (PPM in the inset) corresponds to this situation and is represented by 
peridotites frcm the Bay of Islands excluding those from near the transition zone (unit 
I ,2). 
In Fig. 5.9c, it can be seen that partial melting is enhanced by the presence of a 
transient melt. This process is a combination of a strong component of partial melting 
with a small contribution of the reaction/fradionation component. For example, within 
a diapir decompression melting takes place and reflects the partial melting component. 
However, melt derived from greater depths may enter the diapir via dykes. The injected 
melt is in disequilibrium with the residual peridotite and may start to fractionate olivine 
or any other phase on the liquidus. In addition, it carries additional heat into the melting 
zon,~. As a result, melting will be enhanced by reaction between the injected melt and 
the residual peridotite and the additional heat brought in with the melt. Trapping and 
crystallization of melt is very unlikely at this, essentially overheated, stage. 
Chemical evidence suggests that the Springers Hill samples may belong to this 
category. They are highly depleted but have relatively high Ti (spinel) and low Ni (oliv-
ine and whole rock) contents compared to depleted harzburgites of the same, or even 
lower, Cr# (spinel). Transient melt evidence comes also from the F-type spinels 
identified together with R-type spinels in the Springers Hill harzburgites. Abundant 
dunites in Springers Hill may represent the magmatic feeders. An alternative mechan-
ism to explain the Springers Hill harzburgites would be to retain and subsequently 
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re-equilibrate a small amount of melt after each increment of partial melting. This 
would lead to a higher concentration of incompatible trace elements compared to 
strictly fractional melting (Langmuir et al. 1977, Frey et al. 1985, Johnson et al. 1990). 
Fig. 5. 9d represents a special case where strictly fracriona/ mdting occurs. A last 
increment of this, now refractory melt (perhaps 1-2%) is not extracted but retained in 
the rock. It simply re-enriches the peridotite towards a slightly less depleted character. 
Chemically, not much evidence for melt impregnation is expected. though it would be 
seen microstructurally. 
Fig. 5.9e represents a more general and realistic case t)f melt infiltration . Melt 
infiltration is accompanied by reaction of melt with the host peridotites and frac!iona-
tion of phases unless the infiltrating melt is above its liquidus. Both processes. reaction 
and fractionation, drive the system towards the curr.ulate direction. When the melt is 
squeezed off, some melt remains trapped in the peridotite. This trapped melt represents 
a contribution of pristine or even evolved melt. It driws the composition to the left in 
the diagram (Fig. 5.9e). Most rocks of the uppermost peridotites (untt I ,2). as well as 
unit 5 peridotites with evidence for trapped melt, are probably part of this category. 
A mass balance can clarify this p<'int. Samples TM 1181, TM 599, TM 884 show 
evidence for several modal percent of impregnation-related .:linopyroxene. Aphyric 
basalts from the NAM massif contain 0.5 to 2 wt.% Ti02 (Siroky et al. 1985). Even 
only 2% (modal) of added, pristine trapped melt with 1.0% Ti01 would result in a con-
tribution of 200 ppm of Ti02 to the whole rock titanium. Given that most Ti02 contents 
of the TM samples are between 50-70ppm, values in the order of 250 ppm would be 
expected for the samples mentioned. The Ti02 of the samples fl1ention,"'.<J is, however, 
only very weakly elevated compared to other samples showing no evidence for trapped 
melt (Tab. B-1). This means that the trapped melt phases in the samples do not simply 
represent prestine melt. The melt which was trapped within the peridotite network must 
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already have been moditied prior to enclosure or the trapped melt phasi!S represent a 
fractionation product of the transient melt. Clinopyroxenes fractionated in an open sys-
tem will contain much lower Ti02 contents than cpx formed in a closed system. Note, 
for example, low Ti02 contents in ultramafic cumulates from the NAM massif (Elthon 
et al. 1984, Komor et al. 1985). 
Finally, in F:g. 5.9f, the speculative effect of flushing, i.e. percolation with high 
melt: rock ratios, is shown. Variably depleted peridotites would be driven towards the 
composition and stability conditions of a melt under certain PT conditions. The system 
reaches the equilibrium of the melt-system or nearly so. Accordingly. the host chemis-
try is entirely changed. The effect is a large scale homogenization of the peridotite 
suite. This has clearly nor taken place for the entire TM mantle section, as is shown by 
the wide range of mineral chemistries preserved. Some high level, massive dunites with 
aluminous spinels and minor cpx could fit, however, into this category. Consistent with 
this interpretation, their geochemical trend is towards known cumulates from the BOIC. 
Their distinction from true cumul3tes or adcumulate<: remains, however, to be demon-
strated. 
5.13 CONCLUSIONS 
The chemical variation within the TM mantle section is seen as the result of a 
multitude of processes. The dominant process is progressive partial melting due to 
decompression melting. This probably led to a fairly homogeneous harzburgite 
sequence now still preserveC. at an intermediate level of the TM mantle section. As sug-
gested in chapter 6, underplating of an off-axis diapir below this sequence could be 
responsible for the strong chemical gra<!ient at the base of the massif, as it would bring 
up more fertile mantle having undergone a limited amount of melting. Both intermedi-
ate and low structural levels together define a mineral chemistry field called Main 
Trend reflecting various degrees of partial melting. The top of the mantle sequence, 
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once probably similar to the interrnl!diate scqul!ncc. was subsequently melt-infiltrated. 
On theoretical brounds, melt infiltration may occur by simply adding pristine mdt to 
the host peridotite or by complex processes involving reaction and fra~tionat ilm. Both 
processes (mixiilg vs. reaction; fractionation) lead to very different cnd-memher com-
positions (pristine melt vs. cumulate composition. rcspectiwly). \\ilich arc, however, in 
rheir subtle expression in natural rocks not easy to distinguish. 
The mineral chemistry of the high-level mantle sequence in TM is probably the 
result of a large component of the residual end-mernbt•r and small components of thl' 




Structural, microstructural, and geochemical evidence presented in the preceding 
chapters demonstrates the heterogeneous nature of the mantle section within the TM 
massif. This heterogeneity is not random but shows a well defined spatial distribution. 
The regional variation of the structure (i.e. the six structural units) correlates with cer-
tain microstructural and geochemical features. The most important results relevant for 
this rhapter are listed below (see also Fig. 6 .1 ): 
- presence of relatively homogeneous. largely Moho-parallel foliations , but 
kilometre-sized domains of distinct lineations; 
- a shear sense reversal in the upper part of the mantle section and presence of neu-
tral shear sense domains; 
- progressive deformation of orthopyroxenite dykes from unit 2 into unit 3 and 
absence of the dykes in unit 5; 
- apparently synformal structure of the lithological banding in unit 5; 
-domains of as:henospheric, weakly to moderately lithospheric, and h1ghly lithos-
pheric microstructures; 
- a steep partial melting gradient at the base of the massif ("basal lherzolites"): 
- presence of two melt-impregnation zones, one below the Moho, another on~ within 
unit 5. 
This evidence, together with the inferred relative ages of the structural units (sec-
tion 6.2), the distribution of stress, main, and temperature of deformation (section 
6.3), the spreading or detachment-related origin of the units (sections 6.4, 6.5), the 
relative position of the mantle section with respect to the ridge (section 6.6), must be 
incorporated into a model whereby oceanic spreading is followed shortly afterwards by 
detachment of the oceanic lithosphere and final emplacement onto the continental mar-
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Fig. 6.1. Three dimensional, simplified structure of the eastern Table Mountain mantle section. View from the north. 
(Curved) surfaces with lines - foliation planes with stretching lineations; heavy lines - lithological banding; heavy lines with 
black triangles on one side- late thrust planes; lenses and sheets with ruled pattern - orthopyroxenite dykes; arrows- move-
ment direction of upper block; 
gin (see section 1.3.3). The tectonic model (sections 6.7, 6.10) should be consistent 
with structural and petrological evidence presented previously in the numerous studies 
of the Bay of Islands Complex and Coastal Complex as well as with geophysical models 
for formation of the oceanic lithosphere. 
6.2 RELATIVE AGE OF STRUCTURAL UNITS 
The relative structural age of the units is determined using overprinting criteria, 
the assumption that lower temperature fabrics relate to relatively later events, as well as 
other microstructural considerations. On the basis of the deflection of the flow pattern 
of unit 1 into unit 2. unit 2 appears to structurally postdate unit 1. However, if it is 
assumed that unit 1 relates !o a late, forced intrusion of melt-charged peridotite (section 
6. 7.2), the relative age relationship between both units could also be reverse. The unde-
formed nature of orthopyroxen;,es in unit 1 as opposed to unit 3 supports an early tec-
tonic freezing of unit 1. 
As foliations are parallel betw~en units 2 and 3 (and between units 3 and 4), the 
foliation data cannot be used to evaluate the relative age relationships between these 
units. However, three arguments favour a relatively later structural age for unit 3 com-
pared to unit 2: 
(1) orthopyroxenite dykes are deformed by sinistral shear within unit 3 (section 2.9.2), 
whereas they are only weakly deformed within the dextrally sheared unit 2. 
(2) in the lower part of unit 3. early folds related to dextral shear are overprinted by 
later folds indicating sinistral shear (sectun 2.6.2). This suggests that dextral shear, 
typical for unit 2, once also affected unit 3, but was later overprinted by sinistral 
shear. 
(3) subtle, local flexures of the foliation along cross-cutting orthopyroxenites within 
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unit 2 indicate a sinistral shear sense in unit 2. This is intt!rpret~d as thl~ high~st 
level expresston of the later sinistral shear (dominant within unit .\)overprinting 
early dextral shear in unit 2. 
Unit 4 is in many respects similar to unit 3. but shows a different stn:tching linl·a-
tion. In high strain zones, however. moderately to highly lithospheric microstructun.:s 
are developed and orthopyroxenites may be extremely deformed (Pl. 5a). It is inferred 
that peridotites typical of unit 3 were heterogeneously overprinted within unit 4. Even 
in lower strain areas of unit 4 strain was, however, generally large enough to imprint a 
stretching lineation trending N..J5°E within the peridotites. 
Structural overprinting between units ~ and 5 is complex and is concentrated 
within the TU. No consistent styli! of transpo!>ition appears to be present within the TU. 
The homogeneous sinistral shear sense from unit 3 and~ is lost. Microstructurco; of unit 
5 are locally asthenospheric and strain is low (see section 6.3), contrasting with lithos-
pheric microstructures of unit 4. Unit 5 is considered more pri rnitive (earlier) than unit 
4. 
Unit 6 shows lower temperature microstructures and more heterogeneous strain 
than unit 5. In lowt!r strain areas of unit 6, microstructures typical tor un1t 5 can still he 
recognized. Unit 6 thus postdates and overprints unit 5. 
As a result, the deformational sequence begins with formation of unit I and 2. 
Unit 2 probably once extended into what is now unit 3. Then the strain characteristic 
for unit 3 developed. It probably reached at least as far as the base of the current unit 4. 
It was followed by accretion of'·' '' . ~. Finally, the moderately to strongly lithosph<.!ric 
structures formed, affecung the ha. :· ,,gwall of unit 5 (unit 4) and the base of the ophio-
lite (unit 6). 
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6.3 EVOLUTIO:"i OF DEFOR.\IA TIO~AL PARAMETERS AS A FU~CTIO~ Of 
DEPTH 
6.3.1 Temperatures of deformation 
A first order estimate of the temperatures of deformation can be obtained using 
the classification of peridotites as being either asthenospherically or lithospherically 
deformed according to the definitions given in section 3.3. 
The highest temperatures of deformation are thus preserved within the top of unit 
2, and at the base of unit 5 and locally within unit 1 (Fig. 6.2). The morphiJlogical 
identification of trapped melt, formed late-synkinematically in these peridotites, is an 
important criterion for hypcrsolidus flow. Nicolas ( 1986a) estimates l300°C for such 
microstructures. Here a temperature between l200-1250ac is chosen which represents 
the solidus of depleted peridotite under low pressures (Jaques and Green 1980). 
The rest of the peridotites shows weakly lithospheric microstructures (base of unit 
2, unit 3. top of unit 5. lower strain areas of units 4 and 6) or a moderate to strong 
lithospheric overprint (uni~s 4, 6) . The strongly lithospheric microstructures are esti-
mated to have formed between 900 and l000°C (Nicolas 1986a. Nicolas 1989. p. 29). 
As basal ultramylonites show diffu~e olivine lattice fabrics different to those of the rest 
of unit 6, the value of not more than 900°C might apply to the ultramylonite, a tem-
perature of 900-lO(X.)OC to the bulk of unit 6. A relatively lower temperature origin for 
the ultramylonite is corroborated by the occurrence of syntectonic amphibole which is 
restricted to the ultramylonites and to local, small scale shear zones within unit 6. For 
the weakly lithospheric microstructures, the temperatures of deformation probably were 
between 1 000-1200°C. 
Strictly seen. the argument that weak and strong lithospheric microstructures 
translate into higher and lower temperatures of deformation, respectively, is difficult to 
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Fig. 6.2. Variation of deformational parameters within the Table Mountain mantle section. 












pheric microstructures relates to low accumulated, lithospheric strain. Compared to 
weakly lithospheric microstructures, strongly lithospheric microstructures develop 
moderately elongated olivine grains, oblique olivine fabrics, and clear strain partition-
ing in the field. All three features are probably related to strain induced rheological 
hardening typically associated with decreasing temperatures of deformation (transition 
from dislocation climb to dislocation glide). In addition, the neoblast size is smaller in 
the strongly lithospheric microstructures. Therefore an actual temperature difference 
between both microstructures types is preferred. 
Asthenospheric, weakly :ithospheric, and strongly lithospheric microstructures 
could not be clearly related to the activation of specific slip systems. The only excep-
tion is represented by the ultramylonite. The equilibration temperatures determined by 
Ben Jamaa and Mercier ( 1987) for the TM mantle section do not correlate with the 
deduced temperatures of deformation (Fig. 6.2). 
6.3.2 Stress 
Stress levels can be estimated using the neoblast size of olivine (section 3.4, Tab. 
3.1). Stresses in the TM mantle section are lower where temperatures of deformation 
are estimated to be higher (Fig. 6.2). This is to be expected as peridotites are rheologi-
cally weaker at higher temperatures and then will be unable to suppon high stresses (cf. 
Fig. 6.3). 
Given the wide range of neoblast sizes within unit 6 (see section 3.5.7.3), it is 
probably not appropriate to use an average stress value for detachment. Most likely, the 
microstructures of unit 6 recording low deviatoric stresses of about 30 MPa have 
formed close to the time when detachment was initiated. Higher stress microstructures, 
up to at least 150 MPa. formed by progressive overprinting of the early detachment 
structures. Such an overprinting model is supponed by the observation that even within 
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a single thin section, a wide range of neoblast sizes exists. From th~ microstru.:turc 
study it appears that tr.e different neoblast sizes may either b~ intermixed on a grain 
scale or be separated into foliation parallel layers (see section 3.5.7 .. ~). 
6.3.3 Relative amounts of accumulated strain 
Estimation of accumulated strain in peridotites is difficult. Possible methods arc 
the elcmgation of spinel grains and chromite nodules (Girardeau 1971). Ceulenecr and 
Nicolas 1985), the obliquity between shape and latuce fabric (Ceul~neer ~tal. i988). 
the strength of the lattice fabric of olivine (Etchechopar and Vasseur 1987), the porphy-
roclast to neoblast ratio (Boudier and Nicolas 1978. Kirby and Green 1980). and 'iCV-
eral method~ using the deformation of dykes and development of boullins (c:.g. Talbot 
1970). A problem with using dykes is that they car • .:nter the strain path at any time. 
For the orthopyroxenite dykes in TM. it is assumed that systematic differences in the 
ages of intrusion do not exist between the difierent units . 
A basic observation is that the majority of the orthopyroxenite dykes are deformed 
within unit 3 but, are weakly to undeforrT'ed within unit 2. From the stcreonct distribu-
tion of the dykes it could be inferred that deformation oi the orthopyroxenitc:s was 
related to sinistral shear, consistent with the shear sense derived for unit 3 from 
asymmetric folds and microstructural criteria. Fc.lds are progressively building up 
down-section within unit 3 in locations where the lithological banding is intersected by 
orthopyroxenite dykes. It is concluded that strain increased dowu-scction within unit 3 
and was related to sinistral shear occurring under weakly lithospheric conditions. Dur-
ing deformation of orthopyroxenites of unit 3, unit 2 was. from a deformational point 
of view, essentially frozen in . 
Microstructurally, a striking feature within the upper part of unit 2 is the absence 
of any spinel-orthopyroxene clusters, otherwise typical for unit 3. Going up-section 
from unit 3 to unit 2, the clusters are progressively pulled apart and spinel forms more 
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pronounced trails parallel to the foliation (Fig. 3.13). rt is concluded that strain, 
increasing up-section from unit 3 to unit 2, was responsible for disintegration of the 
spinel-orthopyroxene clusters. 
Increasing strain up-section must be related to dextral shear observed within unit 
2. It has to predate the intrusion of the majority of orthopyroxenites into unit 2 and also 
the sinistral shear within unit 3. There are no means to determine how high the accumu-
lated strain was within the top of unit 2. In keeping with what is known from deforma-
tion near the crust-mantle boundary (Nicolas and Prinzhofer 1983), (asthenospheric) 
strain within the top of unit 2 is considered very high. The same is inferred for unit 1, 
though little hard evidence can be presented apart from the scattered and small, elon-
gated spinel grains typical for this unit. 
As asthenospheric strain decreases down-section within unit 2 and the weakly 
lithospheric strain decreases up-section within unit 3, a low strain area results in the 
upper part of unit 3. It might be related to the outcrops of coarse-grained harzburgites 
(onhopyroxene grain size 3-5 mm) at this level (F;g. 2.1). 
In unit 4, peridotites with an appearance and microstructure similar to unit 3, con-
tain northeast-trending mineral stretching lineations. Strain within unit 4 culminates in 
high strain zones which show mylonitic microstructures, high neoblast to porphyroclast 
ratios in the olivine matrix, and attenuated orthopyroxenite boudins. It is inferred that 
peridotites which were lithologically (and structurally?) similar to those in unit 3, have 
been structurally overprinted within unit 4. As a result, a new stretching lineation 
developed in the peridotites. For unit 4, an early structural history related to that of unit 
3 could be indicated by remnant olivine lattice fabrics and locally present lineation 
trends similar to those still preserved in unit 3. Strain within the high strain zones was 
clearly significant. If the overprinting model is correct, accumulated strain within unit 4 
was also regionally higher than within unit 3. The strain distribution shown ~n Fig. 6.~ 
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is based on the overprinting model. 
Peridotites of unit 5 are characterized by the absence of any markers of high 
strain, particularly at their base. Specifically. trapped melt texiJres are undeformed. 
showing that lithospheric overprint was weak. This i<; in striking contrast to the high 
lithospheric strain withi11 the overlying unit 4. In order to t";aluate the amount of strain 
during the asthenospheric history. the microstructure of unit 5 is compared to the high 
strain asthenospheric microstructure of unit 2. Within unit 5, the strength of the miner-
al-defined foliation and lineat.on is weak (moderate to strong in unit 2), lattice fabrics 
are only moderately strong (strong in unit 2), spinels are clusdy associated with 
pyroxenes (not the case in unit 2). the pyroxenes are pulled apart but poorly recrystall-
ized (highly recrystallized and scattered in unit 2), pyroxcnitic lithological banding can 
have sharply defined boundaries and is boudinaged or buckled (very vaguely present in 
unit 2). Unfortunately, cross-cutting orthop) roxenites are not present as strain markers. 
The base of unit 5 is considered a low to moJerate strain asthenosphcric . low strain 
lithospheric microstructure . Towards the top of un~t 5 and within the TU. lithospheric 
strain increases. 
The most prominent feat;Jrcs within U:lit 6 are orthopyroxene ribbon grains reach-
ing aspect ratios in XZ sections up to 100: I and a highly recrystallized olivine matrix . 
This indicates very high strain. Using these cnteria, it can be deduced that lithospheric 
strain increases heterogeneously towards the base of the peridotite section. Ultrarnylo-
nites located at the base are entirely recrystallized, suggesting again very high 'it rain. 
Recrystallization may, however, have been enhanced by the presence of fluid. 
In summary, the total strain variation can be explained by superimposing several 
structural events, each of which is correlated with a structural unit. The total strain 
variation consists of two low strain zones (top part of unit 3, and base of unit 5), and 
three high strain zones (Fig. 6.2). 
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6.4 EV ALVA TION OF PERIDOTITE MICROSTRt:CTl'RES 
6.4.1 Are the defonnational parameters calculated from peridotite mkrostrurtures 
geologically realistic? 
The term asthenospheric microstructure is used in this thesis where high tempera-
ture, low stress, well recovered olivine microstructures are preserved. In TM, asthe-
nospheric microstructures are typically associated with evidence for hypersolidus flow 
in the form of undeformed to weakly deformed melt impregnation textures within a 
deformed olivine matrix. The term thus refers to temperatures of deformation near the 
solidus of depleted upper mantle und~r the low pressure conditions preserved in ophio-
lites, i.e. at least 1200-1250 -C (Jaques and Green 1980). Such high temperatures of 
deformation are also required by models which simulate the heat required to generate 
the oceanic crustal thickness present in the BOIC (5-7 km) by decompression melting of 
peridotite (McKenzie 1984 ). Flow stresses calcu!ated with the relationship of Karato et 
al. ( 1980) for asthenospheric microstructures of unit 2 lie in the range of 10 MPa. 
A number of olivine and dunite flow law data are plotted in Fig. 6.3a. Compared 
to the dry deformation conditions illustrated in Fig. 6.3a, olivine and dunite are rheo-
logically weaker during deformation under wet conditions (Post 1977, Chopra and 
Paterson 1984, Karato et al. 1986) and in the presence of melt (Bussod 1983, 1990, 
Bussod and Christie 1984, Cooper and Kohlstedt 1986, Green and Borch 1990). Due to 
the discrepancies between different flow laws, the strain rates indicated for the asthe-
nospheric microstructure (l ~oooc. 10 MPa stress) v 11)' between 1 o-~~ and 1 Q- rl s-1• For a 
primitive detachment microstructure of unit 6 (l000°C and 30 MPa), the inferred strain 
rates vary from 2.1xl0 ' ~ to 2.7xJO-rs s·'. Application of the flow law of Karato et al. 
( 1982) yields intermediate strain rates of 7x 1 Q-r: s·' and 2.5x 1013 s-1 for the asthenos-
pheric and detachment microstructure, respectively (Figs. 6.3a,b). The flow law of 
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Fig. 6.3. (a) Temperature - strain rate relationships for different 
lithologies at 10 MPa deviatoric stress. In (b), strain rates are 
shown for different levels of deviatoric stress using the flow law of 
Karato et al. (1982). Shaded area in (b) marks the "critical strain 
rate" below which deformation is geologically irrelevant. 
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Chopra and Paterson ( 1984) and Chen and Morgan ( 1990). 
These strain rates can be evaluated in very simplified tectonic scenarios: it is 
assumed that detachment occurred by converging plates having oppositely directed vel-
ocities of 3 cm/y each. The relative velocity along the detachment plane was therefore 6 
cm/y. Unit 6, which is related to detachment, has a width of 500 m. It may represent 
the half-width of the shear zone along which detachment took place by simple shear. In 
a further simplification it is assumed that the strain distribution along the 1000 m wide 
shear zone was homogeneous. The shear strain rate y can then be calculated. It is 
related to the extensional strain rate (e,) by y = 2e, = -2t; (e.g. Ramsay 1980, see Fig. 
6.4). For e, a value of 9 .5x lG- 13 s- 1 is obtained. The strain rate is an average value as 
within shear zones, strain is inhomogeneous and increases towards its centre. 
N 
with o =tan 'f · , 
• a . . 
and 2 = e 1= -e3 
Fig. 6.4. Relationships between angular shear strain w, shear strain y, shear strain rate 
yand the extensional strain rate e (e.g. Ramsay 1980). 
In case of the asthenospheric microstructures, a slightly different scenario may be 
visualized in which a rigid plate (the lithosphere) is moving with a velocity of 5 cm/y 
over the weaker asthenosphere. Strain is spread homogeneously over 1 km width below 
the lithosphere. The resulting strain rate is very similar to the detachment case 
(7.9xl()-•3 s·•). Alternatively, it could be considered that strain is concentrated within the 
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uppermost 100m of the asthenosphere. This is not entirely unrealistic. as the upper-
most asthenosphere beneath spreading centres was possibly rheologically weakened by 
the presence of melt (Kohlsted and Cooper 1986. Nicolas 198Q, Green and Borch 1990) 
or water. The resulting strain rate is an order of magnitude higher (7.9xl0•~ s•). Both 
estimates are similar to a strain rate of 10 ~~ s·• predicted by numerical modell ing for 
deformation of peridotites in a melt-charged. forced flow regime (Ceulencer et al. 
1988). Typical geological strain rates (within the lithosphere) lie between 10" and 10 ,, 
s·•, but may be higher in mylcnite zones (Pfiffner and Ramsay 1982). Given the evi-
dence for high accumulated strain within unit 2 and 6 (see section 6 .3). both units are 
considered zones of strain concentration. 
Overall, the microstructurally denved strain rates appear not to be unrealistic. 
Strain rates for the asthenospheric microstructure may be somewhat high, panicularly 
because the chosen temperature (1200") represents a minimum value. Within unit 6 . 
samples recording very high str:.!sses are common. for example, oli\ inc ncoblasts of 
the type microstructure of unit 6 indicate 60 MPa deviatoric stress. If this peridotite 
equilibrated at 1000°C, a strain rate of2.9xlO·•z s• is indicated. Assuming the same 
equilibration temperature, samples containing 20 ~m small neoblasts ( 150 MPa) would 
imply a strain rate of 7.1xl0•• s•. Particularly in the case where the 20 J.Lm small nco-
blasts appear to represent a second generation of neohlasts, it seems likely that the 
microstructure does not represent equilibrium conditions on a thin section scale and the 
inferred high strain rates should not be used. 
The strain rates discussed within this section are compiled in Tab. 6. I . This tabk 
contains also strain rate values based on the assumption that neoblasts could record a 
lower temperature then the one estimated for the bulk of a peridotite microstructures 
within one thin section. As a result, calculated strain rates would be lower. 
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Tab. 6.1. Summary of strain rate estimates based on microstructural evidence and on 
simplified tectonic scenarios. The piezometer of Karato et al. ( 1980) and the dunite 
flow law of Karato et al. ( 1982) have been used for the microstructural determinations; 
n.a. - not appl icable: "width" refers to the zone in which the deformation is concen-
trated. For details see text. 
SPREADING 
method half- stn:ss tt:mper-
I 
width stram rate remarks 
spn:ading (MPa) ature 
rate (oC) 
microstrudure n.a. 10 1200 n.a. 7x 1(}1: upper unit 2 
theoretical S -=mly n.a. n .a. lkm 7.9xJ(}1l homogeneous stratn 
theoreta..:al S -=m!y n.a. n .a. 0 . 1 km 7.9xl(}1: homogeneous strain 
DETACHMENT 
method rate of con· stress temper- wadth strain rate remarks 
vergl!nce (MPa) a tun: 
(•C) 
microstructure n.a. 3') 1000 n.a. 2.SxJO·Il unit 6. primitive 
microstructure n.a. 60 1000 n.a. 2. 9x 10·;: unit 6, high stram 
rone 
microstructure n.a. ISO 1000 n .a. 7. 1xJ(}11 occurs in thin bands or 
scattered neoblasts 
microstrudure n.a . ISO 900 n .a . lxl0·1= same, but lower T 
assumed for fonnatton 
of nooblasts 
theorc:ti..:al 6 cm;y n.a. n.a. 1 km 9.5x1(} 13 homogeneous strain 
Piezometers calibrated for deformation in the presence of melt have not yet been 
published. Due to the possibility that part of the deformation is accomodated by diffu-
sional flow (Cooper and Kohls ted 1986), they may deviate from previous relationships. 
The flow laws for olivine under such conditions, as yet incomplete, indicate significant 
rheological weakening (Cooper and Kohlsted 1986, Green and Borch 1990, Bussod 
1990). However, dislocation glide still seems to be the rate-limiting factor (Bussod 
1990). 
Finally, peridotite microstructures together with olivine flew laws can be used to 
evaluate the location of the lithosphere- asthenosphere boundary (LAB). The asthcno-
$phere should be characterized by tLe ability to undergo a significant amount of defor-
mation when low stresses ( < 10 MPa: Goetze et al. 1978, Nicolas 1978) are applied . 
Strain rates > 10· 1 ~ s·' are considered signiticant O\er geological time scales (e.g. 
Pfiffner and Ramsay 1982, Kusznir and Park 1987). Using the flow law of Karato ct al. 
(1982), a strain rate of 10-15 s-1 can be reached during a 10 MPa devi.ltoric stress ~1t 
950°C (Fig. 6.3b). Consectuent1y, the rheological Jsthcnospherc may coincide with an 
isotherm as low as 950°C and be thus clearly subsolidus. 
6.4.2 Where do lithospheric microstructures form? 
Another important aspect is whether microstructurt!s termed lithospheric always 
refer to an overprint during detachment (Nicolas 1986a) or whether they may also be 
connected with the spreadi01g history (Girardeau and Mevel 1982, Girardeau and 
Mercier 1 '188). 
Goetze (1978) and Nicolas (1978) proposed that stress values between 1 and 10 
MPa are characteristic for the asthenosphere. Higher stress microstructures, i.e. the 
lithospheric ones, would not represent true deformation within the asthenosphere. 
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Accepting this definition, lithospheric microstructures may form either near ther-
mal boundaries of the asthenosphere, i.e. in marginal locations, or entirely within the 
lithosphere. For the case of the marginal locations, three tectonic situations appear most 
relevant for ophiolitic rocks: 
(i) in the dying stages of asthenospheric return flow; 
(ii) during shear of manti\! rocks along a cold wall, e.g. next to transform faults; 
(iii) during reactivation of rigid, colder lithosphere by intrusion of hot mantle material. 
Whether lithospheric strain within an ophiolitic mantle sequence is ultimately 
related to spreading or detachment tectonics can only be concluded from the regional 
context. In general, in the vicinity of a spreading centre, steep geothermal and therefore 
rheological gradients exist. The rheological stratification will require that special cir-
cumstances existed in order to allow partitioning of the deformation from the weak 
asthenosphere mto the rigid lithosphere during spreading. While minor lithospheric 
microstrucwres (e.g. a local shear zone) may always be somehow related to spreading, 
the abundant de\elopment of spreading-related. lithospheric microstructures within an 
ophiolitic mantle sequence does probably imply a special tectonic scenario. 
The author '1as only a limited experience of the microstructural characteristics of 
mantle xenoliths. It appears, however, that the weakly lithospheric microstructure of the 
TM massif (e.g. peridotites of unit 3) :s distinguished from the porphyroclastic olivine 
microstructure of mantle xenoliths by the presence of low angle grain boundaries 
(blurred appearance) and a less well-developed bimodal grain size distribution. Con-
sidering their original position and mode of sampling, the xenolith microstructures most 
likely tireserve steady state conditions within the upper mantle before their entrainment 
into the magma. Such conditions would allow the formation of the well-recovered, 
well-equilibrated oliviae structure in xenoliths. The abundant undulose extinction and 
poorly developed bimodal grain size distribution of the weakly lithospheric microstruc-
2~8 
tures in TM point to kinetic probkms. The kinetic problems could be related to a late. 
lower temperature overprint of low strain magnitL:de. Such a low strain overprint 
during retrograde conditions may not be ... 0:.! to fully reorganize a preexisting mkro-
structure. 
6.4.3 Why are asthenospheric microstructures preserved within ophiolites? 
Even given the range of uncertainties in the stress d(.' terminations and experimen-
tally determined flow laws, it appears that microstructures indicating high temperature. 
low stress. and high strain rates are presened at least in the uppermost TM mantle 
section. This is somewhat surprising as virtually all conceivable particle paths in 
ophiolitic mantle tectonics are retrograde (see also the mineral chemistry zoning pat-
terns. section 5.5). As a result of the retrograde path, a low temperature overprint of 
h1gh temperature microstructures is expected, and sl!ems also preserved within the 
mildly lithospheric microstructures. In order to preserve the more primitive. a•;thcnos-
pheric microstn.Jctures. a given region undcrgoing inremt' deformation (note the high 
strain rates!) within the mantle section must have been rapidly abandoned, i.e. strain 
must have partitioned elsewhere. 
During oceanic lithosphere extension, a downward migration of •he deformation 
front is predicted by the geophysical models of oceanic lithosphere formation (Parker 
and Oldenburg 1973). Such a tec.:tonic scenario offers an excellent way to partition 
deformation elsewhere (down-section) and avoid a lower temperature overprint of high 
temperature microstructures. A special case exists for the deformation along the gab-
bro/harzburgite boundary. The modelling of Chen and Morgan (1990) showed that 
rheologically weak mafic rocks of the oceanic crust may deform much more rapidly 
compared to the underlying peridot;tes (see weak rheology of diabase in Fig 6.3a). For 
deformation along the gabbro/harzburgite boundary, deformation may thus even parti -
tion up-section from the harzburgites. In summary, during extension, for a regio11 in the 
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upper mantle under a spreading centre, deformation can be effectively panitioned out of 
the region of active deformation into other regions. In this way, a significant low tem-
perature overprint can be avoided. 
It is more difficult to avoid a low temperature - high stress overprint during 
detachment. as thrust planes will climb into the colder, "lithospheric" regions. One effi-
cient way to circumvent this is footwall collapse and forward propagation of the thrust 
plane. This will result in a slicing of the peridotite sequence, a feature rarely observed 
in ophiolites. More importantly, however, Hacker (1990) has shown that when the 
basal, climbing thrust plane intersects the lower r."mndary of the mafic oceanic crust, 
deformation will rapidly partition into the rheoloeically weaker marie lithologies. In 
this unique event during detachment, the high temperature, high strain rate microstruc-
tures of unit 6 may be rapidly frozen in, leaving the rest of the peridotite sequence 
largely unsliced. 
6.5 SPREADI:\G OR DETACII:\IENT RELATED ORIG~ Of STRUCTURAL 
UNITS 
Given its position r.ear the base of the ophiolite, unit 6 is, in accordance with all 
previous workers, considered detachment-related. Hypersolidus deformation structures 
in unit 1 and 2. and 5 make those units spreading-related. Units 3 and 4 are more diffi-
cult to inte.-pret. They are mildly (unit 3) to moderately (unit 4) lithospheric. 
Local evidence for syntectonic partial melting and melt emplacement occurs 
within unit 3 (Plates 1 h, 6e). In addition, microstructures of unit 3 are entirely grada-
tiunal to unit 2. A spreading-related origin is favoured for unit 3. 
The high stress nature (40 MPa) of the high strain zones in unit 4 and the develop-
ment of (another!) new flow direction favour a detachment-related origin of the mylo-
nites. As the lower strain areas have the same stretching lineation direction as tile high 
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strain zones, the}', too, and th~refore th\! whole! unit, w~1uld be dctadunl'nt related. 
While unit 4 will subsequently be treated as related to detachment tt:(tlmics, it is 
emphasized that no entirely reliable criteria for its origin exist. Previously. it was 
assigned to spreading events (Girardeau and Nicolas 1981). 
6.6 PALEOGEOGRAPHIC ORIE~TATIO~ OF THE TARLE l\IOU!'iTAI~ 
MASSIF 
Due to the allochthonous ~ettin·~ of the BOlO. its present on.:ntatinn cannot be 
assumed to correspond to that in the oceanic environment. For example. the steep dip 
of :he Moho in the T~i massif is not primary but thought to result from later folding 
during obduction (Williams 1973). A proper palinspastic reconstmction of the BOlO is, 
however, essential in order to assign a tectonic meaning to the structures mapped in the 
mantle section. Based on models for the structure of a mid-ocean ridge system (sec 
chapter I and for example Sleep 1975, Dewey and K;Jd 1977. Jutcau et al. 1977). the 
paleogeographic orientation of ophiolites can be establi'>hcd (Juteau ct al. 1977. Nicolas 
and Violette 1982, Nicolas 1989). The following points have to be addressed: 
(1) paleogeographic upright position 
(2) :rend of the paleo-ridge axis 
(3) relative position with respect to the ridge axis 
(4) relative position with respect to a transform/fracture zone 
Points (1) through (4) can potentially be solved using the internal geometry of the 
BOIC and the CC. In this thesis, the paleogeographic reconstruction of Karson and 
Dewey (1978) and Casey et al. (1983) for the BOIC (Fig. 6.5a) is critically evaluated 
and accepted with some modifications (Fig. 6 .5d) . 
In order to bring the major lithological unit boundaries (i.e. the boundaries 
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zontal orientation, the TM massif has to be unfolded. For the eastern limb of th~ syn-
cline, this involves a 60° rotation to the east about a N~OoE oriented. subhoriz(Wal 
axis (section 2.3.2). 
From the mean orientation of the sheeted dyke swarm in the BOIC. Casey et al. 
(1983) infered a northwest-southeast orientation of the ridge trend. This implies a late. 
45 ° a:lti-clockwise rotation of the LH about a vertical axis. In this thesis, the fracture 
zone orientation of Karson and Dewey ( 1978) is used as the major controlling element 
for the palinspastic reconstruction . Karson and Dewey's (1978) orientation is parallel to 
the Little Port Complex (strike of N::?5 °E) anu implies only a 25 o anti-clockwise rota-
tion of the LH. If the mean sheeted dyke orientation of Casey et at. ( 1983) is used 
together with the fracture zone orientation of Karson anJ Dewey (1978). the spreading 
axis would have been Niented ::?0° off the normal to the trend of the fracture zone. 
While the geometry of pla~e movements does n01 strictly constrain this angh.! to normal-
ity, there is a tendency for ridges to align in such a way that transform fault segments 
are shortened (Atwater anu Macdonald 1977. Fujita and Sleep 1978). AN 135 ''E trend 
of the ridge axis and a N25 cE trend of the fracture zone would. however, imply a 
lengthening of the connecting tramform segment (cf. Fig. 6.5a). The spreading axis 
assumed in this thesis trends Nll5E. i.e. is normal to the fracture zone but at a 20" 
angle to the mean sheeted dyke trend. Given the rvcrall variation of the sheeted dyke 
swarm in the BOIC (e.g. Rosenkrantz 1983), this appears to be within the limits of the 
statistical variation of the dyke data. 
As discussed in Casey et al. (1983) , the relative position of the BOIC with re~pect 
to the ridge is based on the following criteria: 
(1) the magma chamber geometry in NAM. rt is, however. model dependent. 
Using, for example the magma chamber model of Nicolas et al . ( 1988b), a 
reverse position with respect to the ridge would be inferred using the ~me 
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field evidence; 
(2) one way chilling statistics of sheeted dykes in NAM. The bias between west-
and eastward chilled dykes is low ( 10.9%) (Rosenkrantz 1983); 
(3) the evidence of (1) and (2) is consistent with the growth direction of dendritic 
crystals at magma chamber walls in NAM and the sense of shear along the 
suspected fracture zone. 
The inferred position of the BOIC is to the north of the ridge. While none of the 
above arguments is particularly strong, there is little good evidence to make a case for 
an opposite position either. Two lines of arguments based on evidence from this thesis 
support, with minor modifications, the conclusions of Casey et al. (1983) . They con-
cern (i) the relative orientation of the flow plane of manJe rocks with respect to the 
orientation of the gabbro-harzburgite boundary; and (ii) the trend of flow lines in the 
BMD massif compared to those in the TM massif. Both points will be discussed further 
below. 
With respect to the fracture zone, the BOIC may either be located in the transform 
or non-tiansform segment. Based on the different states of deformation between the CC 
and the BOIC, a non-transform origin was favoured for the LH and the BOIC (Karson 
and Dewey 1978, Karson 1984). Suhr et al. (in press) reviewed the evidence and con-
cluded that the evidence from the LH massif alone is inconclusive as :o its position next 
to a transform or non-transform segment. 
Reconstructions for the paleogeography of the BOIC from other studies are not 
accepted as they put too much emphasis on the dyke orientation within one small area 
of the BOlO (Rosenkrantz 1983, Fig. 6.5c) or because they are uniquely based on 
mantle flow lineations within one massif (Girardeau and Nicolas 1981, Fig. 6.5b). 
The most important feature predicted by the reconstruction of Karson and Dewey 
( 1978) and Casey et al. ( 1983) is the alignment of the four massifs of the BOIC in an 
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orientatior. nearly perpendicular to tl:e ridge axis. T0g\!ther, the four massifs of the 
BOIC thus would offer a cross-sectional view of an oceanic ridge system and the HOIC 
would be ideally suited to study the evolution of mantle return tlow with tunc. The 
Oman ophiolite, on the other hand, preserves a longitudinal section along the ridge axis 
(Nicolas et at. 1988a). While the LH massif is located on the fracture zone contact, no 
such evidence is found in the three other massifs (Karson and Elthon 1987). Karson and 
Eltnon (1987) thus infer a lilightly oblique arrangement of the massifs of the BOIC with 
respect to the trend of the fracture zone. As discussed below, in the preferred interpre-
tation oi this thesis the LH massif is split off from the rest of the BOIC (Fig. 6.5d). The 
discussion about mantle return tlow is restricted to the three northern massifs. 
The palinspastic orientation of the ~OIC within tre framework of a sprc.tding 
ridge is shown in F:g. 6.6. The most strii-:ir~6 kature is tLe overall subhorizontal ani-
tude of the foliation. a typical feature for mantle frozen in during return tlow. 
Within structural unit 1 of the TM mantle section. mineral stretching lineations 
are nearly parallel to the ridge axis and foliations vary from steeply ~outh-dipping to 
paleohorizontal. Foliations of unit 2 are paleohorizontal, and its stretching lineation is 
oriented at 90° to the ridge axis. The shear sense for unit 2 implies passive spreading 
Cithosphere pulls underlying asthenosphere). By taking account of the relative sense of 
shear, the tlow plane of umt 2 dips slightly away from the ridge located to the south, as 
is expected during progressive accretion of the asthenosphere to the base of the litho-
sphere upon cooling (Nicolas and Violette 1982). 
Within unit 3, the stretching lineations are oriented obliquely to the ridge axis and 
the shear sense indicates active spreading. Further down-section within unit 3, the folia-
tions dip aw:-. from the spreading centre. Due to the sinistral shear sense, the flow 
plane is tilted away from the ridge axis in a less pronounced way than the foliation 
planes. 
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Foliations within unit 4 develop a peculiar, paleogeographic northeast-dip. Shear 
sense and stretching lineation indicate that the upper part moved, relative to the lower 
part, nearly orthogonally towards the ridge axis. The mineral shape fabrics of unit 5 
indicate a similar orientation to unit 3, but the shear sense is undetermined. The synfor-
mal structure of the lithological banding has a paleo-subhorizontal "fold axis" trending 
nearly parallel to the paleo-ridge axis. Planar fabrics within the basal unit 6 are dipping 
gently away from the ridge. Stretching lineations and shear senses are equivocal. 
6.7 EXTENSIONAL HISTORY OF THE TABLE MOL~TAL~ MASSIF 
6.7.1 Plate tectonic forces 
Numerous studies from ophiolitic mantle sections have demonstrated the spread-
ing-related origin of a large part of the structures preserved. The driving force for 
oceanic spreading, and thus the structures in ophiolites, must lie in the plate tectonic 
forces. This is supported by t:1e similarity of numerical models of mantle flow and the 
large scale structures seen in ophiolites (see chapter 1) . In order to evaluate the signifi-
cance of plate tectonic forces for the formation of the structural units in the TM mantle 
section, t lese forces are briefly reviewed (e.g. Chapple and Tullis 1977. Carlson 1983, 
Bott and Kusznir 1984). 
During passive spreading, the lithosphere drives the underlying asthenosphere. 
Forces causing passive spreading are: (i) slab pull due to the high density of old, cold , 
down-going lithosphere; (ii) ridge push due to the gravitational force from topographic 
elevation of ocean ridges and hot spots: and (iii) the somewhat enigmatic trench suction 
force. Trench suction is probably best explained by the oceanward migration of the 
trench line of steeply dipping, dense slabs (Chase 1978, Molnar and Atwater 1978, 
Uyeda and Kanamori 1979). Global plate interaction may also cause the passive open-
ing of small basins to accommodate divergent motions between the plates (pull-apart 
basins; e.g. Taylor and Kamer 1983). 
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During active spreading, asthenosphere drives th~ lithosphen:. Actiw spre<lding 
forces are: (i) forced !low. due to the buoyancy of melt ch1rged peridotite under ridges 
(Rabinowicz et al. 1984); and (ii) induced tlow, present only in marginal basins and 
caused by coupling of the down-going slab with the overlying mantle wedge (ToksoJ 
and Hsui 1978, Jurdy and Stefanick 1983, Taylor and Karner 1983. Uyeda 1986. Bolt 
et al. 1989). 
Forced or buoyancy driven tlow enhances the focusing of magmatio;m to the 
immediate ridge vicinity and is moddh:d either as diapirically ascending melt ( Rahinn-
wicz et al. 1987) or due to the feedback between inten'ie melt percolation and mantle 
upwelling (Scott and Stevenson 1989. Buck and Su 1989). Forced tlow may be very 
fast, but is restricted to the ridge vicinity ( Rabinowicz et al. 1984, Ceulcnccr et al. 
1988). Near the spreadi~g centre, dccnupling of the crust and mantle may occur d•1e to 
melt-charged mantle tlow ( Rabinowicz et al. 1 Q87 . Ceu lcnecr et al. 1988). Ncar the 
Moho, the dir~ction of forced llow ideally di verges radially from a point source, but 
will be directed progressively normal to the ridge with increasing distance from the 
ridge due to the damming eif~ct of transform faults (Vogt and Johnson 1975, Nicolas 
and Violette 1982, Ceuleneer et al. 1988). At depth, !low appears to converge towards 
the point source (Whitehead et al. 198~) . 
6.7.2 Spreading history 
The relative age relationships of the structural units (section 6. 2) suggest that the 
highest level peridotites were frozen in earlier than more basal peridotites. This feature 
is independent confirmation of the geophysical (Parker and Oldenburg 1973) and struc-
tural (Ceuleneer et al. 1988) models which predict that oceanic lithosphere grows with 
time while it is carried away from the ridge. The "Parker and Oldenburg model" allows 
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the calculation of the approximate distance from the ridge axis at which asthenosphere 
was converted into lithosphere, i.e. significant deformation ceased in the mantle sec-
tion. Some limitations of this calculation are discussed by Ceuleneer et al . (1988). 
In order to calculate the distances from the ridge at which each structural unit 
formed, the following parameters are chosen: 
(1) the lithosphere - asthenosphere boundary (LAB) is taken to be I000°C during 
spreading. Microstructural evidence suggests that the bulk of the deformation 
occurred at a somewhat higher temperature, so that the chosen LAB represents a 
minimum temperature. Rheological constraints would allow the LAB to be as low as 
950°C (section 6.4.1). Using the same conceptual model but different values for the 
parameters, Tapponier and Francheteau ( 1978) chose 1050°C as LAB. Nicolas 
(1989) used temperatures between 1000 and 1 l00°C. A value of 600°C selected by 
Phipps Morgan et al. (1987) for the LAB is rheologically unrealistic (Fig. 6.3). 
Chen and Morgan ( 1990) proposed a value of 750°C as it corresponds to the lower 
boundary of oceanic intra-plate seismicity. 
(2) The half-spreading rate is 5 cm/y. The well developed plutonic crustal section 
(Casey and Karson 1981) justifies the high spreading rate (Sleep 1975, Kusznir and 
Bott 1976, Kusznir 1980). 
(3) The mean thickness of the oceanic crust in the BOIC is estimated as 6 km (Karson 
et al. 1984, Karson and Elthon 1987). Purely geophysical constraints would favour 
a higher crustal thickness for a spreading rate of 5cm/y if 2% melt or less are 
retained in the mantle (Reid and Jackson 1981), but the geological information is 
preferred. 
The basic assumption for this calculation is that deformation has ceased once the 
peridotites intersected the l000°C isoiherm. As is di::;cussed below, the detailed model 
assumes minor reactivation of the lithosphere. Di!~tances derived from the thermal 
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model are therefore only first-order guidelines. The calculated distances would deat'll.l't' 
with slower spreading rates (sec Tab. 6.2), higher temperatures of the LAB. and a 
thinner oceanic crust. The distances for different thermal moods arc compiled in Tab. 
6.2. The model of Parker and Oldenburg ( 1973) did not yet consider cooling of the 
upper crust by seawater penetration. It yields a very thin lithosphere even by using the 
1200°C isotherm as LAB. The model of Boudier et al. (1988) is chosen. 
Tab. 6.2. Estimates of distance from ridge axis (in km) for a given thickness of the 
lithosphere and different thermal mod~ls of lithosphere formation. LAB = lithospherc . 
asthenosphere boundary. 
Reference spreading Base Base Base base temperature 
rate Moho unit 2 TU unit 6 of LAB 
Parker and Olden- Scm/y 20 34 68 81 1200°C 
burg 1973 
Parker and Olden- 1cm/y 4 7 14 16 120Q°C 
burg 197: 
Kusznir and Bott 3cm/y 13 17 38 1000°C 
1976 
Boudier et al. Scm/y 9 17 46 56 1000°C 
1988 
According to these parameters, the base of the crust in the BOIC was transformed 
into lithosphere at 9 km from the centre of the ridge axis (Fig. 6. 7). This locates also 
the beginning of accretion ( = freezing of tlow) of units I and 2. Flow parallel to the 
ridge, as observed in unit I, is most likely related to forced tlow to which dunitcs with 
interstitial melt and minor harzburgites (unit I) were subjected. The geometry of flow, 
particularly the zonal arrangement of the foliations around the lineation, is typical for 
flow parallel to the ridge (Nicolas 1989, p. 77). Alternatively, the peridotites of unit I 
were sucked into passively paning plates at the ridge. Mantle flow parallel to the ridge 
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is a well known featun:: from ophiolitic mantle sections (Nicolas a:~d Violette 1982, 
Ceuleneer et al. 1988) and is needed to explain the deepening of the median valley of 
slow spreading ridges towards fracture zones (Parmentier and Forsyth 1985). 
Shear sense information from unit 2 indicates that dnring formation of this unit, 
the plates moved apart passively. Consistently, lineations of unit 2 are parallel to the 
spreading direction, the latter being parallel to the trend of the fracture zone. At the 
time of freezing, peridotites of unit 2 still contained abundant melt. implying hypersoli-
dus deformation. The base of the lithosphere was situated approximately 17 km off the 
ridge axis when accretion of unit 3 commenced. If minor reactivation of the lithosphere 
is assumed at this stage (see below), the changeover to unit 3 occurred initially at a 
slightly larger distance. 
The critical relationship in TM is the overprint of a passive spreading force (unit 
2) by an active spreading force (unit 3) which is coupled with a change of the tlow 
direction by 40° . .Movement was then directed oblique to the fracture zone and spread-
ing direction. 
A possible explanation is that, at this stage, the TM mantle section came under the 
influence of the forced flow field of an emerging diapir. The sharp lineation change 
from unit 2 to unit 3 suggests that the lithosphere was slightly reactivated at this stage. 
Otherwise, a more gradual change of the lineation would be expected during the time 
when passive and active spreading forces were superimposed. Indications for such a 
reactivation may be seen on the western limb of TM, where stretching lineations of unit 
3 truncate those of unit 2. The area is, however, affected by late faulting so that the 
relationship remains questionable. 
Prior to or during the transition from plate driven flow to forced flow, most of the 
onhopyroxenites intruded. Funher down-section on the eastern limb within unit 3, the 
increasing angle between the foliation and the Moho (Fig. 6.6) may suggest that the 
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Fig. 6. 7 (facing page;. History of accretion of upper mantle peridotites to the 
base of the oceanic crust w1thin the Tab;~! .Mountain section. Section is 
located parallel to trend of the fracture zone. Unit 2 formed during passive 
spreading, unit 3 solidified during forced flow. and un: ~ 5 represents an off-
axis diapir. During formation of unit 3 and 5, the lithosphere was slightly 
reactivat~. Unit 1 not shnwn. Dunng detachment, unit ~ overprinted 
peridotites of unit 3, and unit 6 those of umt 5. SubsoliJus asthenosphere 
represents the region where hypersolidus tlow structures are overprinted by 
spreading-related, subsolidus deformation. Where the particle path through 
this region is short, high temperature micro~tru(tures arc preserved. Thermal 
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LAB steepened due to a decrease of the spreading rate (Park~r and Oldenburg 11.)7·'· 
Sleep 1975, Kusznir and Bott 1976). A slight change of the stretching lineation of unit 
3 to more northerly trends with increa)ing depth might record the progressive damming 
of flow by transforms with increasing distar.ce from the ridge (cf. Fig. 6.9b, section 
6.9). 
The more lithospheric structures of unit 3 compared to unit 2 suggest that defor-
mation during forced tlow occurred or at least continued during subsolidus conditions. 
It is assumed that peridotites of unit 4 and the TU were subjected to the same 
deformation as unit 3 and then solidified to form the base of the lithosphere against 
which unit 5 accreted at about 46 km distance from the ridge axis (Tab. 6.2). 
As explained in more detail in section 6.1 L.l, the structural and petrological 
association of unit 5 supports an interpretation that unit 5 represents the structurally 
modified roof of an off-axis diapir. Again a slight reactivation of the lithosphere is 
assumed (Fig. 6. 7) . The d:Jpir ponded fairly deep in the mantle. possibly at a stage 
where extension was fairly restricted due to the decreasing spreadtng rate inferred from 
the basal stru ·:ures of unit 3. Lherzolites at the base of TM may have been brought ~,;p 
together with the diapiric motion. The ascent within the off-axis diapir was. however. 
non-adiabatic so that melting was more limited, resulting in lherzolitic instead of harz-
burgitic residues (McKenzie 1984, Nicolas 1986b). 
Based on the rolling mill model of Rabi11owicz et at. (1984, 1987), Mercier ct at. 
(1984) suggested that the basal lherzolites of the BOIC formed where the "off-axis" 
branch of mantle flow meets the diverging part of the on-axis branch. The numerical 
modelling predicts, however, that both branches meet at a depth of approximately 20 
km below the Moho, much deeper than the observed location of basallherzolites in 
TM. 
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As evidence for detachment structures from the TM section is equtvocal. the data 
from this massif alone are insufficient to develop a model for obduction. The detach-
ment history (i.e. the origin of units 4 and 6) will be discussed below after considering 
the data from the other massifs of the BOIC (Girardeau and Nicolas 1981, Suhr and 
Cawood, submitted) and constraints from the tectonic model for the extensional period. 
Fig. 6. 7. also gives an explanation for the preservation of hypersolidus rather than 
subsolidus microstructures in the TM mantle section. The region between the solidus of 
the pendotites and the base of the lithosphere may be called "subsolidus astheno-
sphere" . The particle paths for a given unit within the subsolidus asthenosphere are of 
different lengths. The shorter the path, the less intense will oe the subsolidus overprint 
of hypersolidus micrmtructures. As seen in Fig. 6.7. the path is shortest where the 
highest temperature microstructures are preserved, i.e. in unit 2 and unit 5 . In addition. 
at the boundary between mafic and ultramafic rocks near the Moho, deforrr.ation of the 
uppermost ultramafics will tend to partition into the marie cru~t due to rheological con-
straints (see se~tion 6. ~.3). This would enhance the preservation oi highest temperature 
microstructures in the uppermost mantle. 
If a pll~ition of the paleo-ridge to the north of the BOIC had been 11ferred (see. 
howe\er, the evidence in section 6.6), a scenario involving active spreading (unit 2) 
followed by passive spreading (unit 3) would be imp:ied. This is the normal case 
inferred for ophiolites. In the Oman ophiolite, forced flow is restricted to approximately 
20 km measured normal to the ridge and is then replaced by the regional plate driven 
tlow (Ceuleneer et at. 1988). The changeover occurs at about 500 m below the Moho in 
Oman, 6-700 m below the dunites (or 11-1200 m below the gabbros) in New Caledonia 
(Prinzhofer et al. 1980). Numerical modelling puts it at 2.5 km depth (Nicolas and 
Rabinowic2. 1984). The model of passive spreading for unit 3 would imply that spread-




Dewey (1978) . Consequently. either the trend of the fracture 1one or the tl\lW Jm:~:tton 
would have to be incorrect as movement of the plate at 40° across the fra~.· tun: wnc-
implies that the fracture zone is not stable. 
6.8 COI\SISTE~CY OF l~TERPRETATIO~ Willi OTHER MASSIFS FR0:\1 
THE BAY OF ISLANDS CO\IPLEX 
If passive spreading of unit 2 was replaced by active spreading of unit 3. then 
lithosphere which formed later than that in the TM massif would re~ord less or nothinr 
of the passive spreading structures. Such lithosphere may be preserved in mantk rocks 
of the southern massifs of the BOIC (Fig. 6.8). 
Data for the mantle section of NAM are very limited. Casey ( 1980) indicated that 
a change in the trend of the stretching lineation occurs in the upper part of the mantle 
section of NAM. It could relate to the unit 2/3 change. The trend of the lineations in 
the uppermost harzburgites and plastically deformed transtt.on zone is compatible with 
those of unit 2 (see also Dunsworth et al. 1986). A foliation pattern mapped by T. 
Calon in the uppermost harzburgites of NAM (unpubl. data. pattern shown in Neyens 
1986) is consistent with dextral shear. 
In the BMD massif. neither strctchmg lineations nor a shear sense comparable to 
unit 2 are present (Girardeau and Nicolas 1981 ). Lineations plunge to the northwest. 
the shear sense is sinistral apart from a narrow section of ill-defined movement direc-
tions below the gabbros. The bulk of the mantle section in the BMD massif appears 
thus related to unit 3 in TM. 
Structures and lithologtes in the LH massif are difficult to evaluate as they could 
be influenced by the proximity to a fracture zone (Karson and Dewey 1978, Kar!>on and 
El~hon 1987, Suhr et al.. in press) and possible rotations of the entire massif associated 
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Fig. 6.8. Possible correlation of structural units established in the Table Mountain section with the other massifs 







with the final emplacement (Williams and 1\talpas 1971. Karson dnd Dewey 1Q78. 
Casey et al. 198.~). Crustal structures (Karson and Dewey 1978. Karson 1 q77. 11.)71)) as 
well as at least the mantle structures in the southern LH (Dunsworth et al. 19Hh, Suhr 
et al., in press) are very peculiar and unlike those of the three other massifs. The LH 
massif will therefore not be considered here. 
Evidence for basallherzolites or at least signiticantly coarser grained. cpx-bcaring 
harzburgites exists also from the base of the three other massifs of the BOIC (Church 
and Riccio 1977, also pcrs. observ.). 
Data of the detachment-related structures in the BMD mass1f ind1catc a uniformly 
northward directed thrusting (Girardeau and Nicolas 1981. Suhr and Cawood. sub· 
mitted) . For NAI\1, no data for the basal sectaons are publishi.!d . In the eastern I.H. 
stretching lineations related to de.aLhment trend 350'' (Suhr and Cawood, submitted), 
i.e. are parallel to the dirl!ction of the fracture zone within the same massif. No shear 
senses were determined. 
6.9 POSITION OF THE ~IASSIFS AT TilE TI~IE OF DETACII:\IE~T A~D 
GEO~tETRY OF FORCED FLO\\' FIELD 
In section 6. 7.2 it was argued at what distances from the ridge axis different units 
of the TM mantle section \\ere accreted to the base oi the lithosphere. If the tempera-
ture at the basal decollement plane during initiation of detachment 1s known. the dis-
tance of the TM massif from the ridge at the time of derachment can also be estimated . 
Microstructural evidence supports I000°C for initiation of detachment, but nnt 
more than 900°C for freezing of the most basal peridotih:-; (i .e. the ultramylonites). 
The temperatures recorded by mineral equilibria in the metamorphic sole are as high as 
850°C (Malpas 1979a, McCaig 1983). This implies that temperatures of :'1e overlving 
peridotites were lying at least at around lOOO"C, even accounting for frictional heat 
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added during thrusting (Malpas 1979a). 
Pavlis ( 1986) evaluated the sigr.iticance of frictional heating during the formation 
of megathrusts. For olivine-dominated rheologies and independenr of the initiai tem-
peratures, frictional heating will result in temperatures of 900-950°C within a broad 
region around the decollment horizon as long as strain rates are above 4 cm/y. In 
contrast to the calculations of Malpas (1979a), time is not considered a critical con-
straint for the maximum temperatures reached at the decollment plane! Consequently, it 
could be argued that detachment may have been initiated at any temperature. only to 
reach 900-950°C due to frictional heating. However, initial detachment at lower tem-
peratures, say 750°C, would imply a prograde history for the basal peridotites. Pro-
grade relationships are not known from the mineral zoning patterns of the peridotites 
(Malpas 1979, McCaig 1983, section 5.5). Overall. the frictional heating argument 
needs furthl:r evaluation. 
Casey and Dewey ( 1934) suggested that original detachment horizons for ophio-
lites lay at a deeper level than the location of currently observed detachment structures. 
In their model, detachment was in:tiated along the hangingwall of a subduction zone. In 
the course of detachment, wedges of mantle became expelled as the dip of the subduc-
tion zone progressively shallowed due to attempted underplating of continental litho-
sphere. Given the rigidity of oceanic lithosphere, it appears highly unlikely that mantle 
wedges can simply be expelled: there is very little evidence for intra-plate deformation 
of oceanic lithosphere (Park 1988, p. 47). No lithological or structural discontinuities 
have been found within the TM mantle section. In addition, Nicolas (1989) showed that 
a subduction zone environment is too cold to represent anything similar to a meta-
morphic sCIIe. 
In summary. e;:vidence from microstructure and geothe;:rmometry indicates that 
temperatures during detachment were lying between 900 and l000°C. These tempera-
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tures closely coincid~ with the LAB at the time of spreading. It is intUitively favourable: 
to detach oceanic lithosphere along a rheological boundary (Boudier 11.)8:. 1988. Spray 
1984). The temperatures. however. also coincide with those which would be rearhed 
during frictional heating in olivme-dominated lithologies (Pavlis 19861. The tempera-
tures at initiation of detachment can therefore not safely be evaluated. As a conse-
quence, it is also difficult to make a statement about the time difference between 
cessation of spreading and initiation of detachment with thermal arguments alone. 
Isotopic evidence reviewed in section 1.3.3 suggests that this time di fkrence was 17 
my. or at least 10 my by accounting for the error range of the age determinations 
(Dunning and Krogh 1985). Evidence from the sedimentary record of the Humher Arm 
Allochthon and the Humber Zone was reviewed by Dunning and Krogh ( 1985). It indi-
cates that obduction of oceanic lithosphere must have occurred very shortly after forma-
tion of the BOIC . However. it is not possible to determine whether it was the BOIC 
itself which was abducted at this time. 
Spreading-related minl!ral stretching lineations within the BMD mass1f are trend-
ing northwest-southeast (Girardeau and Nicolas 1981 l. i.e. are nearly parallel to the 
trend of the ridge axis. Using this orientation. the distance of the massifs during 
cessation of spreading can be reconstructed as follows. 
Flow parallel to the ridge is common within ophiolites but is restricted to the 
vicinity of the ridge (Nicolas and Violette 1982. Ceulenccr ct al. I 988). Prt!scrvation of 
a singular. spreading-related tlow structure paralkl to the ridge requires that the BMD 
massif has been frozen in <lt the ridge. Otherv; isc, the flow structures would have been 
overprinted by return flow structures directed away from the ridge (as seen in the TM 
massif) when the massif was carried away from the ridge axis during continued spread-
ing. In other words. in any other position than near the ridge axis, stretchmg lineations 
from further down-section in the mantle sequence would have to show a component of 
flow orthogonal to the ridge due to the transform damming effect. In addition. flow 
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parallel to the ridge requires that the BMD massif was not located adjacent to the CC. 
The CC would have act.!d as J barrier for such flow and <.aused a deflection of tlow 
parallel to the CC as observed in the LH massif (Suhr et al. in press). Only the LH 
massif was thus positioned next to the CC (Karson and Elthon . 987). 
If the BMD massif was located very close to the ridge axis at the time of detach-
ment, the current distance between the BMD and TM massifs (70 km) represents also 
the distance of the Tl\1 massif from the ridge axis at the time of detachment. Using th1s 
distance it can be evaluat~d whl!thcr a model suggesting a temperature of det2chment 
between 900 and l000°C without any input from t'rictional heating is realistic at a::. In 
other words, the question is whether such a high temperature would still be present in 
the oceanic lithosphere at a distance of 70 km from the ridge axis at the detachment 
level observed within th~ TM mantle sectior. The base of unit 6 in T~vf is located at a 
lithospheric thickness of 12 km . By using the thermal model of Boudier et al. (1988) , 
the TM massif would have been located 56 km (for 1000° C) or 80 km (for 900°C) 
away from the ridge. The distance would increase to 70 km (for l000°C) if the thermal 
model of Chen and Morgan (1990) is used . The residual -heat-only model is thus ther-
mally feasible. 
The distances calculated from the thermal models would decrease if the spreading 
rate continuously decreased from 5 cm/y to 0 cm/y in the final stages of spreading. It is 
likely that the spreading rate has slowed down in the final extensional history of an 
oceanic basin as plates will not instantly stop moving. 
In summary. the TM massif shows well developed return flow structures and 
transform damming effects and thus was located at a considerable distance from the 
ridge axis when spreading ceased. The BMD masssif was located next to the ridge axis 
and away from a thermal boundary which would have deflected ridge-parallel flow. The 












Fig. 6.9. Flow fields inferred for the upper mantle of the Bay of Islands Complex during (a) passive and (b) active spreading. 
During (b), a forced ftow field did build up. The lithosphere, against which the asthenosphere was accreted, 
was weakly reactivated at this stage. Structures within the Lewis Hills do not conclusively allow a positioning of the 
massif to either the north or the south of the ridge axis. TM - Table Mountain; BMD - Blow Me Down 
Mountain; LH - Lewis Hills. 
Fig. 6.9 summarizes the information. The early structures in TM (unit 2) are 
related to the predominance of passive spreading (fig. 6.9a). Passive spreading was 
responsible for initially earring the TM massif away from the ridge al(is before the 
BMD massif was formed. Subsequently, a forced tlow field began to build up. It is 
related to an emerging diapir and its geometry can be derived from the flow lines of the 
BMD massif and unit 3 in TM (Fig. 6.9b). Down-section within unit 3, the slightly 
changing stretching lineations are a result of the transform damming effect. Funher 
down-section, the relationships in TM have been obscured by the structural overprint of 
unit 4 during detachment. The BMD massif froze in at the ridge and therefore does not 
record the transform damming effect. Fig. 6.9b also shows the position of the suspected 
off-axis diapir in TM. Fig. 6. 9b would represent the massif configuration during cessa-
tion of spreading and initiation of detachment (Fig. 6.9), though the time span between 
both events is difficult to evaluate. 
According to earlier interpretations (Karson and D~wey 1978, Casey et al. 1983, 
1985, Karson and Elthon 1987), the four massifs of the BOIC are gradational in struc-
ture and were linearly aligned in the oceanic environment. Structure and petrology of 
the LH and BMD massifs are. however, different enough to justify the separation of 
both massifs as shown in Fig. 6.9. The difference in structure even includes the later 
history of synclinal folding which is only developed in the three nonhern massiis but 
not in the LH massif (Karson 1979). The alignment of the three nonhern massifs 
together with the LH into their current position might thus be a very late feature. 
6.10 TECTONIC MODEL 
Due to the highly allochthonous setting of ophiolites, tectonic models concerning 
their environment of formation generally involve a large amount of speculation. Some 
boundary conditions are listed below: 
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(I) the BOIC is approximatdy ~0 my younger than the LPC (Dunning and 1\.wgh 
1985, Jenner et at., in press). and, according to the te~'tonie intcrpretatilm uf 
Karson and Dewey (197~). also postdates the western LH by the s.une <tge llif-
ference. 
(2) The contact between the western and eastern LH is undoubtedly of high 
temperature nature (Karson 1977) and thus relates to the O(eanic history of the 
LH massif. It is here acceptt:d that the contact constitutes a fra~:.·ture Lone or its 
aseismic extension so that its orienw.tion is paralkl to the spreading dirl'l'taon . 
(3) The Link Port Compkx has island arc aftinitics not rcllcc ~-:d in isotorl\: and 
geochemical data for the BOlC (Mal pas 1979b. knncr t:t al .. in press I. The 
pruximaty of igneous rocks with arc and MORB signature is atypical for mid · 
ocean ridge systems. A formation of the BOIC within an older tX:eanic terrane 
with arc aftinities is therefore prefcm:d. 
The overall tectonic ~t:tting \ isualizcd for the BOIC is a pull-apart basin which 
opened during dextral strike-slip deformation in an older oceanac lithosphere with arc 
affinities (the CC)(Fig. ti.lOa 1. The setting proposed is similar to that of Karson and 
Dewey ( 1978). A modem analogue is the Andaman Sea where subduction of the Indian 
Plate produced a marginal ocean basin. Stnke-slip tectomcs dominate at the suhduction 
site as wdl as within the marginal basin (Ct.rray et al. 1979). 
The pull-apart basin model allc.vs for: 
(l) rapid, passive opening and closing of an ocean; 
(2) presence of abundant. long fracture zone segments due to strike-slip dominated 
tectonics, connected by short segments of spreading ridges; 
(3) a high angle relationship between the trend of the ridge axis within the mar-
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Fig. 6.1 0. Tectonic setting of the Bay of Islands Complex during (a) oceanic spreading 
and (b) detachment. Inset In (b) shows movement of ophiolite during detachment 
(from Suhr and Cawood, In prep.). (c) Cross-section along line shown in (b). 
Note that within Inset of (c), massifs are projected Into plane of profile. Lewis Hills 
may also be located to north of ridge axis, aligned with BMD massif. For details, see text. 
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ings, both tectonic elements are parallel ~e . g . Weiss..:! 1981 ). 
(4) juxtaposition of young <Xeanic lithosphere (the BOlO against older. 
essentially unrelated litllosphere (the CC) along nne of the long fral·ture wne 
segments. This interpretation contrasts with those of KarSt.m and Dewey 
( 1978) and Casey d at. ( 1981, 1983. 1985) who sec the lithosphere of the CC 
as produced within the same tectonic setting as the BOIC lithosphere. 
In the model, dextral transcurrent faulting above a subduction zone led to passive 
opening of a small oceanic pull-apart basin. The pull-apart basin was contained within 
approximately 20 my old. oceanic lithosphere with arc affinities. The transcurrent fault -
ing within the marginal basin was probably favoured by oblique subduction (J.mard 
1986). Later, due to changl.!s in the plate contiguration outside the basin, the opening 
rate decreased. Given the tectonic modds of Newfoundland (e.g. Williams I Q79). the 
subduction zone may have been located in the northeast of the marginal basin (Fig. 
6.10b) . Attempted subduction of continental lithosphere (!hi! North American craton) 
led to basin-closure anJ detachmer.t. 
6.11 DET ACII:\IE:\T HISTORY 
The detachment hisrory of the BOIC has recently been addressed by Suhr and 
Cawood (submitted) . Their considerations are summarized below. In order to dcta.:h 
oceanic lithosphere from the oceanic environment . the <Xeanic lithosphere must be 
broken along three sides in addition to a basal decollement horizon. The three sides 
represent a frontal and two lateral ramps. Four tectonic settmgs are considered likely to 
act as lateral or frontal ramps to break the lithosphere: 
(I) the spreading ridge (Boudier et at. 1982, 1988); 
(2) transform faults (Karson and Dewey 1978, Casey and Dewey 1984, Dewey and 
Shackelton 1984 ); 
(3) the contact between marginal basin and surrounding older lithosphere (Karig 1982); 
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(4) the seaward side of subduction zones, where shear fractures due to bending of the 
lithosphere might assume thrust geometries and cause obduction (Nicolas and LePi-
chon 1980). 
The inferred proximity of the BOIC to the ridge and a transform fault/fracture 
zone environment suggest that both may have played a major role during detachment. 
Karson and Dewey ( 1978) and Casey and Dewey (1984) suggested :hat detachment 
occurred by west- to northwest-directed movement of the BOIC which led to thrusting 
of the BOlC on top of the CC along the fracture zone. 
The structurally most simple, and therdore most reliable detachment structures 
exist at the base of the BMD massif. Data from this massif indicate that detachment 
occurred by northward directed thrusting (Girardeau and Nicolas 1981, Suhr and 
Cawood, submitted). The northward anovement implies that the fracture zone acted 
largely as a later ramp to obduction . In addition to this maior movement, several other, 
detachment-related structures have to be explained: (i) stru;;tural complexities 
encountered in the basal section of the TM massif; (ii) southwestward movement of unit 
4 in TM; (iii) unusually abundant and complex lithospheric structures at high levels of 
th~ ocea!1ic crust (transition zone) in the southern LH massif (Suhr and Cawood. sub-
mittetJ). 
Suhr and Cawood (submitted) thus infer a short, early motion towards the ridge, 
indicated in the southwest-directed thrusting of unit 4 in TM as well as structures in the 
southeastern LH (Fig. 6 . 10b,c). Only in unit 4 of TM was this motion protected from 
later overprint due to its higher level position. The initial detachment motion used the 
weakness oi the plate boundary along the ridge to break the lithosphere (Fig. 6.10c). At 
this stage, the LH massif, which was either positioned immediately to the south (as 
shown in Fig. 6.10c) or north of the ridge, constituted the leading edge of obduction. 




northward-dipping d~tachm~nt plan~ (wh!~h could have been the L\B). Similarly. in 
the Oman ophiolite, initially west-directed thrusting moving towards the ridge was 
deflected into north-south trending. strike-slip movements due to the devation of the 
LAB near the ridge. However, in Oman, the ridge was later overridden (Boudicr ct al. 
1988). 
In the BOlC, however, the detachment direction changed and was directed 
towards 350° as indicated regionally in the Blow Me Down massif. Complex movement 
patterns expected at the tum-around stage are seen in u'lit 6 of TM as wdl as in the 
southern LH. At the turn·around stage or during the northward thrusting. the ophiolite 
was moved onto the CC . Evidence for this can be set:n in ductildy accn:tt:d slivers of 
CC-type lithosrhere to the base of the ophi0litc in the LH during early detadunent 
(Suhr and Cawood. Sl;bmitted; . During northward mowment, the litho~phcrc to the 
north of the BOIC must have been broken. Possibly, the boundary bet~ccn the pull-
apart basin (young. buoyant oceanic lithosphere) and the 20 my older surrounding 
oceanic litho!;phere (dense. thick oceanic lithosphere) was used (Fig . 6.10c). Breabgc 
and subse-quent thrusting might have been facilitated by the presence of listric , exten-
sional faults in the older oceanil.: lithosphere dating irom the extensional period. 
Fig. 6.10b also shows the different obduction paths taken by the LH mas-;if and 
the three other massiis due to their varying distance to the "cold wall" of the CC. Suhr 
and Cawovd (submitted) show that this is reflected in different style'i of accretion at the 
ba!;e of the ophiolite during detachment. 
6.12 FURTHER ASPECTS 
6.12.1 Model for the formation of unit 5 and basal lherzolites 
The structural change from unit 4 to unit 5 is characterized by the following 
trends: 
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- the foliation becomes steeper and the stretching lineation changes; 
- progressively down-section within unit 5, the mineral shape fabric becomes weaker 
and melt impregnations are present and undeform~d; 
-the uniform shear sense within unit 4 is lost in the TU; 
- lithological banding is multiply deformed and detines an apparent syniormal structure 
which is not clearly related to the ioliation; 
- the grain size becomes coarser, clinopyroxene more abundant and gecx:hemically the 
peridotites of unit 5 are less depkted than those of unit 4; 
- orthopyroxcnite dykes are nearly absent in unit 5. cross-cutting dunites are very rare. 
All changes arc gradational. They are mterpreted in a model oi underplating oi a 
diapir at the base oi the litho~phere (Fi5. 6. 11 ). The lithc.logical banding relates to flow 
structures of the diapiric roof modi tied ~y detachment- rdated strain of units 4 and 6 . 
The foliation in unit 5 is a relatively !ate. high temperature ieature associatl.!d with 
underplating. The TU is the zone where remnant structures typi..:al ior unit 5 are pre-
served but overprinted by higher strain in the diapiri.; rooi or. alternati\·eiy, associated 
with detachment. 
The off-axis nature oi the diapir is derived from the palinspastic reconstruction 
which indicates that during accretion of unit 5, the mantle sequence must have been 
positioned - 50 km off the ridge axis (Fig. 6.llb). Unless a component ojvenical 
(diapiric) motion is invoked. it is extremely difficult to explain the preservation of pris-
tine melt impregnation features during extended return flow . During simple return 
tlow. the particle paths intersects progressi\'ely cooler isotherms and indicates cooling 
under constant pressure. not fusion. 
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Fig. 6.1 1 . (a) Scnematic geological profile through the base of the Table 
Mountain mantle section. Heavy line represents litholog1ca· banding. the 
orientation of which appears only weakly modifieo by detacnment stra1n. 
(b) Tectonic situation associated with format;on of uM 5 Isotherms 
' 
(not shown) are parallel to lithosphere - asthenospnere boundary. As a 
result, particle paths along the main mantle upwelling are retrograde. They 
cannot explain in-situ melt i'T1pregnation features preserved in un1t 5. 
Consequently, a steep particle path (diapiric) is suggested for untt 5. The 
pending of a diap.r at the base of the lithosphere may also explain 
the orientation of the banding shown in (a) . 
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The less dcpletl:d chemistry of units 5 and 6 is explained in th1s model as due to 
non-adiabatic ascent of the mantle associdted with the diapir. The strong chemical 
gradient between units~. 5 and 6 is thus the result of juxtaposition of two mantle 
sequences having experienced a different partial melting history. 
The absence of orthopyroxenite dykes is ronsi~tent with this interpretation. as it 
was inferred that orthopyroxenite dyk.:s intruded largely in the time interval between 
the accn:tion of units 2 and 3. At the time of the major period of intrusion of the dykes, 
the mantle section of unit 5 was spatially separated from the region of orthopyroxenite 
dyke: emplacement (Fig. 6. 7). 
Low strain of unl[ 5 results from the shor!l·r main path of the peridotites. Unit 5 
might not have been affected b~ detadment strain of unit -L as the former is rheologi-
cally harder due to higher amounts of orthopyroxene conpared to the more depleted 
unit 4. 
More lherzolitic rocks also occur at the base of the three southern massifs of the 
BOIC. It is diilicult to make a single Jiapir responsible for all these more lherzolitic 
r0eks. As the basal lherzolites are the last material to be accreted to the lithosphere 
before detachment occurred. thl!y must retlect conditions of very limited extension, i.e. 
very low spreading rates. It is suggested that the basal lherzolites in the other massifs of 
th~ BOIC are the result of non-adiabatic mantle upwelling prevailing during thl dying 
stages of an ocean ridge system (see 6.13). 
6.12.2 Model to explain the spatial discrepancy between unit 2.'3 boundary and 
shear sense reversal 
The change of the stretching lineation from unit 2 to unit 3 has so far been 
equated with the shear sense reversal from dextral to sinistral. However, the boundaries 
between the two domains ot different stretching lineations and different shear senses do 
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not spatially coincide prccisdy. The following modd is proposed to~o.:xplain t h~o.· sp;ttt.tl 
discrepancy. 
During dextral shearing of umt ~. the :·oliatiun wtll be at a small ;mgk to the 
actual flow plane indkated by the olivine lattice fabric (Fig . 6 . l~a). The structural dat;t 
and the model suggest that the dextrally sheared peridotites with a stretching lineation 
trending :'IJ~0°E were overprir.ted by ~inistral shear using u rt'f!' similar.f1ow plam• w1th 
a stretching lineation trending N~O " W. The arrangement between f,,liation and !low 
plane needed to record a ~H11Stral shear sense in a microstnK·ture .. -: ~hown \lO the right 
side of Fig. 6.12a. 
During the reversal shown in Fig. 6.12. the ~hear plane remains the s;une (or 
nearly so). Therefore. it inswmlv represems 1he srahle .rlow plant' also after the re\ er-
sal. In order to determi:1e th~ she.~r s-:n'>e . ihe "proper" f(lliation orientation is needl..'d . 
The foliation is determined using sp1nel and onhopyrnxen~..· grains. Fig . tl.l :o 
demonstrat~s that these tWL' phases r1ay rea..:t to the sh~..·ar sense reversal eitncr '1) 'Yn · 
thetic or antithetic shear us:ng their preferred mmk of ddormat1on 1 ~lip. rig1d transl;t· 
tion. ~). Synthetic shear requires very large strains. Antithetic sh~..·ar movement. 
which is probably preferred (Etchecupar 1977), needs only very low strain. It would be 
facilitated by a pure shear component durin~ d~format ion. It also requires. how~\er . 
tt:at pyroxene or spinel grains rotate through the plane of tinitc cxt~..·nsional ~tr:· n in 
Nder for a dextral shear sense to be recorded . This i~ not pussibk. 
Only increasing strain during sinistral shear. recorded down-section within umt .\ 
will allow the microstructure to reorganize sufficiently to adapt in such a way to the 
dominant movement sense that the proper shear sense can be determined also micro-
structurally . The strain required for this reorganization is probably h1gher than that 
necessary to reorient the stretching lineation by 40°. The stretching lineation thus tracks 















































neutral shear sense as 
foliation parallel to flow plane 
Fig. 6.12. Model explaining the sluggish behaviour of the microstructural shear sense method used in this work 
to adjust to a shear sense reversal. During the reversal, the flow plane is kept constant. (a) Relative orientation 
of the foliation to the flow plane indicates the shear sense. The foliation is indicated by orthopyroxene or spinel grains 
shown as dotted grains or grains with horizontal ruling. The flow plane is determined with olivine petrofabrics 
and olivine dislocation walls. In (b) it is shown, that the foliation may adjust either by synthetic or antithetic 
shear to a shear sense reversal. Details of (b) are explained in text. 
sense still records the old event. 
Consistent with this interpr~tat:on. neutral shear senses han~ fn:quc:ntly h~·cn 
measun:d in the area of the dextral-sinistral inversion. Flexure-type mc:soscopi~· hlllls of 
the banding indicating sinistral shear are present within the dextral microstnK·ture 
domain, demonstrar.ing the sluggishness of the mk-rostructural shear sense method to 
adapt to the new conditions. 
In summary, it IS suggested that under certain circumstances the mtcrostructural 
method to determine mo\'ement senses used in this thesis may have a high amount of 
memory for a she1.r sense dating fwm an carl y phase of de r"ormation. 
6.13 CO~CLL'SIO~S 
Conventionally, ophiolite formation has been st:en as a two stage history involvmg 
a fully extensional phase of oceanic spreading which was followed by a compn:sstonal 
obduccion ,:,ent. Age constraints from the ophiolitic rod~-. of tnl.! BOIC (Dunning and 
Krogh 1985, Jenner et al.. in pre:>'>) and the associ .. 1led metamorphic sole (Williams and 
Oali:neyer 1975), the high temperature nature of the metamorphic sole (Williams and 
Smyth 1973, Mal pas 1979a, ~tcCai5 1983), and the nature and age of sedimentary 
rocks within the Humber Arm Allochthon (reviewed in Dunning and Krogh 1985) are 
consistent with the model that both events must have ;·':)llowed each other rapid! y. Due 
to the difticulty in evaluating the amount of strain heating during detachment, it is not 
possible to argue whether detachment followed immediately after spreading or whether 
both events were separated by a few million years. 
The orientation of spreading-related mineral stretchmg lineations in the BMD 
massif strongly suggests that the BMD massif was located at the site of the ridge during 
cessation of spreading and therefore also during initiation of detachment. At the time of 
detachment. the TM massif was less than 100 km from the ridge axis. The BOIC must 
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record the last ac..cretJonary stages of the spreading history of an ocean basin. It can be 
shown that lithology and structure of the mantle section of the BOIC is consistent with 
formation during a decreasing spreading. This would also set the required tectonic 
scene for detachment. Four stages can be distinguished in the evolutionary history of 
the BOIC. 
Stage I: high spreading rate, adiabatic upwelling 
Fully extensional conditions are realized during plate driven flow of unit 2 in TM. 
Microstructures record low stresses which militate against any signiticant stress concen-
trations during passive spreading. Possibly enhanced by the !ack of stress concentra-
tions, harzburgites are apparently able to retain a consiJerable amount of trapped melt 
which results in a distinct geochemical signature. 
Stage 2: decreasing spreading rate, adiabatic upwelling 
Forced flow from an emerging diapir is con~idered responsible for the structure of 
unit 3. The far-reaching forced tlow tield of th is diapir U5-50J..:m from the ridge) com-
pared to the Oman ophiolit.: (20 km, Ceulene~r et al. 19~8J as well as the steeper LAB 
in th.! basal part of unit 3, may be the result of a decreasing spreading rate cou.1led with 
continued mantle upwelli:1g (st:e oelow). Harzburg1tes (i.e. not lherzolites) did form 
synchronously at the ridge axis (peridotites of the BMD massit) and suggest that mantle 
upwelling was still adiabatic (Boudier and Nicolas 1985, Nicolas 1986b). 
It is suggested that the decreasing spreadirg rate was imposed onto the BOIC 
spreading centre due to external plate reorganizations. However. the rate of mantle 
upwelling did not react imm~diately to changes in the passive spreading rate. This slug-
gish behaviour was caused by a melr column of several tens of kilometres height which 
existed at the time below the ridge (McKenzie 1984). It exerted an additional force to 
drive mantle upwelling (Rabinowicz et al . 1984, 1987. Scott and Stevenson 1989) and 
active spreading. 
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The more lithospheric microstructures of unit J compared to umt :! may indicate 
that stress LOncentrations are more like!~ to occur during forced !low conditions than 
during the more laminar tlow of passive spreading. Higher -tresses during tectl)nic 
freezing of unit 3 might also have been responsible for the e11icient melt removal and 
therefore more depkted gexhemil:al signature of unit 3 compared to untt ~. 
Stage 3: slow spreading rate. non-adiabatic upwelling 
More restricted spreading conditions are s~en in the lherwlitic base of the BO!C. 
These peridotites represent the products of non-adiabatic ascent of upper mantle. In 
addition, the off-axis diapirism of unit 5 in TM may have been caused by diffuse mant le 
upwelling during restricted passive extension. It is currently not clear whether a 
decreasing spreading rate lt:ads to incrcas~.:d ( G iran.kau and Mercin 1988. Scott and 
Stevenson 1989) or decreased (Nicolas and Rabinowicz 198~. Ch~.:n and Morgan 1990) 
channeling of mantle up-tlow beneath a ridg.:. 
Thick dunite sequences are developed in the B:\.1;) and LH massifs, i.c. in the 
massifs inferred to have been located near or at the nd\!1.'. The dunitc-; may reflect the 
restricted extension . Dunitts are related to either tntcm~: rnclt pcrwlation (replacement 
modd of dunites) or fractionat ion (magmatic model) at the base of thl! Moho. Both fea-
tures will be enhanced if spreaJit.g is insufticil.!nt tu accommodate melt production so 
that melt ponds at the base of the crust instead of ~:ntering the crust or erupting at the 
seatloor. 
Stage 4: Negative spreading rate. no upwelling 
This configuration is characteristic for detachment. Dcta(hmcnt tectonics arc com-
plex and appear to have involved a short southward movement before the major north-
ward-directed thrusting. Blockage of the inttial southward movement might have 
occurred by the elevated LAB ncar the ridge (Boudier et al. 1988), enhanced by a 
surplus of melt production with respect to the associated spreading rate in the final 
accretionary stages of the spreading centre. 
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In the introduction to this thes1s, the impressive correlation between mid-ocean 
ridge systems, geophysical models for oceanic lithosphere formation , and ophiolites 
was emphasized. Within this chapter, however, tt is concluded that the Bay of Islands 
Complex may differ from ocean ridges in one important aspect. Whereas mid-ocean 
ridges are characterized by constant spreading rates over a long period of time, the Bay 
of Island Complex may represent a very transient spreading regime. It is characterized 
by a decreasing spreading rate and associated deviations from adiabatic upwelling. 
While numerical modelling of mantle tlow is based on constant spreading rates or con-
stant extensional forces, a model involvmg decreasing spreading rates may be more 
realistic for certain ophiolitic mantle sequences. 
Rec~ntly some of the crustal signatures vi the Oman ophiolite have been inter-
preted to rellect the dying stages of a spreading system (Emewein et at. 1988. Reuber 
et at. 1988). 
The suggested tectonic setting of the BOIC is a pull-apart basin formed during 
dextral strike-slip movements within older oceanic lithosrhere with arc signature . This 
setting is very similar to the one suggested by Karson and Dewey 13 years ago. Con-
trary to the interpretation of Karson and Dewey, however, the LH and the BMD 
massifs are here both IC'Catec! very close to the ridge axis, detachme'1t is thought to have 
occurred mainly northward and not westward and the fracture zone appears to have jux-
tapost:d the BOIC against genetically unrelated oceanic lithosphere of the CC. 
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APPE~DIX A: PAGE-1:\TE:\SIVF. FIGL'RES. 
rn the following 27 pages, figures related to main body of text are presented. The 
figures have. however, been moved to the Appendix, as they contain information not 
cru~ial for the understanding ot the text. On the other hand, by retaining them in the 
text, chapters 2 and 5 would have become highly disintegrated. 
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Figs. A2.1 - A2.17 (following pages). Stereographic projections (equal a~ea. lower 
hemisphere) of data from structural elements of the Table Mountain Massif, listed 
according to Stn1ctural units. A constant counting circle was used for contouring. 
Therefore, density values are not comparable between data sets containing different 
number of measurements. Only the location of the density maxima is used for interpre-
tations in this thesis. 
Unit designations are as follows: 1 -unit I; 2- unit 2; 3- unit 3; 3
115
- unit 3, high 
temperature shear zones; 4 - unit 4; TU - transition unit; 5 - unit 5: 6,
5 
- unit 6. early 
high strain fabric; 611s - unit 6, later high strain fabric; 6n. - unit 6, ultramylonite; 6.w -
unit 6, faulted sliver in northeastern part of massif: AMP - amphibolites in continuous 
belt of metamorphic sole. 
Symbols within stereonets have the following meaning: open square - location of maxi-
mum density of data; circle wi::1 cross - pole to best tit great circle; black triangle 
(within Fig. A2. 7) - mean stretching lineation of the same unit; black circle (within Fig. 
A2.9)- mean foliation of the same unit. For fold axes of dykes (Fig . A2 . 13): crosses-
orthopyroxenites dykes; dots - clinopyroxenite dykes. 
Number of m?.asurements is indicated in lower left corner of each diagram. All con-
tours are in % of 1% area. Contour levels are at 2% intervals starting at I%. i.e. 
1,3,5,7% ~- ~ceptions are li.fred he/ow: 
Fig. A2.1 Foliations. Unit 5- contours at 3.5.9,13%: unit 6~, - contours at .~.5.9,11 %; 
Amp- contours at 3,7,11,15,19o/.. 
Fig. A2 . ~ Mineral Lineations. Unit 311s- contours at 5.9,1),19,25%: unit 5 - contours 




Fig. A2.3 Data of Unit 2'. Foliations - contours at 3,5. 7,11, 13,17, 19,21. 25%; mineral 
lineations -contoursat 3,5,9,11,15,17%. 
Fig. A2.4 Data of unit 3'. Foliations- contours at 3,7,9,13,17,19%; mineral lineations 
- contours at 5. 9,13, i 7.23,27 .31%. 
Fig. A2.6 Axial Planes. Unit 311,- contours at 5.11.17,21,27,33%: unit 4- contours at 
3, 7, 13, 17.21 ,25,29,33,37%. 
Fig. A2.9 Orthopyroxentte dykes. Unit I -contours at 3, 7,9.13%. 
Fig. A2.12 "Inflection dykes". Unit 3 - contours at 3, 9, 13 , 17,21 ,25%. 
Fig. A2.14 Boudin-elongations. Unit 3 - co.1tours at 3,5, 7,11, 13 ,17,21%. 
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Fig. A5.1 . (a) Comparison of Al203 determinations of peridotite 
after acid dissolution and dissolution by flux. 
(b) Comparison of CaO determinations in peridotite using atomic 
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calibration with 531N-8 (chromitiferous spinel) 
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Fig. A5.2. Correction scheme for spinel microprobe data. 
See text for details. 
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Fig. A5.3. Core-rim ratios of various mineral chemical parameters in spinel. 
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Fig. A5.6. Spatial distribution of selected mineral chemical parameters. 
Dotted line - structural unit boundaries; shaded area - massive dunites; 
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Fig .. ~5.7. Mineral chemistry variation diagrams (following pages). 
LEGEND 
UPPER DIAGRAMS 
1,2, .. 6 - harzburgite or lherzolite from Table Mountain massif, number ind'cates 
structural unit 






- ultramafic ultramylonite from base of Table Mountain peridotites 
- layered cumulate rocks from Table Mountain 
- Springers Hill harzburgites 
- harzburgttes from eastern Lewis Hills mantle section 
- harzburgite from sliver accreted to base of eastern Lewis Hills mantle section 
- layered ultramafic cumulates from profile NA 93 in North Arm Mountain 
(Komor et al. 1985) 
49W - mainly wehrlltes of layered ultramafic currulate profile NA 49-50 
(Eithon et al. 1984) 
490 - dunites from layered ultramafic cum .:late profi le NA 49-50 
(Eithon et al. 1984) 
LHI -intrusive per jOtites from the Lewis Hills fT'Iassif (Smith and Elthon 1988) 
LOWER DIAGRAMS 
MT - main trend of Table Mountain mantle peridotites. Excluaes samples 
from unit 1.2. transition zone. and ultramyloMes as well as isolated 
data points 
U1,2 ·range defined by samples from unit 1 and 2 , excluding TZ 
TZ • range defined by samples from transttion zone (op .-free peridotites. marked x) 
SH • range defined by samptes from Springers Hill (only where distinct) 
UMC · range defined by fields 93, 49W, 490, i.e. layered ultramafic cumulates 
INSETS 
PPM - progressive partial melting trend, inferred from MT-field ' 





- olivine fractionation trend 
- possible melt-mixing trend 
_j 
L or ? apparent 
trends 
- melt infiltration trend, inferred from U1 ,2-field 
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Fig. A5.7c. L.D. (in upper diagram) - limit of detection. 
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Fig. AS. 7e. For legend see first page of figure. 
Note that for the field 'TZ', two data points were not 
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Fig. AS. 7f. For legend see first page of figure. 
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APPENDIX B: GEOCHE:\IIC.-\L METHODS A~D TABLES 
8.1. Whole Rock Analysis 
Whole rock major eleml!nt analyst , -J.it'r..: performed after acid dissolution on a 
Perkin Elmer atomic absorption spectrometer at Memorial University. The samples 
were prepared in a steel crusher followed by grinding in an agate holder. Dissolution of 
O.lOOOg of the sample was performed with a combination of HF, H,BO, and H:O. P:O, 
was determined by colorimetry. Loss of ignition represents the weight-loss after heating 
for several hours at 1000° C. In a few samples, ferrous iron was determined by titra-
tion with ammonium sulphate. 
The HF-dissolution method was, howl.!vcr, nut able to dissolve the rnajonty of the 
spinel grains. This could be shown by comparing Cr:01 values determined wcH:hcmi-
cally by AAS with values from the non-destructive X-ray fluorescence (XRF) method. 
Through the initiative of Steven Edwards, several samples were re-analyzed at the 
Newfoundland Department of Mines and Energy, Mineral Development Division. using 
a fusion method for dissolving the peridotites. 
In the fusion method (S. Edwards, written comm.), 0 .5g of lithium me!.aboratc 
(LiBOJ and O.lg of sample are heated for one hour in a graphite crucible. The melt 
bead is transferred into a cJntainer with 25m of HCl (4%) and 5 ml of concentrated 
HF and is stirred for I '12 hours. at 90°C. After adding 50 ml of saturated boric acid 
(50g/l), the solution is heated for another 90 minutes at the same temperature. The sol-
ution is then allowed to cool, transferred to 100 ml tlasks, and filled up exactly to that 
volume. Analyses is performed by atom1c absorption spectroscopy (AAS). Matrix 
correction occurs with internal standards. The detection limit is 0.02 wt.%. 
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As can be seen from Fig. A5.la1, Al;03 is significantly higher using the flux 
method compared to the acid dissolution. The correlation appears linear over the range 
of the AI:O.-values present. A best fit line for the relationship yields wt% Al:01 (flux) 
= 1.42 wt% Al:01 (acid dissolution). The determination of reference sample PCC-1 
suggests that the flux data are more reliable (Fig.A5.la, Tab. B-1 ). Al:01-data which 
have not been determined with the flux method, have been recalculated using the corre-
lation of Fig. A5.la. The new Al:01 values have been used together with Cr:01 and 
NiO data (see below) to calculate a new sum (SUM 2. Tab. A5.1) for the maJor 
clement analysis. 
The elements Ni, Ca, Cr. V and Ti were determined on pressed powder pellets by 
X-ray florescence (XRF). A ~omparison of CaO determined by XRF with CaO deter-
mined by acid dissolution shows a generally good agreement (Fig. A5.lb. Tab. B-1). 
CaO of PCC-1 determined by AAS lies closer to the recommended value than CaO 
J~:termined by XRF and is preferred. 
The very low Ti-values in the region of several tens of ppm (Tab. A5. 1) have 
been determined on a special, low-Ti calibration on the XRF. While an exact calibra-
tion of the instrument is difticult due to a lack of precisely determined reference 
material, hac kg round and peak-shape of Ti are free of interferences and allow an 
accurate peak measurement. The Ti-data should be seen mainly as relative abundance 
values (Geoff Veinott, pers. comm.). 
1 Note that Figs .. \5.1 and A5.2 are located within the figure collection of Appendix 
A. 
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8.2. Mineral Chemical Anal~·ses 
The mineral chemical data were determined with a JEOL JXA-50A electron 
microprobe at the Department of Earth Sciences, Memorial University. This wave-
length dispersive instrument is equipped with three spectrometers. Analytical conditions 
were as followed: accelerating voltage 15 kV, beam current 22 nA. counting time ~0 
sec or 40.000 counts (whatever was reached tirst). beam diamctre for focused analy~is 
1-2 micrometres. for defocused analysis appm;..:imatdy 20 micrometrcs. Data were cor-
rected using the semi-empirical "alpha"-corrections. Calibration of the instrument was 
done with minerals of known composition. Care was taken to calibrate on materials 
whose major components closely matched those of the phases to be analy11.:d. Calibra· 
ticns were checked numerous times be(ore and during analysis with other minerals of 
known composition. 
As c1n be seen from Tab. B-2 (see footnote on previous page), prccisi~.m and 
accuracy are generally good for the siiicates. Calcium and aluminum in orthopyroxene 
are, however, o;ystematically too low compared to the recommended value of J-OPX 
(Tab. B-2c). 
S ~-inels were analyzed using two different calibrations. one for aluminous spinels 
using reference mineral SPIN-B, the other for chromitifcrous spinels using 5JIN-H. As 
can be seen from Tab. A5.3a, anulysis of aluminous spinel SPIN·B with a chromitifcr-
ous spinel calibration (and vice versa) led to very significant errors. As a result, .tnaly· 
sis of unknown spinels with intermediate AI and Cr values yidded 'lery different 
compositions depending upon which calibration was employed. In order to circumvent 
the problem, a correction scheme was developed. It assumes a non-linear intrcase of 
the error of a given element from the value measured for SPIN-B with a SPIN-B cali · 
bration (taken to be zero) to SPIN-B with a 531N-8 calibration and vi~.:e versa (Fig. 
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A5.2). Spinel data were corrected using this scheme where necessary. Errors for 
spinels with intermediate compositions could be reduced though were not entirely elim-
inated. Ferric iron in spinel was calculated from total iron assuming spinel stoichio-
metry. 
The limit of detection CL. D.) is considered to be three times the standard deviation 
of the background. It was evaluated recently for the MUN microprobe by Mengel 
(1987) and lies typically in the rangeof0.03% wt%. Empirically, values above 0.05 
wt% of an oxide became reproducible ~ithin 0.02 wt% if the analyses were repeated 
several times. The limit of quantitication is genc.:raily considered as being 3.3 times the 
value of the L.D. Concentrations between 0.03 and 0.10 wt. % should thus be inter-
preted only qualitatively. In the diagrams of Figs. A5.6 and A5.7 values forTi and 
sometimes Na are plottl.!d c.!\ en where they are below the L.D. This was done in order 
to demonstrate the relative abundance of samples with measureable Ti versus those 
without measureable Ti . 
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Tab. B-1 (following two pages). Whole rock maj or and trac~ ~h:mcnt data from !he 
analyzed samples of the Bay of Islands Compie"<. For details sec ApJX:ndix B. I. Fep,• 
- total iron determined as ferric iron. 
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Tab . 8-1 
s~leM remark Si02 Ti02 A 1203 f~203t MnO M;O CaO Na20 IC20 P205 LOI SUM1 
=~===%==~= :a::::zac: :::::::::::zzz:a•zz:a::::::: ::::::::::::::s:::sz::::::::::::::s:: :::::::::: 
C863A 40.20 0. 00 0.34 7.39 0 . 11 1.0.66 0 .36 0. 03 0 . 00 0.00 10.09 99 .18 
LH 7 CaCOP 36 . 50 0.00 0 . 12 7.55 0.10 41.35 1 .24 0. 03 0.00 0.02 11.94 98.85 
lH 73 36.90 0.00 0.20 7.48 0.10 41.35 0.30 0. 02 0 . 00 0.00 13.32 99.67 
LH 87 38. ~0 0.00 0 . 18 7.80 0 . 11 1.2 .42 0 .46 0.03 0 . 00 0 . 01 11.08 100. 19 
TM 58 .24 38 . 80 0.00 0 . 52 7.48 0 . 10 42 .44 0.68 o.o• 0.00 0.00 8 .43 98.46 
TM 82 . n 38.00 0.00 0 . 48 7.39 0.10 39.47 0.95 0.01 0. 00 0 . 01 11 . 92 98 . 33 
TM 107 36.30 0.00 0 . 14 7.69 0.10 41 .05 0.22 0 .02 0.00 0.00 13 . 26 95.78 
TM 216 39.00 0.00 0 . 60 7.27 0.10 39 .51 0 . 73 0 .01 0.00 0 . 01 11.90 99.13 
TM 233.10 36.70 0.00 0 . 32 7.85 0.10 41 .84 0 .38 0. 01 0.00 0 . 00 11.90 99 . 10 
TM 245 41.80 0.04 1.60 8 .20 0.12 39 .60 1.94 0.03 0.00 0.00 6.87 100.20 
TM 290 36 . 30 o.co 0.30 7.82 0.11 41 .87 0 .50 0. 02 0.01 0.00 11 .82 98.75 
TM 315 36 . 7u 0.00 0 . 18 7.26 0.10 41.48 0.18 0. 02 0.01 0 . 00 12.42 98.35 
TM 458 35 . 90 0.00 0 . 16 7.64 0 . 10 41 .U 0.30 0 .01 0.00 0.01 13.43 99 . 02 
TM 496 38.60 0.00 0 . 24 7.82 0.11 43 . n 0.30 0.01 0 . 01 0 . 00 8.19 99 . 05 
TM 509 39 . 40 0.00 0 . 88 7.58 0.11 39.12 1 .68 0.02 0 . 01 0.02 9 . 72 98.54 
TM 534 40 . 40 0.00 1.16 7.73 0.10 37 .93 1 .83 0. 02 0.00 0 . 00 9.57 98 . 74 
TM 564 39.30 0. 00 0 . 50 7.67 0 . 10 39.90 o.n 0. 01 0.00 0.01 10 .9S 99 . 16 
TM599 39 . 30 0.00 0.86 7.88 0.11 38 .91 1 . 32 0.02 0.00 0.00 9.80 98 . 20 
TM 613 41 . 40 0.00 1.36 7.97 0 . 10 38. 52 1 . 73 0.03 0 . 00 o.::o 8.44 99 . 55 
TM 676 37.10 0.00 0 . 30 7.31 0 . 10 41.00 0 .48 0.01 0.00 o.;;o ~2 .83 99 . 13 
TM 749 38.40 0.00 0 . 60 7.07 0 . 10 40.5~ 0 . 59 0.02 0 . 00 0.00 11 . 45 98 . 78 
TM n4 39.50 o.co 0 . 50 7.33 0.10 40 .44 0 .58 0.01 0.00 0.00 11 . 13 99 . 59 
TM 827 38 . 50 0. 00 0.90 1.n o. 10 40.11 1.11 0.01 0.00 0. 10 9 . 73 98.18 
TM 869 37 . 80 0.00 0 . 36 7.61 0. 10 39.58 0.86 0.03 0 . 00 0.01 12 .86 99.21 
TM 884 40 . 00 0.00 0.76 7.83 0. 11 40.00 1.26 0. 03 0 . 00 0 . 01 9 . 16 99 . 16 
TM 941 38 . 70 0.00 1. 72 7.59 o. 12 38 . 17 2 .34 0. 28 0 .03 0. 15 9 . 56 98 . 66 
TM 966 ~i te 
TM 1029.11 42 . 30 0.00 2 .1.4 8 .18 0. 12 37 .40 2 .92 0.1 4 0.00 0 . 01 4 . 76 98 . 27 
TM 1043 . 2 39.80 0.00 0 .88 7.16 0 . 10 39 .20 1 . 76 0. 03 0 .00 0 . 01 9 . 56 98 . 50 
TM 1062 40.40 0.00 1.20 8.69 0. 1 1 40.40 2.10 0.07 0 . 00 0 . 00 4 . 30 97.27 
TM 1065 3\' . 80 0.00 0 . 72 7.64 0.11 40. 39 1.01 0. 01 0 . 00 0.00 9 . 58 99.26 
TM 1118 4r. .40 0.00 0 . 74 8. 02 0. 11 39 .20 1.36 0.03 0.00 0.00 9 . 63 99.49 
TH 1141 35 . 90 0.00 0 . 24 7.65 0.10 41.94 0.27 0.01 0. 00 0 . 00 12.79 98.90 
1M 1143 39.10 0.00 0 . 60 7. 63 0 . , 39.73 0 .94 0.01 0.00 0 . 00 10.51 98 . 63 
TM 1145 38 . 00 0.00 0.52 7.71 0 . 11 39.43 1.06 0. 01 0 . 00 0 . 00 10. 22 97.06 
1M 1165 . 2 37.70 0.00 0.36 7.62 0 . 10 40.10 1.16 0.01 0.00 0.01 11.89 98.~ 
TM 1169 oun i te 34 . 60 0 .00 (1')8 6.69 0.08 42.00 0 . 14 0.01 0.00 0.03 14.80 98.43 
TM 1181 38 . 90 0.00 o. 72 7. 82 0 . 11 40 .28 1.32 0.01 0.00 0.00 9.03 98 . 19 
1M 1189. 1 nxf pxt 38.50 0.00 0 . 33 7. 70 0.10 40 .45 0.64 0. 02 0 . 00 0.00 11.74 99.48 
TM 1189.2 far p• t 39 . 10 0.00 0 . 52 7. 32 0 . 11 40 .56 0 .91 0. 01 0.00 0.00 10.71 99 . 24 
TM 1 195 39 . 10 0.00 0.58 7 .28 0. 11 38 .81 1 . 24 0. 02 0.00 0.00 11.00 98.14 
TM 1200 37. 70 0.00 0 . 39 7. 35 0.10 40 .30 0 .40 0. 02 0 . 00 0 . 01 12. 35 98 . 62 
1M 1214 41.00 0.00 1. 84 7.97 0 .1 1 38.80 2 .20 0 . 10 0. 00 0 . 06 6 . 46 98.54 
TM 1225 42.00 0.00 1. 66 7. 71 0 . 11 38.20 2 .03 0.12 0 . 00 0.00 6.38 98.21 
1M 1228 . 1 38 . 70 0.00 1.60 8 .78 0 . 12 36.09 1.92 0.03 0.00 0.00 10.47 97.71 
1M 1232 39 . 10 0.00 0 .58 6.81 c. 10 40.00 0 .32 0.01 0 . 00 0 . 04 11 . 83 98.79 
TM 1249 38 . 40 0.00 0. 36 7.51 0 . 10 40.10 0 .66 0.01 0.00 0.01 11 . 45 98.60 
1M 1262 41.00 0.00 0 . 88 7. 39 0. ~ 1 Je.n 1.92 0. 02 0.00 0 . 00 8 . 44 98 . 53 
TM 1315 37.80 0.00 0 . 30 7. 38 0. 10 42 . 11 0.48 0. 01 0 . 00 0.10 10. 74 99 . 02 
1M 1316 dun i te 33.60 0.00 0.15 8 . 52 0 . 11 41 .2~ 0.12 0.01 0 . 00 0.01 14.13 97 . 91 
1M 1331.1 33.80 0.00 1.30 8 . 53 0.11 39 . 16 1 . 20 0. 03 0.00 0 . 01 13. 72 97.86 
TM 1350 38 .50 0.00 0.69 7.32 0.10 39.16 1 . 16 0.01 0 . 00 0 . 00 11.45 98 . 39 
1M 1152 . 2 lq)ll 45 . 70 0.28 17.90 5.16 0 . 09 8 .35 15 . 50 1.25 1.08 0 . 01 3.68 99.00 
TM 1228. 2 ~ 41.50 0.04 18.20 3.29 0.06 10.10 20 . 30 o.oz 0 . 01 0 . 00 6.9S 100.47 
PCC1 42.70 0.00 0 . 45 8.05 0 . 12 43.9S 0 . 56 0.01 0.00 0 . 00 
PCC1 41 . 30 0.00 0 . 48 8 .10 0 .12 42.69 0.50 0.01 0.00 0 . 00 
PCC1 (2) 41 .90 0.00 0 . 64 8. 16 o. 12 44 .48 0.53 0.01 0.00 0 . 01 
PCC1 <Z > 41.60 0.00 0 .66 8 .11 0 . 13 43 .59 0.53 0. 01 0 . 00 0.01 
PCC · 1, r ecOII'II'II!nded (4) 41 .67 0.013 0. 67 8 .25 0 . 12 43.43 0 . 52 0.027 0 . 007 0.002 6-. --- ........ .. -.... .. ..... ..... ... . ....... -.. .. 
a l l e l e~Mnts , apart f r0111 <3), are analyzed by AAS; for fu r ther deta i ls see t ex t 
(1) inc ludes Cr203, NiO and corr~cted A\203 (Ste te•t> 
<2> analyzed 1f ter d issolut ion ~i th fl~ 
(3) ana l yzeo by XRF 
(4) Gov i ndar1 ju ( 1989) 
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Tab. 8-l (continued) 
s~lel SUM2 Fe203 FeO Al203 Ni T i02 CeO Cr v ( 1) <2> l)plll(3)ppn(3) ( 3) ppn(J) ppm(J) 
:::::::::: z::::z:::az:::::::::s : a::::: :::z aas:::::::::: :ss ::::::::: 
C863A 99 .91 2. 76 4. 17 1967 56 0.35 2365 17 
LH 7 99.47 3. 27 3 .86 2116 62 1.34 247'9 8 
LH 73 100 . 50 3.62 3.48 2062 52 0. 35 2864 16 
LH 67 100 .80 3.17 4.17 0.22 1963 59 0.61 1560 5 TM 56.24 99.28 2.27 4.69 2226 51 0 .6 2616 34 
TM 62.77 99 .06 2118 48 0.62 2545 29 TM 107 99.31 3. 92 3.39 2065 45 0. 32 2078 14 
TM 216 100.03 2046 50 0. 76 2646 38 
TM 233.10 99.78 3.89 3.56 2212 44 0.46 2003 20 TM 2~5 101.61 2.45 5.16 19'i2 108 2 2628 63 
T14 290 99.42 3. 02 4.32 2192 48 0.57 2261 23 
T14 315 98.91 3. 23 3.63 2091 53 0.25 2414 4 
TM 458 99.55 3. 75 3.51 2177 46 0.42 1700 15 
TM 496 99.7'9 1.87 5. 36 2297 44 0.4 2524 14 
TM 509 99.52 2030 64 1.65 2703 46 
TM 534 99 .87 1975 80 1. 71 2783 58 
T14 564 99.67 0. 74 2110 53 0. 77 289 33 
TM 599 99 .05 1.17 207'9 66 1. 22 2520 40 
TM 613 100.49 1.59 2041 93 1.67 2m 62 
TM 676 99.89 0. 49 2158 51 0.64 2130 12 
TM 749 99.59 2164 56 0. 78 2270 23 
T!t 774 100.48 2C87 69 0. 73 2462 25 
Tl4 827 99 .06 1.20 207'9 71 1.23 2803 44 
TM ·!169 99 .95 0.49 1995 69 0. 84 2492 35 
TM 884 100.09 1.06 2081 7'6 1. 3 2461 49 
T14 941 99.55 2.00 1900 231 2. 76 2812 59 
"14 966 6516 78 0. 44 15650 71 
HI 1029 . 11 99.49 3.05 1676 421) 3.21 2739 78 
TM 1043 .2 99 .48 2023 81 1. 78 27.:.5 47 
T14 1062 98. 37 2117 185 2.51 27.:.9 62 
TM 1065 100.22 2056 58 1.07 2599 37 
TM 1118 100.51 1.05 2006 71 1.52 2758 58 
TM 1141 99 .47 0. 34 2164 48 0.43 17'92 15 
TM 1143 99 .46 2034 53 0. 99 2574 43 
TM 1145 97.81 2~ 72 51 1. 2 3257 49 
TM 1165 .2 99.75 3. 36 3.83 2139 47 0. 61 2796 27 
TM 1169 98.89 2352 43 0.14 2001 8 
TM 1181 99.21 1.17 2081 62 1. 36 2572 43 
TM 1189.1 101).20 3. 68 3.60 0.37 2056 53 0.46 2704 30 
TM 1189.2 100.32 0.93 2045 56 0.94 2580 29 
TM 1195 99.06 0.94 1931 54 1.36 2865 51 
TM 1200 99.35 3.78 3. 21 2064 48 0. 53 2605 25 
TM 1214 99.98 2.64 1913 186 2. 59 2750 69 
TM 1225 99 .51 2020 250 2.35 2601 66 
TM 1228.1 99.39 2117 101 1. 7'9 5494 90 
TM 1232 99.47 3.47 3.01 0.70 2155 47 0.52 2358 20 
TM 1249 99.23 0.43 2126 1,4 0.58 2574 28 
TM 1262 99.56 1954 59 2.04 307'9 53 
TM 1315 99 . 74 0.40 2149 62 0.55 2538 14 
TM 1316 99.65 1.18 1976 68 0.13 34n 19 
TM 1331 . 1 99.10 1.98 2163 63 1.23 2799 22 
TM 1350 99.27 1928 58 1.29 2958 53 
TM 1152.2 141 125 17.29 546 150 
TM 1228.2 0.06 3.23 338 186 19.76 1749 99 
PCC1 2380 84 0 .65 2867 26 
PCC1 2.22 5.29 2368 86 0.64 2860 30 
PCC1 0 .64 2344 87 0.63 2830 26 
PCC1 0.66 2263 9Q 0.80 2931 42 
2264 93 0.81 2944 40 
PCC·1 , rec 2.n 5. (' 2380 2730 31 
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Tab. B-2a-d (following four pages). Results of multiple determinations of mineral stan-
dards on the MUN micr"probe during this study. (a) Spinels; (b) clinopyroxenes; (c) 











relative standard deviation; 
IOOCr/Cr+AI; 
IOOMg/Mg+Fe•oo; 
I OOFe(III)/Fe ... ; 
wt.% Fe:037 calculated from Fe(III) data; 
wt.% FeO, calculated from Fe(III) and Fe"" data. 
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Tab . B-2a 
mineral mineral N Ti02 •l203 Cr203 Fe tot MgO MnO 11•0 v2oo; SLJC 
azz::z:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::z::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::s 
SP!N·8 83 avg 0. 07 59 . 37 7.99 10 . 71 20.71 0 . 09 0 .40 0.10 99 .1o1 SP!11·8 s:d 0.01 0.49 0. 14 0.27 0.25 0. 02 ·~ . 06 0. 02 0. 74 SP!N-8 rsd :9 1 2 3 1 17 14 17 1 SP!N-8 published 0.09 59.40 8.05 10.69 20.84 0 .09 99.24 
.... -.... -. -.. -..... -- ....... -.. -...... -....... --- ... -... -- ---. --........ -.-- .- ... -- -. .... -... . -...... ...... - -- .. --.. -... -
531N8 ------- ---- -avg 110 1.34 12 .81 49 .23 28.10 6.13 0.26 0 .08 1.34 99. 01 5l!N8 Std 0.04 0.30 0.58 0.59 0.22 0.06 0.02 0.05 1.08 531N8 rsd 3 2 1 2 4 22 28 4 1 53!N8 publi shed 1.60 12.82 49.31 28.15 6.12 0.32 0 .06 1. 11 99 .53 
.............. -- ...... . ..... ----- -- ······· ........ . .. .. .................. .... -... . .. ... . ........ . -- ... -- . ... . ... .. -· -- ... . - ... -. .. . . . . 
srolli with 53 8 avg 14 0.07 52.88 8.52 11.18 17.41 0.08 0.34 0.08 90 .44 SP IN 8 with 53 Std 0.01 1.10 0.20 0.54 0.58 0.02 0 .08 0. 02 ,_ 35 SPIN 8 publi shed 0.09 59.40 8.05 10.69 20.84 0.09 99 .24 
... -...... .. .. -- ... -.. .. .............. . ..... -.- .. -.... ... -... .. . .. --.. ---- ... .. ------- .. -. .... -. .. -.. -.- ... .... -.- -- .- .... --.-- . .. -
53 ,., tn SPill 8 avg 8 1.32 14 .41 ~5 . 65 26.42 7.34 0 .27 0.11 1.29 96.80 53 wi tn SPIN 8 std 0.03 0.26 0. 52 1.00 0.14 0 .02 0.04 0. 03 1.b8 53 1o1itn SPIN 8 publ ished 1.60 12.82 49.31 28.15 6.12 0.32 0 . :>6 1.11 99 .53 










N T i Al Cr Fetot Mg Ni v 
83 0.0014 1.8005 0.1626 0. 2304 0. 7938 0 . 0019 0.0077 0 .0016 
O.OOC3 0.0069 0.0031 0.0058 0.0046 0 .0003 0.0025 0 .0005 
19 0 z 3 1 1 7 32 34 
0.0017 1.8029 0.1639 0.2301 0. 7994 0 .0020 0.0000 0.0000 








;JUb l i S~ed 
110 0. 0341 0 .5110 1.3174 0.7950 0.3093 0 .0074 0.0018 0.0239 
0.0009 0.0097 0.0147 0.0123 0.0118 0.0016 0.0011 0.0120 
3 2 , 2 4 22 59 50 
0. 0405 0.5094 1.3141 0.7932 0.3073 0.0091 0.0016 0 .0247 
................................... -.......... -.. .. .. .. .............. -..... .. -- -..... ... -- ...... .. - .. .. -- .... .. .. .... -.. . .. .. .................. -.......... . .......... .. 
miner~l mir-eral N Fe( I I I) Fe( I I l Crl Mglt •e• Fe203c FeOc 
========================================•===:: :::::a:2z•z2•z•================== = 
SPIN-8 avg 83 0.0293 0.201, 6.28 79.79 12.70 1. 51 9 . 31 SPIN·8 std 0.0059 0 . 0052 0., 7 0.51 2.39 0 . 31 0.22 SPIN-8 rsd 20 3 2 1 19 20 2 SPIN·B published 0.0297 0.2004 8.33 79 .96 :2.91 1. 53 9.27 
........................................................ . .... ... ... .. -.. .... .. .. .. . -..... -.......... .. ............. ... .. -.... -.. .. . .. ..... .. .. . .. .. .. .... .. .... 
531N8 avg 110 0. 0317 0. 76l4 n .o5 28.86 3.97 1.23 26 .87 531N8 std 0.0306 0.0314 0.54 1.56 3.84 1. '8 1.31 531N8 rsd 97 4 1 5 97 96 5 531118 published 0.0213 0. 7719 72 .07 28.47 2.b8 0.84 27.31 












avg 48 50 48 
lid 0117 
rlld 
publilhe<l 50 73 
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N Si Ti AI Cr Fe Ug Un Ca ~. Na %an %woll 
avo 48 '8481 o.o213 o 33311 o 0043 o.1814 o 88113 o 0039 o .6234 o 0012 o 0112s s2 1 
aid o.oto4 o.OOI3 o 00311 o oooe o ooee o.OI32 o ooo8 o oooo o 0001 o 0040 o e 
ratd 1 e 1 13 5 20 62 .. 





















58 1 88113 0 .0128 0 .2135 0 0174 0. 12JO 0 8611 0 0026 0 8174 0 00111 0 05118 
0.0083 O.CIOCX» 0 .0040 0 .0016 0 00112 0.0104 0 0005 0 .01111 0.0008 0.00411 
0 7 2 II 5 21 1 48 8 

























11 18447 o .o2011 03300 ooooe o.1858 o.85t4 00032 o .eeo4 o .oo11 oo820 483 
0 .0033 0 .0011 0 0087 0 .0004 0 .0058 0 .01111 0 0004 0.0055 0 .0003 0 .0105 0 4 
0 5 3 70 3 1 13 1 28 13 1 















rnoneral N Si02 Ti02 Al203 Cr203 FeO MgO MnO CaO NoO Na20 SUM ........ 
J-OPX av11 106 53.83 oog 0 .87 0 71 1532 2688 0 45 1.29 002 002 QQ.47 J-OPX aid 0 .75 002 006 005 0 5 1 0 32 005 0 10 0 .02 001 1.17 J-OPX r&ld 23 7 8 3 I 12 8 114 64 I J-OPX published 5409 016 I 23 0 75 15 22 28.79 049 1.52 0 13 100.38 
mmeral N Si To AI Cr l'e Mg Mn Ca No Na %woll %to Mg" w ........ 
w J-OPX •vv 106 19594 00024 0 0375 0 0205 0 4665 I 4574 00139 0 0502 0 0004 0001 3 25 238 75 8 
0"1 
J-QP)( Sid 0 0102 00005 00024 00012 0 014-1 0 J158 0 001fl 0 0037 0000!> 00009 02 0 .6 0 6 J-OPX I Sid 22 7 6 3 1 12 8 114 70 8 3 1 J-OPX pubh&hod 1 9514 0 0043 0 0523 0 02 14 0 459:? I 4404 0 0149 00587 0 00090 30 23 4 75 8 
Tab. 8-2d 
mineral N Si02 Cr203 FeO MgO CaO NiO SUM 
......... 
SWOL ·~ 42 38a8 0 .03 Hl71 4357 0.01 0.02 e8.33 SWOL lid 0 28 0 .01 025 0 23 0.01 0 02 0 .4e 
SWOL rlld 1 38 1 1 15 72 0 
SWOL pubhlhed 38115 0 .02 1882 43.51 
-------------------------
MOL ·~ 101 31U5 0.05 1138 48.00 0.02 0.02 IIQ44 MOL lid 0 211 0 .01 033 031 0 01 0.01 0 .81 
MOL rlld 1 25 3 35 80 
MOL pubhlhed 40.24 0 ll7 1153 48 08 
------------------------
P140 ·~ 4 41 .28 0 .01 718 so z11 0.01 038 gg 13 P140 published 40 85 7.17 51.83 030 
--------------------------------
mineral N Si Cr Fe Mg Ca No Mg~t 
......... 
SWOL ·~ 42 0111138 oooo8 03581 18550 0.0003 0 0005 82.3 SWOL lid 0 0048 0.0003 00048 0 0072 0 0002 0 0003 02 
SWOL rlld 0 48 1 0 82 till 02 
SWOL published OIIQ38 00004 0.3548 1.8571 0.0000 0 .0000 82 4 
---------------------- ---------
MOL ·~ 101 0 llll: 2 0 0010 0~366 1.nss 0 0008 0 .0004 88.2 MOL lid 0 0070 0.0003 0.0083 0 00113 0 0002 0 .0003 0 .3 
MOL ntd 1 25 l 1 35 80 03 
MOL publo&hed O.au44 00014 02383 t.noa 0 0000 0 0000 88.1 
-----------------------




Tab. B-3 (following fifteen pages). Spinel mineral chemistry data from (a) the Table 
Mountain section and (b) the lewis Hills mantle section . 
Column 'rock type': 
no entry indicates a harzburgitic lithology. 






















dunite-harzburgite contact preserved within one sample; 
lherzolite; 
lherzolite band within one sample: 
sample located next to onhopyroxenite dyke; 
sample located se\·eral metres away from onhopyroxemtc: 
olivine clinopyroxenite: 
onhopyroxenite; 
onhopyroxene-rich band in harzburgitc; 
plagioclase-bearing hauburgite; 
plagioclase-bearing wehrl i te; 
transitional area between two lithologies in one sample: 
troctolite; 
ultramylonite from the basal peridotite section; 
Column 'unit': indicates structural unit number; CUM - from layered cumulate section. 
Column 'spot': the spot-number assigned to each analyses is indicated. 
Column 'comment': an (N) inoicates normal Cr-Al spinel zoning. and (R) indicates 
reverse Cr-AI spinel zoning. Normal zoning involves an increase 
in AI and a decrease or Cr towards the rim of the grain. The 
abbreviation 'var ' ("variable") indicates that repeated analyses has 
indicated an unusually large chemical range for the given spot or 
calculated average. The elements affected are listed in front of 
'var'. 
Column 'N': entries indicate the number of analyses per spot and number of 
analyses included in the average. 
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Toe. B-3n 
rockty~uni t s8111)l e spotcomnent N Ti02 Al203 Cr203 Fe tot MgO MnO NiO V205 SUM 
a:Esazsasaaaaaas:a:::aaaEzasaar:s:::::::::a:zaa:sssaa::: a s :::as::z: a:::::assa::saaa:aaaasaaaaaaa::ac:aa 
UIIYl 6 808 ? rim 1 0 . 04 60 .37 4.23 19. 11 15.46 0.11 0.30 0.09 99.71 
~l 6 808 6 brown sp 1 0 . 04 41 . 24 25.62 16.09 15 .94 0.12 0.17 o. 15 99.37 
UIIYl 6 808 3 incl in cp~ 2 0.03 62.18 1.82 20.34 15 .38 0.12 0 . 29 0.07 100.23 
UIIYl 6 808 1 core 2 0.04 61.68 4 .00 19.07 15.82 0.14 0.29 0.08 101.12 
UIIYl 6 808 avg e l l var 6 0 . 04 56.37 8.92 18.65 15 .65 0.12 0 . 26 0.10 100.11 
cil 4 6c 3 1 0.10 14.12 51.73 22.43 9.92 0.29 0. 02 0.35 98.96 
du 4 6c 2 rim 2 0.06 13.73 49. 11 27. 18 8.48 0.30 0.09 0.36 99.31 
cil 4 6c 1 core 3 0.08 14.64 52 .48 21.41 10.38 0.24 0.07 0.35 99.65 
cil 4 6c 1 r im 2 0 . 07 15.86 48.18 23.99 9.70 0.27 0.11 0.35 98.53 
cil 4 6c avg (N) 8 0.08 14 .59 50.38 23 . 75 9.62 0.28 0.07 0.35 99.11 
du 1 7.1 5 1 0.53 30.92 31 .27 25.30 12.93 0 . 21 0.19 0.25 101.60 
cil 1 7. 1 4 core 3 0 . 55 30.71 32 .64 21.83 13.81 0.21 0.17 0.23 100 . 15 
cil 1 7 . 1 4 rim 3 0 . 56 30 .45 32 . 07 23.36 13.30 0.23 0.14 0 .21 100.32 
cil 1 7.1 3 core 1 0 . 60 30 . 36 30.93 23.82 12.63 0.21 0 . 08 0.30 98.93 
cil 1 7.1 avg (II) 8 0. 56 30.61 31.73 23.58 13.17 0. 22 0. 15 0.25 100. 25 
t roc CI.J! 7.3 5 ri111 to plag 1 1 . 13 24.61 36.16 26.68 11.78 0.24 100.60 
troc CUM 7.3 5 rim tool 1 1 . 34 24.24 35.57 26.82 11.93 0.16 100.06 
troc CUM 7 . 3 3 incl in plag 2 1.38 24 .47 34 . 66 28.32 11.43 0.29 100. 55 
troc CI.J! 7. 3 3 in ol mx 2 1. 40 23.39 35 . 68 30 . 13 10.20 0.28 101.08 
troc CUM 7.3 3 r im to plag 1 1. 47 23 .92 34.51 28.10 11 .42 0.27 99 .69 
troc CUM 7.3 avg 7 1.34 24.13 35 . 32 28.01 11.35 0.25 100 .40 
pl we!lrlCUM 7.5 8 2 2. 17 17.51 23.95 51.05 5 .02 0.34 100.04 
pl wehrlCI.J! 7.5 6 rim to cpx/pl 1 2.48 15.32 24.05 54.67 3.60 0.48 100 .60 
pl wehrlCUM 7.5 4 1 2.29 16.52 26 .90 49.38 4 .93 0.39 100.41 
pl wehrlCUM 7.5 avg 4 2.31 16.45 24 .97 '51.70 4.52 0.40 100.35 
ol·cp~teCI.J! 7.8 2 in ol 1 0.09 31.80 31 . (.6 25.18 10 .28 0.25 0.04 0.28 99 .58 
o l · cp~ teCUM 7 .8 1 incl in cpx 3 0.15 31 .59 33 . 00 21.17 12.86 0.14 0.18 0 . 25 99.34 
ol·cpxteCUM 7.8 avg 4 0.12 31.70 32.33 23. 18 11.57 0 . 20 0 . 11 0 . 27 99. 46 
hz 3 194. 16dl 1 core 1 0.03 20 .84 47 .88 21.16 11.10 0.02 0 . 17 0.29 101 .49 
hz 3 194.16dl 1 rim 1 0.02 21.58 46.~8 21 . 31 10.94 0. 07 0.07 0.29 101.26 
hz 3 194 . 16dl 2 core 1 0 .04 21.38 47. 05 18.27 11.62 0.25 0. 07 0.29 98.97 
hz 3 194 . 16dl 5 1 0 . )0 22.31 45.21 19.46 11.30 0.15 0.10 0.29 98.82 
!lz 3 194 . 16dl avg hz (N) 4 0.02 21.53 46. 78 20.05 11.24 0.12 0. 10 0.29 100 . 14 
cil 3 194.16dr 1 core 2 0. 03 19 .86 47.80 19. 27 11.54 0.25 0.10 0.31 99 . 16 
cil 3 :94. 16dr 1 rim 2 0.00 20 .58 47.18 20 .48 11 .30 0.23 0.09 0.27 99 .93 
cil 3 194 . 16or 2 1 0.04 19. 18 46. 78 21. i 5 10 .44 0.21 0 . 05 0.27 98 . 72 
du 3 194 . 16dr avg du 0.02 19.87 47. 25 20.43 11.09 0.23 0.08 0.211 99.27 
du 4 26 4 core 2 0.11 10.26 58 . 51 20.04 9.32 0.20 0.04 0.18 98.66 
cil 4 26 4 rim 2 0.12 9 . 87 58.91 21.27 9.07 0.30 0 . 05 0.18 99.n 
cil 4 26 2 aw op~ 1 0 . 09 10.01 58.57 21.82 9 .07 0.29 0.06 0 . 20 100. 11 
du 4 26 1 2 0.12 10.31 58 . 02 22 . 22 8.55 0.21 0.05 0.21 99 .69 
du 4 26 avg (It) . 0.11 10 . 11 58.50 21 . 34 9.00 0.25 0.05 0 . 19 99.56 
4 49 3 1 0. 00 19 .66 48.95 20.14 12.02 0.17 100.94 
4 49 2 2 0.01 19.41 48.27 19 .80 12. 10 0.26 99 .85 
4 49 avg 3 0.01 19.54 48 . 61 19 .97 12.06 0.22 100.40 
TU 58.24 8b rim 1 0 .04 38.84 28.51 13 . 09 17.58 0.14 93 . 20 
TU 58.24 8c rim 1 0 . 04 27.90 42.35 14.73 15.84 0.13 100.99 
TU 58.24 8a core 2 0 .02 27.38 42 . 73 15 . 73 15.63 0 . 23 101.72 
TU 58.24 6d core 2 0.03 29.43 40 . 00 14.78 15.63 0. 13 100 . 00 
TU 58 . 24 6c r im 2 0 .03 30.98 38. 45 15 . 02 16.\ 1 0.20 100.69 
TU 58 . 24 6b rim 2 0 .07 30 .96 38.88 15.00 16.<:0 0.17 101.28 
TU 58.24 6a core 2 0.04 29.10 40 . 45 15.73 15.58 0.19 101.09 
TU 58 . 24 5 1 0.06 33 .62 35 . 03 14.23 16.52 0.16 99 .62 
TU 58. 24 4a core 4 0 .-)1 33. 25 3S.n 13 .94 16.93 0.14 100.04 
TU 58.24 3 rim 2 0.04 33 .44 35.88 13.86 16.81 0 . 17 100.20 
TU 58 . 24 avg (II) 18 0 .04 30.67 38 .84 14.78 16. 13 0.17 100.63 
du 3 60.4b 5 2 0.13 22 .95 37. n 25.38 11.12 0.22 0.16 0 .39 98.12 
du 3 60.4b 4 2 0 . 14 21 . 22 38 . 14 28 . 67 10.73 0.26 0.23 0.45 99.84 
du 3 60.4b avg 4 0. 14 22 .09 37.96 27.03 10.93 0. 24 0.20 0.42 98 .98 
du 3 60 .6e 3 r i m 2 0. 07 26.73 37. 59 20.40 11 .94 0.23 0.18 0.34 97.48 
du 3 60 .6e 3 core 3 0. 09 27.44 38 . 71 18.82 12.59 0.16 0 . 17 0 .30 98.28 
du 3 60 .6e 2 1 0.08 27.57 34.93 22.59 11 .29 0.24 0 . 21 0.33 97. 24 
du 3 60 .6e 1 1 0.08 25.49 36. 86 24.01 11 .04 0. 25 0 . 17 0.45 98.35 
du 3 60 . 6e avg all var 7 0.08 26.81 37.02 21.46 11.72 0.22 0 . 18 0.36 97.84 
3 n 3 1 0. 00 37.13 31.06 17.25 14.83 0 . 19 0.02 0 . 26 100.74 
3 n 5 1 0.02 31.59 37.98 15.63 15 . 11 0.13 0 . 10 0.23 100. 79 
3 77 2 core 2 0.04 32.13 36.64 15.54 14 .80 0.18 0.13 0.19 99.65 
3 n 2 rim to op~ 1 0. 04 33.29 34.65 15.44 15.02 o. 14 0 . 11 0 . 22 98.91 
3 n avg 4 0.03 32.34 36.42 ~ ~ .54 14.98 0.15 0.11 0 . 21 99.78 
opxte 3 82.111 2 core 1 0.03 15.72 52.62 2).48 10.87 0.22 99.94 
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rocktypeunit sample spot c oornerot N Ti02 Al203 Cr203 Fe tot MgO 'lnO NiO V205 SUM 
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op,.,te 3 82.111 av; 1 0.03 15.72 52 .62 20 .48 10.87 0.22 99.04 
4 107 4a 1 0.02 11.83 57.61 23.32 8.66 0.20 101.73 
4 107 3 1 0.04 10.77 57.75 23.20 7.46 0.35 99.57 
4 107 1 core 2 0.07 9.67 59.75 21.13 0.32 0.34 100 .26 
4 107 1 rim 2 0.07 10 .39 58.70 23.38 8.39 0.29 101.22 
4 107 avg (Nl 6 0.05 10.67 58.45 22.76 8.46 0.32 100.70 
du-hz 3 128 2 core 2 0.04 23.46 44.78 18.43 12.47 0. 21 99 . 10 
du·hz 3 128 2 rim 1 0.03 23.73 43.85 18.26 12.59 0.26 98 . 72 
du-hz 3 128 avg du·band 3 0.04 23.60 44.32 18.35 12.53 0.24 99.06 
du-hz 3 128 11 2 0.04 20.63 49. '10 19.15 11.60 O.Z8 100.70 
du-hz 3 128 avg nz·host 2 0.04 20.63 49 . • 0 19. 15 11.60 0.28 100.70 
4 154.1 8c 1 0.04 29.54 36 .!0 17.97 15 .01 0.21 99.57 
4 154.1 3 1 0.05 25.48 ~0 . . ·7 18.44 14.00 0.29 99.93 
4 154.1 1 core 2 0.02 24.96 43.16 17.67 15 . 15 0.20 101.16 
4 154.1 1 rim 2 0.02 27.96 39.25 17.28 15.97 0.13 100.61 
4 154.1 avg CNl 6 0.03 26.99 40.00 17.84 15.26 0.21 100.32 
TU 205 5 1 0.00 17.32 50.65 20.05 10.30 0.24 0.10 0.45 99.11 
TU 205 4 core 2 0.00 14.35 54.47 19.46 10.35 0.27 0.02 0.40 99.32 
TU 205 4 rim 2 0.00 15.65 52 .85 19.92 1J.47 0.27 0.05 0.39 99 .60 
TU 205 avg CN) 5 0.00 15 . 77 52 .66 19.81 10.37 0.26 0. J6 0.41 99 .34 
TU 216 5 rim 1 0.02 29 .68 37.77 1 7.Z1 13.19 0.23 0.09 0.27 08 .46 
·u 216 3 core 1 0.02 28.43 40.21 15.61 14.33 0.21 0.05 0.25 99.11 
TU 216 3 rim 1 0.02 29.07 39.27 16.48 13.75 0.15 0. 10 0.2S 99 LlO 
TU 216 1 1 0.02 29.87 39.13 15.02 13.88 0.20 0.11 0.24 99.37 
TU 216 av; ( N) 4 0.02 29 .26 39.10 16.31 13 .79 0. 20 0.09 0.25 99.01 
3 229 9 1 0.00 32.02 34 . 27 17.40 13. 73 0.16 0. 12 0.28 07.98 
3 229 8 core 2 0.02 30.29 38.26 16.36 14.31 0.18 0.10 0.23 99.75 
3 229 8 rim 3 0.02 31 .40 35 . 45 16.12 14.67 0.22 0.13 0.23 98.24 
3 229 avg (N) 6 0.01 31.24 3'>.99 16.63 14.24 0.19 0.12 0 .25 98 .66 
lherz 6 245 8 rim 1 0 .05 53.34 14.14 13 .80 18.89 0. 11 0.32 0. IS 100.80 
lherz 6 245 7 rim 1 0.03 50 .85 '5.98 13 .50 18.44 0.13 0.35 0.18 99.55 
lherz 6 245 7 core , 0.04 5: .15 15.38 13 .66 18.43 0.09 0.29 0.11 ·:'9. 15 
lherz 6 245 6 , 0.04 s· . 75 14.77 14.75 18.39 0.11 0.23 0.20 100 .44 
lherz 6 245 avg (R) 4 0.04 51.77 15.12 13.95 18.54 0. 11 0.30 0.16 99.99 
lherz 6 <..7 6 core 1 0.04 50.97 13.57 17.04 17.20 0.07 0.34 0.12 99 .35 
lherz 6 2:.7 3 cot-e 1 0.04 50.06 !6.30 13.61 18.24 0.12 0.37 0.16 98.90 
lherz 6 247 1 r i -n 2 0.04 s· .. 41 16.06 13.3-< 18.68 0.12 0. ~4 0.16 100.05 
I her : 6 247 1 core 2 0.04 49.01 17.35 13 .61 18.45 0. 10 0.32 0.12 99 . 00 
lherz 6 247 avg : N) 6 0.04 50.36 15.82 14.40 18. 14 0.10 0.32 0.14 99.33 
TU 255 6 core , 0.03 28.41 39.79 17 .28 12.91 0.14 0.12 0.23 98.91 
Tl. 255 5 core 1 0.03 26.59 42 . 33 16 .75 13.09 0.25 0.05 0.31 99.40 
TU 255 4 rim 3 0.02 26.19 42.07 18.18 12.45 0.20 0.09 0.29 99 .49 
TU 255 4 core 2 0.02 25.91 43.69 17.78 12.71 0.18 0.07 0.30 100 .66 
TU 255 avg (N) 7 0.03 26.78 41.97 , 7.50 12.79 0.19 0.08 0.28 99.62 
5 259 5 in ol rnx 2 0.01 33.74 34 . 05 16.27 14.95 0.15 0. 14 0. 23 99.54 
5 259 5 between cpx? 1 0.02 31.93 35.50 17.07 14.86 0.18 0.09 0.20 99.85 
5 259 3 rim to opx 2 0.01 32 .28 36.67 15 .56 15.69 o. 12 0.11 0.20 100 .64 
5 259 3 rim to cpx 2 0.00 33.54 33.16 16.55 15.72 0.16 0. 16 0.17 99.46 
5 259 3 core 2 0.02 32.36 36.23 15.41 15.86 0.18 0. 09 0.18 100.33 
5 259 avg (N) 9 0.01 32.77 35.12 16.17 15 .42 0.16 0.12 0.20 99 .96 
du TU 254 3 rim , 0.09 , 1.61 57.60 16.05 11 .45 0 .20 0.05 0.23 97 .28 
du TU 2&-. 3 cor~ , O.OY 11 .92 57.05 15.66 11.50 0.27 0. 09 0.22 96.80 
du TU 284 2 :ore , 0.11 11.20 57.99 16.77 10.83 0.26 0.09 0.25 97 .50 
du TU 284 1 aw opx , 0. 11 12.10 58.22 15.80 , 1 .27 0.25 0.04 0.25 98.04 
du TU 284 av; avg CR) 4 0.10 ,, . 71 57.72 16.07 11.26 0.25 0.07 0. 24 97.41 
4 317 4 core , 0.04 6.67 61.82 23.07 6.92 0.28 0. 03 0. 19 99.02 
4 317 3 rim 2 0 . 02 7.59 61.43 21.82 7. 53 0.28 0. 01 0.25 98.93 
4 317 3 core 2 0 .02 7.40 62.02 20 .50 7.84 0.30 0.06 0 .24 98.38 
4 317 2 1 0.01 8.13 60.00 22., 1 6.92 0.33 0.05 0.18 97.73 
4 317 avg dun: 1C (N) 6 0.02 7.45 61.32 21.88 7.30 0.30 0. 04 0.22 98.52 
cpx-du 3 406 1 core 2 0 .04 12.89 56.35 19.73 10 .08 0.21 0.09 0.20 99.59 
cpx-du 3 406 1 rim , 0.05 13.26 55.22 20.16 9.82 0.28 0.09 0. 18 99 .06 
cpx-du 3 406 avg CN) 2 0.05 13.08 55.79 19.95 9.95 0.25 0.09 0.19 99.33 
cpx-du 3 456 3 1 0.01 24.49 39.05 21.49 12.04 0.18 0.19 0.50 97.9S 
cpx-du 3 450 2 2 0.02 25.47 38 .42 21.96 12.16 0.22 0.17 0.39 98.81 
cpx-du 3 456 avg 3 0.02 24.98 38.74 21.73 12.10 0.20 0. 18 0.45 98.38 
3 458 5 , 0.05 20.20 47.28 19 .57 10.60 0.24 0.11 0.28 q,' \ 
3 458 2 , 0.01 21.97 45.02 19.08 10.62 0.18 0.03 0.30 97.21 
3 458 1 cor~ 2 0.02 20.00 47.91 19.57 10.92 0.23 0.05 0. 29 98.99 
3 458 avg 4 0.03 20.72 46.74 19.41 10.71 0.22 0.06 0.29 '!Js l' 
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3 465 6 core z 0.05 26.24 43.35 17.46 14.15 0.24 1C1.49 
3 465 6 1/2 run , 0.04 26.50 42.59 17. 39 14.61 0.21 101.34 
3 465 6 smallest grJ i n z 0.04 2'! . 03 41.20 16.08 14.57 0.17 100.C9 
3 1.65 6 rim to ol 2 0.02 27.56 41.90 17.30 14.45 0.18 "01.41 
3 465 4 rim 2 0.04 30.43 37.89 17.09 14.48 0.21 100.14 
3 465 4 core 0.02 30.29 37.91 16.39 14.87 0.12 99.1>0 
3 465 3 other grain 1 0 . 06 30.23 35.n 18.80 14.11 0.20 99.17 
3 465 3 one grain 1 0.02 28.39 ; O.S9 16.74 14.40 0.21 100.35 
3 465 avg (II) 12 0.04 28.46 40. 15 17.16 14.46 0.19 100.45 
6 509 9 core, all var 2 0.04 40.90 26.93 14.41 16.71 0.12 0 . 19 0.18 99.48 
6 509 aw opx, also mt 1 0.00 41.23 25.03 14.16 16 . 79 0.16 0 .21 0.20 97.78 
6 509 avg 3 0.02 41.07 25.98 14.29 16.75 0.14 0.20 0.19 98.63 
6 51, 4 between cpx 3 0.0~ 47.64 19.13 12.96 17.80 0.12 0 . 26 0.14 98.07 
6 511 3 , 0.04 43.66 23.41 14.23 17. 01 0.13 c. 16 0.14 98.78 
6 51, 2 core , 0.04 42.14 24.96 13.59 16.88 0.15 0.19 0.17 98. 12 
6 511 2 rim , 0.01 43.27. 23.42 13.67 16.89 0 . 19 0.22 0.21 97.83 
6 511 avg (II) • a l l var 6 0.03 44.17 22.73 13.61 17.15 0.15 0.21 0.17 98 .20 
lherz 6 534 5 1 ().02 49.84 18.92 13 .71 18.40 0.09 0.14 0.17 101 . 29 
lherz 6 534 4 , 0.04 49.07 19.28 14.24 18.23 0.09 0. ~6 0 . 14 101 . 25 
lherz 6 534 3 , 0.02 49.05 20 . 14 14.35 18.13 0.14 0 .1 2 0.14 102.09 
lherz 6 554 avg 3 0.03 49.32 19.45 14.10 18.25 0.1, 0.14 0.15 101.54 
cpx·du 3 542., I arge, core 2 0.05 25.71 42.40 17 . 24 13.10 0.14 0.16 0 . 23 99. 03 
cpx · du 3 542 . , 4 same, r1m 2 0.05 26.54 40.45 17.69 12.82 0 . 21 0. ,, 0.23 98.13 
cpx·du 3 542., 3 Sl!lilll 2 0.04 25 .58 l.2.32 18.45 12 .33 0 . 18 0. , .. 0 . 24 99 . 28 
crx ·du 3 542 . , avg (N) 6 D.05 25.94 41.72 17.79 12 . 75 0.18 0.15 0.23 98.81 
host 3 542.2 3 same, rim 2 0.04 28.59 38.57 18.C9 12 . 79 0.17 0. ,, 0.28 98.64 
hoH 3 542.2 3 large, core , 0.00 26.41 41.20 18.~' 12.58 0.23 0.16 0.29 99.14 
nost 3 542.2 avg (II > , host to du 3 0.02 27.50 39.89 18.18 12.69 0.20 0.14 0 . 29 98 .89 
opx So 3 543 3 cor• 1 0 . 00 23.41 4.:..46 19.61 11.86 0.21 0 . 07 0.33 99 .95 
op• So 3 543 2 cr e 0.00 23.30 45.00 20.40 11.64 o. 18 0. ,, 0.29 100.92 
opx So 3 543 , r tm 0.i)2 24.66 42.82 21.88 , , . 71 0.24 0.09 0.36 101.78 
op.< So 3 543 , core 0.04 23.22 45 . n ~9.94 12.J2 0.25 0.14 0.33 101.13 
op• So 3 543 ~vg ( N > :. 0.02 23.65 44 . 37 20.46 11.81 0.22 0.10 o.:n 100.95 
TU 564 6 rim 2 0 . 05 27.14 41 . 30 17.42 12.41 0.21 0 . 09 0.26 98.88 
TU 564 6 core 3 0.04 26.64 42.07 17. 23 12 .24 0.19 0.10 0 . 24 98. 75 
TU ~64 avg (N) 5 0.05 26.89 41.69 17.33 12.33 0.20 o. ~a 0.25 98.82 
3 574 2a 2 0.04 19.04 47'.85 20 . 74 , , . 23 0 . 25 0.02 0.23 99.:.0 
3 574 ,.;11 , 0.06 21.05 46.41 19 . 13 12.45 0.26 0 . 05 0 . 24 99.os 
3 574 , core 2 O.C3 19.80 48 . 46 20 . 48 12.02 0.26 0.10 0.23 101 .38 
3 57.:. avg (N) 5 O.J4 19.96 47.57 20.12 , .90 0.26 0.06 0.23 100.14 
4 578.3 3 core 2 0.i)4 15.S6 53.,, 20.16 9.71 0.26 0.03 0.38 99. 28 
4 578.3 3 rim 2 0.03 16.60 52 . 39 20.71 9.98 0.20 0.05 C.37 100.33 
4 578. 3 2 core , 0.02 17.62 5c.c;e 19.50 10 . 20 0.25 0.04 0 . 34 98 .95 
4 578.3 , , 0.03 15.28 52.85 20.31 9.63 0.25 0.03 0.30! 98 . 70 
4 578 . 3 avg (N) 6 0.03 16.27 52.34 20.17 9.88 0.24 O.J4 0.35 99.32 
3 589 2 , 0.02 21.20 46 . 70 19.35 , 1.05 0.24 0.06 0.29 98.91 
3 589 , rim to opx 2 0.04 19 .33 5, .04 18.27 , , .45 0.21 0.10 0.34 100.78 
3 589 1 core , 0.05 19 .58 49.18 17.57 , 1.43 0 . 18 0.08 0.29 98.36 
3 589 ;,vg 4 0.04 20.04 48.97 18.40 , , . 31 0 . 21 0.08 0.31 99.35 
3 590., 3 rim , 0.02 26 . 96 39.94 19.45 12.21 0.21 0.08 0.26 99.13 
3 590., 2 core , 0.03 25.94 42.57 18 .97 , 1.84 0.20 0 . 08 0.23 99 .86 
3 590., , core , 0.02 26.09 41.45 18.54 12.42 0.20 0.07 0.22 99.01 
3 590.1 avg 3 0.02 26.33 41 . 32 18.99 12 . 16 0.20 0.08 0.24 99.33 
3 591 3 rim 1 0.07 31.60 37.26 16.20 14.92 0.14 0.09 0.18 100. 46 
3 591 3 core 2 0.07 30.34 37.84 15.87 14 . 47 0.20 0.11 0 . 20 99 . 10 
3 591 2 , 0.04 34.89 34.39 16.81 14.60 0.22 0 . 14 0.15 101.24 
3 591 2 , 0.05 34.53 32.19 16.52 13.91 0.11 0.03 0.16 97.50 
3 591 , core, large gr. , 0.04 30.28 38.79 16 . 50 14.46 0.24 0.07 0.18 100. 56 
3 591 , small gra in , 0.04 30.32 38.09 15.03 14.91 0.17 0.24 0.19 98.99 
3 591 , rim , 0.08 28.75 39.80 17.23 14 . 22 0.15 0.13 0.20 100. 56 
3 591 avg Al,Cr va r 8 0.06 31.53 36 . 91 16.31 14.50 0 . 18 0.12 0.18 99.n 
3 592 9 betw opx , 0.05 33.16 34.18 16.98 14.88 o. 19 o. 12 0.20 99.76 
3 592 8 rim 2 0.01 32.57 33.70 17.95 14.18 0.20 0.14 0.23 98.98 
3 592 8 core , 0.03 37.51 28 . 27 16 . 73 15. 08 0.20 0.14 0 . 25 98. 21 
3 592 10 2 0.02 34.25 31.88 17. 63 13.91 0.17 0.17 0.24 98 .27 
3 5v2 avg (II) 6 0. 03 34.37 32.01 17.32 14.51 0.19 0.14 0.23 98.80 
l ~crz 2 599 4 next to opx , 0.03 41.14 26.03 14.95 16.93 0.14 0.30 0.18 99.70 
lherz 2 599 , J.02 41.09 26.49 14.69 16.69 '). 16 0.24 0.16 99.54 
lherz 2 599 2 2 0.02 42.73 25.62 1~.08 17.76 0.15 0.31 0.16 100.83 
lherz 2 599 2 1ncl in opx , 0.02 39.99 25.14 13 . 27 16.68 0 . 1 1 0.24 0.11 98.56 
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lherz z 599 1 rim 0.00 40.-.16 26. 46 14 . 5. 10.51 0.16 0.19 0 . 18 99.00 lherz 2 599 1 core 0.02 39.26 27 .01 14.,:> lo .¥4 0.14 0 . 23 0 . 17 98.03 l herz 2 599 a~g (Nl 0 . 02 .0.86 26 .63 1.:..30 1~.92 0.14 0 . 2S 0.16 99.18 lherz 6 613 4 1 0.01 47.92 20.28 13 . 24 11.5. o. '• 0 . 25 0.19 99.S7 lherz 6 613 3 1 0.00 47.98 19.91 12.e8 17.78 0 . 05 0 .29 0.20 99.09 lherz 6 613 r.- g 2 0.01 47.95 20.10 13.06 17.66 0 . 10 0.27 0.20 99 . H 4 672 3 core 1 ) . 02 27 . 27 .. 0 .65 18.00 12.56 0 . 17 0 .04 0.30 99.01 
.. 672 2 1 0.00 29.55 37 .S3 18 . 12 12 .97 0.17 0.07 0.29 99.00 4 672 , rlm 2 0 . 02 28.65 38 .81 18.35 12 .82 0.19 0.10 0.25 99.19 4 672 1 COr I' 2 0.03 27.29 40 .81 17.89 12 .55 0 . 22 0.06 0 . 29 99.14 4 672 avg (10 6 0.02 28.19 39.53 18.09 12 . 73 0.19 0.07 0.28 99.09 3 67: 5 core 2 0.04 25 . 53 42 .41 18 . 61 12 . 44 0.21 0 . 10 0 . 20 99.54 3 676 5 r1m 2 0.05 27.49 19 ... 1 7. 7'j 12.67 0.18 0 . 14 0 . 20 97 .62 3 676 3 1 0.03 28.09 38. 12 19.28 11.99 0.16 v. 14 0.23 98.0.:. 3 676 2 rim 1 0 .04 27.02 39 .25 19.27 13 . 28 0.16 0.0'\ 0.22 99.29 3 676 2 core 1 0.04 26.18 40 . 34 19.19 12.03 0.20 0. 11 0 . 20 98.29 3 676 avg (N) 7 0.04 26.86 39.85 1e •. a2 12 . 48 0.18 0.11 0.21 98 . 56 4 7C1 3 1 0.04 16.58 50.13 21. 5. 9.82 0 . 27 0 . 07 0.30 98.81 4 701 2 core 1 0 . 04 14.65 53.36 22 . 51 9.95 0.24 0 . 08 0 . 38 101.21 4 701 1 rim 2 0. 03 16 . 00 5C.59 21 . 77 10.09 0 . 29 0 . 05 0.38 99.20 4 701 1 core 2 0.02 14.80 53 . ~4 20 .83 10.34 0.31 0 . 10 0 S6 100 . 20 4 701 avg (N) 6 0.03 15.51 51 . 88 21.66 10.05 0 . 28 0.08 0.37 99.86 TU 705 3 1 0.02 25.82 42.41 18.06 11.99 0.21 0.05 0.34 98.90 TU 705 2 core 2 ).00 21..45 44 . 42 17 .8S 12.05 0.23 0.07 0 .27 99 . 37 TU 705 1 core 1 0.00 25.42 .:.3 . 79 18.74 12.37 0.28 0.03 0.30 100.93 TU 705 1 rim 2 0 . 01 27.30 40. 7'j 17.79 12 . 23 0 . 21 0.07 0 . 29 98.65 TU 705 avg (N) 3 0.01 .:s. 75 42.84 18 .12 12.16 O. Zl 0 . 06 0.30 99.46 TU 719 3 1 0 . 00 36.82 31.24 ~5.97 16 .07 0.20 0 . 06 0.25 100.61 Tu 719 2 c~re 1 0 . 02 35 . 28 33 . 02 14.79 15.79 0.19 0 . 08 0.22 99.39 TU 7~9 1 core 2 0.01 34 . 22 1 • . 13 15 - ·~1 15 .67 0.19 0 . 11 0 . 20 100.14 ru 719 1 rim to o t C.C2 n.37 31 . 27 11. . 61 17. 32 0.20 0.11 0.21 99.11 TU 719 avg (N) O. C1 35.42 32 . • 2 ,~ . 25 16 . 21 0.20 0 . 09 0.22 99 . 81 4 723 . 1 3 1 O.C3 30.51 37 . 66 16 . 49 13 . 71 0 . 17 I). 12 0.23 98.92 t. 723.1 2 core I 0. 02 31 . 61 37.20 1 r . 23 14 1)5 0.19 0 . 07 0.21 100.S8 4 723.1 1 rim 2 0 . 02 31 .28 37.11 '6 . !35 1• . 09 0.18 0.15 0.23 99.91 4 723 . 1 1 co r '2 2 o.:o 29.41 3 "~.29 1t .~8 13.97 0 . 16 0 . 12 0.20 99 . 43 4 723 . 1 avg mod s: r a in (N) 6 0 .• 2 30.70 37. e2 ~~. 71 13.96 c. 18 0 .1 2 0.22 99.71 4 723.2 3 cere 1 o.co 2e . 9o 39.85 16 . ~c 1U9 'l. 18 O. u7 0.26 99. ss 4 ~23.2 2 core 1 O.J3 28.40 40 . 53 '6 . lO 13 .86 0 . 17 0 . 13 0.21 1G0 . 23 4 723.2 1 core 1 O. J3 28.e7 39 .61 1-:> . 28 14 . 21 0.21 0 . 07 0 . 24 99 . 52 4 723 . 2 1 rim 2 0 . 0, 29.23 39.49 16.76 1~ . 1)4 0.17 0.10 0 . 26 100.07 4 723 . 2 avg low st-ain (N) 5 0. )2 23.85 39.37 16 . 66 13 .93 0.18 0 . 09 0.24 99.84 4 723 . 3 3 core 1 0.03 11 . 19 56 . , a 21 . 71 8.54 0 . 25 0 . 05 0.30 98 .65 4 723.3 2 rim to cpx 2 0.01 10.79 55 . ~ 24 . 56 7.35 0 . 35 0 . 08 0 . 30 99 . 12 4 723 . 3 2 core 2 0 .00 11.09 55 . 77 23 . 69 8.00 0 . 29 0 . 03 0.32 99.19 t. 723.3 1 co r e 1 0.01 11.10 55 .90 22.37 8.F 0 39 0 . 05 0.25 98.44 4 723 . 3 1 rim 1 0 . 04 11.80 55.18 22.98 8. 30 0 .28 0.05 0.33 98.96 4 723.3 avg hign stra1n (Nl 7 0 . 02 11.19 55.82 23 . 06 8 . 11 0.31 0 . 05 0.30 98 . 87 
cpx ·du 3 733 . 2 6 core , 0.03 17.82 47.70 26.18 9.67 0.19 0.11 0 . 27 101 . 97 
cpx·du 3 733 . 2 3 rim 2 0 . 07 18.S5 1.6. 94 25 . 23 9.89 0 . 23 0.05 0.25 101.21 
cpx · du 3 733.2 3 core 2 0.06 17.92 48.39 22.23 11.07 0 . 21. 0.05 0.25 1:>0. 21 cpx·d~ 3 733 . 2 avg (N)' Fe,Mg var 5 0.05 18. 10 47 .68 24.55 10. 21 0 . 22 0 . 07 0 . 26 101.13 3 749 3 rim to ol 2 0.02 34.92 32 . 30 15.82 15 .97 0.15 0.18 0 . 15 100.01 3 749 3 core 2 0.~3 34.55 33.43 'S .84 16 . 19 0.16 0 . 20 0 . 16 100.56 3 749 2 rim 1 0.02 35.03 32.99 15.43 15.76 0 . 13 0 . 15 0.20 99.71 3 749 2 coce 1 0 . 01 35.34 32. 40 1~ . 45 IS . 'fS 0.14 0 . 10 0.17 100.56 3 71.9 1 core 2 0.03 34.50 32 . 68 14 .81 16 . 24 0 . 18 0.20 0.16 98.80 3 749 1 r im 2 0.04 35 . 18 32 . 83 15.1.9 15.84 0.18 0 . 18 0.16 99 . VO 3 749 avg (I;) '0 0 . 03 34.92 32.86 15.64 15.99 0 . 16 0 . 17 0.17 99.92 6 7')5 6 1 0.00 1.5.89 21.82 14.92 17.84 0 . 14 0., 1 0 . 17 100.89 6 755 4 1 0 .04 46.63 20 .94 14 . 67 17. 5~ 0 . 04 0 . 12 0.18 100.16 6 755 3 core 1 0.02 41.. 39 22 . 13 11..29 17 .64 0.06 0.29 0.14 98 . 96 6 755 3 rim 1 0.02 46 . 01 21.80 14 . 30 17 . 79 0. 11. 0 . 08 0.16 100 . ]0 
6 755 ilvg (N) t. 0 . 02 1.5 . 73 21.67 14.55 17.70 0 . 10 0.15 0 . 16 100.08 5 7:7 4 1 0 . 01 1.0.40 26. ~6 15.46 15 . 79 0 . 18 0 . 10 0.20 98.60 5 757 3 1 0.02 41 . 42 26. 20 15.68 16. 18 0.15 0.16 u. 16 99.97 5 757 1 1 0 . ~ 3 41.13 25.60 15.20 16.02 0.17 0. 1•j 0 . 16 98.42 5 757 avg 3 0 .02 40 . 98 26.09 15 . 45 11> . 00 0.17 0 . 12 0.17 99.00 3 772.1 7 core 2 0 .02 27.47 38. 16 20 . 24 13.18 0. :9 0 . 09 0.26 99.61 3 772.1 7 rim 2 0 . 01 28.79 37.59 19.38 11 .94 0 . 19 0 . 10 0.23 98.23 
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3 772 . 1 2 core 1 0 . 00 28 .30 38 . 29 18.78 12 . 01 0 . 21 0. 10 0 . 27 97.96 
3 772.1 a~g (N) 5 0 . 01 28.19 38 . 01 19.47 12 . 38 0. 20 0. 10 0.25 98.60 
3 774 7 1 0.08 26.40 40.27 18.87 12 .06 0.16 0. 11 0 . 20 98.15 
3 774 2 1 0 . 07 27.34 40 . 23 17 . 89 11.91 0.18 0. 14 0.23 97 .99 
3 774 1 rim 1 0.07 28.30 36.93 21.09 12. 04 0 . 23 0.10 0.23 98.99 
3 7!4 1 core 2 0.06 25.68 40.81 20. rs 11.66 0.23 0.09 0 .22 99 .50 
3 174 IV9 (N) 5 0 . 07 26.93 39.56 19.65 11.92 0.20 0.11 0 . 22 98.66 
du· nz 3 77952 3 1 0.04 21 .47 46.41 19.92 10. 66 0.24 0.06 0.22 99.02 
du · nz 3 77952 1 core 2 0 . 03 19.80 47.SO 19./'S 10.79 0.29 0.11 0.26 98.83 
du·nz 3 ~7952 ~~~~ hz host 3 0.04 20 .64 47 . 11 19.84 10. 73 0 . 27 0. 09 0.24 98 . 93 du·nz 3 77952 1 core 2 0 . 04 19 .95 48 . 92 19. 20 11.Z8 0.24 0 .07 O. Z4 99.94 
du· nz 3 77952 1 r 1m 2 0.02 19.50 47.50 20.38 10.63 0.27 0.05 0.24 98 . 59 
du· nz 3 77952 1 r im z 0.01 19.33 47 . 80 21 . 20 10.38 0 . 26 0.07 0.26 99 .31 
du · nz 3 77952 avg du 0 0.02 19.59 48 . 07 20.26 10.76 0 . 26 0.06 0.25 99 .28 
3 788 5 core 2 0.02 24.74 43 . 19 17.98 12. 36 0 . 17 0.03 0.23 98 . n 
3 788 5 rim 1 0.02 24. -~1 42.91 19.06 11 .86 0.20 0.05 0 . 30 99.31 
3 788 4 rim 1 0.04 25 .23 42.30 18 .45 12 . 27 o.1o O. C5 0.23 98.73 
3 ?88 4 core 1 0.02 24.59 43.58 18. 20 12.27 0.20 0.09 0.24 99 . 19 
3 788 3 core 1 0 . 05 25 .08 42 . 84 18.39 12 .34 0.20 0. 10 0 .22 99 .22 
3 788 avg (N) 6 0.03 24 .91 42 . 96 18.42 12 .22 0.19 0.06 0.24 99 .03 3 801 3 core 2 0.07 30.22 37 . 57 17.14 15 .06 0 . 17 100.23 
3 801 2 core 2 0 . 08 28.99 40 . 11 15.71 15 .32 0.18 100.39 
3 801 2 r im to ol 2 0.09 29. 71! 39 . 05 16 . 05 15 .37 0 . 18 100 . 02 
3 801 2 rim to opx z 0 . 09 <:8.20 '0 . 86 16 .45 15.13 0.18 100.91 
3 801 avg (10 8 0 .:8 29.17 :!9 . LO 16.34 15 .2Z 0 . 18 100 . 39 5 806 z rim 3 O. C2 38.95 29 . 3C 14.37 16.53 0.12 0. 15 0.20 99.64 
5 806 1 0.04 36.93 30.84 13.98 16.32 0.16 0.16 o.z· 98 .64 
5 806 avg 5 0 . 03 37.94 30.C7 14 . 18 16.43 0 . 14 0.16 0.21 99.14 
TU 808.1 3 1ntergrcwth OPX 1 0 .02 35 .27 32. 77 15 . 54 15 .52 0 . 18 0.10 0 .22 99 . .;,2 
TU 808.1 2 cor e 1 0.04 35.03 33 . .?2 15.32 15 . 73 0.16 0. 16 0. 15 99.81 
TU 808. 1 1 rim 2 0.03 36 .05 31.64 16.16 15 .59 0.14 0. 14 0 . 20 99 . 95 
TU 808. 1 1 core 1 0.02 34 .68 33.27 15.29 15.29 0 . 19 c. 16 0.24 99.14 
TU 808.1 avg (N) 5 0.03 35.26 32.73 15.58 15 . 53 0 . 17 0. 14 0 .20 99 .63 
5 827 9 1 0 . 02 40 .37 25.05 15 . 27 16.51 0 . 04 0. 31 0.20 97 . 77 
5 827 8 1 0 .02 4C.34 25.03 1 ~ . 38 15 .93 C.16 0. 19 0.22 98 . 77 
5 827 7 ri ·n 3 0. ~3 38.47 28.18 ~ ~ - ~ 3 17.00 0.18 0 . ~0 0 . 19 99.48 
5 827 7 corg 3 0 . . 2 38 .84 28.33 1~.08 le.56 0.16 0.23 0 .20 99 . 02 
5 827 6 core 2 0.02 40.44 25.65 15.63 16. n 0.12 0.16 0.21 98 .95 
5 827 10 core 1 0 . 01 39.85 26 . 54 14 . 77 16.60 0.16 0.18 0. 18 98 . 29 
5 827 avg 11 u. J2 39.72 26.46 15 . 44 16.55 0 . 14 0. 18 0.20 98.71 
6 829 4 1 0.06 24 .71 38.95 2~.61 10.48 O.Z5 0.1 1 0 . 22 99 . 39 
6 829 3 core 2 0.09 17 . ~5 46.07 25. 7') 8 .88 0.28 0. 10 0 . 28 99.40 
6 829 3 core 2 0.09 18 .52 45 . 50 25.93 8 .84 0 . 23 0. 10 0.28 99 .49 
6 829 2 1 0.05 18. 13 44 . 25 29 . 39 7 .67 0.26 0.06 0 .29 100 . 10 
6 829 avg (N), 1x e xcl 6 0.08 20.39 43.51 25 . 43 9 .40 0.25 0.10 0 . 26 99.-<3 
4 835. 1 6 core 1 0.07 36.00 32 . 89 13.45 16.36 0.11 0.18 0 . 16 99 . 22 
4 835.1 6 rim 2 0.04 36 .08 32 . 23 14.00 15.77 0 . "9 0.12 0.20 98.63 
4 835 .1 5 core 1 0 . 09 35 .53 32 . 80 13 . 84 16.05 0 . z 0.1 4 0.16 98 . 73 4 835.1 10 2 0.05 39.77 28 . 12 12 . 92 16.71 0.12 0. 11 0. 19 97.99 
4 835. 1 avg (N ) 6 0.06 36.85 31. 51 13.55 16. 22 0 . 14 0.14 0.18 98 .64 
4 835 .2 8 cor e 1 0 . 04 28 .66 40.11 16.24 14 . 06 0 . 20 0.12 0.27 99 . 70 
4 835.2 8 rim 1 0 . 03 28.38 40 . 80 15.31 14 . 02 0.14 0 .07 0.25 99.00 
4 835 .2 7 1 0 . 03 31 .56 37.20 15.48 14.74 0.21 0.10 0.30 09.62 
4 835.2 3 core 2 0. 04 28.26 40.82 15.00 14 . 38 0.26 0. 16 0.30 99 . 22 4 835 .2 3 r~m 3 0 . 02 29.90 38 . 55 15 . 97 14 . 09 0.22 0. 11 O. "SO 99.16 
4 835.2 avg (N ) 7 0 .03 29 .35 39 . 50 15 . 60 14 . 26 0.21 0.11 O.i.8 99.34 
4 835 .3 4 r im 2 0 . 07 13 .28 56.58 18.02 9 .60 0.27 0.05 0.29 98.16 
4 835.3 4 core 2 0 . 05 11.97 57.92 18. 60 9 .64 0.20 0.07 0 . 32 98.77 4 835.3 3 1 0 . 07 12.39 56.97 20 . 13 9.31 0.27 0.08 0.31 99.53 4 835.3 avg (Nl 5 0 . 06 12. 55 57 . 16 18.92 9 .52 0.25 0.07 0.31 98.82 pl · hz 2 849 9 1 0 .08 32 .36 34 . 48 20 . 00 13.38 0.19 0.13 0.29 100.91 
pl · nz 2 849 6 1 o. 10 31.63 34 . 32 19.36 13 .51 0.20 0.07 0 .23 99. 42 pl · nz 2 8-09 3 2 0 . 22 30.14 35.80 20.07 13.23 0.21 0. 17 0.33 100.17 pl · hz 2 849 10 1 0 . 06 32 .50 34 . 11 20 . 36 13.33 0.20 0 . 15 0.29 101.00 pl · hz 2 849 avg 5 0.12 31 .66 34 . 08 19. 95 13.36 0.20 0. 13 0 . 29 100 . 38 
ol · cpxte 1 860 6 2 0.23 26.25 37 . 73 24 .02 11. 18 0.25 0.07 0.33 100. 06 
ol · cpx:e 1 860 5 ri m 2 0 . 23 24 .03 39 . 18 25.93 10.17 0.28 0.05 0.34 100.21 
ol · cpxte 1 860 5 cor e 2 0 . 25 23.88 39.55 26.27 10.54 0 . 27 0.05 0.34 101.15 
ol · cpxte 1 860 4 du 1 0. 25 24.75 39.29 24 .48 10.86 0 . 30 0 .07 0 . 33 100 . 33 
ol · cpxte 1 860 3 du 1 0 . 20 25.20 39 . 11 24.87 ~ 0 . 57 0.20 0.05 0.36 100. 56 
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ol · cpxte 1 860 o•; banded {H) 8 0 . 23 24 . 82 38.97 25.11 10 . b(> 0.26 0.06 0.3 .. 1()() .. o 1 861 5 core 2 0 . 20 22.94 ... . 13 19 . 49 11.99 0 . 14 0 . 17 O. JO w Jt> 1 861 3 r1m 2 0 . 11 23.97 ~3. 16 19.30 1? . 00 0 . 23 0 . 12 0.30 99 . 19 1 861 3 core 2 0.13 23.16 4~. 73 17 .96 13 . 08 0.25 0.14 o. : o 99.71 1 861 1 1 0.10 23.99 44.02 20 ' J4 12 . .. ') 0.27 0 . 16 0. 32 101 . ~~ 1 861 a•g {H) 7 0 . 14 23.52 .... 01 19 . 2() 12.38 0.22 0.15 0. 30 W.90 lherz 1 862 6 i ncl in opx 1 0 .28 31.76 J;,. 55 17 . 82 15 . 11 0.23 0 . 26 0. 35 10tl. Jt> lherz 1 862 5 1 0 .21 31 . 21 34 ' 18 19 . b6 13.25 0 . 20 0 . 20 o ... o W . J1 lherz 1 862 2 core 3 0.18 29 . 56 35.53 20 .86 12.82 C. 21 o.n 0.33 99 . t>l lherz 1 862 a•g has pl · band 5 0.22 30 . 84 3;..~ 19.45 13.73 0 . 21 0 . 20 0.36 99.76 2 866 5 a" opx> 1 0.08 36 . 06 31.43 18 . 36 l;, . SJ 0.17 0.06 0. 24 1C0.9J 2 866 4 rim to cpx 2 0.08 33 . 43 33 . 39 17 . ,~ 1.:..46 0 . 20 0.15 0.16 99 .02 2 866 4 in 11\ll 0.12 35.29 31 . 86 16 .89 14 .93 0 . '9 0 . 10 0. 16 99 . ~6 2 866 4 core 0.10 35.40 32.11 16.89 14.91 0 . 21 c 13 0.23 99.98 2 866 4 rt m to ol 0.10 36 . 17 31 . 27 17 . 35 1'o . 98 0 . 14 0 . 10 0. 23 100.34 2 866 2 a .. cpx 1 0.05 35 . 14 31.89 15 .85 14.73 0 . 13 0 . , 0.20 98 . 10 2 866 avg {N) 7 0 . 09 35.25 31.99 17 . 08 1 .. . 76 0.17 0 . 11 0.21 99 .b6 1 869 3 2 0.10 19 . 75 45.93 22.68 10 . 3 .. 0.23 0 . 06 0. 28 99.35 1 869 2 rim 1 0 . 12 20 . C9 45.00 22 . 70 10.14 0. 19 0 . 08 0.32 98 .64 1 86v 1 O. C8 19.05 
·5. 12 24 . )9 9.16 0.14 0 . 14 0.3J 9ts. Jts 1 861P av.; 4 0.10 19 .62 45.35 23 . 26 9 . 58 0 . 19 C.09 0.30 98 . ~9 l h·band 2 873 7 a .. cpx 0 . 01 38.00 29 . 26 17 .30 1 ... 91 0 . 19 0 .16 0 17 100 . ~0 lh·band 2 873 7 O.C2 3E . 13 30.16 15 .54 15 .68 0 . 14 0 . 14 0 .18 99.W lh · band 2 873 4 core O. G2 38 . 79 30 . 28 1o.J2 15 .93 0 . 12 0.15 0. 20 1() 1.~1 lh·baoa 2 873 4 other gra 1n 0 . 04 37 , !, . 2~.32 16 . 48 1 .. .71 0 . 18 0 . 10 0. 20 98 ... ! lh · band 2 873 4 r1m 1 0.02 38.33 30 . 36 15 . 20 15 . 77 0.15 ll . 1.:. 0.: 7 100.14 l~·band 2 873 z tail 1 O. C2 :F . 43 30 .25 16 . 59 14 .86 0.11 0.14 0.~0 99 .60 lh · band 2 873 z core 1 0 . 04 36 . 92 30 .S:5 16 . 47 1'i. 15 0 . ll 0 . 21 0. :'0 99 t>S lh · band 2 873 avg therz band 7 ) . 02 37 . S6 30 .02 16 .30 15 . 29 0 . 1'i 0.15 0. 1? 9'; . 9!l 
au · band 2 873 1 cere 2 ) . 03 37 . 12 31.68 16 .68 15 . 14 J . 16 0 . 16 0.19 100.16 du·band 2 873 1 r im, Al ,Cr va r ; 0.04 35. 54 31 .47 17 . 85 14.72 0 . 18 0 . 13 0. 20 100.13 du·band 2 873 avg o i t px (R) o.o .. 36 . 33 31.08 17. 27 14.93 0.17 0 15 0. 20 100 . 15 3 881 7 a-. cp"', r Jm 2 0 . 02 35 . 58 31.96 16 .68 15 . 86 0.16 0. 09 0.20 1{)0 55 3 881 3 1 0 . 02 3 .. . oJ 32 . i 9 · e.e.s 14. 06 0 . 22 0 .(' '1 0 .. '~ 100 .90 3 S81 •im to o l 2 0.00 35 .95 31 . 42 , 7 - ~6 1C, , 19 0 '6 0. 1 Q.i4 100 . 73 3 881 rlm t o C ;:JA 1 0 . 03 3~ ': ~ 3' . 9 7 17 79 1' • . 68 0 14 0. '8 c. 21 101 .99 3 e81 1 core 2 0.02 3- . 92 32 .14 • .., .02 15 . 27 0 17 0.21 0. 20 99.YS 3 581 avg ( ~) 8 0.02 35.~1 32. 1) • ~.56 15.21 0 . 17 0. 14 0.22 100 .82 2 884 5 1 O. JO 3~ . 83 27.29 '5 .63 16 . 29 0.16 0 . 21 0. 18 99.59 2 eB4 .:. ~mall 2 0 .04 39.53 26.77 l :i. 74 16.45 0 . 16 0 . 23 0 '6 99 . 08 2 884 3 ~mall 0.01 40.18 25.05 1t. 16 1S.95 0 . 11 0 . 21 0. 22 9 7. 89 2 sa.. avg 4 C.C2 39 .85 26 . 37 15.84 16 . 23 0 . 14 0.22 0. 19 9!! .8'i 2 886 · 2 1 0.17 31 .03 36.92 19 .12 13 . 28 0 . 21 100 . 63 2 886 · 1 1 0 . 17 32. 05 34 . 30 19 . 13 14 . 05 0 . 27 99 . ~7 2 886 1 1 0 . 16 31 . 57 35 .69 19 . .:.5 13 .88 0 .26 101 . 01 2 886 0 1 0 . 16 32.34 3•.92 17 .62 14.53 0 . 18 99.;"5 2 S86 avg 4 0.17 31 . 75 35 .1.6 ~ s . e1 ,~ 94 0 . 23 100.34 pl·hz 2 900 UNI\arkl'O 1 0.05 33.02 33 .07 1'> . !19 12 ... 1 0 . 16 0 . 20 0.26 99 . 06 pl · hz 2 900 3 1 0 . 15 30.20 35 .58 2'> . 3d 12. 12 0.18 0.07 0.28 98 .96 pl · nz 2 900 1 1 0 .08 :n.s9 31.79 19 .52 12 . r;;8 'l . 15 o.n 0. 26 98 . 50 pl·hz 2 900 avg 3 0.09 32 . 27 33 . 48 19 . 93 12 . 50 0 . 16 0.13 0. 27 98 . 114 
nxt opxt 3 901. 1 6 2 0.07 14 . 51 51., 26 . 18 7 . 47 0 . 27 0 . 03 0. 29 99. -;. s 
nxt opxt 3 901.1 4 r im 2 •J . 08 16.53 50 . ~ 22 . 65 9 . 52 0.19 0 . 07 O. H 100 .12 
nxt opxt 3 901.1 4 core 2 0 .05 1S .96 51 .03 22 . 07 9 . 53 0 . 26 0.02 0. 30 99. 24 
nxt opxt 3 901.1 1 1 0 .04 16 . 74 49 . 61 22 . 26 8 .83 0 . 24 o. ·n 0' 31 98. 06 
nxt opxt 3 901.1 avg nx ~ op .. t e (li) 7 0 . 06 15 . 94 50.63 23 . 30 8.84 0 . 24 0.04 0.31 99.34 far opxt 3 901 . 3 6 1 0 . 02 36 . 61 30 . so 16 .62 '4.82 0 . 12 98.69 far opxt 3 901.3 4 2 0 . 03 37.83 29 . 47 17 . 24 14.64 0.16 90 . 37 far opxt 3 901.3 1 r1m 1 0 . 00 35.36 31.39 16 . 30 15 . 56 0 . 16 9e.77 far opxt 3 901.3 1 core 1 0.02 35 . 46 31.76 16 . 09 15 . 45 0 . 21 98 .99 far opxt 3 901.3 avg a .. ay f . dyke 5 0 . 02 36.32 30 . 78 16 . 56 15 . 12 0.16 98.96 5 918 4 aw cpx 1 0 . 02 37.64 3J. 17 16 . 29 15 . 91 0.11 0.19 0.17 100 . 50 5 918 3 1 0 . 00 36.91 30.74 15 . 89 15 32 0 . 14 0 . 16 0. 2S 99.91 5 918 2 r;m 2 0 . 02 3; . 39 29 .06 1S . 70 16.33 0 . 16 0 . 11 0.19 100.96 5 918 2 core 1 0.00 36 . 65 31.71 1S . 56 16.01 0 . , 0 . 16 0. 20 100.40 5 918 I core 2 0 . 01 36 . 73 31.18 15 . 60 16 . 18 0.16 0 . 14 0. 21 100.21 s 918 avg (~) 7 0.01 37 . 46 30 .57 15 .81 16.0S 0.14 0. 1S 0.20 100.40 lherz 6 922 3 1 0 .05 49. v8 17.87 13 . 99 18 . 15 0 . 16 99.90 lnerz 6 922 2 1 0 . 04 49 . 73 17 .5" 13 . 77 19 . 06 0 . 11 1C.0 . 28 l he rz 6 922 2 0 . 05 49 . 73 17 .88 13 .68 18 . 61 0.13 100 . 08 
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lh~rz 6 922 a vii 4 0 . 05 49.71 17.77 13.81 18.61 0 . 13 100.09 
lh~rz 6 932 9 2 0 . 05 55 . 30 13 . 14 , , • 70 19.74 0 . 10 100.03 
lherz 6 932 7 core 2 0 . 06 54.40 ~ 4 .45 11.06 20. 43 0 . 10 10C.50 
lh~rz 6 932 7 r.m 2 0 . 06 54.64 1.:.. 64 11 . 37 19.97 0.09 1CO.n 
1 herz 6 932 1 core 2 0 . 08 54.51 15.24 11 . 26 20 . 10 0 . ,, 101.36 
lherz 6 932 avg 8 0.06 54 . 71 14 . 37 11.35 20.08 0.10 100.67 
~-du 0 934., 4 3 0.04 36.66 28 . 40 21 . 86 12 .97 0 . 22 0. 16 0.10 100.41 
~-du 6 934 . , , 2 0 . 02 30.45 33 . 40 23.27 11.69 0 . 32 0 .1 0 0 . • , 99.36 
~-du 6 934 . , avg ll , Cr va r . SZ 5 0.03 33 . 56 30 .90 22 .57 I Z.H 0 . 27 0.13 0.,, 99.89 
.nyl 6 941 sma l l , 0.00 51 . 86 15 .86 10:..22 18.75 0.14 0.28 0.09 101 . 20 
.nyl 6 941 8 rim , 0.03 t.6.13 21. 21 14.60 18 . 00 0 . 16 0.33 0.12 100.58 
.nyl 6 941 8 core , 0 .00 50.55 17 .41 13.4 : 19. 0 1 0.16 0 .30 0.10 100.94 
.nvl 6 ~4; 4 i nc I i n ~ 2 0 . 02 39. 39 27 .94 16.60 16 . 47 0 . 17 0 . ~ 2 0.12 1 00.~ 
..myl 6 941 11 core , 0 . 01 52. 1 , 15.00 13 . 97 18.55 0. :l8 C. 33 0.10 100. 15 
.nyl 0 941 11 r1m 1 0.04 51.28 16.86 14 . 25 18 .86 0 . 13 0.26 0. 10 101.78 
.nyl 6 941 avg all var (i0 7 0.02 .. 8 . 55 19. 05 14.51 18 . 27 0.14 0.27 0. ,, 100 . 91 
do.! 4 95 ~ ? 2 0.07 7. 74 63.00 19.66 9.13 0 . 34 0.03 0 . 28 100.25 
du :. 959 3 cor~ 2 0.07 7 . ::l9 63 .85 18.63 9 . 46 0.22 0.05 0.25 99.62 
du .. 959 3 rim 2 0. 08 7.29 62.83 2<J . 09 8 .89 0.25 0 .1 0 0.23 99.76 
::lu 4 959 avg nas opA 6 O.C7 7 0 37 63 .23 19 . 46 .,;, 16 0 .27 0.06 0 . 25 99.88 
3 963 2 , O. C2 31.86 37 .08 17 . 36 14.32 0. 08 0 .1 5 0.21 ' 01.08 
3 963 , core , 0.04 32.11 35.75 , 7 . 14 1/o , 77 0. , 0. ~5 O.Zt. 100.21 
3 ~ol 3 , 0 . : 2 !3.05 35 .: , : 8 . 04 14.o:l9 0.13 0. 05 0.22 101.3 1 
3 963 avg 3 0 .03 32 . 34 35 .9e 17 . 51 14 .59 0. 11 0 . 08 0 . 22 100 . 8 7 
2 1022 4 r~m 1 0.06 35 . 32 33 .6Y 15 . 38 15.31 0.16 0 .1 4 0.20 100 .26 
2 1022 4 core 2 0 .06 3.:.. 78 34.43 15 . 13 15.53 0. lo 0.16 0.19 100 . 44 
2 1022 2 r1m , 0. :4 35.05 32.79 14.29 15.93 0 . 14 0 . 10 0.16 98 .50 
2 1022 2 core , 0 .06 34 .97 33.05 14 . 05 15.39 0 .18 0 .1 9 0. ~4 98.03 
2 1022 1 1 o.o.:. 35 . 6 1 32.79 15 .05 15.28 0 .18 0 .1:1 0 . 1!1 99 . 23 
:? 1022 avg ( II) 0 0 . 05 35.15 33.35 14 . 78 15.49 0 .16 0. 14 0 . 17 99 . 29 
l h~rz 6 1'127 3 2 0 . 05 ~7. 16 20 .82 1 3 . 6~ 17.83 0. 18 99.68 
l herz 6 1027 2 2 0 .05 45.96 2 1.81 1:. . 11 17.98 0.15 100.06 
lherz 6 1027 avg 
" 
0 . 05 ~6 . 56 .~1 . 32 13.88 17 .91 0.17 99.87 
lherz 6 '029 ., 1 3 2 0 .07 57. 93 9 .80 ~ ~ . 8 1 20. 05 0 . 13 0 . 37 0 . 09 101. 25 
lherz 0 1L29.11 13 ? (1. 07 56.72 9.95 12. 62 P .Oo 0 07 0 . ~1 0.12 99 . 02 
lherz 6 10V.11 , core 1 0.09 57. 97 9 .34 ; 3 . 17 n.67 0 09 O. :J9 0.09 100 . 81 
lhe· z 6 1u29 . 1' 1 r un 1 0 .08 57.45 9 . 78 12.71 19 .82 0 .08 O.t.1 0.15 100 . 48 
lherz 6 1029 . ,, avg 6 0.08 57. 52 9.72 ' 2 . 83 19.65 0 . 09 0 .40 0.1 1 100 . 39 
5 1037 5 r~m to opx 2 0 . :3 1.2.24. 25 .88 1.:. . 06 17. 74 0. '6 0 . 25 0. 18 100.54 
5 1037 5 cort' 2 0 .03 38.64 28 .52 14. 91 16.87 J. 14 0.23 o. 14 99. 48 
5 1037 2 1 c . ~? 1.0.09 27.7? 1 ~ . 53 16.85 0 . 14 ().26 0.17 99.85 
5 1037 1 1 LC2 40.20 27 . 28 16. 12 16.61 (). 15 0. 10 0.18 10il.66 
5 1037 avg (II) 6 O. C3 40 . 29 27 .37 14. 91 17.02 0 . 15 0.21 0.17 100.13 
6 1 C~3.2 4 1 0 . 01 46. 44 22.62 13 .1 9 17.S.. 0 . 09 0 . 16 0.11 100 . 46 
6 1043.2 4 i ncl i n opx 1 0. 00 46.91 22 . 70 13.27 18.48 0 . 14 0.25 0 .1 5 101.90 
6 1043.2 2 r~m to ) 1 0. 03 43 . 83 26 . 13 13 . 87 17.65 0. 12 0 . 25 0.16 1CJ2.04 
6 ~ 043.2 2 core- 2 0 .05 43 . 26 25 . 77 14 . 17 17.82 0 . 17 0 . 24 0.14 101.62 
6 1043. 2 a vg 5 0. 02 45. 11 24.31 13 . 63 17.95 0.13 C.23 0 . 14 101.51 
5 1048 9 core 2 0 . 02 39.81 26 .68 13.99 16.60 0 . 15 0.14 0 . 18 97.57 
5 1048 9 rim 2 0.02 41.57 27 . 16 14.39 16.60 0 .1 6 0.21 (1,20 100.31 
5 1048 avg 2 0. 02 40. 69 26.92 14 . 19 16.60 0 .1 6 0 . 18 0.19 98.94 
5 1052 3 aoo cpx, all var 2 0. 04 44.02 22.16 14 . 95 17. 25 0 . 11 0.15 0.16 98.84 
5 1052 2 1 0 . 02 45.64 21 . 22 15. 42 17. 44 0 . 14 0.13 0. 11. 100.15 
5 1052 avg 3 0 .03 44. 83 21. 69 15 .19 17.35 0 .: 3 0 . 14 0. 1r 99.50 
6 1060 3 , 0. 0:' 49.78 1':' .26 13.49 17.99 0.14 0 . 25 0 . 14 99 . 07 
6 1000 2 1 0.03 51 . 17 17.09 12 . 27 18.30 0 .1 0 0.29 0 . 1~ 99.39 
6 1060 1 2 0.02 50.02 17. 76 13 . 25 17.97 0 .1 2 0.30 0.11 99.55 
6 1060 avg 4 0.02 50.32 17. 37 13 . 00 18.09 0 . 12 0 . 28 0.13 99.34 
l her z 6 1062 1 core 2 0.14 53.81 14.38 13 . 29 19.77 0 . 08 0 . 24 0.07 101.78 
l herz 6 1062 2 1 0 .06 53.26 14 .47 13 . 25 19. 42 0 . 09 0 . 34 0.11 101.00 
l herz 6 1062 1 r 1m 1 0 . 06 54.22 13 .64 13 . 60 19.71 0 . 14 0 . 31 0.09 101.n 
lherz 6 1062 a"~ 4 0 . 09 53.76 14.16 13.38 19.63 0. 10 0.30 0 . 09 101.52 
6 1063., 3 core 1 0. 08 28.90 35 . 45 21 . 96 11.76 0 . 27 0 . 12 0 . 23 98.n 
6 1063., 3 rim 1 0 . 04 31.92 31.58 20.19 12.67 0. 16 0 .1 6 0.21 96.93 
6 1063. 1 1 , 0. 12 28.39 35 .91 21.06 i 1.96 0.17 0.09 0.24 97.94 
6 1063.1 avg (N) mod strain 3 0.08 29 . 74 3.:..31 21.07 12. 13 0.20 0.12 0.23 97.88 
6 1063.2 3 core 2 0. 08 27.61 38 . 06 22.83 11.24 0.24 0.08 0 . 23 100.37 
6 1063.2 3 rim 2 0. 07 30.53 34 .99 22 . 73 11.64 0.23 0.08 0.24 100.51 
6 ' ()63.2 2 1 0 . 14 27. !8 37 . 55 23 . 34 11.66 0 . 23 0 . , 1 0.16 100 . 37 
6 ~063 . 2 1 , 0.11 26.41 38.94 22.63 11.30 0.12 0. 12 0 . 30 99 . 93 
3 ~ 5 
Tao. 8-Ja (c::nt:r-..ea) 
rocktypeuni t Salllll e spot c 001nen t H Ti02 Al203 Cr203 Fe tot l-4g0 ~nO 1110 V20'> SUM =============~======================================•;z======================= ~ ===z===========~=::::::z 
6 1063 . 2 avg (N) ,.,igh stra1n 6 0.10 27 .93 37.39 22 .88 1, ... o J.21 0 . 10 0.23 h lO. 30 lherz 6 1063 .3 3 core 2 0.05 54 . 36 11 . 43 12 .63 1~.65 0.09 u.30 0.10 96 . 63 lherz 6 1063.3 3 rirn 2 0.07 55.35 11 .~4 11 . 6o 1~.25 0.08 o . .. , 0.10 98.56 lherz 6 1063.3 2 , 0.02 56.13 10. 78 11.~ 19.58 0.10 O. B 0.09 9t!.o7 lherz 6 1063.3 1 rtm , 0. 05 55.3.:. , , . so 12 . 17 18 .91 0.13 0 . 40 0.11 98.61 lher: 6 1063.3 , core 1 0.07 55.52 11. l, 12 .60 19.52 0.09 0.21 0 . 1, 99 . 23 lherz 6 1063.3 avg (II) lo .. stra1n 7 0.05 55.3 .. 11.25 12.18 19.38 0.10 O. B 0.10 98.74 5 1065 8 •ncl in Oj::~ 1 0.02 40 . 88 26.84 1.;. . 2s 17 . 06 0.17 0 23 0 . 24 99.69 5 1C65 4 core 1 0.00 38 . .:.8 28 . 17 14 . 64 16.46 0.21 0.14 0 . 21 98.3 1 5 1065 3 2 0.00 .. 1.1.:. 25 . 71 '5 . 18 17.13 0. 16 0.16 0.21 99 . 69 5 1065 avg 
.. 0.01 40.17 26.91 14 .69 l6.88 c. 18 0 . 18 0.22 99.Z3 5 1071 6 in opx 1 0.02 39. :z 28 . 54 15 . 46 16.16 0. 14 0 . 16 0.16 99.66 5 1071 3 1 0.03 35.80 31 ... 7 1o0 .97 15.97 0. 15 0 .09 o.zo 98 . ()8 5 1('71 2 0.02 38.63 29.13 15 . 18 16.24 0. 16 0.23 0 .20 99.79 5 1071 avg all var 4 0.02 37.62 29.71 15.20 16.12 0.15 0.16 0.19 99.38 l,erz 5 1079.2 6 &mall , 0.02 39.71 27.50 14.36 16.03 0. 21 0.16 0.19 98.18 lnerz 5 1079.2 5 largest 2 o.o.:. 39.99 27.07 14 . .. 9 16 .33 0. 15 0 . 20 0.19 98 . 46 lherz 5 1079.2 3 aw cpx 1 0.03 40 . 21 26.98 1:..63 16 . 29 0. 1, 0.20 J .V 98.67 lherz 5 1079.2 avg 4 0.03 39.97 27. 18 14 . 49 16.22 0. 16 0.19 0.20 9<! . :..:. 1086 3 rim 2 0' J2 28.81 39.55 11 . ed 12.39 0.20 0.07 0 . 33 99 . 00 
' 1~86 3 c~re 2 0.01 28.57 40 . 25 17.48 12 . 38 0.20 0 .02 0.30 99 . 21 
.. 
4 1086 2 2 0.02 30.39 36.38 18 . 27 12.22 o. 18 0 .07 0 .44 97 . 97 4 1: 36 2 0.02 27 ' .. 7 39 . 9(! 17 . 29 12.72 0.20 0 . 12 0 . 30 100 . 02 4 1086 avg 8 0.02 29 . 31 39 . 0~ 17 .67 12.43 0.20 0.07 0 .34 99.05 ;. 1090 5 incl 1 0.07 '1. 76 57.25 17.87 9.82 0.24 0 . 07 0.25 97 . . B 4 1090 5 lncl , 0.05 , , . 78 57.49 18.34 9.~2 0.19 0 . 09 0.23 97 . 39 1090 3 rim to ol 2 0. l3 12.50 56 . 68 20 .o3 8 . 71 0.24 0.04 0.26 99.09 4 1090 3 r i m to opx 2 O.J2 , , .38 58 . 51 19 . 38 9.01 0.23 0.05 0.2~ 98.85 4 1090 3 core 2 0.05 1 ,_ 71 57.92 19 ... 8 ?.29 l.19 0 . 07 0 . • 6 Q8.97 4 '090 avg (li) 8 0.04 11 . 83 57.57 19. , .. 9.21 0.22 0 .06 0 . 25 98.52 2 1'12 6 core , 0.06 31.o2 36.o8 18. 08 14.67 0.22 101.H 2 , , 12 6 rim , 0.07 31 . 72 35 . 82 u . os 14.C>9 0. 22 100. '•7 2 1112 5 , C.06 31 .93 35.52 , ·.so 14.21 0.23 99. :s 2 11 '2 4 3 0.05 32.1, 35.91 : •. 75 14.54 0.21 100.57 2 , , ~ 2 2 , S.08 29.59 :37.05 : ~. 71 13.58 0. 23 100 . 24 2 '112 avg '3 0.06 31.39 36 . 20 '3 . 28 14.34 0.22 1 00 .~9 1 1. !8 7 1 o.cs 3€ . 41 3·). 14 , ., . 30 16 . .? ~ 0.21 100 . 31 1 , , ~ 8 9 2 0 .07 26.94 38 . 67 2 l . 55 1€.4t 0. 26 98 . 95 1 1118 7 1 0.07 33. ~9 33 . 14 ·~ . 33 14 .0C ~ . 22 99 .65 1 •• 18 7 , 0.07 31 . 96 35 . 14 17 . ~6 14.78 0. 14 99 . 55 , 1118 5 , 0.02 !9. 10 27.60 19 . .37 , ... 04 0. 21 100 . 34 1118 3 2 : 00 34 . e9 32.32 18 .27 14 .04 0. 22 99.74 1118 10 near pla~' , o. s~ c.O. '? <7. 31 16 .60 15.04 0. 16 99 . 94 1 :!8 10 in r!l)( , 0 .04 58.72 26.62 1!! . , 7 14.65 0. 17 98 . 37 1118 1 2 0.05 28.02 37.58 2! . 48 11.69 0. 21 99.05 , 1118 avg all var 12 0.05 34.68 32 .06 18 . 39 14., 7 0.20 99.54 2 1125 6 core , 0 .04 34.91 34 . 08 1C>.36 15. , .. 0.16 G. 15 0 .27 101 ' 11 2 1125 6 rim 2 0.03 32.64 34 . 86 16 . 82 14.54 0.19 0 . 14 0 .23 99 . • 5 2 1125 4 2 0.01 35.00 32.e'J 16 . 42 15 . '4 ) . ,~ 0.15 0.26 99.94 2 1125 avg (II) 5 0 .03 34.18 33.91 16 . 53 14 . 94 0. 1 I 0 . 15 0.25 100.17 a~·~z 2 1136.2 7 rlm 3 0.14 37.02 28 .72 18.86 14.68 0. 21 99 . 83 a~·hz 2 1136.2 7 corg 2 0.12 38.43 29.91 17 .90 14.90 0.14 101 . 40 a~·hz 2 , 136 . 2 5 2 0 .10 :57.38 30. 28 18.60 14 . 83 0.18 101 . ~7 a~· " z 2 1136.2 1 1 0. !0 37.73 28.96 19 . 19 13 . 8 1 0.19 99. ·~8 .J~·hz 2 1136.2 avg l c w· T sz (Rl 8 0 . 12 37.64 29 . 47 18 .64 14.61 0.18 100.65 TU 1141 8 'ore , 0 .04 22 . 35 46.76 17.51 12 . 83 0. 21 99.70 TJ 1141 7 rim 2 0.04 21.21 47.27 , 7 . 74 12.:58 0. 24 98 . 88 
·u 1141 7 cor , 0 .04 21.46 46.41 17 . 67 12.85 0.23 96 . 66 TU 1141 6 2 0.03 22.02 45.94 18 . 58 12.68 0. 27 99.52 TU 1141 avg 5 0.04 21.76 46.60 17 . 88 12.69 0.24 99.19 5 1143 b core , 0.04 36.80 32.76 14.98 15 . 61 0.16 100.55 5 : 143 6 rim , O.Q2 36 . 24 32 . 99 15 .25 15.21 0 .21 99 . 92 5 1143 10 core 2 0.04 35 . 85 33 . 05 ~ 5.00 15.64 0 . 16 99.74 5 1143 10 rim to ol , 0.01 37. 33 3a.ea 14.71 15.85 0. IS 96.93 5 , 143 10 rim to ;)p-< 1 0.04 36.36 32.12 14.83 16. 27 0. 17 99.79 5 1143 avg (N) 6 ) . J3 36. 52 32.36 14 . 95 15 . 76 0.17 99 . 79 5 11.05 9 1 o.co 37.25 29.77 17 . 4, 14.59 0. 17 0 . 20 0 . 30 99.69 5 1145 5 1 0.02 34 . 96 33 . 39 16.77 14.35 0. 14 0.,, 0 . 22 99.96 5 111.5 3 rim 3 0 .02 36.07 32.30 16 .49 14.92 0.15 0 . 20 0.24 100.39 5 1145 3 core 1 0 .03 33.62 35 .OS 16. 76 14.88 0 . 18 0.16 0 . 22 100 .90 
346 
f ;ttJ . B- Ja rcont tnued) 
rocktypeunit s~lt ~potc~nt .. T i02 Al2C3 Cr203 Fe tot MgO MnO NiO V205 SUM 
:::: :::z:z :::2::::~:::z:::z:~:::::::::: : : ::z:a:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::a:a:::~z:::z 
5 1145 avg 00 Al ,Cr var 6 0 . 02 35.48 32 . 63 16.86 14.69 0.16 0 . 17 0.25 100. 24 
unyl UMY 1153.1 3 core 2 0.05 56.86 '0.72 12 .o9 19. 5v 0.11 0 . 19 0 .09 100.30 
unyl UMY 1153.1 2 along opl< pc 2 0.03 57.20 9.46 13.03 19. 82 0.14 0.31! 0.08 100.14 
unyl UMY 1153 . 1 1 core 1 0 . 06 55 .27 6.89 15 . 19 19. 30 0.19 0 .45 0.13 99.48 
unyl UMY 1153.1 avg 5 0. 05 56.44 9.69 13.64 19.57 0.15 0 .34 0 . 10 99.97 
TU 1165 7 rim , 0.02 2~.48 42.34 17.07 ,, .28 0.14 0.06 0 . 30 96.69 
TU 1165 7 core 2 0.02 24 . 4~ 44.91 16.51 11.78 0. 21 0.06 0.29 98.22 
TU 1165 4 2 0.02 26. 14 42 . 66 18. 35 11.36 0.21 0 .08 0.30 99.12 
TU 1165 2 core 2 O. :JO 25.11 43 . 84 16 .82 11.98 0.12 0 .09 0 .26 98. 22 
TU 1165 avg (Ill) 7 0.02 25 .29 43 . 44 17.19 11 . 60 0 . 17 0 .07 0 . 29 98.06 
du fU 1169 2 core 2 0 . 02 6 . 23 61.57 17.96 9.54 0.25 0 .05 0.29 97 .91 
du TU 1169 1 core 2 0.04 8.79 61 . 48 18.62 9 . 53 0 .29 0.05 0.26 99.06 
du TU 1169 1 rim 2 O.J4 8 .93 61 . 14 19.33 9.20 0.29 0.04 0.31 99 . 28 
du TU 1169 avg 6 0 . 03 8 .65 61.40 18. 64 9.42 0. 28 0 .05 0.29 98. 75 
5 1181 ? BW OpA nb 1 0.03 43.53 25 . 49 13. 06 17. 92 0 . 11 0.21 0 . 17 100.52 
5 1181 4 aw cpx 1 0.03 43 .87 24.60 13.95 17.73 0. 16 0.22 0.18 100. 74 
5 1181 2 r im ol • cpx 4 0.02 42.23 26.44 13.97 17. 57 0.16 0.20 0.20 100.79 
5 1181 2 core 2 0 . 04 40.95 27. 4 .. 14.36 17.57 0.17 0.18 0.19 100.90 
5 1181 avg (10 8 0. 03 42 .65 25 .99 13 . 84 17.70 0.15 0 .20 0.19 100.74 
n•t opat 3 1189 . 1 8 ce re 1 0. >7 18.62 50 . 21 19 . 97 10.84 0.29 100.00 
n.ot OpA t 3 1189.1 8 smallest ;ra1n 1 0 . 10 1cl.16 .. 9.32 23 . 08 9. 70 0.35 100.71 
nAt opAt 3 1189 . 1 8 rim 2 0.07 18. 14 49 . 89 21.06 10.41 0 . ~8 99. 85 
nAt opAt 3 1189. 1 4 rim 2 0. 06 18.t.9 48.43 23.15 9 . 73 0. 33 100. 39 
nAt op.ct 3 1189 . 1 4 core 2 0.05 17.92 50 . 53 21 . 05 10.87 0. 23 100. 65 
nAt opat 3 1189.1 1 smat i gra in 2 0 . 05 19.80 48 . 78 20 . 91 10 . 57 0.26 100. 37 
nxt op. t 3 1189.1 1 core 2 0 .06 18.39 49.94 21.92 9 . 30 0. 25 100.36 
nAt opKt 3 1189 . 1 1 all var 5 0 . 07 P .69 51.21 22.48 9.39 0.34 101.18 
nAt opxt 3 1189 . 1 avg ( R) 17 0.07 1o . ~3 .;9 . 79 21.70 10 . 16 0 . 29 100. 44 
far opxt 3 1189 . 2 6 core 2 0 .02 35 .64 31.78 15.55 16 . 09 0. 21 0 . 20 0 . 20 99 . 69 
far opKt 3 1189.2 6 nm to q::A 2 0 . 03 36.93 30 .68 15 . 28 15.76 0.21 0. 16 0 .18 99.23 
f ar opxt 3 1189 . 2 4 2 0 . 04 3o.~8 28 .82 17 .32 17.08 0.21 0.16 0 . 19 100. 80 
far opA t 3 1189.2 2 aw cpx 1 0.02 41.78 23.31 16. 72 16 . 07 o. 16 0.23 0.22 98.51 
far opA t 3 1189.2 avg (N) Al , Cr var 7 0. 03 37.83 28.65 16 . 22 16.25 0.20 0 . 19 0.20 99.56 
du 3 1193 4 2 0.19 20.19 49.09 1 ~ . 63 12 .66 0.25 0 .09 0.28 99. 38 
du 3 1193 3 core 2 0 . 16 19. 45 50 . 94 1 ~ . 48 13 . 56 0 . 21 0 . 11 0 .22 99 . 13 
du 3 1 1~3 3 rlm 2 0.17 18.61! 50 .93 15 .V 12.69 0. 23 0.13 0.25 98. 37 
du 3 1193 a;g (R ' 6 0 . 17 19.44 50 . 32 15 .47 12 . 97 0.23 0. '1 0 . 25 98 . 96 
4 1194 7 core 1 0 . 11 28.55 40.01 ~ 6.82 13.10 0.1!! 0 . ~ 0 0.21 99.08 
4 1194 5 core 1 0.10 28. 45 39.88 17. 05 13 . 62 0.24 0.13 0 . 14 99.61 
4 1194 5 r im 1 0.10 31.60 36.26 17.81 13 . 83 0.13 0 . 12 0.20 100.05 
4 1194 2 1 0.07 28.91 39.60 17. 34 13.17 0.08 0 . 10 0 .21 99.l.8 
4 1194 avg (N) .. 0. 10 29.38 38 .94 17. 26 13.43 0.16 0.11 0.19 99. 56 
4 1195 3 core C.C2 28. t.8 38.40 17. 77 12.39 0. 20 0.14 0 .26 97 .86 
4 1195 2 core 0 . 02 30.53 38.58 17 .1!1 12.73 0. 14 0 . 14 0.26 99. 58 
4 1195 2 r1m 1 0 . 04 31.01 36 .68 17.48 12.85 0.18 0. 10 0 .26 98.60 
4 1195 avg (N) 3 0 . 03 30 .07 37.89 17 48 12.66 0. 17 0.13 0 .26 98. 68 
TU 1200 7 r im to opx 1 0.05 19.59 48.46 1, . 43 12.66 0. 21 98 . .. 0 
TU 1200 7 r im to ol 2 O. J3 19.64 49.89 17 . 87 12 . .:.1 o.a 100.06 
TU 1200 7 core 2 0 . 03 19.53 49.74 17.61 12.68 0.23 99.82 ;·u 1200 2 core 1 0.05 21.21 48.32 17.43 12 .80 0. 21 100.02 
TU 1200 2 rim to ol 1 0 .04 21.39 47 . 81 18 . 20 12 . 84 0.23 100. 51 
TU 1200 avg 7 0. 04 ?.0. 27 48.84 17. 71 12.68 0.22 99.76 
lherz 6 1214 3 core 2 0. 04 55.48 12 .68 11 . 97 20.32 0.01 0.32 0.11 100.93 
lhtr z 6 1214 3 r im 2 0 . 08 54 . 84 12 . 69 11.86 19.13 0.16 0 . 36 0.07 99.19 
lhtrz 6 1214 4 smal <er 1 0 . 02 55.70 11.71 12 . 55 19. 93 0 .03 0 . 41 0 . 11 100. 46 
lherz 6 1214 7 aw cpx 1 0 . 02 55 .92 12.23 12 . 03 20.37 0. 17 0 .38 0.14 101 . 26 
lherz 6 1214 a~g 6 0 .04 55.49 12.33 12.10 19.94 0. 09 0.37 0.11 100.46 
~-hz 0 1222 7 1 0 . 06 34.61 29 .86 21.04 12 . 92 0.20 0.16 0. 12 98. 97 
~-hz 6 1222 s 1/2 r im 1 0 . 03 56.13 10. 70 13 . 56 18 . 76 0. 12 0.38 0.13 99.81 
8111) · hz 6 1222 3 rim 1 0.02 46.84 11. 49 20.62 18 .48 0 . 16 0.38 0.09 98. 08 
~-hz 6 1222 3 core 1 0.01 54.66 12 . 84 12 . 40 19. 34 0.09 0.30 0.07 99. 71 
~-hz 6 1222 2 2 0 . 06 23. 70 40.56 25 . 02 10.30 0.25 0.10 o. 12 100.11 
~·hz 6 1222 1 rim 2 0 . 02 50.37 16 . 39 15.36 17.64 0.15 0.23 0.08 100.24 
~-hz 6 1222 1 core 2 0 . 02 52.59 14.15 13.42 18 . 86 0.13 0.34 0.10 99. 61 
8111)· hz 6 1222 avg sh zone . all var10 0 . 03 45.56 19. 43 17. 35 16.61 0. 16 0.27 0.10 99. 50 
unyl UMY 1225 3 r im 1 0.01 51.66 14 . 50 16.33 19.05 0.12 0 .40 0.11 102. 18 
unyl ..JMY 1225 3 core 1 0 . 03 52.70 14.05 14.86 18.97 0.11 0.30 0 . 11 101.13 
-..nvl UMY 1225 2 r im 1 0 . 02 51.61 15 . 23 15.47 18. 85 0 . 13 0 . 35 0.15 101 . 81 
unyl UMY 1225 2 core 1 0 . 03 51.03 15.18 15 . 77 18.50 0. 14 0 .38 0.13 101 . 16 
unyl UMY 1225 1 core 2 o.o.:. 52.25 13 . 94 15 . 62 18 .62 0.11 0 . 39 0.11 101 . 08 
3-. 7 
Tab. B-3a (co~tlnued) 
rocktv~unit sa~le >potcomnent N T :02 Al 203 Cr203 f11 tot Ill gO Ill nO NiO V205 Sl.JI :::::3zzzzz:::::::::::::z:a::z:::::~======= ==~====:~=================== =================a~:z:zz:::::zaa 
\6l1y l UMY 1225 avg 6 0.03 51 .85 14.58 15 .61 18 .80 0 . 12 0 . 36 0 . 12 101.~7 \6l1y l UMY 1228.1 7 core 1 0 .09 29.81 35 . 61 20 .~~ 12 . 76 0 . 30 99.01 \6l1y l UMY 1228.1 7 rim 1 0.05 40.57 25.4~ 18 .68 1".91 0 .20 99 .85 \6l1y l UMY 1228 . 1 6 1 0.09 31.09 3 .. .71 20 .05 12 .48 0 .21 99 .23 \6l1y l UMY 1228 .1 6 rim 1 0.07 36. 07 30.32 1 9 . ~.:. 13 .63 0.21 99 .74 \6l1y l UMY 1228.1 5' 1 0.02 58.68 8.62 12.!!6 19.33 0 . '~ 99 .03 \6l1y l UMY 1228. 1 4 rim 3 0 . 11 37.88 27 .56 19.00 14.61 o. 18 99 . 34 \6l1y l UMY 1228., 4 core 2 0.10 35 . 93 30.88 19 . 04 14.10 0 . 22 100.27 \6l1y l UMY 1228.1 3 core 2 0.13 26.33 38.66 22 .46 11.83 0 .25 99.66 
""Yl UMY 1228.1 3 rim 2 0.11 36.07 30.36 19.29 13 . 98 0.19 100.00 \6l1y l UMY 1228.1 3 1/2 flm 1 0.12 29.65 36 . 84 20 .84 12 .67 0 .21 100 .33 
""Yl UMY 1228 .1 2 2 0 . 02 53.79 13.80 14.03 18.H 0 . 10 100.87 \6l1y l UMY 1228 . 1 avg (Nl all var 17 0 .08 37.81 28.44 18.85 14.44 Cl.20 99 .81 3 1232 8 1 0 . 03 29 . 49 37.79 '6. 79 14.16 0 . 17 98 .41 3 1232 1 larger 1 0 . 04 29 . 67 37.82 16 . 16 14 .62 0 . 10 98 .41 3 1232 1 small 1 0 . 05 29.56 38.15 15.02 15.21 0. 1o 98. 15 3 1232 avg 3 O.il4 29.57 37.92 15 .99 14.66 0. 1~ 98.33 3 1237 8 aw cp• 1 0.02 34.26 33.29 17.97 14.06 0.17 0.17 0.23 100. 17 3 1237 7? rim to cp• 2 0 .03 31.77 35.77 18.25 14.0J 0.19 0.19 0.23 100 .43 3 1237 7 rim to ol 2 0.01 32 . ~7 34.35 18.71 1.:.. 17 0 . 18 0 . 14 0 .22 100 . 75 3 1237 7 core 2 0 .04 31.13 36.21 1 8 . ~8 13 . M 0.14 0 . 15 0.23 100.lZ 3 1237 avg (N) 7 0.03 32 . 53 34 . 91 18.35 14 .02 0.17 0.16 0 . .:3 100. 39 4 1245 7 core I 0.~3 12 . 27 56 . 84 20.10 9. 55 0 .28 0.07 0.32 99 . ~4 4 1 ~ .5 6 core, Fe,'4g var 2 0.03 12.55 57 . 20 20. 19 9 . 30 0.24 0 . 04 0 . 31 99 .U 4 1245 6 flm to ol 2 0 .04 13 . 08 55.69 21.31 8 . 7'5 0.23 0.11 0. 30 99 .51 4 1245 2 2 0.03 13.28 55.36 20.37 8.9S 0.26 0 . 07 0.32 98.b4 
'2t.5 avg (N) 7 0.03 1~ . 80 56.27 20.49 9 . 13 0.25 0 . 07 0.31 99.36 4 1249 ? small in m.x 0 .00 22 . 26 44 . 20 22 . 01 !0.40 0 .28 0.07 0 . 33 99.55 4 1249 7 core 0.02 1!L52 .. 9. 32 19.76 10.93 0 .23 0.12 0.25 99.15 4 1249 7 r;m 0.00 19.49 47.85 19.92 10.88 0 .23 0 . 02 0 . 32 98 .71 4 1249 4 core C.OI 19.35 49 . 27 20. G8 10 .42 0.23 0.09 0.31 99 .76 4 1249 
" 
r1m 0.01 21.88 .:.5. 77 C:0 .20 11.00 0.18 0.02 0.29 99 . 55 4 1249 a•g (I;) 5 0.01 2G. 30 .. 7 . 28 20 . 39 10. 73 0 .25 0.06 0. 30 99 . 30 3 1251 3 rim to ol 1 0.~0 33.92 33 . 29 15. 18 15 . 10 0.12 0.08 0.21 97.90 3 1251 3 core 2 0 .03 ~~ . 23 33 . 52 IS .25 15 . 39 0 . 17 0.14 0.£0 99 . • 3 3 1251 3 rim to q;~ 2 0.02 3~. 75 31.37 ' 5. 21 15.94 0.14 0.1 2 0.18 98.73 3 125 1 2 1 0. 04 33 .86 33.72 15 ?5 15 .44 0 .08 0.13 0.20 99 . 42 3 1251 rim, al l "ar 4 0. 04 35 .03 33 .16 IS. 3J 1~.13 0 . 16 0 . ~0 0.16 100.08 3 1251 core 2 0 .04 33 . 79 34.69 k 98 16.41 0 . 13 0.11 0 .20 100.35 3 1251 avg 12 0.03 34.43 33.29 IS . 31 15 .82 0.13 0 . I 1 0 . 19 99 . 32 3 1258 4 2 0 .04 25.02 42 . 01 18 .1 4 13 . 40 0.24 98 .85 3 1258 3 2 0.04 25.48 41.65 17.71 13 .4 1 0 . 16 98 .45 3 '258 2 r im 1 0. 04 24.03 44.09 18 .68 13.92 0.22 100 .98 3 1258 2 core 1 0 .06 23 . o9 43.0 18 . !>3 13.46 0 .27 99 . 74 1258 avg (Jill hz host 6 0 . 05 24.56 42.35 18 .29 13 . 55 0 .22 99 .51 3 1258 1 2 0.05 24.42 42.89 18 15 13 . 26 0.18 99 .55 1~58 avg du band 1 0.05 24 . 42 42.89 18 .75 13 . 26 0 . 18 99 .55 3 1262 4 ne•t to op• 2 0.03 38.35 28.86 16.20 16 .08 0 . 17 99 .69 3 1262 3 inc! in op• 2 0 . 05 35 . 79 32. 14 16 .05 15 .96 0 .20 100.19 
3 1262 2 inc! 1 0 . 03 38 . 70 28.82 15.77 16 . 22 0 . 16 99 . 70 3 1~t.2 2 2 0 . 04 38.14 29 . 65 16 .37 15.90 0 .21 100.31 3 1262 a"g 7 0. 04 37.75 29 . 87 16 . 10 16.04 0.19 99 .97 4 1272 2 core 1 0 . 01 26 . 18 40.16 17 .81 12.43 0.20 0 . 14 0.21 97.14 
4 1272 1 rim to co~ 2 0. 04 2-..9s 42.37 18 .48 12.12 0.16 0.07 0 . 21 98.40 4 1272 1 rim to ol 3 0.05 26.63 40.88 18.52 12.21 0 . 18 0.12 0 . 25 98 .84 4 1272 I core 2 0 . 04 24 . 68 43.16 18 . 38 12 .21 0.21 0 . 12 0.25 99.05 4 ' 272 a"g (N) 8 0.04 25 .61 41.64 18.30 12 .24 0 . 19 0 . 11 0.23 98 . 36 4 1274 6 I o.co 28 . 66 38.66 19 .60 11.98 0 . 13 0 . 07 0 .26 99 . 36 4 1274 2 core, fe,Mg <ar 2 0 . 04 29.16 37.68 18. 53 12 .20 0 . 17 0.11 0 .25 98. 14 4 1274 avg 3 0. 02 28.91 38.17 19.07 12.09 0 . 15 0 . 09 0.26 98 . 75 3 1292 1 0.04 35.00 33.00 1 6.~1 14.80 0.17 0 . 15 0 . 24 99.81 3 1292 , r 1m 1 0.00 33.34 34.61 18.80 14 . 38 o.zz 0 . 12 0.26 101.73 
3 1292 , core 2 0.04 32.13 34.56 16 .94 14.21 0.18 0.15 0.20 98.41 
3 1292 5 core 3 0. 04 34.28 34.09 16 . 70 14 .81 0 .23 0 . 12 0.24 100.51 3 1292 4 cere 2 0.04 32 . 00 35 .46 17.00 14.79 0 .20 0 . 12 0.25 99 .86 
3 1292 avg (N) 9 0 . 03 33.35 34 . 34 17. 17 14.60 0 .20 0 . 13 0 .24 100.06 3 1295 6 rim 2 0.02 38.30 29 . 69 14 .46 16.97 0.12 0 . 14 0.18 99 .88 
3 1295 6 core 2 0.03 38. 06 30.23 15.00 16. 77 0.14 0.19 0 .21 100.63 
3 1295 1 aw cpx, rim 1 O.OG 38.14 30.20 14.98 16.80 0 . 22 0 . 27 0 . 18 100.79 3 1295 1 aw cpx,core 1 0 . 02 38 . 36 30 . 14 15.52 17.01 0.14 0.17 0.20 101.56 
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r 1b. B-"ln I c .. n t 1nut:d) 
rocktypeunot s~l~ spctc~nt N I i02 Al203 Cr203 F~ tot MgO MnO NiO V205 SUM 
::::a::2~:z::zzs::::s:a:s:sass: . ·:: :::::::::szz::z::::::z::::::::::::::::::::::::z:::::::::::::::::szz:: 
12~ 8VIil 6 0.02 38.22 30.07 14 .99 16.89 0. 16 0 . 19 0 . 19 100.n 
131~ 3 cor~ 1 0.08 13.45 50.18 26 . 52 9. 79 0. 34 100 . 36 
131~ 3 rom 2 0.09 13.81 49.78 26.96 9 .99 0.31 100.94 
131~ 2 2 0.08 15.04 48.93 25.83 10.72 0.30 100 .90 
1315 1 2 0.05 16 .84 46.53 25.79 10.48 0. 21 99.90 
1315 avg (N) 7 0.08 14.79 48.86 26.28 10 .25 0.29 ~00.53 
1316 ~ cor~ 1 0.20 45.31 20 .93 16.18 18.22 0.19 0.23 0.16 101.42 
1316 4 4 0 . 18 4o;.o3 21 . 36 16.16 17.96 0.13 0.21 0.16 100.19 
1316 3 2 0.18 44 . 28 21.27 16.38 17.93 0.14 0.25 0.18 100 . 61 
1316 1 1 0.20 45.04 21.02 16.39 18. 10 0.16 0.14 0.17 101 . 22 
1316 avg 8 0 . 19 .;4.67 21.15 16.28 18.05 0.16 0.21 0.17 100.86 
chrom. 1316.2 4 ol 11111. 1 0.20 51 . 14 13.88 15.52 18 .26 0. 1~ 0.34 0.23 99 .n 
chrom. 1316.2 4 smellest grain 1 0.18 50.16 13. ~~ 18.30 17.21 0.11 0.30 0.21 99 .98 
chrom. 1316. 2 2 away from plag 2 0.24 52.71 12 . 30 15 .~4 18.98 0 . 14 0.32 0 . 21 100.44 
chrom. 1316 .2 2 incl in plag 3 0. 08 54.n 12 . 67 13.70 19.04 0.11 0.25 0.17 100.79 
chrom. 1316.2 avg sp·rich du 7 0.18 52.20 13.09 15.n 18.37 0.13 0.30 0.21 100.23 
chrom. 1316.2 1 chr seam 1 0.24 41.~9 24.05 16.~8 16.94 0 . 20 O.i!7 0.26 100 . 13 
chrom. 1316.2 1 chr seam 2 0 .27 40.94 24.08 18.04 16.95 0.13 0.26 0.27 100.84 
chrom. 1316.2 avg chr seam 3 0.26 41 . 27 24 . 07 17.31 16.90 0.17 0. 27 0.27 100.49 
du 1321 2 near cpx 1 0.34 30.84 32.63 22.19 13.47 0.21 0.21 0 . 29 100.18 
du 1321 1 large, core 2 0.36 30 .62 33.29 20.68 13 .54 0.21 0.19 0.26 99 . 15 
du 1321 1 same, rim 2 0.38 29 . 28 !3. 74 20.79 13.82 0.22 0.21 0.27 98.71 
du 1321 avg (R) 5 0.36 30 . 25 33.22 21 .22 13.61 0.21 0 . 20 0.27 99 . 35 
du· band 1324 6 core 1 0 .23 15.55 49. 88 24.55 9 .98 0.14 100.33 
du·band 1324 6 rim 2 0.26 15.83 49.66 25.14 9.79 0.27 100.95 
du·band 1324 6 rim 2 0 .26 15 .83 49.66 25.14 9.79 0 . 27 100.~ 
du· band 1324 5 rim 2 0.24 16.86 48.98 23.94 10.15 0.34 100.51 
du·band 1324 5 rim 2 0.24 16.86 48.98 23 . 94 10. 15 0.34 100.~1 
du· band 1324 ~ core 2 0.22 17.53 48 .96 23 . 2~ 10.43 0. 31 100.70 
hz · band 1324 4 1 0 . 1~ 18. 29 48.3J 23.66 9.79 0.29 100.48 
nz ·band 1324 3 core 1 J . 16 19.01 48.78 21 .26 11.06 0.27 100 . 54 
hz·band 1324 3 rom 1 0.15 18.79 48.22 22.08 10. 94 0.23 100. 41 
hz·band 1324 1 rim 1 O.C8 18.95 48.25 21.79 11 . 25 0.27 100 . 59 
hz · band 1324 1 cor~ 1 0 .09 18.49 49.10 22.66 10.73 0.26 101.33 
hz · band 1324 avg hz host ~4 0.13 18. 71 48.~3 22.29 10.75 0 . 26 100.67 
du·band 1324 avg (N) du· band ~ 0. 24 16.44 49.37 21..22 10.09 0.27 100.62 
cpx · t roc 1326 4 larger. 11\.11. 1 0.12 41.23 25 . 43 15.96 17.36 0.17 0.23 0 . 19 100.69 
cpx·troc 1 1326 3 in 11\.11. 3 0.14 40.64 2~ . 64 15.63 16.66 0.13 0. 22 0.18 98 . 24 
cpx · troc 1 1326 1 incl i n plag 2 0 .08 43.39 24.17 13.80 17. 11 0.12 0.19 0 .15 99.01 
cpx· troc 1 1326 1 next to cpx 2 0.10 44.16 22 . 30 14 . 32 17.90 0. 1::. 0.24 0.16 99.34 
cpx·troc 1 1326 avg 8 0.11 42 . 36 24 . 14 14 .13 17.26 0.15 0.22 0.17 99. 32 
pl · wehrl 2 1331.1 8 2 0.05 39.88 27.80 "5.88 16.45 0.16 0.15 0 . 23 100.60 
pl·w~hrl 2 1331.1 8 rim 1 0 .09 39.53 23.18 15 . 18 16.22 0.16 0.21 0 . 18 99.75 
pl · weh r l 2 1331.1 6 r im 1 0.13 40.15 27 . 06 16. 54 16.66 0.10 0.24 0.18 101.06 
pl · wehrl 2 1331.1 6 cor~ 1 0.07 40 . 04 27.88 15.73 16.89 0.15 0.23 0.20 101.19 
pl·wehr 2 1331.1 4 1 0.09 39.59 27.97 16 . 27 16.19 0 . 14 0.20 0 . 25 100.70 
pl·wehrl 2 1331.1 avg (N) 6 0 .09 39.84 27.78 15 . 12 16.48 0.14 0. 21 0.21 100.66 
du 2 1331.2 2 large, core 2 0.31 31 . 42 32.79 22.36 13.44 0.16 0.21 0 . 21 100.90 
du 2 1331 .2 2 rim 3 0.34 30.91 32.05 24.62 13 .00 0.19 0.15 0.22 101.48 
du 2 1331.2 1 cor~ 1 0.31 31.53 32.88 22 . 11 13.28 0. 20 0.14 0.19 100. 64 
du 2 1331.2 avg 6 0.32 31.29 32.57 23.03 13.24 0. 18 0.17 0.21 101.01 
3 1340 6 core 1 0.04 18 .99 49.27 20 . 23 10.73 0. 22 0.11 0 . 32 99.91 
3 1340 4 core 2 0.05 19.48 47.69 2 : .39 10.63 J . 25 0.06 0.33 99.88 
3 1340 4 rim 2 0.04 19. 85 '.7.11 21.55 10.48 0. 26 0.12 0.38 99.79 
3 1340 1 3 0.03 19. 28 48 . 51 20.28 10.55 0.32 0.07 0.35 99.39 
3 1340 avg (N) 8 0.04 19.40 48.15 20.86 10.60 0. 26 0.09 0.35 99 . 74 
3 1344 4 smell 3 0.00 26.92 40.90 18. 50 12 .36 0.14 0.14 0.2, 99.20 
3 1344 3 core 2 0.03 27.84 40.75 16.71 12.66 0.20 0.14 0 . 21 98.54 
3 1344 2 rim, Cr ,Al var 4 0.00 29.14 39 . 53 15.95 13.29 0.19 0.17 0 .21 98.48 
3 13~4 2 core, in opx 2 0.02 28.02 40 . 61 16.05 13.36 0.20 0. 18 0 . 21 98.65 
3 1344 1 core 1 0.00 27.53 41.84 16.22 14.20 0.21 0.09 0 . 20 100.29 
3 13.;4 avg (N) 12 0.01 27.89 40.73 16.69 13 . 17 0.19 0.14 0.21 99.03 
3 1350 7 2 0.03 37.69 29.98 15.34 16 .07 0.18 0.14 0.20 99.63 
3 1350 3 in mx 1 0.03 36.17 31.39 14 . 77 16.25 0.19 0.20 0.25 99.25 
3 1350 3 incl in opx 2 0.01 35.55 32 . 89 ~3.60 16.40 0.21 0.21 0.23 99.10 
3 1350 2 incl i n opx 2 0 .02 36.15 32 . 04 14.48 16.73 0.18 0.17 0.18 99 .~ 
3 1350 avg 7 0.02 36.39 31.58 14.55 16.36 0.19 0.18 0.22 99.48 
du 1 1353 4 2 0.33 33.65 30.60 19.32 14.84 0. 11 0.21 0.21 99.27 
du 1 1353 3 large, core 3 0.31 34.~ 30.53 19.47 15.78 0. 14 0.23 0.17 101.58 
du 1 1353 3 same, rom 2 0.27 35.71 27.80 19. 39 15 . 13 0.19 0. 22 0.17 98 .88 
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Tab. 8-33 (contlnued) 
roclr.typeunt t s~le s po r c orrrnen t N T•02 Al203 Cr203 Fe tot MgO MrO NiO v2~ SUM ::aaacz::za:::zz::a:z:::az:a::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::a::::::::::::z:::::::~=~=•zszz::aa::z:a:::::~==• 
du 1 1353 2 1 0 . 29 34.06 30 . 33 19.89 1.:..72 0 . 12 0.18 0.17 99. 70 du 1 1353 avg (N) 8 0 . 3() 34.59 29.:!2 19.52 15.12 0.14 0.21 0.18 99.87 pl·band 1 1360 8 core 2 0.33 34.36 31.43 18.o9 14 . 48 0.11 0 . 14 0 . 19 99.73 pi-band 1 1360 6 core 1 0.29 34.23 30.71 18.50 14.98 0 . 28 0.14 O.JO 99. 11 pl·band 1 1360 6 rim 1 0 . 24 34.87 31.46 18.41 1.:..08 0 . 17 0.10 0.18 100.11 pl-band 1 1360 4 rim to Jl 2 0 . 23 32.89 33.14 18.34 13.85 0 .27 0.11 0.21 99.01. pi-band 1 1360 4 rtm to plag 2 0.29 34.50 32.20 17.03 14.79 0.13 0 . 11 0 . 18 99.23 pl-band 1 1360 4 core 1 0.18 34 . 86 32 . '4 17.92 14 . 77 0 .06 0.02 0 . 19 100.14 pl-band 1 1360 4 large gra in 2 0.25 33.59 32.59 17.76 14.37 0 . 17 0.18 0 . 17 99.08 !'l·band 1 1360 avg (N) P< .. ehrl 11 0.26 34 . 19 31 .95 18.09 14.56 0.17 0.11 0 . 16 99 . 49 du·band 1 1360 2 2 0.21 31.43 33.17 22.46 13.01. 0 . 14 0.05 0 . 15 100.65 du-band 1 1360 1 small 2 o.:s 31 .97 33.44 21 . 10 13.53 0.21 0.17 0.26 100.96 du-band 1 1360 avg cp11·du 4 0.25 31.70 33.31 21.78 13.29 0.18 0 . 11 0.21 100.81 unyl 6 1366. 2 5 1 0.00 34 . 77 30.36 19.59 14.39 0.18 0.10 0.21 99.60 unyl 6 1366.2 5 incl in op11 2 0.00 40.18 28.07 17. 45 14.54 0.17 0.12 0.19 100. 72 unyl 6 1366.2 4 2 0 .05 34 . 90 33.b7 16.77 14 . 75 0 . 19 0.11 0.22 100.66 unyl 6 1366.2 3 Fe,Mg var 4 0.02 35.25 32.69 17 .94 14.11 0.21 0.12 0.20 100.54 
unyl 6 1366.2 avg all var 9 0.02 36.28 31.20 17.94 14 . ~5 0.19 0.11 0.21 100. 38 5 1378 5 2 0.00 39 . 88 27 .95 14 . 27 16 . 91 0.13 0.22 0 . 18 99.54 5 1378 3 2 0 .02 38. 94 28.83 14 . 52 16.61 0.13 0.16 0.18 99. 39 5 1378 avg 4 0.01 39.41 28.39 14 . 40 16 .76 0.13 0 . 19 0 . 18 99. 47 3 1396 7 rim 2 0.04 20.02 48 .96 21.70 10.85 0 . 25 0.05 0.31 102. 18 3 1396 7 core 2 0.03 19.59 49 .87 20.62 11.22 0.22 0.05 0 . 31 101.91 3 1396 5 r im 1 0 . 03 20.18 48 . 04 21 . 85 10.55 0.27 0.00 0.31 101 . 23 3 1396 5 core 1 0 .05 18.93 49.95 20 . 77 10.33 0.21 0 . 12 0 . 31 100.67 3 1396 3 incl in op11 2 0.04 21 . 53 47 . 27 20.65 11.07 0.26 0 . 07 !'.25 101.14 3 1396 avg (N) 8 0. 01. 20.05 48.82 21.12 10 . 80 0 . 24 0.06 0.30 101 . 43 
nz - band 3 1402 10 1 0 .14 16 . 28 52.29 21 . 31 9 .60 0 . 26 0 .05 0.39 100. 32 
nz -!:)and 3 1~02 9 1 0.16 15.50 51.68 21 .32 9 .54 0 . 29 0 . 07 0 . 30 98.86 hz-band 3 1'02 av; hz to.t 2 0.15 15.39 51.99 21 . 32 9 . 57 0 . 28 0.06 0 . 35 99.59 trcsns 3 1402 7 1 0.11 14.74 51.92 21 . 91 9 . 41 0.27 0.07 0 . 29 98 . 72 
trans 3 1402 5 rtm 2 0 . 14 13.97 <3.66 21.45 9.46 0.16 0.06 0 . 34 99.24 
trans 3 1402 5 core 2 0 . 11 15.17 52 .95 19 . 37 9 .88 0 . 21 0 .07 0 . 35 98.11 
trans 3 1402 avg (II) t rar·s it i on 5 0 . 12 14.63 52 .8<. ;:) . 91 9 .58 0 . 21 O.IJ7 0 . 33 98 .69 du 3 14J2 1 0 . 14 13.93 53 .51 22 . 13 9 . 32 on 0 .• 4 0 . 32 99 .72 du 3 141)2 3 rim 2 0.18 14.24 52.63 23.07 9 .18 0.22 0.09 0.34 99.95 du 3 1402 3 core 2 0.12 14 . 42 52.66 21.59 9 .67 0 . 30 0.02 0.33 99.11 
du 3 1402 2 1 0 . 10 15.91 51.34 21 . 52 9 . 58 0 . 26 0 .07 0. 33 99 .1 1 du 3 1402 1 2 0 . 09 14.36 52.69 :'3.05 9 . 50 0 . 29 0.07 0 . 30 100. 35 du 3 1402 avg du 8 c.n 14 . 57 52 . 57 22. 27 9.45 0.28 0.06 0. 32 99.65 du 1 1415 3 core 2 0.18 40.71 26.07 15.75 • 7 . 54 0 .1 8 0.26 0 . 20 100.89 du 1 1415 3 rim 2 0 .12 40.31 26.10 17.51 17 . 23 0 . 16 0 .13 0.20 101 . 76 
du 1 1415 2 1 0.13 40 . 75 25 . 11 16 .66 16.76 0.12 0.17 0 . 26 99 .96 
du 1 1415 1 1 0 .1 9 41 . 24 2'>.09 16 . 71 . 7.41 0 . 14 0 .1 9 0.18 102 . 35 du 1 1415 avg 6 0.16 40.75 25 .84 16. ~1 1 '.24 0 . 15 0 .19 0.21 101.24 lherz 2 1420 3 2 0 .20 33.23 32 .99 19.47 13 . 95 0 . 16 0.16 0. 30 100 . 46 
lherz 2 1~20 2 2 0.18 32 . C6 34 . ' t. 20.00 13.63 0.14 0.16 0.34 100.65 
lherz z 1420 10 2 0.24 30.16 35.88 21.06 13 .OS 0 . 14 0.13 0.33 100 .99 
lherz 2 1420 avg 6 0.21 31.82 34.34 20.18 13.5 ... 0 .1 5 0 .1 5 0 . 32 100.70 
2 1428 4 core 2 0 .02 26.40 42.71 18.94 13.29 0 .11! 0.11 0.30 101 .95 
2 1428 3 1 O.JO 28.32 39 . 1!2 19 .56 13 . 43 0.16 0 . 16 0.34 101 . 79 
2 1428 2 1 0.0~ 27.73 40.88 18 .b4 13 . 34 0.19 0 .09 0.30 101.19 
2 1428 avg 4 0.01 27.48 41 . ~4 19.05 13 . 35 0.11! 0 .1 2 0 . 31 101 . b4 
2 1442.1 4out 1 0.00 40.52 27.00 16 . 79 16.52 0 . 14 0.21 0.20 101 . 31! 
2 1442. 1 2 1 0 . 03 40 . 46 27. 16 15 . 38 16.47 0.11 0 . 28 0.21 100.10 
2 1442.1 1 1 0.01 40.19 27.58 15.95 16. 07 0.14 0 .19 0.21 100. 24 
2 1442.1 avg 3 0 . 01 40.36 27.25 16. 04 16. 35 0 . 13 0 .23 0 21 100 .57 
Cpll · du 2 1447 4 srnail 1 0 . 16 35.66 27.57 22 . 34 13.54 0.23 0 . 23 0.28 100 . 01 
Cpll·du 2 1447 5 core 3 0.19 37.85 26.58 19. 19 15.62 0.16 0 . 30 0.20 100. 09 
cp11 · du 2 1447 5 r im 2 0.16 38.42 25.59 19 . ! ~ 15.52 0.09 0 . 24 0.23 99.57 
Cpll·du 2 1447 6 core 2 0.24 37.35 26.92 20.41 1'i.29 0.16 0.26 0 . 24 100.93 
cp11·du 2 1~~7 avg cp~·du 8 0 . 19 37.32 26.67 20.33 14.99 0.16 0.26 0 . 24 100.15 
pl-lherz 2 1447 1 1 0.16 28.94 37.13 21.58 13.10 0 . 06 0 . 11 0 . 36 101.44 
pl-lherz 2 1447 2 1 0 . 18 28. 52 36.96 20 . 30 12 .53 0.14 0 . 06 0.33 99 .02 
p -lherz 2 1447 3 near -:p11 1 0 . 16 29.02 36 . 85 20 . 25 12.87 0.18 0.07 0.30 99 . 70 
pl-lherz 2 1447 avg pl lherz 3 0.17 28 . 83 36.98 20 . 71 12.83 0 . 13 0.08 o.n 100. 05 
lherz 2 1454 1 small 2 0. 02 40.92 26.63 16 . 45 16.48 0 .02 0.17 0.16 100 .85 
lherz 2 145.; 3 near cp11 0.00 41.25 26.13 16.77 16.48 0 .12 0.13 0.17 101.05 
lherz 2 1454 8 0 . 02 41.16 26.92 16. 02 '6 . 22 0.00 0 . 25 0.13 100.72 
lherz 2 1454 avg 4 0. 01 41 . 11 26 .56 16. 41 16.39 0.05 0 . 1!1 0.1'; 100 . 1!7 
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Lio. B-3a (contlnuedJ 
rocktypeunot sampl~ spotcomnent N l i02 Al203 Cr203 Fe tot MgO MnO NiO V20S SUM 
·~·······=·····=~============= · · ===~====================:;;:~::;::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::2::: 
pl·du 2 1459 3 lar'je, core 2 0. 13 39. 11 25.91 16.57 16.84 0 .16 0.28 0 .21 99.21 pl · du 2 1459 2 Slllil l 2 0.08 40.89 23.91 15.80 17. 16 0.18 0.27 0.18 98.47 pl·du 2 1459 1 small 2 0.06 47.54 19.95 13.98 18.60 0.16 0.30 0. 16 100 . 75 pl · du 2 1459 1 smallest 1 0. 13 43.79 22.85 15.23 16.83 0.19 0.28 0.20 99.50 pl·du 2 1459 avg Al , Cr var 7 0.10 42.83 23.16 15.40 17. 36 0.17 0.28 0 .19 99.48 2 1462 7 1 0.04 32.79 33.91 17.14 14 .24 0.22 0. 15 0 . 20 98.69 2 10:.62 5 1 0.05 32.74 34.95 16.38 14 . 15 0.14 0. 12 0 . 23 98.76 2 1462 2 2 0.05 32 .02 35.14 16.80 14.00 0.20 0.11 0 . 20 98.52 2 1462 avg 4 0.05 32.52 34.67 16.n 14.13 0.19 0.13 0 .21 98.66 3 1468 9 2 0.03 40 .28 28.19 15.88 15.96 0.14 0.16 0 .23 100.87 3 1468 3 cor~ 2 0. 01 37.93 30.02 15.23 16 .90 0.11 0.18 0 . 25 100.'-l 3 1468 1 rim 2 0.01 39.64 29 .81 14.48 16 .88 0. 14 0. 16 0 . 24 101.36 3 1468 1 core 2 0.02 38.22 30.51 14.44 16.76 0.14 0 .16 0.25 100.50 3 1468 avg (Nl 8 0.02 39.02 29 .63 15 . 01 16.63 0.13 0 .17 0.24 100.84 troct CUll 1475 4 core 2 0.18 30 .06 33.83 22.49 13 . 07 0. 18 0.16 0.23 100. 20 troct CUll 147'5 4 ri,n 2 0.15 29.68 33 .65 22 .95 12 .61 0. 12 0.12 0.22 99.50 troct CUll 147'5 3 1 0.15 29.76 33 .40 24.26 12.79 0. 19 0.16 0.22 100 .93 troct CUll 14 7'j ? small 1 0. 12 30.35 32 .25 23 . 14 13. J8 0.13 O. J7 0 .27 99.41 troc t CUll 14 7'j avg 6 0.15 29 .96 33.28 23.21 12.89 0.16 0 . 13 0 .24 100.01 3 1485 6 cor~ 1 0.00 28.68 40.64 17. 73 13.85 0. 19 0.12 0.21 101 .42 3 1485 4 core 2 0.02 28.07 41.56 17.43 14.17 0.18 0 .10 0.25 101.78 3 1485 4 rim to cpx 1 0.00 30.61 35.58 18.14 13.99 0. 17 0.09 0.25 98.83 3 1485 4 rim to ol 1 0. 01 29 .78 38.84 17.20 14.51 o. 14 0 . 15 0.26 100.89 3 1485 avg (N) 5 0.01 29.29 ~9 . 16 17 .63 14.13 0.17 0.12 0.24 100.73 du 2 1499 2 large 2 0.41 35 .87 27.29 18.36 15 .00 0.18 0.19 0.23 97.53 du 2 1499 1 Sfll<lll 2 0.39 35.92 27.29 1C .80 14.64 0. 19 0 .23 0.25 98 . 71 du 2 1499 avg 4 0.40 35 .90 27.29 19.08 14.82 0.19 0.21 0 . 24 98 .12 
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Tab. B-3b 
l i thol s_,.,le spotdet a i l s N 1 i02 Al203 Cr203 Fe tot NgO 111'0 NiO V205 SUM ::z:::::::::z:::::::::::::::z::::::::::;;;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ ~•=======~ ~ ========== 
L~47 core 2 0.10 13 . 81 54.23 20.40 10 . 02 0.32 n . .:l . n .d. 98.88 LH47 rim 3 0. )9 13.33 55 ... 1 21.09 9.49 0.30 n .d. n.d . 99.71 LH47 2 0.09 12.48 55.80 21.80 9.11 0.29 n .d . n.d. 99.57 LH47 1a 1 0. 10 13.81 53 . 46 20 . 78 9 . 93 0. 25 n.d. n.d . 98 . 33 LH47 avg (Ill 8 t .10 13.36 54 . 73 21 .02 9.64 0.29 n.d. n.d. 99.12 LH47 std 0.01 0.54 0.93 0 . 51 0.36 0. 03 n.d. n.d. 0.56 LK76 3 core 2 0 . 13 13.03 54 . 74 21.29 9.84 0 . 31 n .d. n.d. 99 . 3;, LH76 3 rim 2 0.11 12.15 56.20 21.07 9. 53 0.21 n.d . n.d . 99.27 LH76 6 core, large 1 0.13 12.n 54 . 27 21.55 9.99 0.32 n.d . n .d. 99.03 LH76 6 rim 1 0.11 11.85 56 . 15 21.88 9. 54 0.32 n.d. n .d. 99.85 LH76 6 2 0. 08 11.57 56.16 21 . 71 9. 46 0 . 25 n.d. n.d. 99 . .1!3 LH76 avg (R) 8 0.11 12 . 27 55.50 21 .50 9 .67 0.28 n .d . n.d . 99.54 LH76 std 0.02 0.55 0.83 0 . 29 0. 21 0.04 n .d . n.d . 0.27 LH11 3 core, large 2 0.16 16.61 52.43 19.52 11.32 0. 24 n.d. n.d. 100.28 LH11 3 r1m 3 0.13 17.47 51.00 19.81 11.05 0.27 n . d . n.d. 99.73 LH11 6 1 0.16 17.53 51 . 01 19.98 10.94 0. 1;, n.d . n.d. 99.76 LK11 avg 6 0.15 17.20 51.48 19.n 11.10 0. 22 n. d . n.d. 99.92 LH11 std 0. 01 0.42 0.67 0.19 0.16 0.06 n.d. n.d. 0.25 LH87 5 incl in cp~ 1 0. 09 13.58 55.0') 20.78 9. 7;. 0.34 n .d. n.d. 99 .58 LK87 3 incl in op~ 2 0.09 14.27 53.~ 19.76 9 . 91 0. 32 n .d. n.d . 98.03 LH87 7 core 1 0.09 14.23 53 .i'9 20.56 10.05 0.28 n.d . n.d. 99.0\J LH87 7 rim 1 0.06 13 . 21 53 . 18 22 . 50 8 . 91 0.21 n .d . n.d . 98 . 07 
.. ~87 avg 5 0.08 13 .82 53.93 20.90 9.65 0.29 n.d. n.d . 98.67 
L"87 std 0.01 0 . 45 0 .69 1.00 0. 44 0.05 n.d. n .d . 0 .65 LH73 8 core, large 3 0.11 1~.24 53 .58 20.92 10.60 0. 30 n.d. n.d . 100.~ LH73 8 rim 2 0. 06 ~4 . 71 54 . 26 21. 11 10.16 0.31 n .d. n.d. 100.61 LH73 ~ incl i n opx 2 o.o ... 16.38 52 . 76 18.91 11.00 0.28 n.d. n.d . 99.39 LH73 8 2 O. G7 14 .42 54.71 22.05 9 .63 0.30 n .d. n.d . 101. 18 L~73 avg (II) 9 0. 08 15.19 53.83 20.~ 10.35 0.30 n.d. n.d . 100. 48 LH73 std 0.0?. 0 . ~ 0 . 74 1.14 0. 51 0.01 n.d. n.d . 0.66 
chrom. LH84 1 core 2 0.19 11.82 56 .57 23 . 05 9 . 09 0 . 33 n.d. n.d . 101. 05 
chrom. LH84 1 rim to cpx 2 0.20 11 . 23 57 .81 23 .46 8 .98 0.38 n .d . n.d . 102. 06 
chrom. LH84 1 rim to o t 2 0.20 10.86 58 . 00 24. : 8 7.16 0. 36 n.d . n.d . 101.46 
cnr om. LH84 2 core 1 0.21 11.53 55 .63 22.35 9 . 52 ) . 26 n.J. n.d . 99 .50 
cn rom. LH84 2 r1m 1 0. 18 11.26 56.'"3 23.11 ~ . 27 0.27 n.d . n.d . 100 .82 
chrom. LH84 3 core 2 0. i 7 10 . 30 58 .~9 22.79 9 . 22 0.33 n.d. n.d . 101.10 
chrom. Lh84 avg (R) 10 0.19 11.17 57.17 23 . 14 9. 01 0.32 n.d. n.d . 101.00 
chrom. LK84 std 0.01 0.49 0.94 0.54 0.50 0.04 n .d. n.d. 0.78 LH12 2 core , larqe 2 0.16 9 .52 61.52 19.68 9.44 0.31 n.d . n.d. 100 .63 LH12 2 rim 2 0.1 2 '0 . 73 58 .94 21.39 9. 11 0.32 n .d. n.d. 1n0. 61 LH12 4 1 0.11 9.46 61.00 21.43 9.14 0.50 n .d. n.d. 101.44 LH12 avg (N) 5 0. 13 9.90 60 .49 20.85 9. 23 0.31 n.d . n.d. 100.89 
LH12 std 0. 02 0. 59 1.11 0.82 0.15 0.01 n.d. n.d. 0 . 39 LH16 4 in px aggr 2 0.09 13.54 55 .53 22.45 9 . 44 3.26 n . d . n.d . 101.31 LH16 5 core 2 0.13 16.09 51 . 52 20.64 1 0.97 0.28 n.d . n.d. 99.63 
LH16 5 ·im 2 0. 13 14.64 55 . 18 21.47 10.24 0.31 n.d. n.d . 101.97 
LH16 avg (II) 6 0 . 12 14.76 54 . 08 21.52 10 . 22 0.28 n.d. n.d . 100.97 
LH16 std 0.02 1.04 1.81 0. 74 0.62 0.02 n.d. n.d. 0.99 
LH22 3 core, large 2 0.08 13 . 08 56.97 20 . 90 9.89 0.31 n.d. n.d. 101.23 
LH22 3 rim 1 0 .06 12 .96 56 .98 21.11 <f. 15 0. 33 n .d. n.d. 100.59 
LH22 7 2 0. 07 13 . 03 54.00 21.86 8.85 0.29 n .d . n.d. 98.10 
LH22 avg 5 O. C7 13 . 02 55 .98 21. 29 9.30 0.31 n. d . n.d . 99 .97 
LH22 std 0.01 0.05 1.40 0 .41 0.44 0. 02 n. d . n.d . 1.35 LH49 2 core 2 0 . 00 13.33 56. 42 20.57 10 .21 0. 28 n.d . n.d . 100 .81 
LH49 5 incl . near cpx 2 0. 03 15.98 53.80 19.03 11.48 0.28 n .d. n.d. 100 .60 
LH49 5 incl , near opx 1 0.04 15.81 54.40 19.17 11.41 0. 30 n .d. n.d . 101 . 13 
LH49 6 1 0.1)2 15 . 28 54.84 20.73 10 .16 0. 29 n. d. n.d . 101.32 
LH49 avg 6 0.02 15.10 54.87 19 . 88 10.112 0.29 n.d . n.d. 100.97 
LH49 std 0.01 1.05 0 .97 0. 78 0. 1>3 0.01 n.d . n.d . 0.28 LH8 2 incl i n opx 1 0.03 16.86 51 .68 C:2.21 9 .96 0. 32 n.d. n.d . 101. 06 LH8 5 incl in cpx 2 0. 07 16.66 sz . 79 18.40 11.48 0. 29 n.<J . n.d. 99 .69 
LH8 6 cor~. la rge 2 0. 07 17. 16 52.74 19 . 26 11.36 0. 25 n.d. n.d . 100.84 
LH8 6 rim 2 0.07 18. 22 51 .68 19 .16 . 45 0. 25 n.d . n. d. 100 .83 
LH8 avg (Ill) 7 0. 06 17. 23 5<: . 22 19 .76 11.06 0.28 n . d . n.d . 100 .61 
LH8 std 0. 02 0.1>0 0 .54 1.45 0 .64 0.03 n .d . n.d. 0.54 
LH62 3 core, large 2 0.06 18.84 50. 37 18.89 11. ')5 0. 29 0.05 0.29 100.34 
LH62 3 r1m 2 0.04 20 .~ 47 .89 18 . 91 11.88 0.25 o., 0.31 100. 14 
LH62 5 in opx, small 1 0.04 17.99 48 .97 18.92 11.41 0.27 0.07 0. 23 97.90 
352 
f ilb. B-]b (continued) 
llthol s~l~ spot~tails N Ti02 Al203 Cr203 Fe tot MgO HrO NiO 11205 ~VM 
:;;;:::z:a:::::::::::::::z:::::::::::::z::::::zc:z::::::::::::================================ 
LH62 8 cor~ 2 0.04 19.66 49.61 19.07 11.29 0.26 o.c- 0.21 100.27 
LH62 8 rim to opx 1 0.03 19.30 49.8'j 19.39 11.27 0. 23 0.(. 0.28 100.39 
LH62 8 r im to ol 2 0.03 21.07 48 .33 18.84 1: . 96 0.18 0.04 0.31 100.76 
LH62 avg (N) 10 0.04 19.60 49 .17 19. JO 11.56 0.25 0.06 0.28 99.97 
LH62 std 0.01 1.06 0.86 0.19 0.27 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.94 
L· 'l7 2 2 0.09 16.34 52.07 19.86 10 .27 0.29 0.09 0.30 99.31 
L~o7 3 1 0.08 16.14 52 .02 20.25 10.05 0.23 0.04 0.27 99.08 
LH67 4 core, larg~ 2 0. 06 14.80 54.78 19.40 10.55 0.24 0.03 0.29 100.15 
LH67 4 rim to opx 2 0.06 15.32 54.33 19.38 10.74 0.25 0.07 0.29 100 .44 
LH67 4 rim to ol 2 O. C7 15.18 54 . 13 20. 04 10.12 0.32 0.04 0.25 100.15 
LH67 avg CR> 9 0.07 15.56 53.47 19 . 7'i- 10.35 0.27 0.05 0.28 99.83 
LH67 std 0.01 0. 59 1.18 0 . 35 0.26 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.53 
LH'06 5 aw cpx 3 0.02 23.75 41 .80 20 . 56 10.72 0.23 0.05 0.24 97.37 
LH106 9 aw cpx+opx 3 0.02 21 .64 45.25 19.69 11.25 0.19 0.09 0.29 98.42 
LH106 1 cor~. aw cpx 2 0.04 21.05 47.79 17.64 11.83 0.24 0 .08 0.23 98.90 
LH106 1 rim to opx 1 0.00 21.30 48.31 17.59 11.79 0.30 0.09 0.20 99.58 
LH106 avg 9 0.02 21.94 45.79 18.87 11.40 0.24 0.08 0.24 98.57 
LH106 std 0.01 1.07 2.58 1. 29 0.45 0.04 0.02 0.03 o.so 
du LH106.2 2 largest 3 0. 25 24.20 41.28 22.28 11.27 0.23 0.09 0.29 99.89 
du LH106.2 1 smaiiPr 2 0.27 23.14 40.28 26.41 10.78 0.29 0.10 0.27 1..:1 . 54 
du LHI16.2 avg 5 0.26 23 .67 40.78 24.35 11.03 0.26 0. 10 0.28 100.72 
du LH106.2 std 0.01 0.53 0.50 2. 06 0.24 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.83 
LH121 5 co··e, aw opx 2 0.03 21.87 47. :5::: 16.97 11.98 0.21 o. 16 0.25 98 .80 
LH121 5 in cpx s~l 1 0.00 22.66 45.96 17.49 12.02 0.24 0 .09 0.29 98.75 
LH121 6 in cpx Syn-4)l 2 0.04 20.95 47.27 20.44 10.82 0.29 0.07 0.34 100.22 
LH121 1 in cpx s~l 2 0.00 20.39 46.67 19.36 11.12 0.21 0.(J9 0.29 98.13 
LH121 1 aw opx 1 0.09 22.13 47 .27 17.93 12.17 0.20 0.14 0.29 100.22 
LH121 avg 8 0.03 21.60 46 .90 18.44 11.62 0.23 0.11 0 .29 99 .22 
LH121 std 0.03 0.82 0.53 1.28 0.54 0 .03 0.03 0.03 0.85 
LH122 1 aw cpx, de for 2 0.02 27.05 40 .91 19.33 12.33 0.27 0.09 0.27 100.27 
LH122 2 aw cpx 1 0.04 27.03 41.59 19.30 12.64 0.21 0. 11 0.29 101 . 21 
LH122 3 aw cpx, de for 1 0.02 26.76 42.23 18.89 12.06 0.25 0.06 0.31 100.58 
LH122 avg 4 0.03 26.95 41.58 19.17 12.34 0.24 0.09 0.29 100 .69 
LH122 std 0.01 0.13 0.54 0 . 20 0.24 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.39 
LH110 1 near opx 2 0.03 50.77 15 .59 14.09 18.27 0.08 0.39 0.15 99.37 
LH110 2 near opx 3 0.06 50.16 16.25 13.59 18.62 0.13 0.33 0.17 99.31 
LH110 2 2 0.07 51 .49 15.73 13.68 18. 41 0. ~ 4 0.30 0.14 99.96 
LH110 3 1 0. 06 50.27 15 . 77 14.25 17. 77 0.09 0 .30 0.17 98 .68 
LH110 avg 8 0.06 50.67 15.84 13.90 18.27 0.11 0.33 0.16 99 .33 
LH110 std 0.01 0.52 0.25 0.28 0.31 0.03 0.04 0.01 0 .45 
LH112 2 1 0.04 46.70 21.39 12.55 18. 24 0.12 0.15 0.03 99.22 
LH112 3 core 2 0.07 45.63 22.04 12.98 18.48 0.13 0.21 0.05 99 .59 
LH112 avg 3 0.06 46.17 21.72 12.77 18. 36 0.13 0.18 0.04 99 .41 
LH112 std 0.01 0.53 0.3? 0.22 0.12 0.01 0.03 0.01 0 . 18 
LH113 3 2 0.09 53.95 14.34 13.33 19.69 0.13 0.29 0.08 101.90 
LH113 2 core 2 0.08 52 .51 15.29 14.43 19.63 0.13 0.23 0.07 102.37 
LH113 2 rim 2 0.06 52.95 15.38 12.99 19.53 0.11 0.27 0. 11 101.40 
LH113 avg 6 0.08 53.14 15 .00 13.58 19 . 1;)2 0.12 0.26 0.09 101.89 
LH113 std 0.01 0.60 0.47 0.61 0. 07 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.40 
LH117 1 2 0.06 44.14 22.69 14.10 17. 66 0.20 0.23 0.18 99 .26 
LH117 4 core 2 0.06 41.43 26.15 13.56 17 . .:.8 0.12 0.21 0.17 99 . 18 
LH117 4 rim 3 0.05 41.04 26.20 13. 83 17.30 0.14 0.20 0. 14 98.90 
LH117 3 2 0.07 42 .66 24.38 13.33 17.55 0.16 0.22 0.18 98 .55 
LH117 avg 9 0.06 42.32 24.86 13.71 17.50 0.16 0.22 0.17 98.97 
LH1'7 std 0.01 1.21 1.45 0.29 0.13 0.03 0 .01 0.02 0 .28 
LH1 1~ 1 core, bit opx 2 0.07 47.42 20.64 13.09 18.43 0. 11 0. 21 0.11 100 .03 
LH119 1 rim 2 0.02 49.25 18.00 12.05 19.35 0.11 0.28 0.11 99.17 
LH119 2 core 1 0.06 49.43 18.70 12.08 19.39 0.07 0.20 0.08 100.01 
lH119 avg 5 0.05 48.70 19.11 12 .41 19 .06 0.10 0.23 0.10 99.75 
LH119 std 0.02 0.91 1.12 0. 48 0.44 0.02 0.04 0.01 0 .41 
333 
Tab. B-4 (following eighteen pages). Clinopyroxene mineral chemistry data from (a) 
the Table Mountain section. and (b) the Lewis Hills mantk St.'l."tion. 
'def' - defocused beam analyses; 
* 
-warns that the sum of the cations is unusually high in thl! analyLed sample. This 
typically was the case during defocused beam ar.alyscs. The reason for the high 
cation sums probably lies in minor oxidation a11d an1phiboie formation along 
cleavage planes and exsolution lamellae; 1w- a:-..>l~iatcd with; EL- cx~olution 
lameilae; 
pc - porphyroclast: 
nb - neob!ast; 
mx -matrix . 






aample apol commenl Cflfelum 
... ......•..... . ...... . 
7 5 6B 
7 5 6 granular 
7 5 3 granular 
7 5 3 larger cpx 
7 5 1wonned cpx 
7 5 avg 
7 5 &1d 
7 9 2 
79 1 
7 9 avg 
7 9 sld 
58 24 
58 .24 avg 
82 107 10 
82 107 avo 
82 77 ? bttlwYen sp 
82 77 6 in mx 
82.77 avg 
82 77 Sid 
128 6 along opx pc 
128 10 1mpregn type 
128 avg 
128 Old 
229 3 aw sp 
229 11? impregn 1ype 
229 10? impregn lype 
22i avg 
229 lid 
229 2 8 
229 2 7 
2292 0 
229 2 avg 












N other So02 To02 Al203 Cr203 F"O CeO NoO Na20 ~~0 SUM 

















51 74 0 57 3~5 075 1147 11143 0 10 
5201 056 3 70 0 73 7 16 17 811 0 18 
2060 007 0 31 
1832 005 034 
000 
0 01 
5088 061 330 0118 595 1564 016 211111 004 048 000 
50 75 0 51 3 22 0 16 6 40 
51 09 0 57 3 54 0 81 5 76 
51 29 0 56 3 44 0 75 6 35 





0 26 4 63 









0 03 0 23 
0 05 2 39 
0 05 2 39 
0 00 0 48 
0 00 0 48 
0 05 2 7~ 
0 03 2 52 






0 00 2 18 
53 46 0 00 
136 000 
52 61 0.01 
5328 001 
54 88 0 o:: 
53 59 o•.·1 
0 95 ilOO 
5432 000 
54 73 0 00 
54 13 000 
5439 000 
0 25 0 00 
53 02 0 01 
53 48 0 0~ 
53 25 0 CJ 

















(j 38 610 
0 ~5 6 21 
0 32 6 16 
0 06 0 05 
1 02 1 95 
1 02 1 95 
0 18 2 09 
0 18 2 09 
0 91 2 21 
0 97 2 25 
0 94 2 23 
0 03 0 02 
0 77 2 10 
0114 2 23 
0 86 2 17 
0 08 0 06 
0 83 2 64 
0 57 1 84 
0 56 2 63 
0 65 ~ 37 
0 12 0 37 
0 37 2 48 
0 80 2 53 
0 76 2 34 
0 64 2 45 
0 19 0 08 
1 08 2 27 
I 36 2 04 
1? 2 16 





































18 64 0 10 
0 16 001 
19 80 0 11 
18 10 0 11 
18 64 0 01 
18 85 0 08 
0 71 0 05 
2100 004 
1889 009 
18 61 0 08 
19 51 0.07 
1 08 0 02 
1809 009 
17 19 0 12 
1764 011 
0 45 0 02 
2006 000 
21 67 0 02 
20 ~3 0 04 





























0 43 0 01 
0 06 0 01 
032 001 

























22 eo .; o4 o u<- o 01 
002 000 004 001 
20 U2 0 00 0 04 0 0 1 
24 42 1 00 0 04 0 03 
22 80 0 00 0 00 0 00 
2271 033 003 001 
1 43 0 47 0 02 0 .01 
2129 003 001 000 
22 50 0 07 0 Oil 0 00 
22 93 0 00 0 05 0 00 
22 24 0 03 0 05 0 00 
0 89 0 03 0 03 0 00 
22 03 0 05 0 15 0 02 
2327 000 015 002 
2265 003 015 002 









































TAb. B-4a (cuntinuerl) 
aample •pot comnmnt 
259 3 8W 8p 
259 avg aw sp 
406 4 
406 avg 





















542 2 2 











twtnnth.l? 1n mx 
granular tn mx 
mel 10 opx IJC 
mel en upx pc 
mel tn op• pc 
m op• aggr 




IIICI In 01)'11 
a.ame . d 1ff 1tdy 
10 opx agQI 
pc 
granulat m m'l( 
llllf' ft'\}rl t.,.~.,d 










1 • dt!f 












z A Jet 
2 • d~l 







































0 49 ERR 
5? t 1 0 011 
5~ :>3 0 04 
51 1:19 0 lio 




































































































0 19 0 ~~ 
0 97 2 34 
1 09 2 31 
1 02 2 51 




















































0 0 2 
17 71 















































































































































































































































Tab. B-4a (cu11tinued) 

















granular in rr.x 






613 3 nb 
613 2 nb 










813 pc core 
813 pc core 
813 avg 
613 &ld 
676 4 granular m oi mx 
676 3 granular tn ol m x 
676 avg 
678 61::1 
723 2 6 
723.2 6 aggr 
723 2 4 
723.2 avg 
723 2 std 
733.2 2 aw sp 
733.2 2 & above 
733 2 fluffy m mx 





N othtlr S.02 T102 Al203 C t203 FeO MgO MnO CaO N10 Na20 1\20 SUM 






2 AI var 





































































127 001 037 
53 20 0 08 4 27 
51 62 0 04 4 28 
51 4!1 0 03 4 10 
0 19 0 39 
1 19 2 93 
I II 2 52 
0 99 2 9 1 
~.l 09 0 05 4 22 
0 79 0 02 0 OR 
5381 009 3!19 
I 10 2 79 
0 08 0 19 









































0 06 0.00 
53 g.j 0 00 
5369 001 
0.14 0 10 









000 289 tOO 
0 00 2.45 0 ell 
0 00 0 20 0.07 
0 OS 2 39 1.00 
0 03 2 50 0 81 
0 05 2 32 0 911 







































































0 02 1 44 
0 10 21 52 
008 2182 
007 2 1 92 
008 2175 
0 •. ; 0 17 



















































001 001 000 
0 12 0 JO 0 00 
0 04 0 18 0 01 
012 0111 000 
0 09 0 22 0 00 
0 04 0 05 0 00 
0 07 0 21 0 00 
0 05 0 25 0 01 
007 024 002 
0 05 0 25 0 01 
0 13 0 20 0 0 1 
0 11 0 24 0 00 
0 08 0 23 0 01 
0 .03 002 001 
003 0 .11 000 
005 009 000 
0 .04 0 10 0 00 
008 054 0 .01 001 000 
004 2285 008 002 001 
0 07 22 84 0 04 0 02 0 01 
18 22 0 07 
11 rs o oe 
0 37 0 01 
16 711 0 05 
16 96 0 04 
16 71 004 
1682 004 
21 45 0 I I 0 08 0 02 
22.31 0 08 0 03 0 01 
062 003 002 000 
2377 008 031 000 
2431 005 031 0 .01 
24 04 0 03 0 211 0 00 









































Tab. 8-4a (continued) 
sample epol commenl 














772 1 s 
772 1 5 
772 1 avg 
&. above 
pc , .,.,.11 
bleb& tn upx pc 
neobla&1 in mx 
blebl in upx pc 




pc , small 
pc, small 
774 ~·~ v amall1n mx 
774 10 omp11!gn type 
774 avg 
774 Sid 
788 3 Ill opx 8\l\lr 
78& 2 lwon on •'I'• pc 
788 2 other mel 
788 1 around opx 
788 avg 
788 &ld 
801 8 llutty type 
801 6 4WIP 








aw 5p on mx 
aw a.p 1n m• 
eurr by sp 
..,., b~ sp 










N other So02 To02 Al2vJ Cr203 f110 MgO MnO CeO NoO Na20 1<20 SUM 






3 · . del 
9 
2 
1 •. dd 
3 
1 














































































3 01 0 75 2 04 
3 99 1 01 2 09 
3 81 1 07 1 95 





















2 76 1 13 
2 81 1 OS 
2 54 0 75 
1 85 0 53 
2 20 0 154 
0 34 0 II 
2 35 1 04 
2 4 7 1 02 
2 53 1 16 
2 16 0 99 
2 38 1 05 
0 14 0 06 
2 6.3 0 79 
2 29 0 82 















































0 10 0 00 
17 6.3 0 03 
115 73 0 09 























17 55 0 07 
17 10 0 05 
1830 003 
17 70 0 04 
0 60 0 01 
1705 () 07 
18 06 0 10 
1768 007 
17 28 u 04 
1752 007 
0 39 0 02 
17 43 0 04 
17 42 0 00 




















































0 16 0 02 
0 20 0 02 
0 19 0 00 





























23 17 0 015 0 14 0 01 
038 001 004 001 
2363 007 ODS 001 
22 38 0 05 0 16 0 02 
2278 005 014 001 
2347 005 007 001 
23 07 0 06 0 11 0 01 
0 51 c 0 1 0 05 0 00 
2< 10 0 07 0 20 0 00 
24 25 0 011 0 22 0 00 


































































Tab. B-4a (continued) 












835 2 avo 
835.2 Old 
.,. opx pc 
awopx pc 
aw opx pc 
pc on mx 
pc 10 mM 
cpx , &heallld 
1149 t tncl in ov• 
860 8 
























888 5 1mpregn typo~ 
888 4 '"'V''*On type 
888 2 1111pregn type 
888 t!IQ 
888 ltd 











N other St02 Tr02 Al203 Cr203 FeO t.AgO MnO GaO NtO Na20 K20 SUM 














I wehrl l!and 
2 
2 low cp> band 



















































































































































































2 41 0 88 
2 20 0 91 




























53 85 0 22 3.01 0 112 2 78 
0 38 0 02 0 20 0.08 0 08 
5323 013 378 i 00 284 
5189 009 3/1 103 293 
5283 009 377 09$ 265 
52 58 0 10 3 75 I 01 2 .81 
0 55 0 02 0 03 0 02 0 12 






































0 29 0 02 
16 95 0 II 
17t4 007 
17 58 0 07 







































0 08 0 44 
0 05 0 35 
0 05 0 .311 



























22 70 0 .03 0 20 0 00 
0 27 0 02 0 08 0 00 
21 84 0.05 0.48 0 01 
2178 000 047 001 
21 88 0 07 0 34 0 01 
21 77 0 04 0 42 0 01 
0 28 0 02 0 08 0 03 0 08 ERR 



























Tab. 8-4a (continued) 

















1n mx, ha& EL 
10 mx. has EL 
881 cloee to sp 
881 avg 
881 &td 
886 6 rmpr.,gn type 
886 5 rmpregn lype 
886 4 QlllllUI81 
886 avg 
886 6td 
900 12 nb 
900 10 nb 
900 avg 
1100 61d 
901 8 10 mx 
901 2 rn m• 
901 1 ""·' 5p 
901 1 avg 
901 I ild 
901 3 5 rmpregn IVJ'<> 
901 3 3 
901 3 3 
901 3 avg 









pc aw e>px aggr 










N other 5102 To02 Al203 Co203 FeO MgO MnO CaO NoO Na20 K20 SUM 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































911 4 1 
911 72 
ldb. B-4a (continued) 
~ample 1po4 comment COI8illm 
••• •••••••••••• aaaaazaa 
822 6 nb ...... pc 
822 ayg 
922 ild 
932 8 pc 
932 8 nb 
832 8 nb 
932 3 lOCI In opx 
932 2 pc 









nb next to opx 
lla~er in opx 
1027 4 in ol mx 
1027 •vg 
1027 old 
1028 11 14 gr•nul•r 
1028 11 12 mowic 
1029 11 avg 
1028 II Sid 




10J7 3 rom 
I 037 3 pc c01e 
t037 avo 
1037 ltd 
I 043 2 ? smaller pc tO<e 
1043.2 4 nb. near opx nm 
1043.2 pc COf8 
1043 2 I pc tOUt 
10432 •vg 
1043.2 ltd 
1063 3 5 incl in opx 
1043 3 4 pc COh) 
N Olher So02 To02 Al203 Cr203 FeO M110 MnO CaO N•O Na20 K20 SUM 
aaacscaaaaa ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• •••••• 
2 AI var 
9 

















51 53 0 011 
51 04 0 10 
0 !>2 001 
52 45 0 18 
53 29 0 22 
52 70 0 22 
51 82 0 25 
52 30 0 21 
51 72 0 20 
5238 021 
0 53 0 02 
5292 004 
5358 000 




















































































1 00 2 81 
1 08 3 13 
u 09 0 39 
1 18 2 20 
0 83 2 44 
0 97 0 70 
1 14 2 18 
1.22 2 04 
0 86 2 42 
1 04 2 00 
o 111 o eo 
0 97 2 29 





















































































0 08 22 54 
0 12 21 09 
0 OS 2 71 
0 09 21 25 
0 07 20 63 
0 OJ 21 56 
004 2121 
005 2050 
0 07 20 30 
006 209t 
0 02 0 46 
·- 07 23 28 
013 2257 



































































































































































































Tab. B-4d (continued) 
&ample &puC comment 
1083 3 4 pc 
1063 3 3 nb 
1063 3 avg 






e above rtm 
eggr on uC m• core 
aggo. '"coyst '" ol cur11 
1065 avg 
1065 std 
1071 8 pc 
1071 8 pc 
1071 7 
107t 2 
t07t 2 pc 
1071 avg 
1071 Sid 
1079 2 5 ompoegn 
t079 2 2 pc 
1079 2 2 pc 
1079 2 avg 
1079 2 ltd 
107113 5 Vllln 
1079 3 8 ••"" 
10711 3 7 ••"" 
1070 3 avg veon 
1079 3 ~1d 
1079 3 8 Mst cpx1e 
10 79 3 avg hoi! cp•1e 









~,.,n nee1 ap 
~ranular 





























0 26 6 45 
031 634 









52 113 0 04 
0 35 0 01 
5:! -In 0 05 
52 78 0 05 
53 80 0 05 
53 79 0 05 
53 08 0 05 
53 39 0 05 
0 40 0 00 
















0 99 3 22 
1 01 2 72 
I 00 2 65 







I 09 2 03 
0 06 0 14 
1 36 2 73 
1 30 3 01 
1 30 2 20 
100 2 18 









51 39 0 03 3 08 1 N 2 18 
5153 004 361 1 :'4 268 





























53 17 0 04 











































2 >15 0 ell 2 60 

















0 71 0 03 
18 85 0 10 
1984 010 











18 09 0 13 
18 08 0 12 









































110 0 00 
1 07 0 00 
1.14 0 01 







23 23 0 02 0 04 0 00 
0 59 0 02 0 03 0 00 
20 23 0 00 0 07 0 01 
19.11 0011 0 10 0 00 
23 32 0 07 0 12 0 01 
22 56 007 009 000 





006 009 000 
0 03 0 02 (! 00 
003 014 001 
0 07 0 12 0 03 
2172 002 011 003 
21 28 0 04 0 12 0 02 












23 4 1 
23 73 
23 38 
001 003 000 
0 00 0 0 1 0 03 
0 04 0 02 0 00 
0 02 0 02 0 01 
002 001 001 
013 011 001 
013 011 001 
008 007 001 
0 OS 0 04 0 02 
0 07 0 06 0 02 
001 001 000 
009 0 15 001 
0 05 0 11 0 00 






0 06 23 50 0 08 0 111 0 01 










































Tab. 8-4a (continued) 
umple •P<A comment cOte/11m 
•..••..•...• ········ 
1111 0 











1 . eb0\18 
impregn type 
in ol mx 
10 ol mx 
awopx pc 
1143 3 pc 





































11811.1 14 rim around opx 

















N Olher :..02 Tr02 AJ203 Cr203 hO MgO MnO CeO NrO Ne20 K20 SUM 














3 all var 
3 all ver 
4 
2 
















!>4 2G 0 04 
55 02 0 02 

































































0 I) I 
001 
22 511 0 03 0 .~ 0 01 
2t 511 004 0~2 000 










!>454 003 222 115 1911 1761 008 2222 0 <!3 047 000 10031 
0 34 0 0 1 
53 611 0 02 













































53 GO 0 03 
!>4 20 0 OJ 
0 10 0 02 0 19 
2 97 0 88 I 70 



































































188 100 ~71 
152 OGO 253 
0 43 0 01 
16 11 o oe 













































047 00 1 004 000 
2396 003 004 001 

























































































1965 006 2132 OOG 022 001 




























Tab. B-4a (continued) 
~ample epot comment 
1 189 1 11 fully in mK 
11891 avg 
1181U ltd 
11892 8 awsp 
1 189.2 3 looae cp• aggr 
1189 2 2 ompregn type 
11811.2 avg 
1189.2 ltd 
1194 8 cp• aggr 
1195 7 on mx 
1195 7 inmx 








1228 1 8 
1228 1 8 
1228 I 5 
12281 5 
1228 I 10 
1228 I 10 
12~8 I avg 
1228 I ltd 
1228 2 3 
1228 3 8 
1228 3 8 
1228 3 3? 
1228 3 14 
1228 3 
1228 3 avg 





on op• aggr 
pc near contact 
pc near conlact 









cp• a .. &p 







































2 c-r wme 



























































































































































































19 85 0 05 
1925 ooe 




17 511 007 
0 33 0 01 
1788 009 
1768 004 
17.71 0 12 
1777 005 
















































0 0 4 






































o 01 o 30 a at 
0 05 0 23 0 01 
oo3 ooe ooo 
002 o 13 noo 
003 018 000 
0 .00 0 13 0 00 
a 02 o 15 o oo 
001 007 000 
o oe o 09 o 02 
009 008 000 
003 010 002 
007 009 001 















































































































Tab. B-4a (continued) 
Nmple tpOI comment core/rom 










































in opx aggr 
rncl Aut opx 
oncl 0 on opx 




rncl A rn opx 
incl 8 on opx 
incl C on opx 
awep 
1274.1 3 lrailt 
1274.1 2 granular 
1274.1 avo 






N other Si02 Tt02 Al203 C t203 Fo~O MgO MnO CaO NoO Na20 1<20 SUM 


















































































































































































0 57 0 01 045 013 044 
54 07 0 02 2 56 0 95 2 OS 
5411 000 217 
54 011 0 01 2.37 
002 001 019 






































































































0 75 0 02 098 





0 04 23 64 
0 05 23 58 
0 0 1 0 08 




















































































































































Tab. B-4n (continued) 






1295 rommed liy ep 
1295 avg 
1285 itd 
1315 8 rmp~o ·gn type 




1316 2 avg 
1J21 2 
1321 avg 
1324 4 near ip 
1324 avg near •P 
13211 4 
13211 rom oo plag 
13211 8VQ 
13211 ltd 
1331 1 8 
1331 1 5 
1331 1 3 
1331 1 3 
near •P. pi 
large 
1331 1 tpol largtt 
1331 t avg 
t331 1 ltd 
1331 2 II m• 
1331 ~ 5 mx 
1331 2 avg 
1331 2 ltd 
1340 II near tp 










N Olher St02 To02 AJ203 Cr203 Ft~O MgO MnO CeO N•O Ne20 K20 SUM 
















3 Fe var 
2 
2 










~ 28 005 
53 45 0 06 







53 71 0 03 
5;, . 2 0 04 




53 08 0 26 



















1115 0 68 
1 63 0 69 
0 OJ 0 00 
4 28 0 44 
4 28 0 44 
1 43 0 45 
1 43 0 45 





0 09 1 46 0 68 
0 ~~ 3 76 0 811 
0 25 3 99 0 89 
0 25 3 88 0 88 























18 13 0 04 
1735 U06 
18 14 0 11 









17 83 0 09 
18 18 0 07 
0 34 0 02 
15 78 0 05 
15 78 0 05 
16 89 0 04 
16 89 0 04 











23 04 0 07 
2340 004 
2078 012 
24 20 0 05 
20 54 0 07 
23 05 0 05 
22 39 0 07 
t 47 0 03 
22 20 0 08 
23 11 0 08 
22 66 0 08 
0 45 0 00 
24 16 0 05 
24 16 0 05 
25 44 0 03 
25 44 0 03 
~' 84 0 08 
0 19 0 00 
0 22 0 00 
0 16 0 02 
0 12 0 00 
0 18 0 00 







0 18 0 01 
0 17 0 01 
0 01 0 00 
0 21 0 00 
0 21 0 00 
0 12 0 05 
0 12 0 05 





0 08 0 26 0 00 
009 038 000 
0 .03 0 39 0 02 
000 039 001 























5202 015 431 116 345 11163 011 2189 007 041 001 10021 
53 16 0 12 400 
3113 
4 25 
53 21 0 20 









54 7 4 
55 08 
0 35 
0 111 4 07 
0 16 4 11 
oc·~ o15 
0 28 2 58 
0 21 3 27 
0 25 2113 
0 OJ 0 34 
0 01 1 48 
0 02 1 81 
o oz 1 es 





























16 11 0 11 






























































































Tab. B-4a (cont1nued) 
•mple tp01 •.c.mmenl COfe/nm 
... ............ . ...... . 
1344 3 





1350 e pc 









1366 2 3 
1368 2 3 
1368.2 


















next to sp 
wrlhtn &p trail 
















N other 5102 Tr02 Al203 Cr203 F110 1.4g0 UnO CaO NrO Na20 K20 SUM 
aaE"aa•••••• zaaac ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• as.aaa ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• •••••• 
2 
3 Fe var 
5 





2 du band 
2 pi wehll b.lnd 
1 pi wehll band 
1 tran1111on 
3 du band 















53 41 0 03 
53 45 0 OJ 
0 03 0 00 
5298 005 
5177 003 
52 5! 0 .04 
52110 0 05 
5252 004 
0 46 0 01 





















































255 111 208 
2 36 1 02 2 10 
2 46 ' 07 2 09 
009 004 001 
3811 130 216 
314 108 217 
3.77 136 267 
3 55 1 23 ? 55 
3 5e 1 2 .. 
0 211 0 12 




































































































































































000 0 18 001 
0 07 0 .18 0 00 
004 018 001 
0 03 0 00 0 01 
007 006 001 
007 006 001 
005 008 000 
0 II 0011 002 
2181 008 0 07 0 01 
0 35 0 02 


















































































































































Tab. B-4a (continued) 
~ample epol comment COte/mn 





















aw &p traol 
1447 6 cOte 
1447 4 near liP 
1447 4 
1447 4 away trom sp 
1447 8 1maller 
1447 3 
1447 3 









· , :,e 2 near plag 
1458 1 onler51o1oal 
cO<e 
cor e 
rom l o op• 
COUI 
COte 
N other So02 To02 , .'203 Cr203 FeO MgO MnO CaO NoO Na20 1<.20 SUM 














2 du band 
1 du band 
3 du band. del 
2 du band 
pllherz baud 
4 pi lher z band 
2 pi lneoz band 
3 pi lherz band 
10 pllherz band 






52 50 0 .28 
0 39 0 02 
























52 00 0 07 

























3 55 0 86 
0 10 007 




















































1 06 264 
1 09 2 91 

























048 001 023 005 018 














4 05 1.07 
3 82 1 01 
0 23 0 06 
4 28 0 92 







16 .N 005 
0 04 0 01 




















23 80 0 .11 
0 tO 0 02 




























































009 2120 012 030 002 






















0 27 0 02 
0 44 0 03 
17 57 004 
181 2 008 
17 85 0 07 
0 27 0 02 
15 >4 0 (/4 

















































0 88 0 OJ 0 01 0 00 






























































Tab. B-4a (continued) 
&ample &pOl comment core/um N other Si02 Tt02 Al203 Cr203 FeO MgO MnO c .. o NtO Na20 K20 SUM 
-=··········· ····=·;;~;· aa;caz:;;;ii:S;;:z ca:c: :.ca&: a==~•• ••••• •••-=• a;:ooaaa ...... ..... ..................... 
1459 1 50 80 0 21 513 091 2 15 15 03 004 24 66 001 0 .38 0 .05 91137 
1459 8YQ 3 50 OS 0 24 4 81 000 2 44 15 29 0 07 24 12 000 0 .37 0 03 98 3! 
1459 &td 0.6 1 0 02 0.38 0 03 0 ~I 0 21 0 04 0 45 0 .00 0 08 0 .02 0 26 
1462 5 nttx1 to sp 1 · . del S4 08 0 07 2 83 101 2 46 17 114 0 08 22.66 0 .03 0 23 0 0 1 101 40 
1462 5 awaylrom ap 1 ·.del 53 62 0 .05 3 07 1.00 2.39 18 16 0 .04 21.79 0 . 12 0 27 000 100 51 
1462 5 COf8 1 llet 5338 006 2 81 I 05 2 50 17.20 0 .09 23.39 0 .00 0 21 0 .01 100 70 
1462 avg 3 53 69 006 290 1.02 2 45 17 77 0 .07 22 61 •· ->S 0 2• UVl 10087 
1462 std 0 29 0 .01 0 12 002 (\ 05 0 .41 002 0 65 0 05 0 .02 0 .00 0 .38 
1468 5 core del 5185 0 05 362 1 27 2 45 19.81 0 09 20 IS 0 .13 0 .07 0 .00 11949 
1468 6 53 52 0 06 3 04 109 2 .15 17 46 0 09 22 65 0 OS 023 001 100.35 
1468 10 nearopx 2 53 02 OUt; 236 068 2 .14 1i' 70 0 07 23 41 0 .05 0 .07 0 01 119 57 
1468 3 aw &ptnel 2 52 87 003 2 .60 077 2 09 t7 70 006 22.97 0 07 0 12 001 119 29 
1468 avg 11 52 82 0 05 2 91 0 95 2 21 18 17 0 .08 22 29 0 .08 0 12 001 91.168 
1468 &ld 0 61 v vi 0 48 0 24 0 14 0 95 0 0 1 I 27 0 03 0 07 000 0 40 
1485 6 aw&p 3 54 43 0 05 238 0 .93 2 06 17.71 0 OS 23 46 0 12 008 000 101 27 
w 
1485 3 2 54 39 0 05 2 59 1 05 2 12 17 89 0 12 22 64 0 08 0 09 0 01 101 03 0\ aw opx agiJr 
1.0 1485 avg 5 54 41 0 05 2 49 099 2.09 1/ ov 0.09 23 05 0 10 0 09 0 01 10115 
1485 Old 0 .02 000 0 .10 0 .06 003 0 09 0 03 0 .41 0 02 0 .00 0 01 0 12 
1499 I 2 5L .23 0 43 4 02 0 93 299 16 36 0 07 23 23 0 05 0 20 (I 02 100 53 
1499 4 2 51 29 0 52 396 0 .86 2S4 16 II 0 07 24 38 006 0 39 000 10018 
1499 ••g 4 51 76 0 48 399 090 277 16 24 0 .07 23 81 006 030 O'l1 100 36 





umple epot comment c01e/nm N Olher St02 Ti02 Al203 Cr203 FeO MgO MoO CaO NoO Na20 K20 SUM 








































2 in opxaggr. 
6 nb in mx 
2 1n opx aggr 
II neiCito opx pc 
avg 
std 
2 granular in mx 
e near opx,ep 
1 in ovx aggr. c01e 
1 in opx aggr. 11m 
2 cloeetoopx 
6 1n opx aggr 
avg 
81d 
4 cpx eggr aw opx 







6 small. in mx 
avg 
old 
8 in opx aggr . 
II email, in mx 
avg 
Sid 
3 nb aggr 










4 no zonong 











2 ev. zoned 
9 
2 














54 55 0 01 0 85 0 61 
54 55 0 01 0 .85 0 .81 
5402 002 0 .53 031 
5352 0(.2 0 .82 084 
54.78 0 .01 0111 0 55 
54 89 0 03 0 85 0 50 








051 001 014 012 0.14 
54 71 0 05 0 93 0 .59 
54.411 0.05 0 .87 0 58 
53 86 0 .04 0 .81 0 s .. 
55 54 0 04 0 .5i 0 43 
54.89 0 02 0 74 0 52 
53.32 0 05 0 .77 0 63 
5446 004 O.T'! 0.55 
0 72 0 .01 0 .13 0 08 
55 18 0 .03 0 80 0 .48 
52 93 0 .03 0 65 0 .50 
54.13 0 .02 0 .611 0 .47 
54 35 0 .02 0 71 0 .47 
53.77 0 03 0 .70 0 58 















54 42 0 04 0 .8 t 0 .50 1.112 
54 12 0 .03 0 .74 0 411 1 110 
0.63 0 01 0 .08 0 04 0 12 
55 02 0 .02 0 .93 0 .59 1 89 
54.16 0 .03 0 84 0 84 2 14 
54 59 0 .03 0 .811 0 62 ? )2 
043 000 0 .04 002 0 .12 
54 00 0 01 0 80 0 47 1.58 
54.45 0 .00 1.05 0 .56 2 16 
54 23 0 01 0 .113 0 52 1 68 
0.23 0 01 0 .12 0 05 0 .28 
54.05 0 03 0 79 0 57 I 77 
54 43 0 .03 077 0 57 1.86 
18 47 0 07 
18 47 0 07 
18011 008 
18 21 005 
1761 OO·t 
17 82 0.04 
1804 ooe 





















17.86 0 .08 
17 55 0.04 
17.95 o oe 
18 27 0.08 
1780 007 
17.113 0.07 
0 40 0.02 
18.25 0.011 
Ill 32 0.08 
18 711 0 .09 




0 75 0.01 
17 55 0 12 
17.97 0.06 
23 84 0 01 0 10 0 00 
2384 001 010 ooo 
23 8 7 0 02 0 08 0 00 
22 45 0 05 0 24 0 00 
23 71 0 02 0. HI 0 00 
23 92 0 05 0 14 0 00 
23 56 003 0.14 000 
058 002 008 000 
23 55 0 05 
23.711 0 03 
23.50 0.03 
23 57 0.05 
23 17 0 00 
23.111 003 
23 46 0.03 
0 23 0 02 
2186 008 
24 28 0 08 
23.311 0 05 
23 92 0.03 
24 03 000 
22 811 0 07 
0 14 0.01 
0 24 0 01 
013 000 
C..09 0 00 
0 14 0 00 
0.18 0.00 
015 000 
0.05 0 00 
0 20 0 01 




0 40 0 02 
23 33 
23 311 












005 020 001 
003 0011 0.01 
004 012 000 
0.05 0. 14 0 00 
0.05 0.13 0 00 
0.00 0.01 0 00 
003 011 001 
0.08 0.21 0 01 
0.06 016 001 
0.03 0.05 0.00 
0 02 0 12 0 02 
008 021 000 
5424 003 078 057 182 1776 0011 2342 0.05 017 001 






































Tab. B-4b (continued) 
... mple spot comment core/rim N Olher Si02 Ti02 ~1203 Cr203 FeO MgO MnO CeO NoO Na20 K20 SUM 
:ac•• •••••••••••• a.••••••• ••• aoz•••••••-= ••••.:~: a .=. .. aa ••••• ••••• aaaw:a ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• •••••• 



















I cpx aggr 
3 near opx aggr 
3 near opx aggr 
4 in mx 
5 in opx aw ap 






lheared '" opx 
6 aw op aggr 
6 aw opx aggr 
7 fu&&y in mx 
1 in opx aggr 
avg 
sld 
5 in opx aggr 







lh 16 avg 
lh 84 1 
lh 84 5 
lh 84 3 
lh 84 IIVII 
lh 84 sill 
LH 106 2 1 
LH 106 2 5 
LH 106 2 avg 
LH 106 2 std 
LH 121 3 
LH 121 6 
LH 121 ll 
LH 121 avg 
'"opx aggr 
granular'" mx 
granula• .,, mK 
urn around sp 
m mx. 




























2 Cr var 





3 Cr . ~lvar 
3 all var 




53 95 0 .01 
55 77 0 01 
54 48 001 
54 37 0 .02 
55 39 0 03 
54 .74 000 
54 92 0 Or 
5480 001 
0 .58 0 .01 
55.41 003 
54 87 0 03 
54 62 0 .02 
54 81 0 02 
5446 000 
52.92 000 
54 <18 0 02 
0 76 0 01 
55 46 0 01 
5352 004 
54 75 0 04 
54 58 0 .03 































0 89 0.54 
I 02 0 58 
100 0 61 
0 94 0 .52 
1.17 0 61 
0 58 0 .30 
0 75 0 43 
\) 91 051 
0 .18 0 10 
0 71 0 43 
0 55 0 57 
0 54 0 .39 
0 52 0 50 
0 .88 0 .49 
0 66 0 51 
0 64 0 48 
0 12 0 .06 
1 01 0 59 
0 .88 0 43 
0 98 0 42 
0 96 0 48 




















































































0 04 ~· 64 
0 06 21 83 
0 07 23 31 
0 09 22 80 
0 07 24 55 
0 .05 23 31 
0 06 23.04 
0 52 0 02 
17 63 0 04 
1764 O.G6 
17 68 0 03 
1 86 0 10 
19.03 0 04 
17 65 0 .07 
17 92 0.06 
0 50 0 .02 
18 32 000 
18.43 0 .06 
17 77 0 .07 
18 17 004 































0.116 0 0~ 
24.20 0 04 
23 98 0 02 
24 48 0 05 
24 511 0 07 
22 14 0 03 
24 56 0 01 
23 99 0 04 
0 86 0 02 
24 13 0.05 
24.70 0 10 
23 90 0.03 
24 24 0 06 































0 10 0 00 
0.16 000 
0.14 0 01 
0. 11 000 
0.18 0 00 
0.09 0 01 








0 09 0 01 
009 000 
0.11 0 00 
0 16 000 
0 12 0 00 
0 03 0 00 
0.14 0 Oi 
0 14 0 00 
0.12 000 
0 13 0 00 















































































apol comment COle/rim 
.... ............ . ....... 
5 eympl with ep 
1 aympl with ep 
3 eympl with liP 
a vg 
lid 
N other 5402 
... .......... ..... 
3 Cr.AI var 53112 




l"i02 Al203 Cr203 FeO MgO MnO CeO NtO Na20 K20 SUM 
......................... . ......... ..... ..... ..... ...... 
0 .03 1.04 0 .42 1.57 171111 0.03 24 57 0 07 004 001 118811 
003 1.41 107 1111 18 20 0 04 23 711 0.07 ooe 000 88 03 
0 .01 0 61i1 0 .18 283 11i177 0 15 ~ ·'\ 38 O.Oiil 0 .05 0 02 10000 
0 02 1.05 0 .56 2 .04 18 64 0 07 23 57 0 08 0 .06 001 ell.56 
0 .01 0 .2lil 038 0 44 080 005 0 lil2 0.0 1 0 02 001 0 40 
Tab. B-5 (following seven pages) . Orthop) roxene mineral chemistry data from the 
Table Mountain and Lewis Hills massifs. For legend see Tabs. B-3. B-~ . 
373 
Tab. B-5 




























































4 core. pc. del 
2 core. pc . bit del 
nb. larg01. del 
avo 
ltd 
8 core. pc del 
8 rom . del 




3 core. nb. del 
avo 
lid 
10 core. del 
10 rim . del 
10 nb. del 
avo 
ltd 
II rim . del 
5 rom. del 





4 pc. blebs avoided 




7 • •m. nb. del 
5 rim.del 
5 coro~ . pc. del 
avo 
ltd 
7 core. pc. del 
7 r im. del 
2 nb. del 
avg 
atd 
2 core. pc. del 
core. del 








2 nb around pc 
1a core . pc 
avo 
std 
3 rim IO CPX. pc 














































Si02 Ti02 Al203 Cr203 FeO MgO MnO CaO NiO Na20 SUM 




















































57.33 0 .03 
57.18 001 
57.48 0 .00 
57.54 0 01 
0 38 0.01 
57.12 000 
57.48 0 04 
56.78 0 00 
57 12 0 01 
0.28 0.02 
57.38 0.00 
57.84 0 02 
57.38 0.00 
57.47 0 .01 
0 12 0 01 
57 14 0 .08 
57 28 0 .04 
57.80 0 00 
57.41 0.04 
0 28 0.03 
58 43 0.04 
56 58 0 03 
54 83 0 05 
55.11' 0 .04 
o.7e o 01 
57.57 0 .00 
56 78 0.00 
57.17 0.00 
0 40 0 00 
57.05 0 .01 
58.18 0 00 
56 81 0 .01 





















































1.13 0 .42 
1.011 0 .40 
0 .115 0 .39 
1.04 0 .40 
0.08 0.01 
0 83 0 .311 
0 50 0 .13 
0 .83 (1.31 
0 .59 0 27 
0.011 0. '0 
1 07 0 .48 
1.03 0 .41 
1.07 0.39 
1 011 0 .43 
0 .02 0.04 
0 811 0 35 





1.73 0 51 
2.57 0 .89 





0 25 0.21 
1.86 0.43 
1 05 0.49 
1 3e 0 411 
















































































5.49 34 91 0.15 
5.53 34 57 0.14 
5.47 34 73 0.14 
5.49 34 64 0 ' 5 
0 03 0 20 0 00 
5 eo 34.58 o 11 
555 3623 014 
5 01 34 58 0.11 
5 311 35.12 0.12 
0 27 0 78 O.ol 
6.18 35.13 0.13 
5.70 35 04 0 09 
5.54 34 85 0.18 
5.8 1 35 01 0.13 
0 .27 0 .12 0.03 
5.76 34.88 0.13 
5.45 34.59 0.16 
5.33 35 21 0 , 
5.51 34 811 0.13 
0.18 0 25 002 
5.10 34.55 0 .011 
5 16 34 96 0.13 
5.05 34 1)9 0.14 
5.10 34.53 0.12 
0.04 0 .38 0.02 
5.51 35.44 0.13 
5.44 35.00 0.14 
5.48 3522 0 .14 
0 .03 0 22 0 .00 
5.68 35 28 0.16 
5.64 34.74 0 13 
5.66 3501 0.15 





































































































































































































































'ab. B-5 (continued) 


































































i core. pc. del 
9 rtm. del 





core. nb. oef 
rim. del 








cor ... pc 
rtm 
7 nb. de' 
7 core. pc. del 
4 core. pc . :Jel 
avg 
sld 
2 nb. del 
2 core. pc . del 
avg 
Sid 
6 near core . nb.del 
4 core. pc . del 
4 rtm. del 
avg 
sld 
6 core. pc . del 
6 nm. <lel 
2 nb. del 
avg 
Sid 
2 nb. del 
avg 
std 
core. pc, Jet 
rim. del 
2 nm. del 
2 core. pc. del 
11 near core. pc,del 





core. pc . del 
nm. foe 




























































































MgO MnO C•O N10 Na20 SUM 
a•••• ::;;; aaaa ••=-•= ••••:a =•••• a:aaaa a~••• ••••• ••••• •••••• 
0 00 0 41 
0 02 0 27 
000 038 
0 01 0 35 
0 01 0 .06 
0 03 2 45 
0 02 2 17 
0 03 2 17 
0 03 2 28 
000 013 
0 01 3 95 
0 02 J .77 
0 02 3 86 
0 00 0 09 
0 .02 255 
0 03 2 24 
0 03 2 40 
0 00 0 15 
0 OJ 2 91 
0 03 2 91 
0 03 2 J9 
0 01 1 77 
0 02 2 08 
0 01 0 J1 
0 03 2.J4 
0 03 3 76 
0 02 3 96 
0 03 3 35 
0 00 0 72 
0 05 2 81 
0 01 3 20 
0 03 3 01 
0 02 0 19 
0 03 2 27 
0 02 2 43 
0 05 2 37 
0 03 ~ . 35 
0 .01 O.o7 
0 O·t 2 14 
0 03 2 03 
0 C4 2.15 
0 .04 z 11 
0 .00 0 05 
0 .01 2 42 
0 01 2 56 
0 03 2 57 
0 02 2 52 
0 01 0 07 
0 03 3 52 
0 02 3 88 
0 .03 3 46 
0 02 2 63 
0 03 3.37 
0 00 0.46 
0 02 3 33 
o 08 2 42 
0 04 2 88 
0 .02 0 45 
























































































































35 30 0 13 
3617 008 
35 48 0 13 
35 65 0 11 
0 37 0 02 
3350 011 
33 76 0 11 
3330 011 
33.51 011 
0 19 0 00 
31 .77 0.15 
32.7i 0 1il 
3228 0 . 17 
0 51 0 02 
3342 012 























































































0112 0 13 
0 48 0 10 
0117 0 12 
0 78 0 12 
0 2J 0 01 
1 37 0 12 
1 Oil 009 
1 Oil 0 Oil 
1 18 0 10 
0 13 0.01 
1 118 0 10 
1011 013 
1 53 0 . 1~ 
0 43 0 02 
1 411 0 09 
1 25 0.11 
1311 010 
0 10 0 01 
1 43 0 10 
1 4J 0 10 
0113 0 13 
068 006 
0 81 0 10 
0 12 0 04 
0 54 0 08 
1 14 0 10 
0 81 0 12 
0 78 0 011 
0 27 0 02 
0 78 0 10 
1 38 0 14 
1 c8 o 12 
0 30 0 02 
1 24 0.12 
1 40 0 08 
1.56 018 
1 40 0 12 
0 1J 0 OJ 
1 24 0 09 
1 19 0 08 
1 12 0 09 
1 18 o oa 
0 05 0 00 
1 29 0 13 
2 04 0 15 
1 64 0 07 
1 118 012 
0 31 0 OJ 
1 41 0 11 
2 34 0 12 
1 Sil 0 12 
0115 0 08 
1 57 0 11 
0 50 0 02 
0 77 0 08 
0 41 0.08 
0 511 0 08 
0 18 0 00 

















































































































. • . I 
Tab. tl - 5 (cortwued) 





























































7 rom . pc. def 
10 rom . del 





e core pc 
avg 
lid 










a pc. del. du-band 
5 core. pc , del 
avg 
Sid 
e nb. del 
2 co1e.pc . del 
2 rim . del 
core. nb . del 
av~: 
Sid 
8 rim . del 
8 core. pc, del 







7 nb. del 




4 nb aggr. del 
2 core. pc. del 
2 11m. del 
avg 
lid 
5 core. pc, del 
avg 
5 nb. del 
5 core. pc, del 
4 nm,del 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Tab . 3-5 ( cort ~ nued) 






























































? ca<e. PC. del 







PC. ·"var 3-7% 
Iii COf8 . DC . dAI 
6 core. p~ del 
e llm , del 
8VQ 
&td 
7 core. pc. del 




6 rim . pc, del 
6 rim . del 
6 del 
e core. del 
6 del 
6 
5 core. del 
5 nm.del 
4 core. pc . del 
avg 
S1d 
7 near sp. del 
5 core. pc, del 
5 11m . del 
4 near cpx . de l 
avg 
ltd 
7 11m jel 
7 core. PC. del 
6 rim . del 
6 core. pc . del 
10 nb. del 
•V<J 
ltd 
4 core. pc. del 
4 rim.del 
4 nb. del 
avg 
lid 
IIPOI core. PC. del 
avg 
II nb 
8 pc. del 
•"11 
lid 



































.S.02 Ti02 ~1203 Ct 203 FeO MqO UnO C•O suu 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Ta b . ~-~ !cort1nued) 































































13 rom. del 





11 cO< e . pe. de' 
llVQ 
lid 
4 cO<e. pe. del 




10 cooe. del 
avg 
lid 
13 cO<e. p<: . del 
avg 
3 nb. del 
2 cO<e. pc. del 
2 tom . del 
avg 
lid 
cO<e. pe . del 
rom . del 
14 cO<e . pc. del 
1 cO<e. nb. del 
avg 
lid 
5 nb. de l 
11 11m. p<: , del 




co· . pe , del 
3 nb 
0 C0<8 . p<: 
avg varoable 
lid 
2 cOte. del 
2 rom. del 
2 nb. del 
2 COfll. del 
avg 
lid 
4 nb. del 
2 c Ofe. del 
2 rom . del 
avg 
lid 
8 rom. del 
8 cO<e. pe . del 
cO<e. pe, del 
S.02 r.o2 A1203 Co203 FeO 
2 5e 45 0 00 
5 5e75 001 
0311 001 
' se 11 o os 
2 55 38 0 OS 
5e78 005 
4 5e11 005 
0 .57 ERR 
55711 000 
3 5e 28 0 01 
4 5e 02 0 C1 
0 211 0 01 
3 s: J2 0 Oil 
1 54011 0011 
4 53 71 0 08 
038 000 
3 55 97 0 04 
2 55 24 0 00 
5 55 61 0 02 
0 38 0 02 
2 55 75 0 02 
55.75 0 02 
1 55 29 0 03 
3 5572 001 
3 55 911 0 01 
10 55 87 0 .02 
0 29 0 01 
2 55 42 C.Ol 
2 55 5e 0 05 
55.07 0 03 
1 55011 001 
6 55 28 0 03 
0 .22 0 02 
I 56 77 0.00 
2 57 28 0 01 
2 57 30 0 03 
1 57.82 0.01 
6 57 24 0 01 
0 30 0 01 
55.75 001 
55 42 0 01 
3 54 73 0 02 
4 55.30 0 01 
0 42 0 00 
se 37 o.o4 
S8.73 004 
57.14 00? 
1 55 95 ~ 08 
4 se5s oo8 
0 .44 0 02 
1 se.oo o oo 
3 55 38 0 00 
1 58 02 0 00 
5 55711 000 
0 31 0 .00 
1 58.58 0 01 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Tao. B-5 (cont1nu20) 































































5 ram . pc 









11 near cpx 
avg 
lid 
5 COl" DC. del 




5 core. pc. del 








5 core. pc. del 
3 rim. del 
3 core. pc . del 
avg 
Sid 
8 core . pc , del 
4 nb. del 
2 core. nb. del 
avg 
std 
3 core , p~ . del 
2 nb. del 
2 core. pc. del 
avg 
ltd 
7 core, pc . del 





5 rim. del 
5 core . pc, del 





5 core. pc, del 






































Sa02 T•02 Al203 Cr203 Fd0 MgO MnO .;ao NaO Na20 SUM 


















































































































56 27 0.00 
55 68 0 02 
0 05 0 02 0 07 
2.211 0 19 7 02 
34«1 0311 6112 
5 50 0 70 6 Ill 
375 043 871 
1 33 0 21 0 37 
3 21 0 22 7 00 
3 03 0 28 7 45 
3 12 0 24 7 23 
0 011 0 02 0 22 
421 0 .07 1183 
4 20 0 05 10.48 
3 56 0 .07 10 68 
3 ill 0 .08 10.33 
O.lC 0 .01 0 .38 
21l8 0 84 5 42 
2.29 0 63 5 41 
2 38 0 70 5 411 
2 44 0 72 5 44 
0.17 0 011 0 04 
2 82 0 75 5 99 
2 37 0 52 5 94 
2 ~2 0 83 5 711 
2 67 0 70 5 91 
0 21 0 13 0 08 
0 92 0 52 5 29 
0 95 0 .52 5 70 
0 .94 0 .52 5 50 
0 01 0 00 0 20 
1.42 0 66 5 84 
I 50 0 50 5 87 
1.57 061 5~ 
1 50 J 59 5 89 
0 08 0 07 0 c s 
3 '1 0 74 6 26 
2.96 0 63 6 .77 
2 94 0 .72 6OS 
3 00 0 . 70 6 .38 
0 .08 0 05 0 30 
2.20 0 80 565 
1.48 0 .41 5 go 
213 064 576 
1.94 0 62 
032 0 .16 
2.57 0 .70 
2 20 0 .57 
2.16 0 511 
2.52 0 72 
2 38 0 67 
0 .18 0 09 
1.48 0 .48 
I 32 0 .56 
1.29 0 .43 
1.38 0 .49 
















1.47 0 .57 6.40 
1.55 0 .6 I 5 66 
























































































































0 52 0 01 
0 45 0 07 
034 001 
2 :7 0 12 
1 02 0 011 
0 811 0 02 





0 42 0 01 
0 42 0 03 
0 48 0 04 
0 08 0 03 
1 ee o 14 
0 611 0 08 
0 58 0 07 
0118 0 011 
0 411 0 04 
1 41 0 06 
0115 !J.12 
1 81 0 13 
1.32 0 10 
0 28 0 03 
1 03 0.08 
1).78 0 10 
0 110 0 OoJ 
0 14 001 
1 33 0 01 
0 .~ 013 
1 811 0 08 
1 2~ c 07 
0 50 0 05 
1 59 0 .08 
1 13 0 .08 
1 67 0 .12 
1 46 0 08 
0 24 0 .02 
2.13 0 .12 
0 .62 0 .08 
1.52 0 .08 
1 42 0 011 
0 62 0 02 
1 41 0 11 
0 82 0 .011 
o eo o o3 
1.50 0 .011 
1 03 0 08 
0 42 0 03 
1.11 0 .08 
1.54 0 08 
1.Je 0 .08 
1 24 0 07 
0 22 0 .01 
1 30 0 05 
1 30 0 05 
2.08 0 08 























































































































Tab. 8-5 'ccntlnued) 













































8 nb. del 
4 rim. del 
4 core . pc. del 
avg 
81d 
8 rom. del 





5 no plag . nb. del 
plag-bear .. del 
avg 
lld 
8 core. pc. del 
8 rom , del 
10 nb. del 
avg 
ltd 
7 cO<e. pc. del 
7 rom . del 
4 nexl cpx. t'el 
3 near cpx, del 
avg 
Sid 
7 aw sp. J~l 
4 cots. pc del 
2 COfP. pc. del 
2 nb. del 
avg 
Sid 
8 near cpx, del 
5 core. pc , del 
5 rim, del 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Tab. B-6 (following seven pages) . Olivine mmeral chemistry data !rom the Taok 
Mountain and Le•,.,is Hills massifs. For legend see Tabs. B-."\. B--l . 
381 
Tab. 8-6 















































1 corrodes oox 




5 mel in opx 
7 mx 
avg 
1 incl in opx 
1 mx 




LH106 2 3 
LH106 2 4 
LH106 2 avg 
LH117 1 mx 
LH117 
U·l117 
1 near sp 
5 near cpx 
LH117 avg 
LH 121 7 
LH121 8 
LH121 avg 
7 1 6 
7 1 
7 1 avg 
7 3 1 
7.3 8 
7 3 avg 
75 I 
7 5 II mx 
7.5 avg 
7.8 2 
7 .8 3 




22e 4 mx 
22e a m.: 
22g avg 
N Si02 Cr203 FeO MgO CaO NiO 
2 41 98 
2 41 .71 










5 40 28 
2 311.84 
2 40 44 
4 40.04 
2 41 .26 
41 4g 
41 .3e 
4 41 .38 
1 40 61 
2 40.45 
1 3999 
2 40 34 
6 40 35 
4 40 82 
1 40 27 
2 40 e3 








2 40 55 
7 40 15 
1 40.60 
2 4126 
3 41 .03 
2 41 07 
1 40 11 




2 38 ge 




4 40 65 
2 4125 
2 41 .38 
4 41.32 
1 40 04 
2 41 .35 
3 40 70 
0.03 8.87 
0 00 8.96 
0.02 8.112 
0 02 8 89 
0.00 7.68 
0.01 8 211 
0.00 8.27 





0.08 8 88 
0.01 11.30 
0.00 8 87 
o.o1 a 99 
0 00 8.05 
0.01 8 18 
0.00 8OS 
0 00 8 09 
0.00 8.11 
0 01 8.82 
002 8.14 
0.00 1121 
0 01 8.57 
0 00 8.19 
0.02 8 80 
0.02 8.02 
0.00 8.66 
0 03 9.35 
0 01 8 50 
0.02 8113 
0 00 8 .37 
0 01 II 15 
o.oo 8.n 
0 00 8 .96 
0.00 8 15 
0 00 8.153 
0 00 8.55 
0 00 8 78 
0 .00 8 .158 
0 00 10 19 
0 00 10.13 
000 10.18 
0 01 12.37 
0.00 11.74 
0.01 12 08 
0 .00 15 43 
0.00 17.01 
0 00 18.22 
0.01 11 .42 
0 05 11 .28 
003 11 .35 
0 02 8 27 
0 00 8.11 
0.01 8 111 
0.03 8 87 
0.00 8 59 















































































































































































































































Tab. B-6 (continueo) 







































































3 in opx ag~r 














1 core of below 



















































































































































0 .00 8 50 
0 .00 8 50 
0 02 8 02 
0 02 830 
0 .02 8 18 
0 .00 8.84 
0 .01 1 .04 
0 .(',1 8.14 
0 .00 8 33 
0 .00 8.10 
0 00 8.22 
0 .00 8.80 
o oo a 83 
0 .05 7 ~1 
0 02 8 35 
0 02 11611 
0 .02 10 12 
0 .02 191 
0 .00 8 47 
0 00 8 30 
0 .00 8 39 
0 .02 8 70 
0 .00 8 80 
0 01 8.75 
0 03 8 54 
0 .02 9 18 
0 03 8 85 
0 00 8 68 
0 00 8.79 
0 00 8 74 
0 00 g 38 
0 03 9 22 
0 .02 g 30 
0 00 8 29 
0 00 8 29 
0 00 II 85 
0 00 9 81 
0 00 9 83 
0 01 9 21 
0 04 g 20 
0 03 g 21 
0 00 g 55 
0 02 II 94 
0 01 II 75 
0 .02 9 00 
0 00 g 05 
0 .00 11.14 
0 01 11.08 
0 00 • 87 
o 01 a 48 
0 00 8 21 
0 00 8 47 
0 01 7.72 
0 01 8 19 
001 7118 
0 .01 110 1 
0 .00 8112 
0 04 183 
















































































































































































































































T"Jl. B-6 ( cont:u~ued ) 






































































2 near cpx 
4 mx. rerun laler 
4 mx 
avo 
2 near sp 
3 mx 










2 near sp 
7 
avg lherz band 
1 mx 

















1 aw ep-cpx 































































































































••••• ••asa ••••• ••••• • • ••• •••••• 
0 00 8 93 
0 .01 8 84 
0 .01 8 711 
0 .00 10.22 
0 .02 10.05 
0 .01 10.14 
0 .00 12 24 
0 .02 12 85 
001 12.45 
0 .01 8 211 
0 .00 8.74 
0 04 8.711 
0 .00 8.53 
0 .01 8.59 
0 .00 g 25 
0 .03 &1!1 
0 .00 10.10 
0 .01 &.85 
0 .00 II 75 
0 01 II 68 
0 01 II 72 
0 .00 8.88 
0 00 8.88 
0 .00 8.74 
0 .02 8 94 
0 .01 8.84 
0 00 8.711 
0 .01 8.78 
0 .01 8 .711 
0 .02 8 47 
0 03 8 53 
0 00 8 85 
0 02 8.1!2 
0 .01 9.18 
0 .02 i .27 
0 02 g 23 
0 03 i28 
on i38 
0 03 g 32 
0 00 g 80 
0 02 i Si 
00' suo 
0 .02 II 84 
0 02 g 81 
0 02 9 83 
0 00 II 11 
0 .01 i .48 
0 01 g 30 
0 01 8.811 
000 &311 
0 01 II 31 
0 01 II 20 
0 04 II 00 
0 02 g 04 
0 .02 g 58 
0 03 &.20 
0 .01 g 88 
0 .05 II 88 















































































































































































































































. " . 
T2b. 8-6 (continued) 
sample mon detatll N S.02 Cr203 FeO SUM 










1029.11 oncl in opx 
1029 11 18 mx. nb 
1029 11 avg 
1043 2 3 mx 




















































































12 near opx 
13 mx. um 





2 40.76 0 00 9 21 
2 41 o6 0 01 II OS 
4 40 it 0 01 1113 
2 40 71 0 00 7 .75 
1 41 09 0 OS 7.27 
3 40 90 
3 40 ee 
0 03 7 51 
c 01 1138 
4 41 15 0.00 II OS 
7 40_g1 0 01 9 22 
1 40 50 
2 41.40 
3 40 g5 
0.02 10.30 
0.02 10 .39 
0.02 10 35 
2 41 08 0 01 9 06 
2 41.08 0 01 8 98 
4 41 08 0 01 
2 41 03 0 00 
2 1 83 0 03 
4 1.43 0 02 
J0.90 0 01 
1 11 22 0 04 
2 ~ ~ 31 0 00 
6 41 14 0 02 
1 4:; 19 : 03 
2 40 30 0 00 
2 ·11 36 0.02 
3 40 St' 0 02 
1 41 05 0.02 
9 40 ~5 0 u 
3 40 68 0 03 
3 39 87 0 03 
6 40 zs 0 03 
2 40 52 0 02 
2 40 25 0 00 
4 40 39 0 01 
2 40 79 0 00 
2 404 1 002 
4 40 60 0 01 
3 40 38 0 01 
2 41.03 0 04 
2 40.89 0 02 
7 40 77 0 02 
2 40 24 0.03 
1 40 82 0 00 
2 40 43 0 03 
5 40 50 0 02 
3 4118 000 
2 40 53 0 00 
5 40 88 0 00 




































Jg 98 0 04 8 82 
40 43 0 02 II 00 
4 40 27 
2 41 .10 
2 40 07 
2 40 36 
6 4o s1 
41 S8 
2 40.60 







0.01 8 95 
0 0~ II 05 
0 .00 10 15 
0.02 10 t3 





























































0 02 0 34 
001 0 H 
0 02 0 38 
0 04 0 Je 
0_07 0 3Z 
o oe o 34 
0 02 0 43 
0 02 0 38 
0 02 0 41 
0 02 0 4i 
0 01 0 40 
0 02 0 45 
0 04 0 43 
0 00 0 43 
0 02 0 43 
0 00 0 40 
0 0 1 0 34 
0 01 c 37 
0 04 0 38 
001 C.38 
!) 02 0 43 
0 02 0 40 
0 02 0 43 
0 02 0 47 
0 02 0 42 
0 04 0 41 
0 04 0 43 
0 03 0 43 
0 04 0 38 
0 03 0 40 
0 04 0 38 
0 00 0 38 
0 04 0 45 
0 02 c 42 
0 02 0 35 
0 02 0 39 
0 02 0 37 
0 02 0 38 
0 03 0 37 
0 01 0 34 
0 02 0 38 
0 04 0 41 
0 04 0 35 
0 02 0 43 
0 03 0 40 
0 02 0 40 
0 01 0 39 
0 02 0 40 
0 04 0.43 
0 02 0 23 







0 02 0 40 
0 03 0 38 
0 04 0 35 
0 00 0 32 




























































l d b . 8-~ (co~tinued) 






















































































2 amph nch band 
5 low straon 












































































































































0 00 7 44 
0 .03 7.39 
0 02 7.42 
0 02 8 90 
0 .00 ll 09 
0 .01 II ::s 
0 01 11.08 
0 00 8 82 
0 01 885 
0 .01 8.74 
0 .00 8.41 
0 .00 8.41 
0 .00 8 41 
0 01 5.82 
0 .04 5.78 
0 03 5 69 
0 00 8 07 
0 .00 8 215 
0 00 8 17 
0 .00 II 02 
0 00 II 25 
().00 g 14 
0 .03 II 22 
0 00 II 29 
0 02 II 215 
0 00 1165 
0 00 II 68 
0 00 9 66 
0 .01 1135 
0 .00 II 88 
000 1188 
0 .00 1170 
0 00 11 .00 
0 00 11.00 
0 .02 7.118 
0 00 8.28 
0 .01 8.12 
0 01 II 72 
0 01 g 53 
0 .01 U3 
0 00 809 
0 .00 7.67 
0 00 7.88 
0 00 8 , , 
0 02 8.0 
0 .01 8 81 
0 .03 8.811 
0 01 8.611 
0 02 8 .711 
0 02 II 20 
0 .00 1184 
0 .00 II 211 
0 01 II 44 
0 .04 8 07 
0 .00 8.68 
0 02 1 .37 
0 .01 11.23 
0 00 1148 















































































































































































































































Tab. B-6 (continued) 



















































































5 nex11a plag ~ 
8 4 
avg 8 
1 mx 2 




7 mx 3 
iVQ 8 
1 mx 2 
1 nea• so 2 
3 rer Jn 1a1er 3 
3 2 
avg 9 
3 near du So 2 
5 near cox. lherz 2 
8 mx. m lhtHZ Dand 2 
avg e 
mx 1 
2 mx 4 
3 .n cpx/sp sympl 3 
avg 5 
1 near opx 2 
1 mx 1 
5 2 
avg 5 
14 hz-layer 2 
15 transilron 2 
avg 4 
1 2 
2 So wo1h plag 3 
5 2 
7 mx 3 
avg 10 
1 pi wehr I So 2 
3 pi wehr I So 2 
••o 4 
4 cpxdu 2 
7 cpx du 2 
avg 4 
mx 2 
3 mx 2 
Si02 Cr203 FeO MgO CaO NoO SUM 











































































0 .01 10.82 
0 00 11 27 
0.01 11 .05 
0 00 II 71 
0 00 II 71 
0 00 Q 97 
0.00 Q 6e 
0 00 9 82 
0 00 9 98 
0 00 9 87 
0 00 9 92 
0 00 10 211 
000 1000 
0 .00 1015 
o 05 11 sa 
0 02 II 30 
0 0 1 11.82 
003 1157 
0 0 1 9 22 
0 00 8 97 
0 00 8 84 
C C2 8 99 
0 01 9 0 1 
0 00 9 9 1 
0 03 Q 98 
0 : ' 10 OS 
0 01 II 98 
o oo a sa 
0 00 8.40 
0 00 7 99 
0 00 8 32 
0 00 8 34 
o oc a 57 
0 00 8 83 
0 01 8 51 
0 04 II 04 
0 02 II 32 
0 03 9 18 
0 00 II 45 
0 04 II 53 
0 00 II 40 
0 00 Q 11 
0 01 II 37 
0.04 10 18 
002 1027 
0 03 10 22 
002 1018 
0 co 9 84 
0 01 II go 
0 00 II 811 














































































































































































































































Tab . B-6 (continued) 
Mmple m1n delat!e N S.02 Cr203 FeO t.lgO CaO NiO SUt.l 
... --·-······ ·· ..... ····- -···· 
................ 
1454 3 near cpK 40 411 0 03 1138 so 511 0 04 0.52 101 .03 
1454 avg 40111 0 01 II 52 50.111 0 03 0.45 101 .11 
1458 2 40 !II 0 .02 II 27 48 Oil 017 038 88t:1 
1458 2 40 70 0 .04 1115 48 .08 0 .18 032 88.45 
1458 4 3 40.38 0 01 ol .58 4868 o.a 0 31 111112 
14511 5 3 40.75 0 02 II 11 48 311 022 0 32 8881 
14511 avg 10 40 .82 0 02 II 28 48.31 0 .18 033 88 75 
1488 8 mx 2 40 21 0 .00 8 84 41185 0 .02 0 42 1111 3-4 
1488 7 near ap 4083 0 .05 7.114 50.18 0 .02 0.50 8832 
1488 7 mx 1 40 .14 000 8110 41108 0 .02 0.411 N .ell 
1488 avg 4 40 .33 0 02 858 41170 0 02 0 47 1111 12 
1485 8 berw pxJsp 2 4085 002 8.28 50 02 0 01 038 111154 
1485 7 mx 3 40.58 0 02 8 85 411 ~a 0 04 0.48 IMI.n 
1485 avg s 40.72 0 .02 8 48 50.01 0 03 0.43 "ee 
141111 1 31166 0 04 11 24 47 88 0 .14 0.3 1 1111.27 
14IMI 4 4 4<l88 0 04 10 88 47 72 0 14 029 1111.111 
1499 avg 8 40.28 0 04 1105 47.80 c 14 030 IMI511 
388 
Tab. B-7 (following two pages). Mineral chemical analyses oi amphibnks iHlm the 
Table Mountain and Lewis Hills massifs. Data for garnets and plagilxlasl' art..' lish.'d .1s 
well. For legend see Tabs. B-3. B-.:. . 
389 
Tab. 8-7 










































1 um. core cpw? 
0 blebe "' opx 
4 needlee 
5 all of op•? 
5 between cp• 
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3 pc . core 










10 next to cpx 
1 emJ>hibolote 
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So02 To02 Al203 Cr203 F"O MgO MnO CaO NoO Na20 1<20 SUM 
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18 17 0 04 






















































































































































0 86 98 39 
0 so 115.88 
0 .43 98 09 
0 54 87 43 
0 42 87 07 
0 18 98 51 
001 1)923 
0.02 97 41 
0 02 115 82 
0.00 98 34 
0 00 100 23 
o 21 87 eo 















Tab. 8-7 (continued) 
aample apo1 detaile N SI02 Tr02 Al203 Cr203 FeO MgO MnO CaO NrO Na20 K20 SUM 
·=· ............. 
···=· ..... a:-:.ac& ••••• :~~•••• =···· ··=·· • •••• &&••• •••••••••• 
1228 3 9 adJiympl 45 53 013 14 22 013 7 45 16 78 0.08 12 30 001 238 0 02 9903 
1228 3 10 pc . core 1 44 69 0 17 14 83 029 646 17 09 0 12 11 89 200 2 61 0 04 10019 
1228 3 15 pc , core 2 44 31 013 15 6!) 0 13 !> 65 16 71 0 03 12 04 ooa 2 43 005 97 21 
1228 3 1 1 46 34 0 .19 13110 0 15 6 !>!> 1736 0 08 12 23 000 2 22 0 07 9899 
1428 1 all near won 2 52 32 008 5 31 1 29 2 ~6 21 73 009 12 20 0 16 1 23 016 97 01 
1459 2 11m1p1ag 41 4!> 0 21 15 97 0 14 3 78 1686 0 04 13 33 0 12 311 0 42 95 23 
82111 3 opxle 5050 007 81!6 I 54 2 73 20 42 0 07 12 30 0 18 I 36 0 43 98 28 
82 111 8 opxht 2 48 25 005 10 46 191 272 19 51 0 04 12 27 0 15 1 43 085 97 44 
82 111 opxlot S4 57 005 456 065 238 22 02 0 07 12 48 009 0 42 0 07 97 36 
GARNET 
1228 3 9 core 43 30 0 01 22 89 0 09 12 16 18 38 0 .<tl ti 13 005 0 04 0 01 103 32 
1228 3 9 hall""' 42 78 000 22 33 0 13 12 02 18 07 0 25 6 05 0 05 000 001 10189 
1228 3 9 11m looympl 43 52 0 03 22 95 010 II 73 17 79 0 37 6 33 000 0 00 000 102 82 
PLAGIO CLASE 
1100 10 Ana85 7 48 16 0 32 35 nd 0 09 0 003 17 65 nd 1 63 003 99 94 




Tab. B-8 (followmg thirtet:n pages). Selected and recalculated mineral chemistry data 
from the Table Mountain and Lewis Hills mantle sections. The samples represent the 
total range of mineral ctof'mistries encountered in th is investigation. (a) Spinel; tb) cli-
nopyroxene; l~) orthopyroxenl.!; (d) olivine; (e) amphibole. 
392 
lab. B-8J 
relit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
sample rM662 TM1315 TM1321 TM1360 TM1360 TM849 TM866 TM1420 TM 673 TM1454 TM1331 2 TM1232 
rocktype lherz hz du pl-wehrl cpx-du pl-hz hz lherz hz lherz du hz 
remark pl-bana bande<l banded pi-band 
unit 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 
------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
T•02 0 18 0.08 036 0 3'1 0.21 0.10 0.17 0.18 0.04 0.02 0.31 0.04 
A1203 29 56 13 45 3062 34 36 31 .43 31 .63 32.05 3206 36.92 41.16 31.42 29.67 
Cr203 35.53 50.18 33.29 31 .43 33.17 34.32 J4.30 34.14 3053 26.92 32.79 37.82 
r:etot 20.86 26.::>2 20.68 18.69 22.46 19.36 19 13 20.00 16.47 16.02 22 36 16.16 
MgO 12.82 9.79 13.54 14.48 13.04 13.51 14.05 13.63 15.15 16.22 13.44 14.62 
MnO 021 0.34 0.21 0.11 0 14 0 20 0 27 0.14 0.13 0.00 0 16 0.10 
N•O 0.13 n.d. 0.19 0.14 0.05 0.07 nd. 0.16 0.21 025 0.21 n.d. 
V205 0.33 nd. 0.26 0.19 015 0.23 n.d . 0.34 0.20 0.13 0.21 n.d. 
SUM 99.62 100.36 99 15 99.73 100.65 99.42 99.97 10065 99.65 100.72 100.90 98.41 
Fe203calc 3.78 7.91 4.75 3.32 5.29 3.20 38~ 3.35 2.39 2.22 5.74 2.53 
FeOcaiC 17.22 18.74 16.12 15.52 17.36 
w 
16.30 15.41 16.79 14.32 13.92 16.83 13.76 
..., 
w Ti 00041 0 0019 00081 0.0072 00046 0.0022 0 0038 00040 00009 0.0004 0.0068 0.0009 
AI 1.0442 05135 1.0759 1.1/82 1.0'108 1 1055 1.1092 1.1070 1 2575 13520 1.0856 1.0463 
Cr 0.6419 1.2849 0.7846 0.7229 0.7722 08045 0.7963 0.7907 06974 0.5931 0.7599 08946 
Fetot 0.5226 0.7160 0.5153 0.4545 05528 04799 04695 0.4898 03978 0.3732 0.5479 0.4041 
Mg 0.5723 0.4723 0.6012 0.6275 0.5719 0.5%7 0.6145 0.5948 0.6520 06733 0.5868 0.6516 
Mn 00053 00093 0.0053 0.0027 00035 00050 0.0067 00035 00032 0.0000 0 0040 0.0025 
N1 0.0031 n.d. 0.0046 00033 0.0012 00017 n.d. 0.0038 0.0049 0.0056 0 0049 n.d. 
v 0.0065 n d. 0.0051 00037 0.0029 0.0045 n d. 0.0066 0.0038 0.0024 0 0041 n.d. 
Fe(III)Calc 0 0862 01977 01081 0 0735 0.1190 0.0720 00870 0 ()746 00520 0.0469 01287 0 0573 
Fe(ll)calc 0.4363 0.5203 0.4072 u.3810 0.4339 0.4078 0.3825 0.4151 0 3457 0 3263 0.4192 0 3468 
Cr• 45 71 42 38 41 42 42 42 35 30 41 46 
Mg• 57 48 60 62 57 59 62 59 65 67 58 65 
Felt 17 28 21 16 22 15 19 15 13 13 23 14 
Tdb. H-Ba (contlnut::d) 
ret• 13 14 1S 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
sample TM1340 TM676 TM733.2 TM60.6e TM1193 TM1249 TM1245 TMG72 TM26 TM959 TM564 TM1169 
rocktype hz hz du du du liZ hz hz du du hz au 
remark 
un1t 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 TU lu 
------------ --------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ---------------------------
T102 u.04 004 0.06 0.09 0 16 0.01 0.03 0 03 011 0.07 004 004 
Al203 1899 25.53 17.92 27.44 19 45 19.35 12.55 27.29 10.26 7.09 26.64 8 79 
Cr203 49.27 42.41 48.39 3!1.71 50.94 49 27 57.20 40 81 58 51 6385 42 07 61.48 
Fe tot 20.23 18 61 22.23 1882 14.48 20.08 20.19 11 u9 20.04 18.b3 17.23 18 62 
MgO 10.73 12.44 11 .07 12 59 13.56 10.42 930 12 55 9 .32 9 46 12.24 9.53 
MnO 0.22 0.21 0.24 0 16 021 0.23 0 ~-l 0 22 0 .20 0.22 0.19 029 
NiO 0.11 0.10 0 05 0.17 0.11 0.09 0.04 0 06 0.04 005 0.10 005 
V205 0.32 0.20 025 0.30 0.22 0.31 0 31 0.£~ 0.18 025 0 24 0.26 
SUM 99.91 99.54 100.21 98 28 9!1.13 9976 !f~ 86 99 14 98.66 99 6?. 98.75 99.06 w 
Fe203calc 1.50 1.77 4.33 2.16 0.20 0.85 0 17 084 0.95 000 1.0 0.00 000 
~ FeOcalc 18 78 16 91 18.03 16.75 14 29 19.26 ,0.02 H.oa 19.11 18.80 17.28 1870 
Ti 00010 0.0009 0.0014 0.0021 0.0038 0.0002 0.0007 0.0007 00028 00018 0.0009 00010 
AI 07087 0.9200 0.6677 0.9904 0 7162 0 7237 04866 0.9794 04059 0.2819 0.9639 0.3484 
Cr 1.2334 1.0251 1.2093 0.9371 1.2581 1 2360 1 4875 09824 1 5525 1.7026 1.0210 1.6345 
Fetot 0.5354 0.4756 0 .5874 0.4817 0 37~1 0 S'l 26 0 S551 0.4553 0.5622 0.5253 0.4421 0.5;>34 
Mg 0.50Ci 05665 0 5?12 0 5743 0.6310 OA;;25 0.4557 05692 04659 04753 05597 0.4774 
Mn 00059 0.0054 0.0064 0.0041 0.0056 0.0062 00067 00057 0 0057 0.0063 00049 00083 
Ni 0.0028 0.0025 00013 0.0042 0 0028 0.0023 0.0011 0.0015 0 .0011 0.0014 0.0025 0.0014 
v 00067 0.0040 0.0052 0.0061 0.0045 0.0065 0.0067 00058 0.0040 0 0056 0 0049 0.0058 
Fe(!!!)calc 0 .0359 0.0410 0.1045 OO'v l 0.0046 0.0203 00043 0.0193 0 .0241 0.0000 0.0000 00000 
Fe(II)Cale (1.4996 0.4346 0.4829 0.4316 0.3735 0.5123 0 5508 0.4360 0 5381 0.5300 0.4435 0.5256 
Cr• 64 53 64 49 64 63 75 50 79 86 5~ 82 
Mg# 50 5? 52 57 63 49 45 57 46 47 56 48 
Fell 7 9 18 10 4 4 4 0 0 0 
TaL 8-Ha (continued) 
ref It 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 11 34 35 36 
sarnple TM827 TM1181 TM613 TM932 TM922 TM941 n:334.1 TM1447 TM1447 TM1324 TM1324 TM1324 
rocktype nz nz lherz 1nerz lhtlll ampn-hz amph-du cpx-du pl-lherz du,nm du,core hz 
remark urnyl sn-zone b:tnded banded banded banded banded 
unrt 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 2 2 1 1 
------------ ------------------------------------ ·--------- ------------------------------------------------ ---------------
Ti02 002 0.04 0.01 0.06 0.05 0.00 0.02 0 19 0.18 0.24 0.22 016 
Al203 :18.84 40.95 47.92 54.40 49.68 50.55 30.45 37.o5 28.52 16.86 17.53 1901 
Cr203 28.33 27.44 20.28 1445 17 87 17.41 33.40 26.58 36.96 48.98 4896 48.78 
Fe tot 14 68 14.36 13.24 11 .06 13.99 13.41 23 27 19.13 20.30 23 94 2325 21.26 
MgO 1656 17.57 17.54 20.43 18.15 1!1.01 11 .69 15.62 12.53 10.15 10.43 11 .06 
MnO 016 0.17 0.14 0.10 0.16 0.16 0.32 0.1b 0.14 0.34 0.31 0.27 
NrO \J.23 0.18 0.25 n.d. n.d . 0 30 0.10 0.30 0.06 n.d. n.d. n.a. 
V205 0.20 0.19 0.19 n.d. n.d. 0.10 011 0.20 0.33 n.d. n.d. n.d. 
SUM 99.02 10090 99.57 100.50 :t9.90 100.94 9!1.36 100.09 9902 100.51 100.70 100.54 w 
Fe203calc 2.36 2.62 1.68 2.21 2.64 5.05 5.34 2.94 5.02 4.56 3.29 \.0 0.71 
U1 FeOcaic 12.46 11.89 12.57 9.50 12.00 10 !14 15.38 14.09 17.47 19.04 18.82 18.09 
Tr 0 0004 0.0008 0.0002 0.0012 00010 0.0000 00005 0.0041 0.0041 0.0057 0.0052 0.0038 
AI 1.3008 1.3336 1 5382 1.€676 1.5837 1 5774 1.0810 1.2676 1.0168 0.6329 0 6541 0.7034 
Cr 0.6364 0.5994 0.4366 0.2971 0.3820 03644 07954 0 5971 0 8856 1.2333 1.2253 1.2106 
F~JtOI 0 3487 0.3316 03014 0.2404 0 3162 0 2~68 05859 0.4558 05143 0.6373 0.6152 0 5579 
Mg 07009 0.7231 0 7115 0.7915 0.7310 U.74'J7 0.5245 06611 0.5656 0.4815 0.4918 0.5172 
Mn 00038 0.0040 0.0032 0.0022 0.0037 0.0036 00082 00038 0 0036 0.0092 00083 00072 
Nr 00053 0.0040 00055 n.a n.d . 0.0064 0.0024 0.0069 00015 n.d. n.d . nd 
v 00038 0.0035 0.0034 n.a. n.d . 0.0017 0.0022 0 0038 00066 n.d. n.d n d. 
Fe.;lll)calc 0.0507 00550 0.0146 0.0329 00450 0.0529 0.1161 0 1160 0.0676 0.1223 0.1101 0.0784 
Fe(ll)calc 0.2979 0.2767 02868 02075 0.2712 02438 04698 03398 04466 0 5151 0 5051 0.4794 
Crlt 33 31 22 15 19 19 42 32 47 66 65 6::: 
Mglt 70 72 71 79 72 75 53 66 56 48 49 52 
Few 15 17 5 14 14 18 20 25 13 19 18 14 
l.Jb. 8-!::la (cunt1nued) 
relli 37 38 39 40 41 42 
::.a1r.p1e TM1 189.1 TM1189 1 TM1189.2 TM1189.2 LH 62 LH 87 
rock type hz. core hz. om hz, core hz. om hz hz 
remark near opxt near opxt tar opxt far opxt 
un1t 3 3 3 3 SH SH 
-- -------- -- --------- ------------------------------------------
- --------
T102 O.Ofi 0.07 0 02 0 03 0.06 009 
f:l203 18.39 17 69 35.64 36.93 18.84 14 23 
Cr203 49 94 51 .21 3178 30.68 50.37 53.79 
Fe tot 21 .92 22.48 15.55 15.28 18 89 20 56 
MgO 9 80 9.39 1f. 09 15 76 1 1.:.5 10 05 
MnO 0.25 0.34 0.21 0.21 0.29 0 28 
N10 n.d. n.d. 0.20 0.16 ~.05 000 
V205 n.d. n.a. 0.20 0.18 0.29 000 
SUM 10036 101 .18 99.69 9923 100.34 99.00 
Fe203calc 2.17 2.02 2.85 1 94 1.90 2.40 
FeOcalc 19.82 20.52 12.86 13 45 17.18 18 40 
w 
\.0 
00017 0.0004 0.0006 0.0014 0.0022 0'1 Ti 0.0014 
AI 06891 0.6622 12050 1 2499 07004 u 5526 
Cr 1.2556 1.2859 0 7207 0.6965 1.2557 1.4008 
Fet0t 0.5827 0 5968 0.3729 0.3667 0 4979 0.5661 
Mg 0 4642 0.4442 0 6875 0.6741 0.54.2t> 04931 
Mn 0.0067 0.0091 00051 0.0051 0.0077 00078 
Ni n.d . n.d 0.0046 0.0037 0.0013 00000 
v n.d. n.d. 0.0038 0.0034 00060 0.0000 
F e(III)Cal~ 0.0522 0.0485 00621 0.0421 00451 00595 
Fe(ll)calc 0.5305 0.5483 0.3108 0.3246 04528 05066 
Crl 65 66 37 36 64 71 
Mgl 47 45 69 67 54 49 







1 2 3 4 !> 6 
TM862 TM1315 TM1321 TM1360 TM1360 TM849 
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15 16 17 18 
TM676 TM733.2 TM1249 TM1245 
nz du llz hz 





















24 25 26 
TM922 TM1447 TM1447 
lherz cpx-au pl-lherz 
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Tah . B-Bb (continued) 
refl 27 28 29 30 31 
sample TM1324 TM1189.1 TM1189.2 LH 62 LH87 
lit hoi. liz hz hz hz hz 
remark banded near opxt far opxt 
unit 1 3 3 SH SH 
--------- --------- - --- - -- - - - --------- --------- --------
Si02 53.70 54 20 52.97 53.52 55.18 
Ti02 0.09 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.03 
At203 1.46 1.52 3.31 088 080 
Cr203 0.68 0.90 1.09 0 43 0.48 
FeO 2.46 2.53 2. 13 1.78 2.01 
MgO 17.84 18.45 17.96 18.43 18.68 
Mnt; 0.04 0 .06 0.07 0 .06 009 
CaO 22.84 21 .62 22.86 24.70 21.86 
NiO 0.08 0.06 0.02 0 .10 0.08 
w Na20 0.26 0.16 0.13 0 .14 0.20 
"' 
K20 0.00 0 .00 0.00 0 .00 0 .01 
"' SUM 99.45 99.53 100.57 100.08 99.42 
Si 1.9600 1.9681 1.9103 1.9479 1 . 9~S4 
Ti 0.0025 00008 00008 0.0011 00008 
AI 0.0629 00651 0.1408 0.0378 0.03~2 
Cr 0 .0 196 00259 00311 0.0124 0 .01 38 
Fe 0.0751 0.0768 0.0642 0 0542 0 OG09 
Mg 0 9704 0.9985 09653 0.9997 1.0082 
Mn 0.0012 0.0018 0.0021 00018 00028 
Ca 0.8932 0.8412 08834 09633 08483 
Nr 0.0023 00018 0.0006 00029 0.0023 
Na 0.0184 00113 OW91 00099 0.0140 
K 0.0000 0.0000 0 .0000 0.0000 0.0005 
Mg- 92.8 92 9 93.8 94.9 943 
%en 50.1 52.1 505 49 6 52.15 
%woll 46 1 43.9 462 47 8 44 .2 
o-tis 39 40 3.4 2.7 32 
Tab. B-8c 
ref" 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
sample TM862 TM1;,o;:; TM849 TM886 TM1420 TM873 TM1454 TM 1232 TM1340 TM676 TM1249 TM1245 TM564 hthol. lherz hz ~1-hz nz lherz hz lherz hz hz hz hz nz nz 
remark pi-band 
unat 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 TU 
-------
••••••• ••••••• •••~•P• ••••••• caac•a• cc•••~• caaa:ma aaa:cc& aaaaaca ....... 
·····-- ------- -------St02 56.24 57.52 55.04 55 00 55.12 56 80 55.71 55.72 56.27 57.05 55.95 57.58 5692 Ti02 0.09 0.01 0.03 0.11 009 0.04 003 0.00 0.00 0.03 003 0.00 0.02 Al203 253 1.32 2.98 2.47 2.32 3.16 3.15 2.68 1 55 ( 39 1.42 0.92 2.55 Cr203 0.66 0.56 0.69 0.67 0.52 0.70 0.64 0.84 0.61 063 066 0.52 0 80 FeO 634 5.73 6.39 600 6.20 6.57 6.13 5.42 5.66 5.36 5.84 529 t"· .53 MgO 32.53 33.57 32.73 33.23 33.42 33.03 3; 32.72 32 70 32.80 34.19 34.93 33.42 MnO 0.14 016 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.08 013 0.09 0.16 0.10 0.11 0.12 CaO 1.24 1.54 1.31 0.98 0 85 134 1.51 1 66 2.08 0.93 1 33 1.03 1.46 NtO 0.08 006 0.13 0.08 0.08 0.12 0.10 0.14 006 0.13 0.01 008 009 Na20 n.<1. 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.04 000 0.00 002 0.05 0.00 0.06 004 0.04 
""' SUM 99.85 100.48 99.43 98.65 96.76 101 .67 100.00 99.33 99.07 99.68 99.59 100.50 100.95 0 0 
Si 1.9486 1.9753 1.9205 1.9290 1.9318 1.9317 1.9283 1.9382 19644 1.9677 1.9444 1.9721 1.9456 
Ti 0.0023 00003 0.0008 0.0029 0.0024 0.0010 00008 0.0000 00000 0.0008 0.0008 OJOOO 00005 
AI 0.1034 0.0535 0.1226 0.1022 0.0959 01268 0.1286 01100 0.0638 0.0972 0.0582 00372 0 1028 
Cr 0.0181 0.0152 00190 0.01t!6 0.0144 0.0188 0 0175 0.0231 0.0168 0.0226 0.0181 0.0141 0.0216 
Fe 0.1837 0.1646 0.1865 0.1760 0.1817 0 . 186~ 0.1774 0.1577 0.1(.52 0.1546 0 1697 0.1515 01581 
Mg 1.6798 1.7181 1.7020 1.7369 1. 7455 1.6741 16842 1.6962 1 7013 1.6860 1.7707 1. 7829 1.7024 
Mn 0.0041 00047 00033 0.0033 00036 0.0032 0.0023 00038 0 0027 0.0047 00029 0.0032 00035 Ca 0.0460 0.0567 00490 0.0368 0.0319 0.0488 0.0560 0.0619 0.0778 0.0344 00495 00378 00535 Ni 0.0022 0.0017 0.0036 0.0023 0.0023 00033 0.0028 00039 0.0017 0.0036 0.0003 0.0022 0.0025 
Na n.d. 0.0007 0.0014 0.0000 0 0027 0.0000 0.0000 0.0013 0.0034 0.0000 0.0040 0.0027 0.0027 
MgW 90.1 91 .3 90.1 90.8 90.6 90.0 90.5 91 .5 91 .1 91.6 91 .3 92.2 91 .5 
%en 88.0 886 87.3 891 89.1 87.7 878 88.5 87.5 89.9 89.0 90.4 f\8.9 
%won 2.4 2.9 2.5 1.9 1.6 2.6 2.9 3.2 4.0 1.8 25 1.9 2.8 
%'s 9.6 8.5 9.6 9.0 9.3 9.8 9.3 8.2 8.5 8.2 8.5 7.7 8.3 
Tnb. 8-Sc (continuer!) 
rei I 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
sample TM827 TM1181 TM932 TM922 TM941 TM 1447 TM1324 TM1 189.1 TM1 189 2 LH62 LH 87 
lit hoi. hz hz lherz lherz amph-hz pl-lherz hz hz hz hZ hz 
remark umyl banded banded near ~xt far opKt 
unit 5 5 6 6 UMY 2 1 3 3 SH SH 
•s••••• .:scsaaa ••••••a • • •••c.: =·--·-=-= ==·-=·= • :::: ===== cc.zz:::c .::a ==••• • :• ~-=•• s•• 
------- -------Si02 55.39 55.06 52.57 54.75 53.95 56.20 56.45 57.30 55.42 56.62 57.14 
Ti02 003 0.01 008 0.08 004 0.06 0 00 0.03 0.01 000 008 
Al203 3.46 3.86 6.10 5.15 5.43 2 46 1.47 1.42 298 1 13 086 
Cr203 0.77 086 0.89 1 00 0.83 064 0 57 0.64 0.68 0.38 0.35 
FeO 5.79 5.84 631 59:> 6 40 5.82 6.40 5.61 5.69 585 5.76 
MgO 32.27 32.36 31 .41 31 .32 32.93 33.06 33.11 33.04 33 29 34.86 3488 
MnO 0.11 0.17 0.12 0.09 0.12 0 15 0.14 0.07 0.10 0.1 1 0.13 
CaO 1.59 1.67 1.70 2.81 0 49 1.45 1 30 1.03 1 17 0.85 095 
NiO 0.12 0.07 0.13 0.03 009 0.11 0.05 0.11 0.14 0.10 0.12 
Na20 n.d. 0.02 0.12 0 05 n.d . 0.07 0.00 nd n.d 0.03 0.00 
SUM ~9.53 99.92 99 43 101 .27 100.28 
.::.. 
100.02 99.49 99.25 99 48 99.93 100.27 
0 
...... S1 U~245 1.9V85 11$409 1.8797 1 8638 1.9427 1.9643 1.9861 1.9248 1.9564 1.9663 
Ti 00008 0.0003 0 0021 00021 0.0010 0.0016 0.0000 0.0008 0.0003 00000 0.0021 
AI 0.1418 0.1578 0 ?520 0.2086 0.2;'11 0.1003 0 0603 0.0581 0.1221 0.0461 00349 
Cr 0.0212 0.0236 0.0247 00272 0.0227 0 .0175 00157 0.0 175 00187 0 0104 0 0095 
Fe 0.1682 01693 0.1848 0.1703 U.1A49 0 1683 0.1863 0.1626 0.1653 0.1690 0 1658 
Mg 1.6710 1.6716 1.6393 1.6026 1.6955 1 7031 1 7171 1.7068 1. 7231 1. 7551 1.7888 
Mn 0.0032 0 0050 0.0036 0.0026 0.0015 00()44 00041 0.0021 0.0029 0 .0032 0.0038 
Ca 00592 00670 00638 0.1034 0 0181 0 0537 00485 00383 0.0435 0.0315 0.0350 
N1 0.0034 0.0020 0.0037 0 0025 00025 0 0031 00014 0.0031 0 0039 0.0028 00033 
Na n.d . 00013 0.0081 00033 n.d . 0.0047 0 0000 n.d. n.d 0 0020 0 0000 
Mg* 90.9 90.8 89.9 90.4 90.2 91 .0 90.2 91 3 91 .2 91 4 91 5 
%en 880 87 8 86 8 854 89.3 88 5 88.0 89.5 89.2 90.0 89 9 
%woll 3.1 3.3 3.4 5.5 1.0 2.8 2.5 2 0 2.3 16 1.8 
%Is 89 8.9 9.8 51 97 87 95 8.5 8 6 8.5 8.3 
Tab. 8-Bd 
ref 11 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 sample TM862 TM1315 TM1321 TM1360 TM849 TM886 TM1420 TM873 TM1454 TM1331 .2 TM1232 TM1340 TM676 
rocktype pl-lherz hz du pl-wehrl pl - hz hz lherz hz lherz <lu hz hz hz 
remark 
unit 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 
--------- --------------------------- --------- --------- --------- -- --- -- ----------- ------------------ ---------------------------
Si02 40.02 40.80 40.65 40.26 39.61 39.72 40.07 40.07 40.88 40 29 40.56 40 40 4 1) 65 Cr203 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 002 0.00 000 FeO 10.10 8.66 9.71 1005 10.05 9.38 9.45 8.79 9 31 11 .58 7.96 8.97 8.29 MgO 49.20 50.88 48.56 49.13 48.93 49.73 49.42 50.73 49.68 47.82 50.01 50.24 49.76 CaO 0.04 0 .02 0.17 0.04 0.04 0.02 004 0.02 0.02 0.15 002 0.02 0.00 ~ NiO 0.38 0.35 0.28 0.38 0.40 0.42 0.40 0.38 0.47 0.36 0.45 0.49 0.40 0 
I'V SUM 99.74 100.71 Q9.37 99.86 99.05 99.29 99.38 99.99 100.36 100.25 9902 100.12 9910 
Si 0.9872 0.9893 1.0025 0.9911 0.9845 0.9821 0.9890 0.9808 0.9972 09946 0.9971 0.9fl78 0.9993 Cr 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0004 0.0004 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 00010 0.0004 0.0000 0.0000 Fe 0.2084 0.1]!;6 0.2003 0.2069 0.2089 0.1940 0.1951 0 1799 01899 0 .2391 0.1637 0.1634 01 704 Mg 1.6067 1.6385 1.7847 1.8024 1.8125 1.8324 1.8179 1.8505 1 .81)6() 1.7592 1 8322 1.8308 1 8230 Ca 0.0011 0.0005 0.0045 0.0011 0.0011 0 0005 0.0011 0.(}()()5 0.0005 00040 00005 0.0005 0.0000 Ni 0.0075 0.0068 0.0056 0.0075 00080 00084 0.0079 0.0075 00092 0 .0071 00089 00096 00079 FO(ol) 89.7 91 .3 899 89.7 89.7 ~0.4 903 9:. 1 90.5 88.0 91.8 90.9 91 .5 
Tab. 8-Sd (continued) 
ref It 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
sample TM7332 TM1193 TM1249 TM1245 TM26 TM959 T._,564 TM1169 TM&27 1M1181 TI.1932 TM922 TM941 
rocktype du du hz hz du du hz du hz nz lht:l l lherz arnph-hz 
remark 
u-myl 
un1t 3 3 4 4 4 4 TU TIJ 5 5 6 6 6 
--------- --------- ---------- --- -- -------------------------------------------------------- - ------------ ------ ---------- --------
Si02 40.44 41 49 40.21 40.69 41 38 40.71 40 72 41 .44 40 57 40 88 40.90 40.59 40.76 
Cr203 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 000 0.02 0.00 0.01 000 0.0. 0.04 0.00 
F~O 9.81 5.62 8.41 8.09 8.11 7.75 9.16 7 44 9.01 9.09 9.08 9.00 9.21 
MgO 49.23 51 .32 50.15 49.46 50.82 50.94 50.7J 50.97 49.04 49.83 49.47 50.11 49.45 
~ CaO 0.11 0.12 0.00 004 0.04 0.04 002 005 004 0.02 0.04 0.00 0 02 
0 NiO 0.35 0.54 0.40 0.41 039 0.36 0.31 0 36 045 0.38 0.35 038 034 w SUM 99.94 99.10 99.17 9869 100.74 99.80 100.96 100.26 99.12 100 20 100.65 100.12 99.78 
Si 0.9933 1.0074 0.9897 1.0033 0.9993 099?0 0.9872 1 0021 1 {)()()f) 0.9974 0.9968 0.9916 0.9989 
Cr 00000 0.0002 00000 0.0000 00000 00000 0.0004 0.0000 00002 00000 0.0002 0.0008 00000 
Fe 0.2015 0.1141 0.1731 01668 0.1638 0.1579 0.1857 0.1505 0 1859 0 1855 0.2014 01839 01006 
Mg 1 8021 1.8571 1.8396 1.8175 1.82~u 1.84:.19 1.13328 1.8370 18026 1.811 8 1.7968 1.ti244 1.8061 
Ca 00029 0.0031 0.0000 0.01)11 00010 0.0010 00005 0.0013 0.0011 0.0005 0.0010 00000 0. voos 
Ni 00069 0.0105 0.0079 00081 0.0076 00071 00060 0.0070 0 0089 0.0075 00069 0 0075 0.0067 
FO(OI) 89.9 94.2 91 .4 91 .6 91 .8 92.1 90.8 92.4 90.7 90.7 89.9 90 7 905 
Tab. B-Bd (continued) 
refl 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 
sample TM1447 TM1447 TM1324 TM1189.1 TM1189.2 LH62 Ll187 
rocktype cpx du pl-lherz hz hz hz hz hz 
remark banded banded near opxt far opxt 
unit 6 2 3 3 SH SH 
--------- --------------------------------------------- ---------- ---------
Si02 40.82 41 .64 40.43 41 .46 40.85 40.64 40 27 
Cr203 r.oo 0.04 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.10 0.02 
FeO 9.64 10.16 9.66 8.85 8.41 8 16 8.80 
MgO 49.55 49.80 49.59 49.77 50.18 50.07 49.43 
~ CaO 0.1 1 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.02 
0 NiO 0.33 023 0.34 0.44 0.46 0.38 0 40 ~ SUM 100.45 101 .91 100.04 100.56 9994 99.97 98.94 
Si 0.9960 1.0017 0.9913 1.0057 0.9968 0.9932 0.9947 
Cr 0.0000 0.0008 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000 00019 00004 
Fe 0.1967 0.2044 0.1981 01795 0.1716 0.1790 0 1818 
Mg 18019 1.7855 1.8121 1.7993 1 8248 1.8237 1.8197 
Ca 0.0029 0.0010 0.0005 0.0008 0.0010 00005 0.0005 
Ni 0.0065 0.0045 0.0067 0.0086 0.0090 0.0075 00079 
Fo(ol) 90.2 89.7 90.1 90.9 91 .4 91 '1 !109 
Tab. 8-Be 
ref 11 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
sample TM1459 TM1118 TM1136.2 TM1222 TM934.1 1M941 TM941 TM1228.3 LH 73 LH 87 
lit hoi. pl-du hz hz lherz amph-du amph-hz amph -hz lherz hz hz 
remark sh. zone sh. zone ~h . zone umyl umyl umyl 
unit 2 2 2 6 6 6 6 6 ::.ti SH 
amph- na par~ tram ed -hbl mag-hbl ed- hbl parg-hbl parg parg-hbl trem tram 
------- ------- ------- ---------·-··- ------=- c aac:• =• -------= &. K 8: Z E&Z: ....::::z:-==- -------Si02 41 45 5462 46.97 47.7 47.53 44.63 43 37 44.31 54 67 55.14 
Ti02 0.21 0.05 0.46 0.2 0.17 019 1. 72 0.13 0 05 006 
Al203 15.97 3.57 9.54 11 .25 10.61 13.34 13.71 15 65 4 32 2.82 
Cr203 0.14 1.36 1.19 1.41 1 58 2 09 0.91 0.13 1 28 065 
FeO 3 78 2.77 3.19 3.37 3.64 3.93 4.69 'i 65 1.86 2.41 
MgO 16.66 21.64 20.23 19.16 18.9 17 73 17.74 16.71 22.13 22.46 
MnO 0.04 0.07 0.04 0.06 0.03 009 0.1 0.03 005 0.04 
CaO 13.33 12.57 12.15 12 38 13.07 10.77 10.ti5 12.04 12.56 12.8 
NiO 0.12 0 05 0.08 0.17 0.22 0.06 0.05 0.08 0.07 0.11 
""" Na20 3.11 0.69 1.95 1.63 2.21 3.82 348 2.43 0.61 065 C> 
Vl K20 0.42 0.02 0.02 0.27 0.23 0.42 0 19 005 003 0.04 
SUM 95.23 97.41 95 82 97.6 98.19 97.07 96.51 97.21 97 63 97.18 
Si 6.0603 7.!>652 6.7204 6.6959 6.6797 6.3773 62369 6.3045 7.5170 7.6348 
Ti 0.0231 0.0052 0.0495 0 0211 O.OHlO 0.0204 01860 00139 0.0052 00062 
AI 2.7541 0.5832 1.6100 1.8627 1. 7588 2 2484 2.3255 2£264 07006 04606 
Cr 0.0162 0.1490 0.1347 01566 0.1756 0.2362 01035 0.0146 0.1392 0.0712 
Fe 0.4622 0.3209 03817 0.3956 0.4278 04697 0 5641 0 6723 0 2139 02791 
Mg 36302 4.4669 4.3137 4.0084 3 9585 37757 38020 3 5433 4 5348 4 6347 
Mn 0.0050 0.0082 0.0048 0.0071 0.0036 0.0109 0.0122 0.0036 0.0058 0.0047 
Ca 2.0883 1.8655 1.8627 1 8621 1.9681 16490 1.6257 1 8356 1 8504 18991 
Ni 0.0141 0.0056 00092 0.0192 0.0249 0.0069 00058 0.0092 0.0077 0 0123 
Na 0.8817 0.1853 0.5410 0.4437 0.6022 1.0584 0 9704 0.6704 0 1626 0 174S 
K 0.0783 00035 00037 0.0484 0.0412 0.0766 0.0.349 00091 0 0053 0.0071 
Mg, 88.7 933 91 .9 91 .0 90.2 88 q 87.1 84.1 95 5 943 
Tab. B·l) (following seven pages). Average compositions of phase chemistry in the Bay 
of l~lands Ophiolite. The data are averaged for each structural unit. For each unit, on-
hopyro:<ene-bcaring and onhopyroxene-irce assemblages are separa : ~d. Data for ultra-
malic cumulates are taken from Komor et al. ( 1985a). (a) Spinel, for legend of Cr#, 
















































































Ti02 Al203 Cr203 Fe tot MgO MnO V205 SUM Ti AI 
0 .35 27.1 1 36.53 23.89 1 o 50 0 .31 n d . 0 .48 99.21 0 .0082 0 9771 
0 .07 7 26 6 .83 2.44 1.32 0 05 n d. 0 08 0 66 0 0019 0 2238 
0.25 38 03 27.08 18.47 15.68 0 17 0 .20 0 .21 100 08 0 .0054 1 2673 
c 13 S .21 5.51 2 83 184 0 0..1 0.05 0 .03 0 .1:13 0 .0029 0. 1624 
0 12 24 69 41 01 21 .31 12.08 0 .22 0.09 0.19 99.70 0 .0027 0 .8840 
0 06 7 25 6 .46 3.00 1.75 0 .04 0 08 0 16 0 .56 0 .0013 02277 
0 .23 2063 44.1/ 24.S7 10.38 026 0 .03 0 .17 10054 00055 0 .7566 
0 00 4 19 5 .20 0 45 0 29 0 00 0.03 0 17 0 .08 0 0002 0 .1406 
0 07 34.89 32 37 
O.Ob 4 .05 4.14 
(1 11 36 83 28 87 
008 0 49 2 .21 
17.51 14.72 











003 2998 37.78 1751 13.93 018 (l 1Q 
002 ~~ 596 1~ 1~ 003 000 
007 2104 45J6 2067 1148 023 0 .10 
00~ 420 570 29t> 121 003 006 
0 03 22 94 45.31 18.{>1 11 90 
002 779 8.19 213 217 
007 988 58.36 21 .6 1 8 .77 









oo2 21 n 40.67 1S84 1360 020 001 
0 01 6 63 7 00 1 .48 2 00 0 03 0 05 
007 1018 59.56 1735 10.34 026 006 
0 03 153 1.84 1.28 0 92 0 02 0 01 
0 .18 100.03 
0 .10 0 .85 
02210015 









0 .20 98 71 0 0007 1 0441 
009 592 00004 0 1698 
025 9919 00016 0.7761 
013 0 7ti 00012 0 1416 
023 99 32 
011 0 .67 
025 99.27 
006 0 51 
0 .0008 0 11291 
0 0005 0 .2521 
0 0018 0 3889 
OOOU8 0 .1080 
0 20 99 38 0 0005 0 9786 
013 060 00003 01971 
026 9808 00017 04018 
0 .02 0 .67 0 OOU8 0 0575 
002 3901 2863 1513 1630 0 15 015 0 18 9957 00005 13012 
0 .01 3 03 3 .42 0 82 0 7S 0 01 0 05 0 06 0 68 0 0001 0 0834 
0 .04 4993 17 .72 13)8 1846 011 022 012 9998 00008 15751 
002 452 4 .63 088 097 002 012 006 099 00004 01072 
-------- --------- -- . -- ---- --- .. ---- ---- ---- ·---- ---- ·---- ---- - . -- ---- ---- ·----- ·----- . 
UNITS ULTRAMYL s 21 50 8119 004 4788 18.64 1653 16A6 015 022 010 10044 00008 15242 
Sid 002 814 861 205 20\1 003 013 006 058 OQOO!. 02065 
--- - ---- --- --- -- - --------- -- - -- --- -- - --- -- ----------------- - -- - ---- - ----- -- --- --- - -- · 




009 1448 5438 2070 10 15 028 001 00410013 00023 05501 
004 2 ~ 264 1 C3 0 18 003 002 010 0 74 00011 00&82 
TaL. B-9a (continucJ) 
UNIT Llll-IOLOGY Cr Fetot Mg Mn Nt v Fe IIIII Ct# Mg" Fe# Fe203c FeOc 
= = = = = = = = ; ; = =;. = =::. :;::: ==- = = ;;:;; = == = = ;......:.. : = =- =;;;;;;:;. ; : - = =;.. ::::. = = = : = = = = - -=- =-= = == = = = = := = = = =- ~ = = ::. ... =- = :. :;: ; -= ... = ~::;. 
ULTRAMAFIC DU'<IITE-+ 0 8968 0 61 80 0 4806 0.0080 n d . 0 0007 0 0773 0 .::.406 48 t 47 t 12 0 3 25 20 71 

















0.6126 0.4409 0.6612 00040 00046 00039 00974 03435 32.7 658 219 447 14.21 
Ot410 0.0810 0.0560 O.U007 00011 0 .0007 00270 0.0592 7.8 58 34 112 196 
OPX-BEARING t .0018 
PERIDOTITE O.t931 
















0.4242 0 6337 
0 .051 1 0.0421 
0 4499 0 .6382 









0 0041 O.OOJO 
0.0011 00017 
0 0040 0 .0046 













0 .0035 0 0565 0 3578 
0 .0020 0 Ot46 0 0445 
0 .0041 00862 0 3637 
00004 00338 0.0016 
HAAZBURGITE 0.8934 0.4367 0 .6t42 0.0047 0.0024 0 .0040 0.0493 03873 
0.1726 0 .0588 0.06t5 00010 00013 0 .0019 0 .0155 00635 
OU'<IITE 1 1293 0 .5432 0 .5361 0.0060 00025 0.0052 0.0758 0.4674 
0.1636 00807 0 .0474 0.0009 0.0016 0 .0028 0 .0514 00492 
HAAZBURGITE 1.1241 
0.2539 










HAAZBURGITE 0 9763 0 4262 0 6075 
0.2029 0 0538 0 0657 
DUNITE 1.5790 0 .4866 0 .5162 






















0 0026 0.0243 
0 .0058 - 00015 

























461 6t .3 




























203 t 56 
5t9 t960 
0.02 043 




1t6 220 t541 
4.t 0.71 2 .01 
132 317 1759 





1 32 17.34 
1.37 2.28 
1.59 2005 
1 12 092 
80 t 42 1549 
6 .4 1.09 217 
-0.3 - 0.06 17.4t 
0.6 011 1 39 
HAAZBURGITE 06422 03584 06874 0.0036 0.0034 0 .0033 0 .0457 0.3t27 33.0 68.7 t2.8 2.13 13.12 
0.0851 0.02-'- 0 .0230 0 0003 0.0011 0 .0011 0.01t6 0 0235 4.4 2.3 3.t 0 55 0.63 
LHERZOL:IE 0.3778 0.3003 0.7367 0.0026 0.0047 00021 00394 0 .2609 19.3 738 13 t 194 1t .56 
0.1069 o .0248 oo216 0 .0005 ooo26 00011 o.0113 00221 5.5 22 3.5 056 on 
ULTRAMYL 0 4079 0 .3770 0 6799 0 0035 0 0048 0.0019 0.0607 0 3t63 21 .1 68.3 16 7 2.95 t3.75 
0.2042 0 .0582 0.0619 0 0008 0.0027 0.0011 0.0148 0 .0637 10.6 6 3 5.2 0 .74 2.40 
SP~GERS HARZBUAGITE ~ .3907 0.5598 0.4882 0.0077 0.0002 00009 0.0519 05079 7t .7 49.0 9.2 2.11 1866 
HILL 0.0868 0 .0352 0.0296 0 .0008 0.0005 0 .0021 0 0148 0 .0282 4.5 2 9 2 3 0.59 0.76 
Tab. B-9b 
UNIT LllHOLOGY N #spots Si02 Ti02 Al203 Cr203 FeO MgO MnO CaO NiO Nli20 SUM Si 
·. : :: ==== = === :.:.=== === :=. :== == ;:;;; = == .;;::.::;..: ::. __ ; ::;: :.. = ·= = ==·=== =·:... ~ = = -~ = =- = :=== =;::::; ...;..;: = ;;.. .. -= -== = = ·== = = =- ~ 
ULTfV., ·. ' ·-· 

















MASSIVE DUNITE 9 
OPX- BEARING 
PERIDOTITE 























avg 53. 1~ 004 1.92 Oc.,7 2.89 1781 0.12 23.29 000 015 9995 1.9:J59 
std 0 .45 0.02 0.37 0 .13 0.33 0 26 0 02 0 .26 0 00 O.Dl 0 40 0 'Xl98 
17 avg 52 12 0 32 3 .53 0 .85 2.41 16 33 0 .05 23.83 0.05 0 .34 %64 1 9036 









53.44 009 225 085 
0 63 0 .08 0 .51 0 10 
53.23 0 .11 2.29 079 
0.00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .00 
273 17.96 




0 .02 0 .35 
0 .11 22.39 
000 0 .00 
005 0.26 100.09 1.9386 
0.02 0 09 1.14 0 0070 
005 019 ~.97 19380 
0 .00 0.00 0 00 0 ()()()() 
53 12 0 10 3.27 1 02 2 60 I 7.59 0 08 22.28 0 .06 0 30 100 41 1.9196 
0.58 0 .07 051 009 0.16 032 0 01 0 .55 003 0.12 065 0.0117 
51.79 0 27 3 83 0 92 2 66 16 47 0 07 23 21 0 .05 0 20 99 4'i 1.8975 
0 01.; 0.00 0 00 0 00 0.00 0 00 0.00 0 00 0 .00 0 00 0 ()() 0 ()()()() 
76 avg 5353 003 2.53 091 2.23 1792 0.07 2284 0.07 0 1310027 19354 
~ld O.ti4 0 02 0 58 0.15 0.23 0.58 0 02 0 60 0.06 0 06 0 58 0 0173 
3 avg 54 41 0 03 1 60 0.78 1 99 17.63 0 04 24 33 0 10 0 30 101 21 1.9544 
sld o 94 0.01 0 .81 o 15 c 40 o 81 o 00 o 29 o.os o 01 o 71 o o·,...; 
17 avg 5417 0.01 199 081 205 1795 006 2339 006 010 100.60 19512 
l>ld 093 0 .01 0 .78 026 020 047 001 0.56 0.02 015 058 00244 
16 avg 5352 003 :>49 1.07 200 1775 008 2286 004 01710002 19385 
std 067 001 055 009 013 0.13 002 044 0.02 0.16 053 00192 
25 avg 5290 004 
std 0 70 001 
~OJ 113 255 1805 
0 28 0 08 0 26 0 73 
0 09 21 83 
002 0.81 
0 05 0 12 100 39 1 9090 
0 02 0 05 0 70 0 0131 
27 avg 52.:23 015 493 0.96 2.46 1683 009 21 .84 0 .06 OS1 10005 1 8912 
std 0.69 012 01'!6 0 .18 043 070 002 1.10 002 045 109 00128 
8 avg 53.61 0 06 2 93 0 39 2 85 16 96 0 07 23 11 0 04 0.35 tOO 38 1 93~ 
sld 0 78 001 098 021 079 069 002 0.>1 002 017 016 0 0213 
avg 54 57 002 o 79 0 52 180 11l24 0 .06 2360 004 0 16 99 7<;, 19797 
std 035 001 012 006 013 039 001 034 002 004 068 00087 
::.======:.====;;;: ::.:. :::;::. ;:;;: ::.::;::= ;.;;::::.:;;; .:. ::.;:;;;;; :. :.= :.; :::. :== =-= :::.=-=-= - =~.:::.= ::.::..:..; =.=..=::. -==-== ===-= ;.;:;;::; :;;;;: === = : ;::::;::;;; _; ::. =-====-
'from Komor et al . (1985) 




















































MASSIVE OUNITE 0 .0087 0 1522 0.0244 0 0737 0 8886 0 0016 0 9330 0 0015 0 0238 46 9 49 2 
OPX - BEARING 
PERIDOTITE 













0 0040 0.0395 0.0069 0 0089 0 0232 0 .0006 0 0329 0.0009 0 0077 
0 .0025 0 .09€0 0 0244 
0 0020 0 .0207 0 0026 







0 0022 0.8702 
0.0007 0 0202 
0 0033 0 .8734 
0 .0016 0 0186 
0.0005 0 .0060 
00015 0.0132 











0 0026 0 1393 0 0291 0 0767 0 9472 0 0025 0 6626 0.0017 0 0209 50 2 45 7 
0 .0016 00223 0.0025 0.0050 0 .0162 00003 00192 00007 0.0085 07 0.7 
0 .0074 01654 00267 00614 0.6991 0.0020 0.9112 0.0014 00140 475 482 
00000 0 0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 0000 0 0000 0.0000 0 0000 0 0000 0.0 0.0 
0 0008 0 .1080 0 .0261 0 0674 0.9655 
0 .0005 0 0251 0.0045 0 0069 0 0287 
00009 00680 0.0222 0.0599 09432 
0.0022 0 8849 
0 .0006 0 0241 
0 .0013 0 9364 
0 0019 0.0090 
0.0017 0.0042 
0.0029 0.0207 









0 .0003 0 .0847 0 0230 0.0617 0 9637 0.0019 0 9030 0 0017 0 0066 50.0 46.8 
0 .0003 0.0333 c 0073 0 0063 0.0252 0 .0003 0 .0240 0.0005 0 0103 09 07 
0.0006 01066 0030t.. OOt,U5 09583 0.0025 06873 0.0012 00118 50.3 465 
00004 0 .0232 00024 00040 00108 00006 00168 00005 00110 05 0 .5 
0.0011 0 .1543 0.0323 0.0769 0.9706 0 0026 0.8440 0.0016 0 0082 51 .3 44.6 























00017 01253 0.0111 0.0862 0.9144 0 .0021 0 .8960 00012 0.0247 482 47.2 
0.0003 0 .0424 0 .0059 0.0242 0 0344 0.0006 0 .0104 O.OC05 0 01 17 1.4 0 .2 
0 0005 0 0338 0 .0148 0.0546 0 9859 0 .0020 0 9174 0 0012 0 0110 50.4 46 9 
















4 2 92 J 
0.3 0 5 
4.3 91 .7 









3.2 94 0 
03 O.ti 
3.2 94.1 
0 2 0 4 
4.1 92 7 





4 5 91 4 
1.3 2.5 
2 8 94 8 
0.2 0.3 
= = = =:;:: == = = == = = = = = = = = == = = = = -~ = = = = :.= = .::... - = := = = '"' = : = ::..=. = = = :="'"' = = = ;= ~.:..;. == _:,. ; =;,.;;::..;;;- ·= = = =- = . ..: = = = '= :::::: = = .~ '-'-= = := """"= = 
'from Komor et al . (1985) 
""" 1-' 
1-' 
'l'.:liJ. B- 9c 
UNIT UlHOLOGY N #SPOTS St02 Ti02 Al203 Cr203 FeO MgO MnO CaO NoO Na20 SUM So 
=;; = = = ;;;;:.= ;;.; :;,:: = == =-= = = == = = = ~ = -...:.=..;==== :: == :...;;. ·= - == ·::;:::: :::;o_== -.:= == .:. -== = = -= = = == -= == = : ~=~ , ;:= = = ;;:: : ::::; = == = == = : .;:;:; = ~= = 
UNIT 1 OPX-8EARING 
HARZBURGITE 
4 8 AVG 5673 0.05 1.82 0.56 600 33.55 013 128 009 002 10022 1 9561 
STD 0. 76 0.03 0.43 0.04 0.25 0 56 0 01 0 .11 0 02 0 02 0. 72 0 .01 17 
--- - --------- - - ------- - --- -- ----- - - ----- - --- - - -- ----- - -- - - --- -- -- - - - - - -- - - - -- - ---- -
UNIT2 HARZBUAGITE + 
LHERZOLITE 
8 18 AVG 5560 0.05 264 0.64 616 3321 0 .12 127 010 002 99.82 1.92')5 
STD 0.39 0 03 0 31 0 0-t 0.12 0.25 0 02 0 15 0.04 0 01 0.76 0 0069 
------- ----------- - ----- ----- - ----- - --- -- - -- -- ·- --
UNIT3 HARZBURGITE 17 35 AVG 55 54 002 252 070 586 3326 0'2 1 31 010 002 9947 19317 
STD 064 001 0.49 0.06 039 0 .41 001 0 .29 001 0.01 077 0 01&7 
----------------- -- - - ---
- -- ------- --- - --- -- .. - - ---- -· ----- - -- - ---- - - - --
UNIT 4 HARZBURGITE 9 18 AVG 56 55 001 180 060 5.71 33.82 012 1 12 009 002 9984 1 9546 
STD 071 002 063 011 0.26 0 74 002 0 .28 0.02 0.01 100 00168 
- - --- - - ---- ------ -- - - ---- ·- - - - - --- - - - - - -- - ·---- -- - - - - - -- -- - - ·--- - -- - -- --- - - -- --- ·- - - - ~ 
TU HARlBURGITE 5 10 AVG 5598 002 229 0 75 5 45 33.39 012 134 011 00<' 9948 19426 
sm 060 0 01 0 SA 0.06 020 0.72 0 .00 039 0.02 002 072 00156 
. -
- ·-· -- - -- -- --
- -- -- --- - - - - --- -- -- - - -- --
-- ------- -
UNITS HARZBURGITE 8 12 AVG 55 39 003 320 077 6.00 32.56 0 .12 168 010 0.02 9968 1 9218 
STD 0.50 001 026 0.07 025 0.39 0 02 030 0<;2 002 0 78 0 ()()f>3 
---- - -- --- - - - -- - - - - --- - -- - - - - -- -- - - - --- - -- - ---- --- - - -- ----- - - - ---- ·- - - - -- -- - - -- - ------· 
UNITS LHERZOLITE 7 16 AVG 54 36 
STD 065 
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Tab. B-9c (continued) 
UNIT LITHOLOGY Ti Cr Fe Mg iv1n Ca Ni Na 'lben 'lbwo!l %Is Mg# 
;;; =;;; = :.=;;; = ==;. = = = =-= = = =- = = = = ,:; = = = ;,-;;;:; :.. = =:.: : = :: = = = : = -= . = := = = =..:. ::::. = = = = :: = = =; ; = = = = = := = = ::: ;; = = = := =.:: = ;;;; =:;;;; ':= 




























------- ·- ------ -- ------ --- - - ------ - -------- - . -- ---- --- ·-- - - - ·- - -- - -- ------ --- --- - - ·- ·- -- -----
UNIT2 HARZBURGITE+ o .rAlll 0 .1079 0.0175 0.1794 17172 1)0034 00471 00028 0.0014 88.3 





-- ----- --- ----- -- -- - -- - -- ------------- - -- - -- -- ------ ·-----·---- - ·- - --- ----- --- ------
UNIT3 HARZBURGITE 0 .0006 0 .1032 0.0193 01706 1.7252 00036 0.0489 0.0028 0.0014 88.7 2.5 8R 91 0 0.0004 0;)202 0 .0017 00118 0 .0186 0.0004 0.0108 0.0003 0 .0010 0.7 0.6 0 .6 0.6 
- - - - ·- -- --- -- --- -- -- ---- ------ --
---------
- -- ----
-- - --- - -- ·- - -- - ·- --- ·- -- - ·-- - -
----UNIT4 HARZBURGITE 0.0004 00733 0 .0165 0.1651 1.7420 00034 00417 0.0025 0.0015 89.4 21 85 91.3 
0.0004 00256 0 .0029 0.0077 00281 0.0005 00106 0.0004 0.0006 0.9 0.6 04 05 
---------- -·-- ------ -------- - - ·-- --------------- ·----- -- ------- ·-- ------- ·---- ---- ·---- ·- - -- . 
TU HARZBURGITE 0 .0005 0 0939 0 .0206 0.1581 1.7267 0 .0037 0 0499 0 0031 0 0013 89.2 
0 0003 0 .0..?38 0.0017 0 0057 0 0?96 0.0001 0.0148 0.0007 0.0012 1.1 
26 
0.8 
8.2 91 6 
03 0.4 
------ - --- --- ---- ------ ·----- ---- ·- ·- -- - - ·- --- - ·- ---- ·-- - -· - ·---- - ·--- -- ·- -· - - ·- - -- · ~ · - - - ·- -- - . 
UNITS HARZBURGITE 0.0007 0 .1310 0 .0211 0.1742 16832 00036 00626 0.0029 00010 87.7 3.3 9.1 90.6 
00002 00108 0.0020 00063 0 .0142 0.0005 0.0113 0.0005 0.0010 04 06 0.3 0.3 
----- - - -- - ------------- ·--- -- ·--- ·- - ·- -- -- ··---- - ·---- ------- ·---- --------
·---- - --- - --- -- --UNITS UiERZOUTE 0.0015 01836 0 .0197 0.1813 16628 0.0038 00591 00027 0.0022 87.4 3.1 9 .5 90.2 
0.0012 00346 0 .0030 0.0069 0.0401 00008 0.0147 0.0006 00029 0.9 0.8 04 04 
----- -- -- - -
- - - -------- ·- ----- ----- - · ·-- --
--- - - ·----- ----------- - ·-- --- --- . - ·--- - ·- . 
- ---- · UNIT6 ULTRAMYL. 0.0007 01409 00072 02298 1.6878 0 .0042 0.0168 00021 0.0018 87.2 0.9 11 .9 880 
0 .0001 O.D1 b2 0 .0047 0.0514 0 .0659 0 .0011 0 .0029 00008 0.0021 2.8 0.2 2.7 2.7 
- ---- - ------- - --- ---- - - ·- - ------- -- ·- - - - - -- ---- -- ---- --- - - - ·- - - - - ----- - ·-- - - ·- -- - ·-- . - ----
SPRINGERS HARZBURGITE 
HILL 
00004 00357 0.0094 0.1602 1.7915 0.0037 0.0240 0.0026 00010 90.7 
0 0003 0 .0067 0 0015 0.0047 0 .0158 0 .0004 0.0037 0 0005 0 0007 0.2 
1.2 
02 
81 91 .8 
0 .3 03 
= = = == == === = = === = = :-:; =:.; = := = .;:... = = : :......;:,. =:== : = = =::: = ; := ::: = = = ;: == =::::. ·==-=::: = = := = = == :=:::: = =:::: ·= = = = == === == = == := = = = 
Tab. R-9<.1 
sample Unit N #spots Si02 Cr203 FeO MgO CaO NiO SUM Si Fe Mg Ca Ni Fo(ol) 
= ~ = =-= == -== = = = == = = ==== == = == := = = = ·~== = ·= = :":' = ~== ::: = ·== = = ·= = ~ = ::::: = = = == = = = ·= = = == :== = w:- =~= = ~ = = == = == === = ~ -== :~ ==== ==== ::: : 
ULTRAMAFIC DUNITf ~ 
CUMULATES'WB1RLITE 















































AVG 40.26 n.d. 11 .71 47.31 004 0 .18 99.49 1.0003 n.d. 0 .2434 1.7514 0.0010 0.0036 87.8 
STD 0 .35 n.d. 1 30 1.07 0 .08 0 .03 0.56 0.0039 n.d. 0 .0283 0 .0293 0.0021 0.0006 1.4 
23 AVG 4047 0.01 10.23 48.33 0.12 032 99.47 0.9997 00002 0 .2113 1.7793 0.0032 0.0064 89.4 
STO 0.25 001 0.72 0.64 0 .05 0 .03 0.47 0.0051 0 .0003 0 .0155 0.0149 00013 0.0005 0.8 
2 AVG 39.64 001 12.45 47.53 0.04 0 .19 9C185 09865 0 .0002 0 .2590 1.7627 0.0011 0 .0038 87.2 
12 AVG 4045 0.01 9.13 4973 003 0 .39 99.7::; 0~ 0.0002 01875 18187 0.0007 0 .0076 90.7 














































9.37 50 40 
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827 49 94 
1.40 0 .93 
8.73 5008 
0 52 0.34 
7 85 5087 
0 .34 0 .26 
900 4989 
c 16 027 
















0 .35 10088 
004 011 
0.40 99.91 
0 .03 0.71 
040 9955 
003 0.67 
0 .38 9944 
008 0 71 




0 37 99 73 
003 0.56 
0 37 99 42 
0 9883 0 .0002 
0.0036 0 .0000 
0.9911 00002 


















0 0050 0 0001 
1 0029 0.0003 
0 1903 1.8243 0.0015 0.0069 
0.0109 0 0183 0.0010 0 .0008 
0.1937 1.8152 0.0007 0.0078 

































0 .1847 1.8239 0.0008 00073 
0.0036 0 0102 0 0001 0.0006 
















22 A\\3 4063 001 924 4965 0 .03 040 9997 09949 00003 01893 18119 00007 00078 905 









002 9 52 4963 
0 01 0.42 0.49 
0 00 1 0 07 49 02 





0.40 100 40 
0 04 0 70 






0 0003 0 .1944 
00002 00086 
00000 02066 

















AVG 4064 001 858 4987 001 039 9948 099t-5 00003 01761 18225 00003 00076 912 
STD 0 .59 002 031 060 001 oo~ 115 0.0051 00003 0 .0064 00085 00002 0.0004 03 
- -- ~ ~ "'::-:' ::= = ~ '::' =::== === = ~ = =-= == ==- =~== == ~= = == .;;; == ·==== ·= == = = =- == == =-===== :== :::=== === =-= = ==== -= = := === ~ ====== === == 
'hom l<.omor et AI 119851 
PLATES 
All illustrations in the plates are from localities on the ~stem lin~b of the synform at 
Table Mountain, unless specified otherwise. 
PLATE I 
(a) Transition zone of the Table MLuntain massif, looking north . Boundary of 11assive 
duni·e with harzburgite is located in valley. Layered ultramafic cumulates can be 
seen in foreground and on top of hill on left side. 
(bl Chromite seam and diffuse chromite bands in massive dunites of unit l. 
(c) Central dunite band (D) cross-cutting wehrlitic banding (W). A tran:>itionaJ area (T) 
is symmetrically developed around the dunite band and is depleted in clinopyroxene. 
Note discontinuous chromite stringer parallel to banding. Top part of massive 
dunites, unit 2, western limb. 
(d) Harzburgite-dunite banding in transition from harzburgite to massive dunites. Unit 
1 /2 boundary. 
(C) Discrete bands of clinopyroxene in harzburgite intersected e) by lherzolite. Unit 1/2 
boundary. 
(I) Well developed orthopyroxenitic and websteritic banding near unit 2/3 contact. 
(g) Repetitive, subtle banding marked by slight variation of orthopyroxene to olivine 
ratio in harzburgite. Unit 3. 




(a) Vertically oriented banding showing different intensities of buckling depending on 
the olivine-py:-oxene ratio in the banding. Foliation trace (not visible) is horizontal 
at high angle to banding. Unit 5. 
(b) Mylonitic harzburgite of unit 4. Dark stringer with high relief represents highly 
recrystallized orthopyroA.enitic banding. Note knobby appearance caused by unser-
pentinized patches of recrystallized olivin~ which weather out with positive relief. 
(c) Orthopyroxene-rich harzburgite or lherzolite with poorly developed shape fabric of 
pyroxenes. Foliation-trace is parallel to websteritic banding seen in lower part of 
photo. 
(d) Orthopyroxene-ribbon mylonite of unit 6. Dark attenuated lenses represent 
orthopyroxene-ribbon grains. Knobby appearance is du\! to unserpentinized, re~rys­
tallized patches of olivine (as in Pl. 2b). 
(e) Slight folding ("flexure") of banding and foliation along orthopyroxenite dyke 
located in a grove running from upper left to lower right. Dyke weathers more 
rapidly than harzburgite and has therefore highly negative relief. Lower part of unit 
2. 
(f) S-type folds of orth<'pyroxenitic banding (marked by arrow with F) developed adjac-
ent to orthopyroxenitic dykes. Unit 3. looking northwest. 
(g) Open folding of orthopyroxenitic banding with variably oriented axial planes (A. P.). 
Lower part of unit 3. 
416 
' 0 0 
. - / 
417 
PLATE 3 
(a) S-type fold of orthopyroxenitic banding develuped adjacent to boudinaged, olivine 
orthopyroxenite dyke. The banding contains isoclinal folds which appear to have a 
Z-asymmetry. Hammer for scale. Lower part of unit 3, looking southwest. 
(b) Hook-shaped Z-folds of onhopyroxenitic banding. indicating polyphase deforma-
tion. Lower part of unit 3, looking west. 
(c) Open folds of orthopyroxenitic banding in TU. Banding is cut and preferentially 
resorbed by dunite-band . Notebook for scale. 
(d) Isoclinal fold of orthopyroxenitic banding in TU. Banding is itself isoclinally folded. 
The early isoclinal folds have highly attenuated limbs or are rootless. 
(e) Orthopyroxenitic to wcbsteritic banding which is buckled but probably has abu been 
affected by an early period of boudinage. Unit 5, pen for scale. 
(I) Asymmetric folding affecting orthopyroxenitic banding of unit 5 . The shape fabric 
within these peridotites is L > S. Foliation as determined by bleaching in the labora-
tory is at high angle to the banding. Looking southeast: pen ior scale. 
(g) Open folding at right side of picture (south) developing into tight folding at left near 
a shear zone in the lower left of the picture. Progressive attenuation of fold hinge of 
banding is probably associated with rotation of fold axis. Fold axis is oriented nor-
mal to plane of photo at right (plunging gently to west) but nearly parallel to it at 
left. Attentuation of fold hinge has been used to infer the sense of shear in the shear 
zone. A.P. designates axial plane. Unit 3, looking west. Backpack for scale is 




(a) Deflection of an early, strong foliation within unit 6 by anastamozing, typically 
amphibole-bearing, high strain zones. 
(b) Well developed, small-scale shear zone with apparent sinistral sense of shear. Unit 
6. 
(c) Pcgmatitic dyke showing huge single crystal of amphibole. Unit 3, western limb. 
(d) Comb-textured, undeformed orthopyroxenite within harzburgites of unit 2, western 
limb. 
(e) En-echelon arrangement of orthopyroxenite dykes intersecting more diffuse litho-
logical banding. Tips of dykes preserve delicate finger-like morphologies which are 
poorly visible in reproduction. Upj)Cr pan of unit 3. 
(t) Y -shaped branch of an orthopyroxenite cyke. Pen ror scale is located above branch-
point. Unit 2. 
(g) Orthopyroxenite (opx) intersecting wehrlitic banding (cpx) within unit 3. Note duni-
tic reaction zone around the dyke. Pen for scale is located in fracture in the reaction 
zone. 
(h) Dyke plane containing chocolate-tablet type, orthopyroxenitic boudins. Compass for 




(a) Highly attenuated boudin of orthopyroxenite dyke. Asymmetric "wings" indicate 
sinistral shear. Unit 4. Pen for scale lies on top of boudin. 
(b) Olivine orthopyroxenite dyke with enrichment of orthopyroxene near dyke margin. 
Pen is parallel to foliat ion trace of host harzburgite. Base of unit 4. 
(c) Clinopyroxenitic dyke with well developed dunite margin in clinopyroxene-bearing 
harzburgite. Top of umt 2. 
(d) Mutually intersecting dunite bands in harzburgite resulting in a dunite-network. 
Width of picture is 4 m. Unit 2. 
(e) Dunite band reacting preferentially with websteritic banding in harzburgite and 
transforming websterite into dunite. Unit 5. 
(t) Dunite band parallel to foliation within lherzolite of unit 2. Along strike of the 
dunite band. enrichment of clinopyroxene occurs, transforming dunite into wehrlite. 
(g) Dunite cutting across and partially resorbing well developed orthopyroxenitic band-
i!"!g in harzburgite. Unit 3. Hammer for scale. 
(h) Contact between dunite pod (at right, with large spinel grains) and harzburgite host. 
The contact area (marked by arrow) is depleted in orthopyroxene. Unit 3. 
422 
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PLATE 6 (COLOUR) 
(a) lntrafolial folds of clinopyroxeni!ic bands within unit 2. Fold axes are parallel to 
stretching lineation (indicated by pen). 
(b) Intersection of two dunite bands. The steeply oriented band contains clinopyroxeni-
tic dykes. The horizontal band (parallel to the pen) preserves a clinopyroxenitic ten-
sion gash at the right side of the picture. The gash intersects the dunite - lherzolite 
boundary. Unit 2; pen parallel to foliation. 
(c) Boundary between a wehrlite band (bottom) and lherzolite or harzburgite. The 
boundary is marked by enrichment in clinopyroxene. Unit 2, western limb. 
(d) Harzburgite with E-W oriented foliation trace. Orthopyroxene grains have their long 
axis normal to the foliation trace but their cleavage is parallel to it. An origin by 
pull-apart of formerly large orthopyroxene grains is very likely. TM 747; unit 3; 
long side of photo is 4.2 mm. 
(c) Highly erratic morphology of orthopyroxene in the olivine matrix of a harzburgite. 
An origin by corrosion is likely. Ol l vin~: petrofabric work of the same sample (Fig. 
3.9c) indicates a strong lattice fabric which suggests synkinematic corrosion; TM 
1232; unit 3; long side of photo 1.7 mm. 
(t) Fine grained, cquigranular micro'i:ructure of a mylonitic harzburgite. Note large spi-
nel grain in upper left, porphyroclastic orthopyroxene grain in upper right, and 
unserpentinized patch of olivine matrix in lower right. The latter one represents one 
of the bright yellow knobs visible in hand specimens (cf. Pl. 2b); Tl\t 578.3; unit 4; 
long side of photo 4.2 mm. 
(g) Shard-like opx ;;rains which have their cleavage trace oriented at high angle to the 
E-W running foliation trace; unit 4; TM 578.3 ; long side of photo 0.7 mm. 
{h) Interstitial clinopyroxene (high relief) within largely serpentinized olivine matrix. In 
lower left, spinel is intergrown with serpentinized orthopyroxene. An origin by 
melt-impregnation is suggested for clinopyroxene; TM 1071 ; unit 5; long side of 
photo 1.7 mm. 
423 

PLATE 7 (COLOUR) 
(a) Thin band ("film") of clinopyroxene b~tween serpentinized olivine matrix. suggest-
ing an origin by melt-impregnation; TM 327; unit 5: long side of phuto 0. 7 mm. 
(h) Simple growth twin of clinopyroxene a3sociat:d with spinel grain; TM 626: unit 6; 
long side of photo 0.7 mm. 
(c) Simple growth twin of clinopyroxene (upper ldt) closely associated with spinel. The 
Spinel -clinopyroxene symplcctite is locakJ at margin of l.:rge orthopyroxene aggre-
gate; Tf\: 1378; harzburgite sliv.:r withm metamorphic sole; long side of photo 1.7 
mm. 
(d) Interstitial clinopyroxene grain.) (high relief) in panially serpentinized olivine 
matrix. located at left side of an orthopyroxene porphyroclast (part of which is seen 
at right side of picture'. Cii'lopyroxene could represent accumut :10n )f melt in 
rressure shadow of or;hopyroxene grain; foliation trace E-W; TM 922; unit 6; long 
side of photo I. 7 mm. 
(c) [-luigranular olivine nntrix. orient~d ooliquely to the E-W running foliation trace. 
At bottom. an ortho;Jyro,-.ene ribbon grain is visible.; TM 1056; unit 6; long side of 
photo 3.3 mm . 
(t) Equigranular olivine matrix containing large spind grain (black) and clinopyroxene 
ribbon grain with extensive orthopyroxene exsolution lamellae (upper right); TM 
1063.3; unit 6; long side of photo 4.2 mm. 
(g) Orthopyroxene ribbon grain within olivine matrix. Note that olivine matrix cor.tains 
abundant spinel grains whereas orthopyroxene grain is free of spinel; TM 922; unit 
6; long side of photo II mm. 
(h) Tabular equigranular microstructure in an ultramylonite located directly above the 
metamorphic sole. Note the presence of amphibole grains (e.g. at top right of cen-
tral area of photo, difticult to see in reproduction) ; TM 1225; unit 6, long side of 
photo 4.2 mm. 
424 
425 
PLATE 8 (COLOUR) 
(a) Symplectic intcrgrowth of clinopyroxene .. md spinel in serpentinized olivine 
matrix. Note the irregular outline of the symplectite grains and a growth twin of 
clinopyroxene in top part of clinopyroxene/spinel intergrowth with white interfer-
ence colour. Harzburgite sample LH 122 from basal part of ophiolite in the eastern 
Lewis Hills; long side of photo 4.2 mm. 
(b) Clinopyroxene growth twin in clinopyroxenitic band within harzburgite. Orienta-
tion of band is parallel to foliation; TM 1463; unit 2; western limb; long side of 
photo 4.2 mm. 
(c .d) Orthopyroxene aggregate in plane polarized light (c) and crossed polars (d). The 
aggregate contains spinel exsolutions of uniform orientation. The orientation of 
the exsolutions does not change across the boundaries of the orthopyroxene neo-
blasts. TM l.t47; unit 2; long side of photos I. 7 mm. 
(e) Olivine-amphibole banding in late shear zone within lherzolites of unit 6; T!\1 
934 . 1. long side of photo 4.~ mm. 
(f) Contoured geochemical map of 100 Cr/Cr+ AI ratio in spinels within the Table 
Mountain massif. 
426 
\~ ~ 1 KILOMETRE I (100Cr{Cr+AI)5 P I 
Ill 
-<16 16-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65 >65 
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TABLE MOUNTAIN MANTLE SECTION 
foliation, lithological banding, and fold style 
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structural units in ultramafic rocks 
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